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~SECTION 500

UNMET NEEDS

Objectives

The purpose of this section of task reports is to define and

describe detailed water resources management needs in the basic cate-

gories of:

]. Water Pollution Control Needs
2. Flood Control Needs

3. Water Supply and Distribution Needs
4. Urban Runoff Needs

A clear and concise understanding of these needs is the basis

for the development, evaluation and selection of plan alternatives. No

plan alternative should be seriously considered which does not substan-

tially satisfy these needs and provide the means to solving the water

resources related problems of the Metropolitan Spokane planning area.

l'otal or absoiute resolution of these needs may not be technically or

financially reasonable, but it is important that absolute goals in the

resolution of these needs be identified in order to encourage improve-

ments which at least move in the direction of realizing these goals, if

not fully satisfying them. This leads to the necessity of establishing

priority relationships uetween needs.

The interrelationship of needs zaLegories is an important con-

sideration in itself. Needs satisfaction in one category may impart a

need in another category either beneficially or detrimentally. For

example:
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The improvement of storm drainage collection and disposal may

resolve a localized flooding and drainage need, but may negatively

impact other need categories such as flooding and water quality at some

other location. This consideration is also the fundamental essence of

water resources management by watershed basins with emphasis on the

total needs of the area, not just immediate solutions to localized prob-

lems.

Similarly the projection of needs is important to ensure that

current decisions with regard to implementing programs to satisfy these

needs are also compatible with future requirements. This suggests the

need to retain flexibility in water resources management planning as

well as expandability. The optimum resolution of today's need may not

be consistent with the best solution of the same need relative to future

conditions.

In addition to the categorization of needs by function, needs

may also be described in terms of broader performance classification:

1. Regulatory compliance, although it pertains primarily to

water quality needs, is a fundamental consideration appli-

cable to the assessment of all plans, inasmuch as com-

pliance is prescribed by law. Regulatory compliance needs

form the backbone of all wastewater plans and apply to

V,4ous aspects of flood control, urban runoff, and water

supply plan requirements.

2. Physical fkicilities to accommodate community growth con-

stitutes a need which is directly dependent on pressure
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created by economic and population growth. Planning

decisions related to growth teeds deal primarily with

determination of policies which anticipate these needs or

policies which react to them. There has been considera-

ble discussion in recent years also concerning the use of

physical facilities development as a tool to entorce land

use policy objectives. This procedure is regarded by

many as euforcement of planning policies which have failed

at the regulatory level because of special political

influence on land use policy regulation. This is in oppo-

sition to the point of view that land use should be reg,-

lated legislatively and that facilities planning should be

responsive to land use, and not used to control land use.

3. Environmental improvement is an additional broad category

of need which is nominally the basis of regulations and

thereby would be satisfied by meeting regulatory standards.

However, it must be recognized that regulations are

generalized, and in a sense define minimum standards.

Regulations concerning flood control, water supply, and

urban runoff do not necessarily include environmental

requirements.

Water Pollution Control Needs

General Water Pollution Control Needs. The basic water pollu-

tion control need is the requirement to comply with various state and
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federal laws and regulations. This need is common to the total study

area, as it is with the rest of the nation. Federal regulations are

basically described in Public Law 92-500 as interpreted by the adminis-

trative guidelines thereto. State regulations primarily supplement the

federal regulations and provide that the state may set more restrictive

standards in special water quality determinative locations, These stan-

dards and regulations are discussed in detail in Task Report Section 317.

The other major water pollution control need is to provide

community sewerage facilities within the large urban population areas of

Metropolitan Spokane which include the unsewered areas of the City of

Spokane, North Spokane and Spokane Valley.

A need related to that above which involves the general metro-

politan area is to provide a positive means of protection of the unique

water quality of the primary Spokane aquifer, which currently is the

receiving water for wastes generated by approximately 80,000 persons.

There is the recognized need to improve the water quality at

the Spokane River which exerts the most noticeable impact on Long Lake.

There is a need to control the overflow bypass of untreated wastes to the

Spokane River during heavy storm runoff.

Water pollution control needs can also be summarized generally

by land use categories as follows:

Urban Residential. The most critical water pollution need in

urban residential areas within the City of Spokane relates to the need

to eliminate the flooding of basements and public streets by sewage,

caused by sewer backups as a result of surcharging of combined sewers
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during periods of heavy storm runoff.

There is a need for public systems of wastewater collection in

urban areas where sewer systems do not exist.

Suburban Residential. The most critical suburban area need is

to make a policy decision on where and whether to construct sewers for

the collection and treatment of wastewater or to continue the practice of

discharge of wastes individually to the ground above the groundwater aqui-

fer.

Commercial. Commercial areas are subjected to the hazards of

combined sewer overflow or backup noted above and additionally experience

a need for collection systems which is critical for heavy waste producing

commercial activities such as restaurants and laundries where septic tank

systems typically are inadequate to handle high volumes of flow and

strong wastes with high grease content.

Industrial. Existing industries served by sewerage systems have

a need to participate in upgrading of facilities to meet discharge stan-

dards. Industries with independent waste treatment and discharges to

surface water face the need to meet discharge requirements in order to

maintain valid discharge permits. Industries discharging in a manner

which impacts groundwater need to be monitored closely and controlled to

minimize impact on groundwater quality.

Agricultural. Water pollution control needs relating to agri-

cultural land use within the study area include a need to minimize the

impact of point sources such as livestock feedlots and poultry raising;

to minimize the direct leaching of nutrients and other salts as a result
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of excessive applications of cheap irrigation water; and to improve

farming practices in the wind-blown Palouse soils areas in order to

minimize soil erosion and wash-off to surface waters.

Detailed Water Pollution Control Needs

The following detailed comments concerning the water pollution

control needs of the study area are organized in terms of specific

geographical locations. This needs summary is presented with the intent

of describing representative needs conditions applicable to a given loca-

tion within the study area and does not attempt to tabulate or describe

each instance where a similar condition or need exists. Existing condi-

tions will be described as well as an estimate of projected conditions

relating to the same condition in the event no action is taken to modify

the existing conditions.

Urban Areas, City of Spokane

Sewerage System Needs. Like most large cities, the City of

Spokane sewerage system has grown with the City to a size and complexity

which was never contemplated at the time of its origin. The initial

growth of the City in the early 1870's was near the river in the vicinity

of the falls which afforded convenient water supply from upstream and

convenient disposal downstream. The sewerage needs of the City of

Spokane are best understood by a knowledge of the system and its opera-

tion. The following narrative prepared by Mr. Jim Day, a former sewer

system maintenance superintendent, provides an excellent summary of these
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needs:

The Spokane sewer system grew with the City. It is about 95%

combined. That is, it is designed to carry both sanitary

wastes and storm runoff in a common conduit. These sewers

were constructed to empty into the Spokane River. As the City

and the sewer system grew, the system was served by some 35

such outfalls in the river. Needless to say the water quality

of the river was not good. Tn the early 1900's when two dis-

tricts, Browne's Add. and the lower part of Cannon Hill, were

sewered, separate sewers were built. Until the early 1960's

that was the full extent of Spokane's separate sewers. It was

then decided that any newly developed or newly sewered area

should have separate sewers. Since that time in a few old

districts, where the storm overload problem was extremely

severe, sewers have also been sepaiated. As of January 1, 1974

the Spokane sewer system consisted of a total of 660.32 miles of

sewer.

After years of discussion a bond issue was passed in 1946 and

with the lssistance of state and federal funds a sewage treat-

ment plant and system of intercepting sewers was started. The

intercepting sewer generally tollows the course of the river

to the Treatment Plant, which is on Aubrey White Porkway near

where the river leaves the west limits of the City. [u June,

1958 the first sewage was turned into te interceptor and
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the plant was put into service. At that time some 75% of the

sewers were intercepted carrying perhaps 60% of the sewage ef

the City. By 1962 the interceptor was completed and all the

sewers diverted to the plant. The only exception was a very

small area near Trent and Hamilton which was finally diverted to

the interceptor in 1971.

As the interceptor follows the course of the river each of the

old outfalls was intercepted. There are variously designed

interception devices, mostly leaping weirs, at these points of

interception. These weirs were supposedly set to take 2 to 3

times normal dry weather flow. Wherever the load in the inter-

ceptor has permitted, the setting has been opened to permit a

larger flow to the Treatment Plant, thus reducing wherever pos-

sible storm overflows to the river. The discharge of these

storm bypasses to the river is a most undesirable condition

which occurs, perhaps, as many as one hundred times per year.

These overflows vary from a mere slop over at a few weirs to

millions of gallons through every bypass in the City.

The climate and rainfall of any city has a great effect on the

function of its sewer system. Spokane is certainly no excep-

tion. Spokane has basically a dry climate with cold winters

and hot summers. Rainfall only averages 15 to 17 inches per

year. Like many dry climates Spokane is subject to terrific

rain storms of great intensity hitting comparatively small
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areas of the City. These cloudbursts seem to occur May through

September. Most are carried on southwesterly winds and appear

to have a front of extremely heavy rainfall about a mile wide.

These storms seldom hit the weather station for an accurate

rainfall measurement. One such storm was measured in a private

rain gauge as 2.2 inches in ten minutes. Storms of that inten-

sity or more likely half that intensity pass through the City on

an average of twice per year. Years when no such storms occur

are not uncommon but also years when four or even six or seven

such storms occur are not uncommon, either. All day steady

rains, of about one or two inches in twenty four-hours, cause

no sewer problems of consequence. Neither do snow melts in the

late winter or spring% perhaps a little surface flooding when

water cannot readily reach the catch basins. Four times in the

last forty years several hundred frozen catch basin connections,

after a winter of the most extreme cold, have created a few

problems but none truly ser 4ous. Spokane's generally dry, hot

summers tend to promote tree root growth into the sewers. It

has been often noted that in the year following an exceptionally

dry summer the root: problem greatly increases.

The storm overload problem and resultant backups into basements

is by far tie most difficult of all City sewer operation prob-

lems. When a City sewer is blocked and backs into someone's

basement, the City crews clean it. Usually it is only one, at

most a half dozen basements. When a flash storm hits an area
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of the City and anywhere from 50 to several hundred basements

get backups, cleanups by the City are impossible. These storm

backups might be any amount from a little puddle around a floor

drain to several inches, in extreme cases several feet, of

muddy storm water mixed with domestic sewage. When the storm

recedes it leaves a residue of mu2 and worse on the floor. It

is quite understandable that people in whose home this has

occurred might feel that there are more serious cases of pollu-

tion than found in the river. Everytime this backup occurs in

a neighborhood some people attempt to avoid reoccurrences

in the future with check valves. Some plug the floor drain.

Others, perhaps most, just hope it will not reoccur but sooner

or later it does. It has been ncted that as more people in the

lowest houses on a sewer install check valves the level at

which storm backups occur rises to the higher basements. In

more recent years, since about 1966, the plumbing code has

required installation of check valves (back water valves) in

any new construction with plumbing fixtures below street level.

This a most desirable step. Check valves, however, are not an

absolute guarantee to avoid sewer backups. They must be

cleaned and serviced periodically. Many home owners fail to

do this. Because of this all too common storm overload problem

the Sewer Div. makes every effort to ensure that all sewers

are maintained to full designed capacity.

Spokane has very close to 13,000 catch basins or other storm
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water catching devices. About 300 of these are seepage catch

basins. That name explains their means of functioning. They

are nearly all in unsewered districts. There are about 1000

gutter inlets, mostly connected to a catch basin well out in

the roadway where a street widening has set the curb line back.

The balance of the catch basins are probably standard to most

cities. They consist of a grate in the gutter to catch storm

water, a sump three to four feet deep below the outlet and an

outlet, normally 8" to the sewer. These catch basins are

trapped with a galvanized iron 900 bend where the outlet pipe

leaves the basin. This prevents escape of odors from the sewer

and to a degree stops the discharge of mud, sand and floating

objects into the sewer. In several districts in Spokane where

storm backups were esdecially frequent and severe, the Sewer

Division has removed the 8" trap, Inserted and cemented about

three feet of 4" pipe into the 8" and replaced the 8" trap with

a 4" trap (bend). This holds some of the storm water in the

street for a slightly longer interval. It has proven to be of

some benefit during overload situations, and no interference

during normal rainfall.

Catch basins must be cleaned periodically. This cleaning must

be performed several times per year in a very few cases at the

foot of hills to once a year which is desirable. In most cases

the past cleanings, with exceptions, has averaged about every

year and a half. Even at best a certain amount of sand, silt
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and gravel escapes to the sewer. Although on occasion an

accident occurs that completely blocks a sewer with this

material.

Specific Areas of Spokane with Severe Problems

The following seition will describe nine specific areas in

Spokane which experience severe sewer problems. Refer to Figure A-1

for the locations of these nine areas.

Section A. This zone in the ext-eme Northwest corner of the

City experiences perhaps the worst storm water overloading of any other

area, except for zone E. However, in the numbers of people affected,

zone A ranks first. The plumbing code requires that homes built after

1965 must have backflow prevention devices (check valves). Unfortunately,

most of the homes in this zone were built prior to 1965, and consequently,

are affected quite severely by stormwater overflows and subsequent base-

ment floodings.

As more and more people install check valves in their basements,

it has been observed that basements at higher elevations begin to flood.

2 The main trunk in Assembly St. is especially prone to surcharge. The
*1

tree root problem in this zone as well as the maintenance are considered

to be normal.

Section B. The Cannon Bowl area has perhaps the worst tree

root problem of any area in Spokane's sewer system. Here, the sewers

are poorly constructed. Fortunately, this area has no combined sewer-

and consequently, storm overloads are not found here. However, due to
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the extreme tree root problem, maintenance is very high; usuaily three

times per year. Other areas with combined sewers in this section do experi-

ence frequent storm overloads. This is particularly evident in the

sewers under Wabash Street. Here, the laterals are surcharged before

they reach the trunks.

Section C. Frequent storm overloads and backups occur on the

four trunk lines feeding the main Perry Street Sewer. Fortunately the

sewers here are deep and most basements have checkvalves. The Central

Avenue area is especially hard hit by these storm backups. There are

also frequent and severe stormwater backups along Addison and Division

Streets. The tree root problem here is increasing and more than normal

maintenance is required.

Section D. This area is subject to frequent and severe storm-

water overloads, but fortunately, the sewers here are deep and there are

few basements. Backup problems aren't quite as evident here. The tree

root problem is increasing and more than normal maintenance is required.

Section E. This area, especially near Stevens & Indiana Streets,

]is the most severely storm water overloaded area In Spokane. Although

most basements have backflow prevention devices, occasionally the street

catch basins back up which results in street flooding and flooding of

street lewdl store fronts. The flooding of sL.reets with storm water

mixed with sanitary sewage Is an extremely dangerous public health problem.

In this section there are no serious tree root problems or associated

maintenance requirements.

Section F. Sewers in this section are in poor repair. Notice-

able exfiltration causes a decrease in sewer velocities and results in
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heavy materials settling out. Consequently, sewers backup quite easily.

Sewers here are surcharged in any storm event even slightly above normal.

Fortunately there are few basements in this area. Tree roots are quite

bad in this atea and twice annual maintenance is required.

Section G. This section includes the Central Business District

and also Spokane's oldest sewers. Some of the sewers now in use were

constructed in the 1890's. The sewers here are generally in bad shape

with much evidence of pipe failure. This area is also faced with heavy

storm overloads, which has caused much of the pipe damage. Basement

flooding is prevalent here. Tree roots are less than normal here, but

the southern end of this section has quite severe tree root problems.

High maintenance is required in this section. This is one of the few

areas in Spokane that has had evidence of rats living in the sewers.

Section H. These sewers are heavily storm overloaded, and there

have been many instances of basement flooding. Tree root problems are

bad here and more than normal maintenance is required.

Section I. As in section H, tree roots are bad and there

are frequent storm water overloads. Maintenance here is more than nor-

mal. There are large amounts of infiltration here due to the draining

of nearby swamps.

The above described sewerage system needs of the City of Spo-

kane are described primarily as existing needs. Projected needs for

sewerage system improvements are similar with only nominal increases in

severity of problems anticipated in most areas. The critical areas of

need for correction of combined sewer overflow are substantially
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developed at near-saturation density and it is not anticipated that this

need will extend to recently annexed Cicy areas or areas which may annex

in the future, inasmuch as the City has adopted a policy of sewer separa-

tion for new development. In all other respects projected sewerage

system needs are expected to be similar to existing needs except that

improved sewer pipe jointing technology should minimize root damage and

infiltration/exfiltration problems.

Approximately 70% of the area served by the City of Spokane J

sewerage system utilizes a combined wastewater/storm drainage system.

These areas occur essentially in the central area of the city, with

separate sanitary sewers available in newer developments in the north-

west, southwest, and southeast corners of the City and in a narrow band

along the river. The combined sewers have inadequate capacity to convey

both storm drainage and wastewater. The impact of combined waste and

storm sewers is that the system proves inadequate to properJy handle

either function. Sewers of adequate size to handle storm water are too

large to provide efficient wastewater conveyance. Sewers properly sized

for wastewater are too small to meet the needs of peak storm runoff

flows. The result is a hazardous combination of flooded basements,

popped manhole covers, pipeline failures, and the discharge of untreated

raw sewage into streets and as direct bypass flow to the river. Flow

backups from overloaded combined seweis cause extensive flooding of

basements with untreated sewage. This problem cannot be looked at as

a mere inconvenience to the homeowner. It Is a serious public health

haizard as well as a continuing source of major liability to the City of
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Spokane. It is also a major drain on the maintenance and manpower

resources of the City to provide ,-leanup services. One of the most severe

problems with combined sewer backups and overflows occurs in the Assembly

Street area. This is one of the most extensive backup problem areas of

the City, although other areas have also been affected.

Flow backups from overloaded combined sewers cause street

flooding with untreated sewage and storm drainage. The older section of

the City north of the river, in the vicinity of Division Street, is

critically affected by this problem. An area of about a six block radius

from the intersection of Stevens Street and Indiana Avenue is about the

most severely affected area of the City for sewer backup problems. Along

Division Street between Buckeye and Indiana Avenues it is not unusual for

catch basins to overflow and flood the street U, the extent that street

level stores are flooded. In an effort to minimize basement flooding and

the other consequences of inadequate combined sewer capacity, catch basin

inlets in many areas of the City have been throttled to reduce storm

inflow. The result is that streets act as conduits for storm runoff

during periods of high intensity rainfall. In other areas overloaded

sewers may force open manhole covers and discharge raw sewage into the

streets. The results are hazardous to traffic and not conducive to

good public health.

Excessive combined sewer flows have caused serious pipe fail-

ures and extensive damage to streets and property. One example of this

occurred in 1957 when a severe storm hit the downtown area. The trunk

sewer leading over the hill in the vicinity of Cedar Street and Riverside
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Avenue was completely washed out causing damage to the apartments on

the hillside and t, homes below the hill. Failures of overloaded pipe-

lines have caused extensive property damage on several occasions and

have threatened much greater damage. There are many areas of the City

which are vulnerable to this condition, where a combination of under-

sized and overaged pipeline subjected to an unusually intense storm

runoff could cause severe property damage.

Many collection sewers in Spokane are old and are subject to

excessive maintenance needs. Many trunk and interceptor sewers in

Spokane were constructed in the 19th century and are approaching the

end of their practical economLc life. in many areas of the city, water

seeking plant roots find access into collection sewer pipes through

cracks and joints which were constructed at a time when modern gasketed

joints were not available and when concerns with infiltration flows did

not exist. These lines pass through the central business district in

some areas and would be very r'osily to replace or repair to meet

modern standards. The complication of combined sewage flows discussed

under item 5 result in this condition being one of the more critical

wastewater management problems facing the City of Spokane at this time.

The Cannon Bowl area, although it is a separated sanitary sewer system,

is on, of the wcrst pr blem ,-'cas in the City with respect to tree roots

and sewer maintenance needs. Most sewers in this area are located in

back lot line easements in sandy soil. To quickly convert a naturally

barren area, residents planted Large numbers of popLars, willows, elms,

and other fast growing trees which develop long
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-oot systems seeking water. Cracked sewers are one source of water for

these roots. Sewers in this area must be rodded at least three times

per year to cut roots and prevent breakage.

Sewage Overflow Bypass Elimination Need. Relief bypass of

excess combined sewers directly to the Spokane River at 44 locations and

of excess combined sewage flows at the Spokane central sewage treatment

plant result in the discharge of untreated sewage into the river. The

impact of this condition is to permit the discharge of untreated waste-

water to the river, which is a significant pollutant load. The present

practice of bypassing a major portion of plant inflow during the first

flushing storm of the season and during high inflow conditions is a sig-

nificant contribution to BOD and nutrient loading of the Spokane River.

This practice negates the benefits of treatment capability during periods

of high storm runoff. Continuance of these practices will to a degree

negate the improvements being planned to improve the Central Treatment

Plant effluent quality.

Sewage Treatment Improvement Needs. The existing Cif-y of

Spokane central sewage treatment plant effluent quality is in violation

of present discharge and receiving water standards. There is a present

need to upgrade the level of treatment at this plant from primary to a

minimum of secondary treatment. The State Department of Ecology and

the Environmental Protection Agency have ruled that there is a need to

provide advanced treatment in the form of phosphate removal.. The

Spokane central sewage treatment plant has been identified as the major

source of BOD and nutrient loading to the Spokane River and has been
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during periods of heavy storm runoff.

There is a need for public systems of wastewater collection in

urban areas where sewer systems do not exist.

Suburban Residential. The most critical suburban area need is

to make a policy decision on where and whether to construct sewers for

the collection and treatment of wastewater or to continue the practice of

discharge of wastes individually to the ground above the groundwater aqui-

fer.

Commercial. Commercial areas are subjected to the hazards of

combined sewer overflow or backup noted above and additionally experience

a need for collection systems which is critical for heavy waste producing

commercial activities such as restaurants and laundries where septic tank

systems typically are inadequate to handle high volumes of flow and

strong wastes with high grease content.

Industrial. Existing industries served by sewerage systems have

a need to participate in upgrading of facilities to meet discharge stan-

dards. Industries with independent waste treatment and discharges to

surface water face the need to meet discharge requirements in order to

maintain valid discharge permits. Industries discharging in a manner

which impacts groundwater need to be monitored closely and controlled to

minimize impact on groundwater quality.

Agricultural. Water pollution control needs relating to agri-

cultural land use within the study area include a need to minimize the

impact of point sources such as livestock feedlots and poultry raising;

to minimize the direct leaching of nutrients and other salts as a result
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temperature of the river and impoundments inasmuch as temperature is

the primary factor influeLzing biological growth and related visible

water quality problems in these waters.

Oxygen depletion of the Spokane River occurs during summer

low flows from the confluence of Hangman Creek to Nine Mile Reservoir.

The dissolved oxygen content varies from 8 parts per million (PPM) to

* less than 4 PPM in the vicinity of the City treatment plant. Current

state water quality standards for the river specify a minimum of 8 PPM

throughout.

The influx of nutrients from runoff, waste discharge, and

combined sewer overflows into Long Lake has accelerated the eutrophic

conditions of the lake. Increased produ-tivity in the form of algal

biomass is evident in the lake from late spring through the summer.

Thermal stratification of the lake each spring along with this in-

creased productivity further accelerates the oxygen depletion In the

rese-zvoir.

Need to Intercept Interim Sewerage Systems. The City of

Spokane operates several interim wastewater treatment systems which

have a limited functional life. These facilities need to be inter-

cepted and incorporated with regional wastewater facilities. The

critical facility which will require interception at an early date is

the Ligerwood Lagoon serving the "Continental City" service area of

the City of Spukane. This is a non-overflow type lagoon which has

limited capaci'y to serve a growing area of the City.
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Suburban Areas

Land Use Needs. Widespread and inexpensive availability of

groundwater combined with the lack of constraint to provide community

sewerage service has contributed to suburban sprawl and uncontrolled

'development. With the extensive freedom to develop land which is in

no way constrained by the normal need to extend community water systems

or sewerage systems, the pattern of development in the suburban Spokane

area is typified by a scattering of development. This scattered

development complicates the planning of orderly urbanization and

results in an eventual inefficient utilization of the land, which com-

promises open space opportunities.

Wastewater Disposal Needs. Within the suburban and urbanizing

areas of Metropolitan Spokane outside the City of Spokane, the single

most important wastewater management need is to arrive at a clear

conclusion with regard to a policy of providing or requiring community

sewerage systems or continuing the policy which permits individual sep-

tic tank disposal. This critical policy decision cannot be made on the

simple basis that there is or is not a clear violation of water quality

standards. At the present time water being withdrawn from the primary

Spokane aquifer consistently meets the U S. Public Health Service Stan-

dard for potable water supply, a fact whico is in part attributable to

the very large dilution factor afforded by the cane aquifer. Task

Report Section 608 describes in detail the evidence and mechanics of

waste discharge to groundwater in the Spokane Valley area. The fact of

wastewater recharge to this sole source domestic water supply raises
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fundamental questions which are not satisfactorily answered by the

existing potable water supply quality:

1. Is it wise to continue recycling the wastewater from a

population of 88,000 to the sole potable water source of

the Metropolitan Spokane Area without wore certain con-

trol of input quality than can be achieved by the use of

individual septic tanks?

2. Knowing that by the time damage to the groundwater becomes

apparent that correction within any reasonable period of

years is not possible, is the risk represented by this

continued discharge worthwhile?

3. Shouldn't the greater burden of proof be placed on the

septic tank user in locations over the aquifer to demon-

strate to the regulatory agencies that this continued

practice will not cause long term damage?

4. Shouldn't the same standards apply collectively to a

large number of individual waste discharges as would

apply to the same waste being collected and discharged

by a municipal facility?

The answers to these questions suggest that there is a need

to provide a more satisfactory and controllable means of wastewater dis-

posal for the large unsewered urban and suburban areas of Metropolitan

Spokane. There is need to recognize that the following policy con-

cerning septic tank usage in other metropolitan areas of this country
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is applicable to Metropolitan Spokane:

Septic tanks or other means of individual wastewater disposal

in an urbanizing area are to be an interim solution permitted only when

physical, legal and other arrangements for a public or private sewerage

utility are made a condition to development or occupancy of the land.

Need for Agency Control of Wastewater Disposal. Responsible

agency control of all wastewater discharges is a currently unsatisfied

need required to provide optimum protection of public health. Present

policies permit individual owners of septic tank disposal systems to

determine when and whether to pump accumulated sludge and whether to

correct failures which are not otherwise brought to the attention of

local health authorities. The City of Spokane provides public agency

septic tank pumpage service but does not have a program of mandatory

pumping or scheduled inspection and licensing. The Spokane County Health

District administers septic tank construction permits and supervises sep-

tic tank installation but does not thereafter assume any authority over

operations unless required to do so or if advised of an apparent

public health hazard. There is no system of individual discharge permits

or any program for required periodic maintenaice and inspection.

Need for Agency Control of Septic Tank Pumpage Treatment and

Disposal. Provisions for adequate treatment and disposal of septic tank

sludge constitutes a serious existing need and one which will become

increasingly critical if there is a continued deferment of sewerage

facilities construction. At the present time the City of Spokane

provides for septic tank sludge pumpage treatment. The City properly
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requires that sludge be delivered by truck for direct discharge to the

treatment plant which is a long costly haul from areas located outside

the City and represents an inefficient expenditure of energy for delivery.

This condition encourages illegal discharges to the City sewer system or

the dumping of sludge on land at convenient but uncontrolled locations.

An attempt to commercially operate a septic tank pumpage treatment plant

to serve the septic tank pumping services in the Spokane area has failed

both operationally and financially. There is a need to provide a septic

tank pumpage treatment service to the outlying areas of Metropolitan

and rural Spokane which would be more accessible and economical than the

City plant, particularly to serve Spokane Valley and the easterly por-

tions of the county.

Need to Intercept Interim Sewerage Systems. There are a number

of interim wastewater treatment facilities throughout the urban and

suburban areas outside the City of Spokane operated by Spokane County,

other agencies and by private owners. These are described in detail in

Task Report 311. As with similar facilities in the City, there is a need

that these systems be intercepted within a reasonable period of time by

a regional system. This existing need is projected to become more

critical with time as facilities reach their reasonable economic life

and capacity.

Independent Communities Wastewater Needs

The primary and almost universal unmet need found in the small

outlying communities of the area is the total lack of adequate record
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keeping or testing of plant operation. Almost none of the small communi-

ties have flow measuring devices, and none have any routine quality

monitoring program. Refer to Section 311 and Section 312 for a complete

discussion of the treatment facilities mentioned in the following sec-

tion.

Newman Lake. There is an existing need to protect lake water

quality from degradation by septic tank drainfield leachate and other

urban wastes. The projected need becomes more critical in proportion to

shoreline development and activity. The shallow nature of the lake

causes it to be particularly susceptible to algal and weed growths.

Liberty Lake. See comment above. The projected need for

Liberty Lake is expected to be substantially satisfied by implementation

of improvements being proposed by the recently formed sewer district.

Unsewered Small Communities. The following small communities

exceed 200 population and have no community wastewater facilities.

Existing and projected growth Indicate that there is a need to provide

community systems:

Airway Heights
Camp Diamond (Pend Oreille Co.)
Chatteroy Hills
Four Lakes
Latah
Spangle
Stonelodge (SLLvens Co.)
Mead
Nine Mile Falls

Small Community Wastewater Treatment Improvement Needs. The

following communities have existing wastewater collection systems and
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treatment facilities which provide nominal secondary treatment but which

will require various improvements to meet the secondary treatment provi-

sions of PL 92-500 by year 1977:

Community Treatment Facility

City of Cheney Lagoon
City of Deer Park Trickling Filter
Fairchild A.F.B. Trickling Filter
Town of Medical Lake Lagoon
Town of Fairfield Lagoon
Town of Millwood Activated Sludge (Extended Aeration)
Town of Rockford Lagoon
City of Tekoa Primary
Wellpinit (BIA) Activated Sludge (Extended Aeration)

It is expected that requirements for some of these small dis-

charges will be amended in recognition of the minimal quantitative affect

on the environment represented by literal discrepancies in meeting dis-

charge standards. With the exception of Fairchild AFB, all of these

facilities would benefit most from improvements which would provide for

greater reliability and controllability of operations.

Cheney. The lagoon system is in general need of repair.

Recently a lagoon dike failed, spilling large amounts of sewage to the

adjacent land and drainageways. Wastewater treatment quality is very

*i poor. The effluent quality when measured was poorer than the influent.

A There is a serious weed problem in the lagoons. The effluent flow route

is not precisely known, but it closely follows the Burlington Northern

railroad track. There are serious storm water overloads of the sanitary

sewer system, mostly due to numerous roof drain connections. Urban

runoff is simply diverted outside the City. There is a need for a
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routine effluent quantity/quality monitoring program.

Deer Park. The sewer system is subject to high levels of in-

filtration. The treatment plant has ice problems in winter, trickling

filter spreading arm clogging, poor digestor mixing, and is generally

poorly maintained. The effluent is noticeably turbid. The urban run-

off path is also not mapped. There is need of a routine effluent

quantity/quality monitoring program.

Medical Lake. Infiltration is a problem with Medical Lake's sewers

and the lagoons have a poor solids removal efficiency. There is need

for routine effluent quantity/quality monitoring.

Fairfield. The sewer system drains a natural spring and

consequently infiltration is high. The sewer system is poorly maintained.

The lagoons exhibit poor solids removal efficiency. There is need of

a routine effluent quantity/quality monitoring.

Millwood. Treatment plant operation needs improvement. Excess

activated sludge in aeration tanks indicates that waste sludge is not

being removed. Sewer system has some infiltration. There is nee, of a

routine effluent quantity/quality monitoring program.

Rockford. Sewer system infiltration is a problem. Surface

runoff enters the system during the spring thaw. There is a considerable

weed problem in the lagoons. There is need of a routine effluent quan-

tity/quality monitoring program.

Tekoa. The trickling filter plant is poorly maintained to the

point of neglect. The comminutor and trickling filter units are not

operative. Currently the plant operates as a very poor primary plant.
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Planning is in progress to improve the plant. The plant site is situa-

ted within the flood plain, and it has been completely flooded. There

is a need of routine effluent quantity/quality monitoring.

Wellpinit. This small lagoon system is subject to weed prob-

lems. Also, the headworks of the plant appear to be in need of repair

maintenance. Quality of operation is not good. There is a need of

routine effluent quantity/quality monitoring.

Industrial WaRtes Needs

There is a greater amount of industrial wastewater being re- t

turned to the Spokane River than domestic wastewater. There is a need

to control this source of pollution, including thermal pollution. The

major discharge returns of wastewater to the Spokane River are cooling

water discharges which contain low levels of contaminants but which are

returned at a temperature higher than the initial diversion. Impact of

this practice is to add to the pollutant loading of the river and to

contribute to the critical rise in temperature which affects fisheries

and which contributes to higher temperature in Long Lake, which is

the most critical parameter relative to bio-mass production in that lake.

The two most prevalent examples of industrial wastewater

mismanagement consists of high uses of once-through cooling water and

the mixing of spent cooling water with sanitary and process wastes.

Most industries utilizing cooling water in the study area were found

to handle cooling water in this manner. Recycling of uncontaminated

cooling water reduces the overall industrial water demand.
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There is a significant amount of industrial wastewater being

discharged to the primary aquifer. Heavy metals and other constituents

of industrial waste are being introduced to permeable soil above the

primary aquifer. The need to curtail this practice will be dependent

on discharge location, levels of waste loadings, and results of further

groundwater quality monitoring.

There is a need to provide for improved industrial wastewater

monitoring. In order to more fully assess impacts of industrial wastes,

which are subject to wide variations and to operations which are not

subject to public observation, it is necessary to have access to more

detailed flow and quality data than is now available. This is a very

complex problem involving privacy and security of manufacturing processes,

as well as the high cost of flow and quality measurement.

The following is a listing of the industries discharging to

surface waters, and their associated unmet waste treatment needs.

Hillyard Processing (Sullivan).

Water use: Washing Aluminum dross
Treatment: Settling and pH adjustment
Problemis: High NH3 , Cl , TS, TDS, and some Heavy Metals

in effluent
Unmet needs: Higher level of treatment such as chemical

coagulation to remove solids and metals and
biological assimilation or NH3 stripping to
remove Nil 3 should be considered.

inland Empire Paper.

4 Water use: Pulp and Paper processing, cooling
Treatment: Essentially primary treatment
Problems: No reuse or separation of spent cooling water.

High BOD and Zinc in effluent; however, Zinc is
no ]onger used in the bleaching process, thus
eliminating any Zinc discharge in the future.

Unmet nceds: SepaiaLion and recycling of spent cooling waters
should be practiced. Secondary treatment to
remove BOV.
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Kaiser (South Mead)

Water use: Sanitary cooling
Treatment: Percolation Lagoon
Problem: Unnecessary and continuous pumping of unneeded

amounts of water. Direct "once through" use
of cooling water.

Kaiser (Mead'

Water use: Cooling, sanitary, and water softener regenera-
tion

Treatment: Secondary for sanitary wastes, none for cooling
and water softener backwash waste.

Problems: No reuse or separation of spent cooling water.
High Cl , Zn, and temperature in effluent.

Unmet needs: Separate cooling waste from water softener
backwash waste, and recycle cooling water.
Reduce temperature of spent cooling water.
Reduce Zinc in effluent by methods such as ion
exchange or chemical coagulation.

Kaiser (Trentwood)

Water use: Cooling, sanitary, metal cleaning, painting,

rolling.

Treatment: Secondary treatment for sanitary wastes, heat
and acid treatment for oil wastes, coagulation
for PO4 and Cr wastes. Final lagoon stabiliza-
tion for all wastes prior to discharge.

Problems: No recycling or separation of cooling wastes.
Unmet needs: Separate and recycle spe-t cooling water.

Culligan Soft Water Service

Water use: Regeneration of water softeners
Treatment: p1l adjustment
Problems: High dissolved solids in effluent
Unmet needs: Filtration and chemical coagulation of effluent

should be considered. Reuse of effluent can
be practical with adequate treatment.

Spokane Industrial Park

Water use: Sanitary, cooling, and various process needs
Treatment: Secondary treatment
Problem: High concentration of heavy metals and oil and

grease in effluent
Unmet needs: Higher level of grease removal plus chemical

coagulation to remove heavy metals should be
considered. Pretreatment facilities for major
tenant industries can also be considered.
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There are relatively few unmet needs for most small industries

that discharge to the groundwater. These industries generally have low

flows and comparatively mild wastes. Treatment by percolation and eva-

poration are normally considered satisfactory. One industry, Rockford

Grain Growers, discharges small volumes of fertilizer and pesticide

wastes to a lagoon. This constitutes a potential threat to the ground-

water in the vicinity.

Projected Wastewater Needs

The projected needs for the management and control of

wastewater are identical to the needs previously described, but as

compounded by the impact of increased population. Population forecasts

for the Metropolitan Spokane Area are cz tined in Task Report 402,

"Population Forecasts, Spokane and Adjoining Counties". The distribution

of forecast population and related land use forecasts are contained in

Task Report 403, "Projected Population Allocation and Land Use Forecast

in the Urban Planning Area". Waste load projections distributed by

incremental planning areas, described in Task Report 602, "Wastewater

Planning Units", are described in detail in Task Report 406.2, "Projected

Waste Flows and Pollution Loads, Urban Planning Area", which is based

on criteria described in Task Report 406.1, "Criteria for Projection of

Waste Loads". These projections ot waste loads are allocated according to

land use categories relating to industrial, commercial and residential

loads.

Flood Control Needs

Existing and projected flood control needs are described in
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detail in Task Report 604.6, "Flood Control Needs, Alternatives, and

Evaluation". The following is a summary of these needs.

Spokane River Flood Control Needs. The flood control needs of

the Spokane River are localized to a few points of specific flood damage

under existing conditions at relatively high river stages. This means

that flood exposure is limited in frequency and in its extent. Under

projected conditions, a few locations of limited area adjacent to the

main channel have been identified in the flood plain delineation des-

cribed in Task Report 410.2 which are currently undeveloped and which

should be protected from encroachment under projected land use conditions.

There is a need to control flooding of the Spokane River at

the following locations, the extent of which and added detail are described

in Task Report 604.6. These are:

Peaceful Valley @ R.M. 73.6
Vicinity of Trent Street Bridge @ R.M. 75.5 to 76.2
Upriver Drive @ R.M. 76.8 to 78.0

Little Spokane River Flood Control Needs. Flooding within the

confinement of the Little Spokane River Valley is a fairly routine and

natural phenomenon which occurs almost every year to varying degrees.

There is some question whether such a frequent occurrence should be

termed "flooding" or whether it might better be described as the river

exceeding its low flow channel capacity and utilizing its natural high

flow channel. This pheonomenon is described in greater detail in Task

Report 604.6.

The following development is affected by flooding of the

Little Spokane River:

Fairwood sewage treatment facilities
Several residences near Dartford
Several residences near Buckeye
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Projected land use conditions are not expected to modify the

flood flow characteristics of the Little Spokane River significantly.

Future development should be excluded from the natural high flow river

channel as a means of limiting flood control needs in the future.

Hangman Creek Flood Control Needs. Hangman Creek (Latah Cr.)

is subject to sudden extremes in flow which can cause overbank flow in

an extensive area, most of which is rural land. There are few improve-

ments which are affected by this flooding. This flood plain is delineated

in Task Report 410.2 and detailed flood control needs are discussed in

Task Report 604.6.

The extent of flood control needs in existing developed areas

is as follows:

29th and Oak @ R.M. 2.9 to 3.2
Hangman Valley Golf Course @ R.M. 14.4

There is an associated need to Hangman Creek flooding which is

probably more serious than the flood waters and that is the need associated

with the heavy siltation caused by runoff from bare Palouse soils which

call for radically improved agricultural practices in this area if water

quality objectives are to be considered.

Rock Creek at Rockford. The Town of Rockford is partially

protected from flooding by a levee system on Rock Creek which is in need

of improvement. The exis=:Ii levee 1, of inadequate height and length to

afford a high level of floud protection. Structural quality ot sections

of the levee is questionable. Penetrations of the levee, carelessly

attended have permitted avoidable flooding. Refer to detailed description

iII Task Reort 604.6.
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Water Resources and Water Systems Needs

General. The Spokane region benefits from ample water resources

under existing conditions and undeveloped water r.sources reserves which

are more than adequate for projected needs. Water resources quantitative

needs primarily relate to the needs for distribution of water to those

areas located at significant distances away from the Spokane River and

the valley aquifers. Those lands situated on the basalt plateaus are

substantially deprived of immediately accessible water; that which is

available is subject to poor quality.

The critical water resource need is to protect water quality

from further degradation and to improve water quality where degradation

has already occurred. The need to protect groundwater quality is of

major importance inasmuch as almost all domestic water use in the Spokane

area depends on groundwater.

There is a need to improve the efficiency of water distribu-

tion both from the point of view of simplifying the organization of
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distributing agencies and also to encourage policies which will reduce

wastage of water even though it is in plentiful supply.

Groundwater Resources Needs

Primary Spokane Aquifer. Essentially all of the Metropolitan

Spokane area utilizes the primary Spokane aquifer for domestic water

supply. This aquifer is subject to pollution resulting from the various

activities of the people who live above it and discharge wastes to the

ground. Present water quality meets U.S. Public Health Service Drinking

Water Standards but does show a degradation relative to intensity of

surface activity. Projected water quality conditions have been evaluated

and indicate a trend towards more serious degradation and potential

vialation of nitrate standards under future development conditions.

With the anticipated future intensive development of the Spo-

kane aquifer in the Rathdrum Prairie area, it is expected that projected

conditions may be increasingly vulnerable to water quality problems as

withdrawals reduce available dilution flows. Probably the most important

water resources management need of the Spokane area is the need to

protect the quality of Spokane groundwater.

Basalt Aquifers. The rimrock and plateau basalt aquifers

are limited to the storage capacity of rock fracture zones and are

limited to recharge by direct precipitation. These rock fractures are

very susceptible to contamination which may be directly piped via these

fractures. Water iuality data in the basalt aquifer areas indicates

this vulnerability to contamination as indicated by a relatively
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persistent detection of coliform bacteria in areas served by the basalt

aquifers. There is a general need to provide supplemental water resources

to those areas now dependent on basalt aquifers. The basalt aquifer

is inadequate to provide service to other than the smaller rural communi-

ties. Augmentation of supplies in several areas appears to be necessary

to support existing as well an anticipated population growth.

Surface Water Resources Needs

The existing development of the surface water resources of the

basin is substantially limited to power generation, cooling, water utili-

zation, and limited agricultural irrigation. Because of the availability

of excellent supplies of groundwater in most of the urbanizing portions

of the basin, there is a very limited need to consider development of the

surface water resource for use in the Metropolitan Spokane planning area.

There is a need or, more correctly, the opportunity to consider

means by which the natural interflow from surface water to groundwater

can be augmented as one means of improving both groundwater quantity and

quality. This need becomes more significant under conditions of projected

development.

Groundwater Quality Protection Need

The City of Spokane's primary source of domestic water supply

is groundwater which is withdrawn from wells, all of which are generally

located downstream from urban development in Spokane Valley which dis-

charges wastewater to the ground over the primary aquifer. The City is
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concerned with the need to protect the quality of this groundwater

against harmful degradation which could require the City to relocate its

point of main withdrawal or provide treatment. There is not a demon-

strated violation of minimum drinking water btandards at this time nor

is it possible to state with certainty that a violation of standards

may develop under projected conditions. A conservative cautionary

policy, as has been traditionally established in this country, would

suggest that this concern is sufficiently well defined to establish a

need to remove the source of pollutants to this aquifer. An assessment

of this need under projected conditions should also consider possible

amendments to drinking water standards concerning such constituents

as dissolved organics, the health significance of which is receiving

considerable research attention at this time.

There is an existing population of 88,000 persons within the

metropolitan area which discharges domestic sewage and other wastewater

to the ground overlying the primary source of water supply for metro-

politan Spokane. The impact of this condition is reflected in existing

water quality degradation of the primary aquifer and the potential of

serious public health problems, Maintenance of this spectacular resource

of the Spokane area is also important to the economic potential of the

area, which will be increasinglv recognized for this asset as water

resources for industrial and domestic purp,,ses in other areas of the

country become increasingly degraded. The quality of water available to

Spokane should not be jeopatdized due to the failure to recognize the

impact of careless waste disposal practices or the attitude that this is

an unlimited resource.
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Water Distribution Systems Needs

Multiple Operating Agencies. There are 46 independent water

service agencies within the study area. There are 65 separate water

systems containing 96 separate distribution pressure zones. This

proliferation of water agencies is made possible by the wide availabili-

ty of economical water from the primary aquifer. With so many agencies

responsible for water distribution, the problem of providing for regu-

lation of public health requirements and for effectively encouraging

or requiring water conservation and most efficient utilization of such

an easily accessible resource are very complex. It appears possible

that coordination of systems could improve operation efficiency, provide

more reliable water service, and would improve fire protection and fire

insurance rate benefits particularly. It should be noted that the City

of Spokane, which is substantially the largest water agency, is the only

agency without significant deficiencies in certain areas of water ser-

vice capability.

This need for simplification and unification of water dis-

tribution administration will become increasingly significant under

projected conditions.

Disinfection Needs. Fifty of the 65 water systems lack dis-

infection facilities. The general absence of chlorination facilities,

except for the City of Spokane system, is one of the major general

deficiencies of water systems in the area, particularly since sewage is
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being discharged to the porous ground immediately over the water source

of these systems and in the immediate vicinity of distribution pipelines.

Cross Connection Control Needs. Forty-nine water systems have

cross connection deficiencies. As with the lack of disinfection faci-

lities, the systems outside the City of Spokane, and to only a limited

extent the City of Spokane, lack adequate enforcement of normal backflow

prevention practices. Public water supplies, in addition to being

chlorinated, should be protected from contamination from potential

direct connections to polluted water sources which may relate to either

industrial or domestic uses. The use of backflow prevention check valves,

air gaps, and vacuum relief valves should be required where there is

any possible source of cross connection pollution.

Fire Flow Needs. Twenty-five water systems utilize main sizes

of less than 6-inch diameter. The utilization of undersized water mains

affects primarily the capability of a water system to provide fire

protection, and in many locations limits the ability of a system to

provide peak use period service at an adequate pressure. This common

deficiency in many systems is reflected in fire rating criteria which

discount the value of any fire hydrant served by less than a 6-inch

main. Under projected land use conditions, as undersized mains are

extended, this need becomes miore acute.

Emergency Power Capability Needs. Fifty-two water systems

have inadequate standby power. Water systems without either adequate

storage or alternate sources of power will result in lack of water

service during extended power outages, which may occur at a time of
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emergency when water may be needed.

An example of this need can be taken from the history of

Spokane. The great fire of 1889 was permitted to spread and eventually

destroyed the City because of failure of the water system due to power

and pumpage failure.

This need is expected to be less critical under projected

conditions as water systems expand and develop added pumping and storage

capacity. The expected increase in unification of systems will also

provide greater reliability and system flexibility as a result of dis-

tribution network expansion and diversification of sources and transmis-

sion lines.

Needs of Systems with Inadequate Sources. Eighteen water sys-

tems have an inadequate source of water. Those systems dependent on

basalt wells are very limited. The basalt aquifers recharge very slowly

with the result that many communities dependent on these sources of

water are in a sense mining their water resource, a practice which will

result in eventual depletion to levels which can be supported by limited

recharge. These basalt aquifers, due to the direct connection afforded

by rock fractures are also vulnerable to surface pollution.

Under projected conditions this need becomes more critical in

those areas where groundwater use exceeds recharge capacity, or where

groundwater "mining" is common practice.

Pumping Capacity Needs. Twenty-nine water systems have in-

adequate pumping capacity. These systems are only marginally adequate

to meet peak daily flow demands and must depend on storage depletion
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to meet peaking requirements. This praccice depletes effective storage

which is also needed for fire protection.

This need becomes more critical under projected conditions

unless pumping and/or storage facilities are added.

Storage Capacity Needs. Twenty-one water systems have less

than minimum desirable storage capacity. These systems, many of which

were initially designed for irrigation service, provide less storage than

is desirable for normal domestic service. Many depend on pump pressuriza-

tion to maintain system pressure which makes those systems particularly

vulnerable to power outage,

This need becomes more critical under projected conditions

unless storage facilities are aaded.

Combined Storage/Pumping Needs. Twelve water systems have

inadequate combined storage plus pumping capacity. This deficiency relates

to the combined effects of pumping and storage capacity needs. This

estimate of the number of deficiencies does not reflect the fact that many

more systems have less than optimum capacity in this regard.

This need becomes more critical under projected conditions

unless reliable pumping and/or storage facilities are added.

Pump Outage Capability Needs. Thirty-on,2 waler systems cannot

withstand a 24-hour pump outage. This is a critical evaluation which

considers the consequence of the combined storage and standby power

capabilities of water systems. These systems afford inadequate domestic

use or fire protection.
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Projected Water System Needs

The projected needs for water supply and distribution are

identical to the needs previously described but as compounded by the

i impact of increased population. Population forecasts for the Metropolitan

Spokane Area are contained in Task Report 402, "Population Forecasts,

Spokane and Adjoining Counties". The distribution of forecast population

and related land use forecasts are contained in Task Report 403,

"Projected Population Allocation and Land Use Forecast in the Urban

Planning Area". Consumptive water demand forecasts have been developed

and are related to the above forecasts of population and land use.

Projected water demand is described in detail in Task Report 407,

I "Projected Water Use". These projections of water use are described

in terms of allocation to domestic, commercial, industrial and agricul-

tural utilization with regional allocations based on forecast land use.
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Urban Runoff Needs

General. Urban runoff needs are discussed in detail in Task

Report 604.5 in reference to both water quality and local flooding relief

needs.

City of Spokane Urban Runoff Needs. Water quality problems

associated with urban runoff in the City of Spokane involve surface con-

taminants which are washed off by surface runoff and, more critically,

the effects of combined sewer backups and overflow bypass which have

been previously described.

There is a most critical need for separation or adequate treat-

ment of combined wastewater-urban runoff flows in the City of Spokane.

There is a need to provide increased storm flow capacity in

critical locations of the City where there exists a high exposure to

damage from high intensity summer storms.

There is a particularly serious need to provide separate

conveyance for storm water in those areas of the City where combined

sewage flow causes backup of sewage into basements.

North Spokane Urban Runoff Needs. The North Spokane area

urban runoff is conveyed to the north to the Little Spokane River by a

surface drainage channel with constricted capacity at several locations.

There is a need to provide tor existing storm runoff flow needs and to

plan for projected conditions recognizing the substantial increase in

impervious surface which will be associated with anticipated develop-

ment.

There is a need for improved hydrologic data in order to
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A,

provide a better basis for facilities design. There is a need to measure

flow and localized precipitation for significant storm events.

Spokane Valley Urban Runoff Needs. Spokane Valley urban runoff

is conveyed to percolation disposal. The major urban runoff need in

Spokane Valley is to establish a workable plan and policies for providing

drainage systems for valley rim developments which increase runoff onto

the valley floor in concentrations which exceed natural conditions and

which cause localized flooding problems.

Projected Urban Runoff Needs are substantially identical with

the needs described above but compounded substantially in proportion to

the increased pressures of population and land use as forecast in Task

Reports 402 and 403. With the adoption of policies requiring the

separation of sanitary and urban runoff flows, the problem of combined

flows is not expected to become any more intense than at the present time.

The primary increase in urban runoff impact under projected conditions will

occur in the North Spokane area with the potential development of Five

Mile Plateau. This projected increase in impervious surface area and

related increase In runoff is considered in the development of URO plan

alternatives as described in Task Report 604.5, "Fcrvulation and

Evaluation of Alternative Plans for Urban Runoff Management".

5
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SECTION 602

WASTEWATER PLANNING AREAS

Introduction

For the urban planning portion of the study area the primary

objectives of this section are to select geographica] planning units

on which to base waste load projections for the formulation of alterna-

tive wastewater management plans. These planning units are to serve

as building blocks for the assembly of wastewater sources into alterna-

tive management groups.

For the remainder of the study area the basic wastewater planning

unit is established by the state Water Resources Inventory Area (WRIA).

Within each WRIA the planning elements selected are the individual

communities.

As a first step toward establishing planning units, an initial

objective is selection of criteria for the makeup of a planning unit.

Criteria for Planning Units

The basic element of a wastewater planning unit is that it be a

feasible collection unit. ]t is not necessarily restricted to a

natural topographic drainage unit, although this is the feature that

usually makes an element a feasible collection unit. Other considera-

tions such as land use and growth patterns and ultimate population density
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must also be considered. It may be reasonable to include an adjoining

area not topographically tributary if its land use and existing or

projected development are compatible.

Existing collection systems and political boundaries must also be

considered. For example, parts of the City of Spokane have been made

tributary to the existing treatment plant although their natural drainage

is toward adjoining lowlands outside the City. Presently unsewered

areas of the City which drain orlside the City must be considered a

potential City service areal despite topography) due to the City obliga-

tion to provide service.

It is desirable to make the planning units as large as possible

consistent with the planning objectives. Feasible collection units need

not be further subdivided unless they contain widely separated areas of

development or are developing in such a pattern that the normal internal

collection system would not deliver the collected wastes to the natural

point of concentration of the tributary area. Normal internal collection

systems are not a part of cost effectiveness comparisons since they are

common to all alternatives. Trunk systems used to collect two or more

planning units as an element of an alternative plan are considered as an

element of cost-effectiveness. This requirement must be considered in

delineation of planning units.

The WRIA boundaries within the urban planning area are a crude

delineation of the natural topographic drainage. As indicated above,

natural topographic drainage is only one of several elements that must
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be considered in wastewater management planning. Consideration of the

urban planning area as a unit is given preference over the artificial

subdivision of that area which would be necessary to follow WRIA

boundaries. Outside the urban planning area, the WRIA boundaries become

realistic natural boundaries of planning units.

Selection of Planning Units

City of Spokane. The political boundaries of the City of Spokane

include areas that fall in the following categories:

1. Developed and sewered

2. Developed and unsewered

3. Undeveloped and unsewered

The developed and sewered area is selected as a planning unit

because it is presently operated as such and is committed to a long range

improvement for its treatment facility under the direction of DOE. The

existing sewage collection system consists of ten subcollection systems

which are delineated in Esvelt & Saxton-Bovay(1972). Where further

subdivision of the City is necessary these existing subcollection service

areas are available and are appropriate planning tools, either individually

or in groupings.

The developed and unsewered and the undeveloped and unsewered areas

of the City on the periphery of the sewered area are considered indi-

vidually as to their relation to the City and the adjoining area.

The northwest corner of the City is a natural topographic unit
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sloping from Five Mile Prairie to the Spokane River. A ridge which

approximates the north City Boundary separates the drainage of this area

from that which slopes toward the Little Spokane River. It would also

mark the approximate WRIA boundary. The area is presently only lightly

developed except for the concentrations at Northwest Terrace, Pacific

Park and Sundance Hills which are served by interim facilities. This

entire area is made a single unit designated NS-l. Refer to Plate 602-1.

The City limits contain two other tongues of unsewered land north

of Francis Avenue. One includes the southeast quarter of Five Mile

Prairie and the other is on the plain east of, but separated from, Five

Mile Prairie. Five Mile Prairie as a whole is selected as a planning

unit, including the one-fourth presently within the City, due to its

uniform and isolated character. The City ar:ea east of Five Mile Prairie

is substantially of the same rapidly growing suburban residential type

as the unincorporated area between it and Five Mile Prairie and both

drain northward toward the Little Spokane River. Therefore, this part of

the City is included with the adjoining unincorporated area in planning

unit NS-3.

At the northeast corner of the City there is an unsewered area of

the City that is separated from the City on its west side by the Burlington

Northern railroad yards which are in unincorporated land and on the south

by the Esmeralda Golf Course (Municipal). The area drains to the north.

This City area is joined with similar adjoining unincorporated area north

of the City, to which it is topographically tributary, in planning unit NS-4.
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The southeast corner of the City is unsewered because it drains

in a southeasterly direction away from the remainder of the sewered area

south of the river. Moran Prairie, south of the City, belongs in the same

drainage system. These areas are combined into a single planning unit

designated Moran Prairie. An additional unifying feature in this area is

water service from the City of Spokane system.

The southwest boundary of the sewer service area south of 17th

avenue is formed by the edge of the bluff along the east bank of Hangman

Creek (High Drive and High Drive Parkway). The potential development in

this part of the City is all west of and separated from the rest of the

City by Hangman Creek. The area is similar in character and drainage to

the adjoining unincorporated area which extends westward to Spokane Inter-

national Airport and south to Geiger Heights military housing, served by

City water system. The City area and adjoining unincorpor.ted areas are

combined in a planning unit designated Southwest.

Spokane Valley. The entire urban planning area east of the City

limits except Orchard Prairie on the north and Moran Prairie on the south

is designated the Spokane Valley planning unit. The first step undertaken

to divide this area into sub-planning units is to define the natural

drainage areas. Except for the lands immediately adjacent to the river,

the valley floor diainage is parallel to the river rather than toward it.

There is a ridge beginning in the Orchard Avenue area which parallels the

river eastward to Millwood and beyond to the south bank opposite the

Kaiser Trentwood works to near Veradale. The freeway, 1-90, in general
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follows this high ground. Paralleling this ridge and south of it is a

well defined swale draining from Greenacres through Veradale, Opportunity

and Dishman, thence turning northwesterly to cross the freeway and meet

the river in the vicinity of Felts Field. The drainage becomes very

indefinite as it nears the river, the point of concentration could be

anywhere from Felts Field to Havana Street. The highly permeable soils

of the area prevent the formation of any extensive natural surface

drainage courses which normally define drainage without question.

The above described swale which more or less follows Broadway and

Sprague Avenue is defined on the south by another ridge parallel to the

river about at 12th Avenue. This creates a second parallel swale between

12th Avenue and the south foothills of the valley proper. This second

swale likewise turns north at its eastern end to follow the Dishman-Mica

Road to Dishman where it 1oins the first swale described above. These

two swales parallel to the river contain most of the existing valley

developement south of the freeway.

The second swale has its own natural limits being surrounded on

three sides by the foothills and on the fourth by the ridge along

12th Avenue. The limit at the point of concentration along the Dishman-

Mica highway is selected at 8th Avenue, just north of University High

School. This sub-planning unit is designated SV-4. It is an area in

which urbanization is well advanced and seems to be following an

established pattern.

The first swale, the Broadway-Sprague drainage, actually continues

eastward beyond Veradale. There is at that point a definite decrease

602-6
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in existing development. Therefore, Sullivan Road is selected as the

eastern limit of this subplanning unit. The City sewer service boundary

is selected as the western limit and the area designated SV-3. This sub-

planning unit is relatively homogeneous residential suburban type devel-I2
opment east of Fancher Road and south of Sprague Avenue. An industrial

area is contained in the area bounded by Fancher, Sprague, Havana (City

limits) and Trent Avenue. It is not considered necessary to define this

industrial area as a separate sub-planning unit so long as it is recog-

nized and its properties incorporated into the sub-planning unit totals.

The areas immediately adjacent to the river containing Pasadena Park

on the north and Millwood on the south make up natural topog:aphic units.

The area north of the river is naturally limited on the east by the foot-

hills which come right to the river at that point. The Pasadena Park area,

designated SV-I, is relatively unique in the character of development con-

taining very large lots with garden and pasture and having an extremely

high per capita water consumption. The Millwood area, designated SV-2,

is an older community with smaller lots and lower per capita water use.

The east boundary is selected at Pines road since this is a clear break as

the eastern limit of development centered on Millwood.

East of Pines Road there is a continuing strip of land north of the

1reeway that is tributdry to i,,e r_.er. It is essentially undeveloped

east to Flora Road. From Flora Road east to Barker Road there is an area

of development, some of which, in trailer parks, is quite intensive.

Beyond Barker Road south of the river, land use is essentially agricultural.

The area between 1-90 jad the rive- and from Pines Road to Barker Road is
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designated subplanning unit SV-6.

South of the freeway east of Sullivan Road less intensive develop-

ment follows the Sprague Avenue drainage eastward to a little beyond

Barker Road where, again, the land use becomes agricultural. The areas

south of 1-90 to the foothills and from Sullivan Road to Barker Road,

and extending along the Milwaukee RR an additional mile is designated

subplanning unit SV-5.

Units SV-5 and SV-6 are estimated to be the eastern limits of de-

velopment which will achieve a density that could make sewers feasible.

North of the river, the Trentwood area which drains southwesterly

toward the river, makes another natural sub-planning unit with Newman Lake

Road forming a ridge line along the southern boundary. The eastern edge

of existing development extends slightly beyond Sullivan Road but the

more intensive development extends only to Progres6 Road which is

selected as the eastern boundary of unit SV-lO.

The industrial area including the Kaiser Trentwood works and Spokane

Industrial Park occupies the area between Newman Lake Road and the river

east to Flora Road. This area slopes southwesterly to the river. East

of Flora Road existing residential development is sparse except for a

heavy concentration of mobile homes in the vicinity of Sullivan Road on

the north bank of the river. The essentially open character extends east

to Campbell Road which appears to mark the western boundary of the rather

uniform but low density development centered on Otis Orchards. Campbell
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Road is selected as the eastern boundary of sub-unit SV-9 whose principal

component is the industrial area west of Flora Road.

The remaining areas of the Spokane Valley in the urbanizing area

are the portion north of the --iver and east of Campbell Road and that

south of the river east of Sullivan Road. Both areas are predominantly

agricultural and are forecast to remain substantially of that character

to year 2020. The area north of the river contains two kinds of residen-

tial development; the low density semi-rural development on the valley

floor around Otis Orchards, and the more concentrated non-agricultural

residential development along the shores of Newman Lake. South of the

river the only residential development is that concentrated along the

shores of Liberty Lake. For the purpose of regional planning there is no

need to subdivide these two areas further. They are designated SV-8, north

of the river, and SV-7, south of the river. It is recognized that the

concentrations adjacent to both lakes pose special problems that must be

addressed separately. The tools available for this are developed from the

SMATS zones, 278 for Newman Lake and 374-375 for Liberty Lake which provide

population projections for these local areas. In effect, Newman Lake and

Liberty Lake are being designated as special sub-sub-units within SV-8

and SV-7 respectively.

North Spokane. The urbanizing area north of the City of Spokane

extends to include portions on the north bank of the Little Spokane River

and up the valley of the Little Spokane River to the vicinity of Colbert.
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The area between Five Mile Prairie and the Spokane River has already

been discussed above relative to the City in defining sub-unit NS-l.

Five Mile Prairie, which is an isolated plateau approximately 300 feet

above the surrounding valley floor, is also discussed in connection with

City lands and is designated sub-unit NS-2.

The eastern edge of the tongue of City land between Nevada Street

extended and Division Street forms an indistinct ridge which defines a

natural drainage area between Nevada Street extended and the bluffs of

Five Mile Prairie. The unincorporated area between Division Street and

Five Mile Prairie is already heavily developed to city-like densities.

The City area between Nevada Street and Division Street is less heavily

built up and includes in the northernmost tip the Cozza-Caulkins lagoons

which provide treatment for the City development. Hastings Road is selected

as the northern limit of sub-unit NS-3 although the prestit highest density

development ends at the electrical transmission right-ot-way. There is

another indistinct ridge line at Hastings Road which defines the sub-unit

topographically.

There is another existing concentration of residential suburban

development northeast of Mill Road in the next natural topographic sub-unit

north of NS-3 which extends to the Little Spokane River. The western limit

of this sub-unit is selected at the line between sections 11 and 12

(approximately the centerline of Five Mile Prairie extended) which is a

natural topographic boundary as the slopes close on the river and incLudes

the western limits of development. Since the existing development is at
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the downstream end of this topographic unit there is potenti~l flexibility

in selecting the eastern or upstream end. The valley bottom on both sides

of the river extending upstream to where Little Spokane Drive crosses the

Little Spokane River is included in sub-unit NS-6. The limits of NS-6

consider the forecast growth rates. The intent is to incorporate in this

planning sub-unit the areas forecast to have highest growth rates and to

make the separation to put areas of lower growth rates in other sub-units.

Sub-unit NS-6 as selected will have a growth of 4.7 times from 1970 to

2020. The areas excluded from NS-6 into NS-8 on the north and NS-9 on the

east are forecast to have muc lower growth and lower final density. NS-8

is forecast to increase 2.8 times and NS-9 is to increase 1.8 times.

Downstream from NS-6 to the confluence of the Little Spokane and

Spokane Rivers, is a large area with a population of approximately 140

now, and is forecast to increase to only 397 in 2020. This area which is

tributary to the Little Spokane River on both the north and south banks

is left in one sub-unit desLgnatkd NS-7.

The area northeast of the City forms a topographic unit which drains

north easterly centered on a low which begins near the northeast corner

of the City and generaly follows the power transmission right-of-way to

the Newport Highway. The upsLreami end of this area has already been dis-

cussed under City lands. An L shaped area including the unsewered City

land east of the Burlington Nor~harn RR yards and the unincorporated area

north ot the City are combined in sub-unit NS-4. These are both developed

areas forecast to have ,m]y modest increased population, about 1.2 times
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to 2020. The remainder of this topographic unit is very thinly developed

residentially but contains two major industrial areas, the Kaiser Mead

and Kaiser South Mead plants. The forecast residential growth is small.

This essentially industrial sub-unit is designated NS-5.

Orchard Prairie. The Orchard Prairie area northeast of the City

is included in the urban planning area although the area is essentially

rural in character and is forecast to remain so. The present population

is about 550 and the year 2020 forecast is 940. The topography divides

the area into two portions, one that drains northeast toward Deadman

Creek and one that drains toward sub-units NS-4 and NS-5. Due to the

extremely low ultimate density it is not deemed necessary to subdivide the

planning unit for these drainage subareas.

West Plateau. The urban planning area west of the City of Spokane

extends to Brooks Road beyond Fairchild AFB. Fairchild AFB, because of

its size and the fact that it provides its own water supply and waste dis-

posal facilities, is designated a separate planning unit. Except for the

Airways Heights vicinity, there are no significant population concentra-

tions in the West Plateau area. The present overall population density

is small and the forecast growth is likewise small, particularly to the

year 2000. The growth forecast to year 2000 is 1.4 times but to 2020 is

2.0 times. Total population at year 2020 is only 4549.
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Population Forecasts of Urban Areas Planning Units

Allocation of forecast populations is developed in Section 403 in

terms of SMATS zones and districts. These data are reproduced in Appen-

dix II of this section. The correlation between SMATS zones and planning

units is tabulated in Appendix I. The forecasts of population for plan-

ning units and sub-units as developed from the materials in Appendices

I and II are summarized in Table 1.

The growth rates for the various planning units are summarized in

Table 2 and all population data are summarized in Plate 602-2.

Plate 602-3 shows the relationship of areas of population concentra-

tion at 1970 and at year 2020 in relation to the planning unit boundaries.

Note how Plate 602-3 shows the focus of planning needs on sub-units SV-2,

3 and 4 in the Spokane Valley and on NS-l, 3, 4 and 6 in the North Spokane

Area.

Table 3 presents population forecasts for the local areas around

Newman Lake and Liberty Lake. These areas, although not designated as

planning units, are areas of concern which are to be addressed separately.

Population Forecast of the Non-Urban Areas

The boundaries of the Water Resources Inventory Areas (WRIA) which

delineate the planning units outside the urban planning area are shown

on Figure A*. For non-urban areas, the population forecast is developed

in SectiAon 403.1. The forecast for non-urban areas Is in terms of communi-

* Figure A herein is samu as Figuite A of Section 403.1
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ties and rural areas by counties. Table 4 develops a population forecast

adjusted to WRIA boundaries.
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TABLE 1

POPULATION FORECASTS, PLAN NING UNITS
OF URBAN PLANNING AREA

Forecast Population By Years

Planning Unit Subunit 1970 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2020
NORTH SPOKANE NS-I 1,031 1,507 3,093 4,759 6,375 8,000 13,922

NS-2 759 896 1,666 2,474 3,282 4,097 7,189

NS-3 11,090 14,555 16,257 18,044 19,693 21,358 25,120
NS-4 2,596 2,754 2,785 2,818 2,863 2,910 3,146

NS-5 169 1,139 1,156 1,174 1,216 1,261 1,437
NS-6 1,205 2,730 4,411 6,177 7,919 9,670 12,669

NS-7 114 165 187 209 243 277 397

NS-8 276 312 374 441 509 579 887
NS-9 1,522 2,113 _2,28A _2465 2686 2,910 3,718

Subtotal 18,762 26,11 32,215 38,361 44,786 51,062 68,485

SPOKANE VALLEY SV-1 2,160 2,431 2,774 3,136 3,406 3,677 5,082

SV-2 7,929 8,742 9,102 9,479 9,754 10,034 11,500
SV-3 27,713 32,947 34,237 35,604 36,852 38,129 43,830

SV-4 9,070 13,198 15,510 17,864 20,429 22,818 30,929

SV-5 1,877 2,440 2,530 2,625 2,714 2,806 3,267
SV-6 1,072 1,113 1,142 1,173 1,228 1,286 1,575

SV-7 1,621 1,963 2,205 2,459 2,631 2,808 3,560

SV-8 1,468 2,523 2,805 3,102 3,421 3,745 5,190

SV-9 968 1,574 1,716 1,864 2,022 2,182 2,837
SV-lO 1,923 2,373 2,512 2,657 2,877 3,100 3,586

Subtotal 55,806 69,304 74,533 79,963 85,334 90,585 111,356

CITY OF SPOKANE 1  167,495 177,660 179,101 180,639 182,328 184,073 192,962

MORAN PRAIRIE 3,575 5,530 6,404 7,320 8,307 9,298 12,949

SOUTHWEST 2,920 3,088 3,547 _4,029 4,433 4,839 6,504

Subtotal 173,990 186,278 189,052 191,988 195,068 198,210 212,415

FAIRCHILD AFB 6,700 6,700 6,700 6,700 6,700 6,700 6,700

WEST PLATEAU 2,358 2,608 283 3__7_ 3 3,657 5,084

Subtotal 9,058 9,308 9,533 9,774 10,064 10,357 11,784

ORCHARD PRAIRIE 486 645 674 707 747 787 940

TOTAL URBAN PLANNING
AREA 258,102 291,706 306,007 320,993 335,999 351,001 404,980

(1) Geographical area of present sewage collecti'n systen
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TABLE 2

FORECAST POPULATION GROWTH RATE
URBAN PLANNING AREA

Forecast Average Annual Growth Rate, Percent
By Periods

Planning 1970- 1980- 1985- 1990- 1995- 2000-
Unit 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2020

North Spokane 3.9 4.6 3.9 3.2 2.8 1.7

Spokane Valley 2.4 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.2

City Sewered Area 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Moran Prairie 5.5 3.2 2.9 2.7 2.4 2.0

Southwest 0.6 3.0 2.7 2.0 1.8 1.7

Fairchild AFB 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

West Plateau 1.1 1.7 1.7 1.9 1.7 2.0

Orchard Prairie 3.3 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0

TOTAL URBAN AREA 1.3 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8

6
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TABLE 3

POPULATION FORECASTS OF
NEWMAN LAKE AND LIBERTY LAKE VICINITIES

Forecast Population By Years

AREA 1970 1980 1985 1990 1995 z000 2020

Newwan Lake 159 162 311 468 630 792 1493

Liberty Lake 907 982 1164 1356 1467 1580 2097

6
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TABLE 4
POPULATION FORECASTS OF

NON-URBAN PLANNING UNITS

Forecast Population By Years
WRIA Units 1970 1980 1985 1990 1995 "2000 2020

55 LITTLE SPOKANE
Deer Park 1,295 1,559 1,622 1,687 1,754 1,824 2,134
Rural 7,583 8,104 8,415 8,754 9,070 9,360 10,147

Subtotal 8,878 9,663 10,037 10,441 10,824 11,184 12,281

56 HANGMAN CREEK
Cheney 6,358 7,313 7,844 8,412 9,022 9,676 12,802
Fairfield 469 547 605 668 738 816 1,216
Latah 169 148 138 129 121 113 86
Rockford 327 367 367 367 367 367 367
Spangle 179 200 200 200 200 200 200
Waverly 48 61 61 61 61 61 61
Tekoa 808 900 900 900 900 900 900

Rural 4,232 4,66 4 ,880 5,121 5,357 3,614 6,295
Subtotal 12,590 14,196 14,995 15,858 16,766 17,747 21,927

54 LOWER SPOKANE
Medical Lake 3,529 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500

Rural 4,153 4,292 4,374 4,489 4,595 4,700 4,998
Subtotal 7,682 7,792 7,874 7,989 8,095 8,200 8,498

57 UPPER SPOKANE
Rural 3,681 4,473 4,833 5,218 5,627 6,016 7,327

TOTAL NON-URBAN 32,831 36,124 37,739 39,506 41,312 43,147 50,033
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APPENDIX I
SMATS Zones Contained in

Each Planning Unit

City Sewered Area

-i1* 241 444 632 842

-13 242 445 634 843
140 249(0%) 446 635 844

141 -33 447(0%) 636 845
142 340 448 645(100%) 846

143 341 530 -73 847

144 342 531 740(60%)*** 850

145 343 532 741 851

146 344 533 742 852

147 345 534 743 864(0%)

152 -43 535 745(0%)

154 440(100%) 536 752

156 441 539 -83

-23 442 630 840
240(100%)** 443 631 841

Moran Prairie

348 450 454
349 451
447(100%) 452
449 453

Southwest

440(0%) 543
537 544
538 545
540 642
541

West Plateau

5A. 645(0%) 654

633 650 655

640 651 -66

643 652 745(100%)

644 653 750
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Orchard Prairie

151(0%)
163
164
170
250

North Spokane

NS-1 NS-2 NS-3 NS-4 NS-5 NS-6 NS-7 NS-8 NS-9

740(40%) 856 157 148 162 171 870 872 167

864(100%) 857 160 149 166 867(10%) 871 172

869 862 161 150 168 868 173

863 165 151(100%)
848 1.53

849 155
853 240(0%)

854
855
860

861
865
866
867(90%)

Spokane Valley

sv-1 SV-2 SV-3 SV-4 SV-5

251 243 -4 64 352(100%) 71

260 245 50 65 353 371

249(100%) 51 66 354

252 52 67 355

253 53 68 362

251 54 69 363

255 55 70 364

257 56 246 365(100%)

258 57 247 366(100%)

261 58 256

262 59 346
60 347
61 351
62 360
63 361

367
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Spokane Valley(Continued)

SV-6 SV-7 SV-8 SV-9 SV-10

265 277 274 264 263
273 372 276 270 266

373 278 271
374 272
375 275

Footnotes:

* SMATS zones with dash preceding number represents an entire
SMATS district. Example: -23 represents SMATS zones 230, 231,
232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239.

** Percentage figure represents percent of residential population
of the corresponding SMATS zone living in the corresponding
planning unit. Example: SMATS zone 440; while most of the land
area lies in the City unit, some of it lies in the southwest
unit. However, 100% of the residential populution lives within
the City portion of zone 440. These estimates were based on
the howsng distributIon, as i-dicared ia aerial photagraphs.
The current population distribution was asc'med co 5e constant
to the year 2020.

*** Based on aerial photographs, 60% of zone 740's current population
was assumed to be within the City planntxng unit, ard 40% within
the North Spokane unit. Since the City's portonr ,.s hewvily
built up, all future growth for zone 740 w6,q assume' ,ccur in
the North Spokane portion of that zone.
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SECTION 604.3
ELEMENTS OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS

FOR WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT

Scope and Objectives

The objective of this section is to present scale maps of ele-

ments of alternative plans for wastewater management previously devel-

oped In narrative form in Section 604.2. These maps delineate the loca-

tion of treatment facilities and conveyance structures for twenty-one

site specific plans corresponding to the possible permutations of three

basic service areas with three basic disposal alternatives. In addi-

tion, three subalternatives elements are included for seasonal irriga-

tion for city-involved service area combinations, making a total of

twenty-four plan elements.

The purpose of these maps is to form the basis for develop-

ment of capital and operation costs for each element to be used in

cost effectiveness analysis.

Mapping

The maps included herein as Figures B through Y are developed

as overlays on U.S.G.S. mapping at 1:62,500 or 1 inch equal one mile.

Figures C, F, H, I, K and L are reduced to half size for convenience in

reproduction herein. The basic points of coordination with the U.S.G.S.

mapping are the points of concentration for each of the three service

areas as follows:

(I) C - City at the existing City of Spokane STP site.
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(2) NS - North Spokane at a site adjacent to the Fish
Hatchery.

(3) SV - Spokane Valley at a site on or adjacent to the
eastern end of Felts Field.

Areas shown for land disposal by infiltration-percolation are

defined as follows: The eite area is the total land area which will be

required at 2020. The gross area is that part of the site needed for

the year 2000 construction and the net area is the actual working sur-

face at year 2000. The entire site needs for year 2020 are assumed

acquired in 1980. The percolation pond construction is by stages to

year 2000 needs.

For land irrigation alternatives the areas shown include the

last incremental acquisition in 1995 for year 2000 needs. Incremental

acquisition from 1980 is staged to suit forecast needs in 5 year incre-

ments., Gross area includes areas for internal access roads and peri-

pheral buffer zones and is equivalent to site needs. The net area is

the areas of actual cultivation for which the last incremental distri-

bution construction would take place in 1995 for year 2000 needs. In

the case of the storage reservoir for irrigation, the site is assumed

acquired in 1980 for year 2020 needs. The gross and net storage

volumes correspond to year 2000 needs. Where lagoon treatment is used

as pretreatment for irrigation, the site is acquired in 1980 for year

2020 forecast needs and net areas are shown for staged construction to

last increment for year 2000 forecast needs.

The committed upgrading and expansion of the City STP to 40

mgd capacity with secondary treatment is shown as "existing" on the
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mapping as of 1980. Where addition to the 40 mgd capacity is required,

the gross capacity after addition is shown with the date of construction

of the addition. Other treatment facilities are shown with staged con-

struction, where applicable, to forecast year 2000 capacity, again in

terms of total capacity resulting from eacl ncrement.

Conveyance structures are sized for year 2020 requirements and

construction is a single stage at 1980 unless otherwise noted. Refine-

ments such as parallel lines for added security or velocity control are

not considered at this stage of development. Only static pumping heads

are shown. Cost calculations considered dynamic heads as well, compu-

ted for the forecast flows as they develop.

Refer to criteria for cost effective analysis fcr other

sizing and siting considerations.

Locations and routes are selected for physical feasibility

and lower range costs and are site-specific to the extent that the lay-

outs represent feasible plans for which costs can be developed. To the

extent that design stage refinement would reexamine alternative align-

ments and exact locations, the plans may be regarded as schematic.

Special Explanations

1. A plate is not shown for the following elements listed in

Table I of Section 701.1 for the reasons indicated below.

Element Remarks

C - sw Consists only of an indication of the location of the
City STP. No facilities outside the existing site
are involved.

C - sw/lp Equal to C - sw to 1990 C-lp after 1990

(C+N) - sw/lp Equal to (C+N)-sw to 1990 (C+N)-lp after 1990
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Element Remarks

(C+SV) - sw/lp Equal to (C+SV) - sw to 1990 (C+SV)-lp after 1990

NS - sw/Ip Equal to NS-sw to 1990 NS-lp after 1990

NS - sw/li Equal to NS-sw to 1990 NS-li after 1990

SV - sw/Ip Equal to SV-sw to 1990 SV-sw after 1990

SV - sw/li Equal to SV-sw to 1990 SV-li after 1990

2. The following elements identified by "-li-sw" are special

subalternatives which involve two disposal methods operated in

alternate seasons, land application (li) in summer and surface water

disposal (sw) in winter. (They are to be distinguished from elements

identified by sw/li which represent a change from year around surface

water disposal to 1990 to year around land application after 1990):

C - li - sw

(C+NS) - li - sw

(C+SV) - li - sw

(C + NS + SV) - li - sw
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LEGEND

(Applies to Figures B through Y)

H fural Point of Concentrafion
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Disposal Conveya.nce

A Pump 5fa+ion

Equalizing Storage

Treatment Facility, Ofher Than Laqoon
Treatment Facilify, La9 oon

I Chlorination, Where Separate From Trea±men+

Darn and Reservoir

, Land Applicafion, lrriga.+ion

ELand Application. Percolafion

ritrface Water Disposal
Change in Size or Pipe COass

C Cilfy Service Area.

NS Wor+h Spokn@ Service Area

SV Spokane Valley Service Area
(1990) lndic.&+es Dae of Cons+ruc+on or Aquisiion,

Other +hain 1980

Direction of Flow

ES Equalizing 5tor&9e

FM Force Main

G5 Gravify Sewer
MrG 4 MGD Million Gollons dnd Million Gallons per Day

P5 Pump Stafion

FIGURE A
LEGEND
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SECTION 604.2
FORMULATION OF ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURAL PLANS

FOR WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT

Objectives

The objectives of this section are to identify the full range

of possible general wastewater management plans and to formulate for

each of these general plans an optimized specific plan that can be

subjected to cost effective analysis.

The elements considered in alternative formulation are: (1)

those Iue to permutations and combinations of service area with basic

kinds of ultimate disposal and (2) those that depend on selection of

specific sites and routes to meet the needs of service area-disposal

type combinations.

Elements of Candidate Alternatives

There are two fundamental elements in all alternatives that

must be considered before reaching the level and complexity of site

and technology specifics. These two elements are the service areas

and basic disposal categories. The urban planning area contains three

major service elements, the City, North Spokane and Spokane Valley.

There are likewise three basic disposal alternatives available, namely:

surface water, land application to irrigation and land application to

infiltration-percolation. The three service areas can be dealt with

in a variety of combinations ranging from all independent to all com-

bined. The five possible combinations of service area are shown in
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Table 1. From these five systems there are seven possible operating

entities, the three service areas independent of each other, the three

service areas paired with each other and all three combined. That is,

there are seven service entities each of which has a choice of the

three disposal categories making a total of 21 possible service-area

and disposal combinations. These 21 alternatives as listed in Table 2

are the building blocks for all possible systems to serve the entire

urban planning area. The ways in which these 21 service area-disposal

subsystems alternatives can be combined with the possible combinations

of the three basic service areas shown in Table 1 are shown in Tables

3.1 through 3.5. It can be seen from Tables 3.1 through 3.5 that there

are 57 possible systems for the urban planning area considering only

the possible combinations of service area and basic disposal alterna-

tive.

Each of the 21 building block elements that make up these

systems in turn has subalternatives generated by the specifics of site

selection and treatment technology. If the optimum subalternative for

each of the 21 elements were known, it would be possible by cost ana-

lysis of these 21 elements to arrive at a cost ranking of all of the

*i 57 system alternatives by addition of the elements in accordance with

Tables 3.1 through 3.5.

In another section, the treatment technology for the purpose

of initial screening is selected. Therefore, the optimization of each

of the 21 basic alternatives resolves to the site specific considera,-

tions. This problem is addressed in the following paragraphs.
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The site specific considerations are discussed in the narra-

tive and an optimal site specific plan selected for each of the 21

elements. Tables 4.1 through 4.7 summarize critical population and

flow projection data for the seven combinations of service area.

The "no action" alternative for the Spokane Valley is desig-

nated SV-na. The City "no action" alternative is equal to the City

alone with disposal to surface water designated C-sw. For North Spo-

kane "no action" is not a feasible alternative at projected growth

conditions. In the foregoing described screening to rank the 57 sys-

tem alternatives the City "no action" plan is automatically considered.

By elimination of the SV combinations, the 12 system alternatives shown

in Table 3.6 result. These twelve are also capable of being derived

from elements developed in the basic 21 elements. A cost effective-

ness ranking of the twelve system alternatives in Table 3.6 provides

a basis for selection of optimum action if the Spokane Valley "no

action" alternative is acceptable.

For the Spokane Valley, and to a limited extent the North

Spokane Area, tlere are a number of alternatives other than those that

require a conventional gravity sewer collection system to a single

natural point of concentration. These other alternatives, in

addition to the "no-action" alternative of continuation with individual

septic tank disposal, are discussed and evaluated in another section.

This section is limited to formulation of alternatives which depend

upon a conventional gravity sewer collection system. The costs of the

internal collection systems are not included in the initial cost-
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effectiveness screening since internal collection systems are a comnon

denominator to all.

Recycling as an ultimate disposal alternative is not pre-

cluded by the analysis in this section since disposal criteria require

that any wastewater treated for recycle must meet as a minimum the

requirements for disposal subsequent to reuse. This, in effect, means

that recycle is simply a "pipe" between the treatment process and the

ultimate disposal. Therefore, recycle can effect comparison of basic

alternatives only if it creates a benefit. This evaluation can be

superimposed on the basic alternative comparison as a subsequent step.

Recycle potential and its effect on alternative selection is discussed

in another section.

City Alternatives

From Table 2, the following 12 alternatives are found to in-

volve the City alone or in combination*:

C-sw (C+NS)-sw (C+SV)-sw (C+NS+SV)-sw

C-li (C+NS)-ii (C+SV)-ii (C+NS+SV)-li

C-lp (C+NS)-lp (C+SV)-Ip (C+NS+SV)-lp

It is the purpose of the following to explore the site and

treatment specific subalternatives for each of these twelve basic

alternative categories to select a representative plan for each. To

*For identification of symbols, see Table 2.
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introduce consideration of specific subalternatives involving the City

it is first necessary to consider the unique constraints imposed by the

proposed improvements to the City sewage treatment plant (STP) which

have the status of accomplished fact and sunk capital cost for the pur-

pose of this study.

Committed STP Improvement. The City is currently implementing

a project which will upgrade the existing primary treatment plant to

secondary treatment with phosphorus removal. The design contemplates

continuing use of the existing site and continuing disposal of the

treated wastewater to the Spokane River. Sludge disposal is proposed

to continue temporarily using the current practice of dewatered sludge

disposal to local landfill pending on-site investigation of liquid

sludge disposal on remote areas. The following detailed descriptions

of the proposed improvements and proposed operation are from Bovay

(1973) updated by interview with Bovay Staff during October, 1974.

The expanded and upgraded plant is designed to anticipate

further expansion in the year 2000 to provide for ultimate flows to the

year 2025. The headworks, screening and grit removal, are to be sized

for the Peak Dry Weather Flows (PDWF) of the second stage expansion.

In addition to accommodation of forecast municipal wastewater flows,

the expanded facility makes certain provisions for treatment of urban

runoff which reaches the plant through the combined sewer system. The

provisions for urban runoff treatment include a combination of hydrau-

lic and treatment capacity with limited on-site storage.

Design criteria for stage construction of improvements are
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as follows:

Initial UltiTite

Hydraulic capacity of headworks

All units operating, mgd 146 146

One unit out of service, mgd 146 146

Treatment Capacity

Design PDWF, mgd without phos-
phorus removal 77 115

Design PDWF, mgd with phos-
phorus removal 57 57

Design ADWF, mgd 40 60

Excess Flow Clarifiers, Total Volume,
ml 4.5 4.5

The basis stated in Bovay (1973) for municipal waste loads

projections for the initial stage of construction which is to serve to

the year 2000 is a tributary population of 255,000 composed of 205,000

within the City and 50,000 in contiguous potential service areas. For

the second stage expansion to accommodate forecast needs to the year

2025, the design ultimate tributary population is 289,000, including

211,000 in the City and 87,000 in contiguous potential service areas.

Proposed operation of the facility relative to combined'

sewer flow is as follows: The intent is to prevent any direct un-

treated discharge of combined flows to the river. The surcharge capa-

city of the influent sewer is 146 mgd. All flows reaching the plant

are to be routed through the headworks for screening and grit removal.

All flows up to the PDWF capacity of the plant are to be routed through
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the complete treatment facility and all excess over the PDWF to the

excess flow clarifiers. Stored flows up to the capacity of the excess

flow clarifiers are to be subsequently given complete treatment by being

pumped back to the complete treatment sequence when inflow reduction

makes capacity available. If the intensity and/or duration of the

combined flow exceeds the storage capacity of the excess flow clari-

fiers, the excess is discharged through chlorine disinfection to the

river with the excess flow clarifiers acting as primary treatment.

Implications of the Improvement. The combined sewer area

presently tributary to the treatment plant is approximately 16,000

! acres. Much of the stormwater from this area cannot reach the treat-

ment plant due to lack of capacity in the interceptor sewers and is

consequently overflowed along with the mixed municipal wastewaters at

the many overflow locations along the Spokane River. Esvelt & Saxton/

Bovay (1972) calculated that the runoff from the combined sewered area

would exceed 300 cfs (192 mgd) for 10 hours per year or 750 cfs (480

mgd) for 1/2 hour.

The City of Spokane has filed a schedule and projected cost

estimate for staged planning and construction for a program to resolve

the combined sewage overflow problems of the City. For the purpose of

development of alternative plans involving the City, it is assumed

that a plan for resolution of the combined sewer overflow problem will

be realized and that the City wet weather flows reaching the improved

STP will not exceed 146 mgd.

Relation of Proposed Capacity to Forecast Flows. The
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following table indicates forecast flows developed in this study at

years 1980, 2000 and 2020 of various service elements in and contiguous

to the City:

Forecast Flos; mgd ADWF

Year 1980 Year 2000 'Year 2020
Area presently sewered to

existing City STP site 29.55 33.18 35.28

Moran Prairie Planning Unit 0.38 0.89 1.30,

Southwest Planning Unit 0.10 0.18 0.28

Subtotal 30.03 34.25 36.86

Area in North Planning Unit

Inside City Limit .31 1.24 2.03

Subtotal 30.34 35.49 38.89

Area in North Planning Unit

Outside City Limit 2.08 4.55 5.91

Subtotal 32.42 40.04 44.80

Spokane Valley 7.03 10.03 12.19

TOTAL 39.45 50.07 56.99

The forecast indicates that the proposed initial capacity of

the STP improvement at 40 mgd ADWF would be adequate to serve the City,

iucluding Moran Prairie and Southwest Planning Units, plus North

Spokane to the year 2000. The 40 mgd would be adequate to also in-

clude the Spokane Valley at year 1980 but not beyond that date. If

'the Spokane Valley is combined with the City in lieu of Notth Spokane,

the 40 mgd capacity would be adequate to about 1985.
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Construction of the second stage of proposed improved capa-

city to a total of 60 mgd would be adequate to serve the entire urban

planning area to year 2020 and beyond.

The service population forecasts prepared for this study are

in substantial agreement with the forecast developed by Boyay (1973) on

which STP expansion sizin was based. Bovay (1973) forecast 205,000

and 211,000 for City service area respectively in years 2000 and 2025

as compared with this study forecast of 199,700 and 221,600 for years

2000 and 2020.

Further Improvements to Treatment Quality. The existing City

STP site is severely restricted topographically with rt-spect to availa-

bility of land for further expansion beyond the proposed second stage

of 60 mgd secondary treatment with phosphorus removal. As shown

above, the 60 wgd capacity is more than adequate for the entire urban

planning area. The addition of space consuming processes for more

advanced treatment will create siting problems, however, since the

expansion to 60 mgd at secondary level will substantially f.ll the area.

The addition of seasonal nitrification by ammonia stripping

is judged to be feasible at the present site. The addition of advanced

treatment to include year around nitrification and denitrification,

mixed media filtration and carbon adsorption are not judged to be

feasible at the present site for either a 40 mgd or 60 mgd plant. For

advanced treatment to interpreted 1985 standards, these additional

facilities must be located at another site.

Surface Water Disposal. The presently planned facility will
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provide secondary treatment with phosphorus removal. In addition a

possible requirement for seasonal nitrification is judged to be desira-

ble to eliminate a potential threat of ammonia toxicity. See the sec-

tion on disposal criteria. It is feasible to provide seasonal nitri-

fication in the proposed enlarged and upgraded facility by seasonally

unloading the activated sludge reactors by shifting the chemical preci-

pitation for phosphorus removal from the secondary to the primary.

Additional aeration capacity is judged to be necessary to achieve the

required level of nitrification in the activated sludge reactors under

this condition.

The foregoing will meet disposal requirements for discharge

to the Spokane River at the STP site until such time as more advanced

treatment is required in 1990 to meet the interpreted level correspon-

ding to "no discharge of pollutants." The interpreted level of treat-

ment corresponding to "no discharge of pollutants" is, in addition to

secondary treatment and phosphorus removal, year around nitrification-

denitrification, mixed media filtration, carbon adsorption, and ozone

disinfection. Since these additional facilities cannot be accommodated

on the present site, their inclusion requires pumping of the effluent

from the present site to another site for the continuation of the

treatment process. The bench adjacent to the river in the vicinity of

the Downriver Golf Course appears to be physically feasible for this

purpose.

There are no alternatives with respect to location of point

of discharge to surface waters except to convey the effluent down-
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stream from Long Lake, a distance of over 20 miles. There are no poten-

tial cost advantages to this since the same level of treatment is re-

quired for both sites. No further consideration is given to surface

water disposal at sites other than at the City STP.

For all surface water disposal alternatives which can be met

by planned City STP improvements and expansions and other additions

which will fit on the site, the basic structural alternative consists

of treatment at the City STP and discharge of effluent to the Spokane

River at the City STP site.

Alternative C-sw. Since the forecast flow for the City in-

cluding Moran Prairie and Southwest planning units is less than 40 mgd

to year 2020, no future capacity expansion is required. The City ser-

vice area, except Moran Prairie and Southwest is already sewered to

the STP sitel there are no transport elements required for the City

service area. Moran Prairie and Southwest, although presently un-

sewered, are not regarded as involving a transport cost chargeable to

alternatives but rather as a growth extension of the City sewer system.

Alternative (C+NS)-sw. The forecast flow to the year 2000

for this combination is 40 mgd. Again, no further expansion of the

planned improvement is required throughout the cost-effectiveness com-

parison period. Beyond year 2000, a capacity expansion is required.

Transportation is required to bring the North Spokane waste-

water from their natural point of concentration to the City STP.

There are two basic alternative routes for the conveyance. One is

around the northwest side of Five Mile Prairie and the other is around
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the southeast side. The northwest route is shorter and through un-

developed area whereas the longer southeast route is through built up

area. The northwest route also involves a lower p'!mped lift. The

northwest route is selected.

If the proposed City STP upgrade were not to be regarded as

an accomplished fact, two other alternatives for this combination of

service areas would be considered. One would be to abandon the existing

site except for use as a site for equalizing storage and a pump station,

and transport both City and North Spokane wastewater flows to a new

treatment site near the confluence of the Spokane and Little Spokane

Rivers. The other would be to continue Irimary treatment of City flows

at the existing City STP site and convey primary treated sewage to a

new site near the confluence for secondary treatment. Primary treat-

ment for the North Spokane flows would be required at: the confluence

site, For surface water disposal the higher coist of cnnveying the

larger City flows to the confluence site would more than offset any

reducing in cost of conveying North Spokane flows to the City STP site,

Alternative (C+SV)-sw, The forecast flow for this service

area combination is 44.28 mgd at year 2000 and 49.05 mgd at 2020.

Therefore, capacity expansion beyond the first planned increment at

40 mgd is required for both the cost effectiveness period and beyond.

There are two basic transport alternatives for the waste-

water flows from the Spokane Valley. One is to either parallel or

reinforce the size of the City interceptor system which follows the

river. The other is to seek a more direct route across the City
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utilizing more pumping lift. Since there is essentially no spare capa-

city in the existing interceptor system, a complete parallel would be

required. The longer route and more difficult construction conditions

of a route parallel to the river is evaluated as more costly than the

additional pump lift for a more direct route utilizing the general

alignment of Mission and Northwest streets.

Alternative (C+NS+SV)-sw. The forecast flows for this com-

bination of service areas is 50 mgd and 57 mgd at years 2000 and 2020

respectively. Therefore, as for alternative (C+SV)-sw, capacity expan-

sion beyond the first planned increment of 40 mgd is required within

the cost effectiveness period but is then adequate to 2020,

The transport alternatives are as previously discussed for

(C4-NS)-sw and (C+SV)-sw plus an additional alternative of pumping from

the Spokane Valley to North Spokane via the eastern edge of the City

for fi.tw through the North Spokane system to the North Spokane point of

concentration, there to be pumped to the City STP together with North

Spokane flows around the northwest side of Five Mile Prairie. However,

P,'ip ng the Spokane Valley sewage via North Spokane point of concentra-

tion iu not cost eff3ctive and is considered no further,

There are theoretical alternatives which would involve con-

centration to other sites than the City STP. The relative magnitude

of the flows, the City being over 3 times SV and almost 6 times NS at

year 2000 , highly favors transport of the smaller flows. Thus the

City as point of concentration would be favored even if there were not

a "sunk cost" facility at that site.
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Land Application Alternatives

The three land application alternatives are irrigation, over-

land flow and infiltration-percolation. Overland flow is tentatively

eliminated for lack of available land of suitable impermeability and

slope. All land application techniques require prior wastewater treat-

ment to equivalent of a minimum of secondary effluent. Thus all irriga-

tion alternatives (li) are to consist of application of secondary efflu-

ent to irrigation and all percolation alternatives (1p) are to consist

of application of secondary effluent to infiltration-percolation.

Irrigation. Irrigation cannot actively be applied during the

freezing season. Therefore, this disposal method requires either stor-

age during the non-irrigation season or an alternative method of dis-

posal. Thus, the subalternatives to irrigation application in general

are: (1) the disposal of the entire year's effluent to irrigation

through utilization of storage, and (2) the disposal of effluent to

irrigation during the irrigation season with disposal to surface water

or infiltration-percolation during the remainder of the year.

Since these subalternatives have significantly different impacts on

non-cost evaluation factors one cannot be selected over the other as

representative. Both must be formulated for cost-effectiveness evalua-

tion so that the cost elements may be weighed against the non-cost

evaluation factors.

The primary category of alternatives faced by all combina-

tions of service area with the City is that of selection of the irri-

gation lands. The primary variables for consideration are availability
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of adequate areas of suitable land, and the distance and difference in

elevation from the point of concentration of the wastewater.

To put land disposal by irrigation into perspective, it must

be recognized that the treated wastewater potential from the City alone

or in combination with the rest of the urban planning area will equal

or exceed the current water consumption for agricultural irrigation for

the entire study area. The estimated 1980 wastewater flow, not includ-

ing urban runoff, is 34,000 acre feet per year for the City alone. The

estimated current water consumption for agricultural irrigation for the

entire study area is 36,000 acre feet per year, of which 21,600 are in

the Spokane Valley, 6,500 are in the Little Spokane Valley and the re-

maining 7,900 are throughout the remainder of the study area (see Table

21 of Section 313-14). For the entire urban planning area at the design

year 2000, the forecast wastewater potential is 56,000 acre feet per

year or more than 1.5 times the current agricultural irrigation use for

the entire study area. This means that Irrigation alternatives must

look toward bringing additional lands under irrigation,

Potential irrigation sites other than the Spokane Valley are

described in the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation (1973) report to the City

of Spokane. The description of the prorerties and characteristics of

these areas are quoted in the Appendix. The USBR report forecloses

consideration of the Spokane Valley on the grounds that it would be

rejected by public opinion. This study is based on the premise that

all technically feasible alternatives that can meet Federal and State

requirement must be kept open for evaluation through the decision-
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making process. The U.S.B.R. sites are discussed first, followed by a

discdussion of the Spokane Valley weighed against the U,S.BR, sites,

Additional irrigation sites are investigated under alterna-

tives which do not include the City and therefore require substantially

L smaller areas.

The sites described by the USBR as having potential are

listed below with their maximum areas and elevation range; similar data

for Spokane Valley are added:

Elevation Maximum Area,
Location Range, Feet Acres per USBR

Fairchild 2300 to 2420 5,000

Down River 1760 to 1860 2,700

North (Little Spokane
Valley) 1850 to 2000 80,000

Scabland Not given Not given

Riverbench Not given Not given

Spokane Valley 2000 to 2100* 10,000*

From an area, elevation, soil and crop standpoint the North

area, which is better described as the Little Spokane Valley in the

vicinity of Deer Park, appears to be the most advantageous. The USBR

report develops a detailed system based on 39.4 mgd ADWF at year 2000

which involves terminal storage of 24,000 acre feet active storage

(28,000 acre feet gross to provide 2,000 acre feet minimum pool and

2,000 acre feet surcharge) and irrigation of 16,000 acres, These

*Not U.S.B.R. data.
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figures are in substantial agreement with those developed in Tables

4.1 to 4.6 which give 29,900 acre feet as required active storage and

12,100 acres of irrigation for ADWF 40.04 mgd corresponding to City plus

North Spokane service area at year 2000. Tables 4.1 to 4.6 show a range

of from 10,400 acres irrigation and 25,600 acre feet of storage for the

City alone at year 2000 to 15,200 acres and 37,400 acre feet of storage

at year 2000 for the entire urban planning area. The USBR report shows

a feasible storage site in Section 30 of T28N, R42E, south of Mud Creek,

with water surface elevation 2212 which would provide gravity feed to

irrigable lands at 1850 to 2000 feet elevation. Between the City STP

and the storage site is a high point to pump over at elevation 2225.

The net lift from the STP site at 1689 to the high point is approxi-

mately 530 feet. The approximate distance from STP site to terminal

storage is 17 miles.

The Fairchild Site Area is given as 5000 acres but the caution

is added by USBR that further investigation of depth to bedrock is

required to determine application which would not create drainage

problems. For this reason, an application rate of 1.0 inch, per week

average for a 24 week season is used as an application criterion. This

is equal to 2.0 feet per season. Computed requirements shown in Tables

4.1 to 4.6 indicate that this area is too small fnr year around

disposal and marginal for seasonal application. Note that unlike the

Spokane Valley with a ready source of alternative irrigation supply, this

area has prat'-ally zero local potential. Therefore, the treated waste-

water would have to supply the full Irrigation season, beginning in the

last part of April and extending through into the first part of October.
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Terminal balancing storage of at least 2 months. demand would

be required to match wastewater availability variations to irrigation

demand. A potential terminal reservoir site appears to be possible by

building a dam across the swale in which Old Trails Road is located in

section 5 and 6 of T25N, R42E only about 3 miles west of the STP site.

Water surface elevation would be about 2150 necessitating pumping to

the irrigated lands which range from 2300 to 2400 feet, The net lift

from the STP site at elevation 1689 to the median elevation of irriga-

ble land is of the order 600 feet. There is little cultivation at

present in this area.

The Down River Area, on a terrace adjoining Long Lake, with

only 2700 acres available is too small for either year around or season-

al disposal by irrigation. The high permeability of the site, however,

does make the site a potential fcr infiltration-percolation disposal.

There is no cultivation in this area at the present time and much of

the land has not been cleared of the Ponderosa Pine cover. Clearing a

relatively small portion for utilization by infiltration-percolation is

selected as a more appropriate alternative for this site.

Scablands Areas are those southwest of Fairchild AFB which

have very little soil cover as a result of the scouring action of the

Missoula Flood. Refer to the sectio, on Geology. As indicated in the

USBR report, irrigation for crop production would be impossible for

lack of soil. The USBR suggested application would be for irrigation

of native cover to create improved wildlife habitat. The elevations

in this area south of Waukon are around 2400 feet and begin to slope
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south into the Palouse Drainage Basin. The combination of distance,

20 miles, elevation, a lift of over 650 feet, and the potential benefit

make this site a "last resort" alternative. This alternative is set

aside pending "first cut" evaluation of other alternatives,

River Bench Area is identified as the terraces of permeable

material in the vicinity of the confluence of the Little Spokane River

with the Spokane River and is on the surface of the primary aquifer

northwest of Five Mile Prairie to where it narrows to pass through the

gap formed by the Nine Mile Falls outcrop. The proximity of this site

to highways, parks and development together with its small area pre-

clude its consideration for irrigation disposal. The site does have

feasibility for an infiltration-percolation disposal site.

In addition to the foregoing possible alternatives for land

disposal based on the suggested sites in the USBR report, other poten-

tial areas are:

1, The present dry cropped areas northwest of Spokane on
Four Mound and Indian Prairies,

2. The present dry cropped lands in the Hangman Creek
Valley.

These areas have no outstanding advantages over areas al-

ready under consideration that are closer and at a lower elevation.

S Furthermore these areas are already economically productive under dry

farming and would not be subject to as great an incremental benefit by

irrigation. Therefore, these areas are set aside from further con-

sideration pending fuller evaluation of more favorably situated areas.

Considering the Spokane Valley as a potential site for
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irrigation disposal, the requirements for area are based on an applicas

tion rate of 5.5 feet per season, Reference to Tables 4.1 to 4.6 shows

that for design year 2000, the required area ranges from 7,000* acres

for a service area limited to the City to 10,200* acres for a combined

service area to include the entire urban planning area. The gross land

area of the Spokane Valley east of Spokane Industrial Park to the Idaho

state line is approximately 13,000 acres including the side valleys at

Newman and Liberty Lakes. Of this total gross area 5,100 acres are pre-

sently under irrigation, served by irrigation districts. There is a

considerable scattered residential development throughout the area which

reduces the gross area available for treated wastewater irrigation. Ex-

tensive relocation of residents would probably be necessary to create a

potentially irrigable area of 7,000 to 10,200 acres. The gross land

area appears to indicate physical feasiblity so that this alternative

cannot be eliminated on such grounds.

A companion requirement to land availability is availability

of a storage site if utilization of the total annual flow is to be made

for irrigation. The required storage for 8 months, 7 months of no

irrigation plus 1 month start-up, are shown in Tables 4.1 to 4.6 to

range from 25,600 acre feet at design year 2000 for the City alone to

37,400 acre feet for the entire urban planning area. Again, to put

the problem into perspective, note that Newman Lake has a volume of

22,000 acre feet and covers 1198 acres (average depth 18 feet). Given

*Note that these are net farm areas not including access roads and

buffer zones.
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a dam of sufficient height in the mouth of Canfield Gulch, this volume

of storage would be physically possible. The larger volume (37,400

acre feet) could probably be achieved with a height of approximately 150

feet.

The elevation at the effluent of the City STP is approximately

1689. The elevation of the Spokane Valley floor ranges from 2000 at

Spokane Industrial Park to 2100 at the Idaho state line. The probable

water surface elevation of a storage reservoir in Canfield Gulch is

2300 to 2350 feet. The lift from plant effluent to storage reservoir

is of the order 600 feet. The present pumping lift of wells in the

Spokane Valley is of the order 80 to 100 feet. The energy premium is a

lift of 500 feet plus friction loss to pump a distance of approximately

20 miles.

The Spokane Valley on the basis of required lift and convey-

ance distance is less favorable than the Little Spokane Valley and the

required area availability is marginal. Additional considerations

unfavorable to the Spokane Valley are the present availability of an

adequate irrigation water supply and the numerous small ownerships

and population density. To bring reclaimed wastewater to the Spokane

Valley as a replacement for the present adequate supply would provide

no potential economic benefit to the area. The numerous small

ownerships and population density would cause implementation problems

and have high dislocation potential.

For all of the above reasons, the Spokane Valley is Judged

less suitable than the Little Spokane Valley for City involved alter-

natives.
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From the foregoing alternative irrigation sites, the Little

Spokane Valley and that portion known as Williams Valley specifically

is selected as the most feasible and to be representative of the best

* potential full year disposal by irrigation for all City involved alter-

natives. All City combinations have in common the utilization oZ the

proposed expanded City STP to provide the necessary secondary treatment

prior to irrigation application. The transportation problem from the

City STP site to storage site and irrigated area is well defined by

topography so that there is essentially only one feasible pipeline

route. The topography likewise provides only one favorably situated

terminal storage site. This pipeline route and storage site, both as

defined by topography, are common to all City service area combinations

for irrigation application to the Little Spokane Valley. The selection

of land areas for irrigation is based on application to suitable land

nearest the terminal storage to minimize distribution costs. The de-

tailed City associated irrigation alternatives are defined as follows.

Alternative C-li. See alternative C-sw for discussion of

utilization of the City STP for forecast flows. The facilities re-

quired for conveyance of the secondary treated effluent to the Williams

Valley irrigation lands includes effluent pumping of unequalized flows,

equalization storage as near the STP as possible, sewer to a low point

near the mouth of the Little Spokane River, repumping facilities and

* pipeline to the terminal storage site, terminal storage reservoir,

distribution piping from terminal storage to irrigated lands and

sprinkler application facilities in the fields. A groundwater quality
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monitoring network is an integral requirement.

Alternative C-li-sw. For a subalternative in which only

seasonal disposal is to irrigation and the remainder of the year is to

surface water the nearer Fairchild site (actually north of Airways

Heights) is selected as more cost effective. It must be recognized

that this alternative would prove difficult to upgrade to interpreted

1985 standards since it would require either construction of advanced

facilities for off season surface water disposal or the expansion to

another site to find adequate land for full year irrigation disposal.

The conveyance requirements for this subalternative involve

a relatively short force main crossing the Spokane River but a high pump

lift to the reservoir site in Old Trails Road canyon.

Alternative (C+NS)-li. See alternative (C+NS)-ow for utili-

zation of City STP capacity and for transport to combine the NS flows

at the City STP. The facilities for irrigation application and its

subalternatives are as described above for alternative C-li.

Another possible alternative to be considered for this com-

bination is the provision of separate secondary treatment for North

Spokane area, by either a treatment plant or lagoons, for combining

with the City effluent in the -,cinity of the repumping facility at the

mouth of the Little Spokane River. Consideration of this alternative

involves evaluation of the trade off between separate treatment and the

additional conveyance distance to combine the raw flow to the City STP.

Evaluation indicates that conveyance of the North Spokane flow to the

City STP is more cost effective.
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Alternative (C+,SV)-li and (C+NS+SV)-li. See alternative

(C+SV)-sw and (C+NS+SV)-sw respectively for utilization of City STP

capacity and for transport to combine SV flows at the City STP. The

facilities for irrigation application and its subalter atives are as

described for alternative C-li.

Overland Flow requires approximately the same land area as

irrigation. The opportunities for its application are, however, less

prevalent due to the more restrictive requirements for a relatively

impervious soil in combination with a relatively narrow range of moder-

ate slope. There is also the fact that it is not compatible with prac-

tical income producing farming. The method also is not a form of land

disposal being rather a form of land treatment necessitating ultimate

disposal of the collected runoff to surface waters.

In the particular case of application to the treated waste-

waters from the expanded City STP, only one of the sites discussed

above as candidates for irrigation appears to have potential for over-

land flow as an alternative. This %i the Fairchild site which is only

large enough for : asonal volume rather than year around volume. If

used for seasonal treatment, it would require a return flow to surface

waters via Deep Creek and back into the Spokane River at the time of

year when least desirable. The quality would be better than secondary

effluent but the overland flow capability for phosphorous removal is

questionable for the 85 percent removal goal.

Since irrigation at this site appears to be more advantageous

the overland flow alternative is set aside pending evaluation of
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irrigation at this site. If irrigation of this site compares favorably

with other alternatives, the overland flow option can be reopened with

the possibility of adding a feature like an artificial recreational lake

in Riverside State Park to hold the reclaimed water for release into

the Spokane River at a more favorable season.

Infiltration-Percolation opportunities are possible at four

sites discussed above, the Spokane Valley, Little Spokane Valley, Down

River and Confluence. The more distant candidates, the Spokane Valley

and Little Spokane Valleys are discounted primarily for distance and

elevation relative to the two nearby sites. There is also to be con-

sidered the fact that return of the treated wastewater flows to the

Spokane Valley or the Little Spokane Valley impacts more extensive

bodies of groundwater that are in active use for domestic water supply.

This is not to say that disposal by infiltration-percolation may not be

feasible but that it does pose additional problems and concerns.

Both the Down River and Confluence sites constitute an in-

direct return via groundwater to the Spokane River. Percolation through

the soil materials above the groundwater is expected to provide a very

high degree of phosphorus removal so that use of these disposal alter-

natives would not require removal by chemical means at the City STP

and at: the same time would protect Long Lake from phosphorus, not only

seasonally but year around.

The infiltration-percolation method provides no significant

reduction in nitrogen. To completely protect the groundwater from

additional nitrate concentrations would require nitrogen removal
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tial impact on groundwaters and does not require prior nitrification or

denitrification. Topography essentially defines the transport route

from the City STP to the Down River site so that there are no signifi-

cant transport subalternatives.

Infiltration-percolation is feasible on a year around basis

although there may be operating difficulties during freezing weather

particularly to short cycle intermittant loading techniques used to

maximize nitrification. The required facilities for all "lp" alter-

natives as applied to City combinations include effluent pumping,

equalization storage, repumping, effluent transmission mains and multi-

cell percolation ponds with distribution piping. As for irrigation

alternatives, a complete groundwater quality monitoring network is an

integral part of the proposed operating systems.

Alterv.atives C-1p, (C+NS)-lp, (C+SV)-lp and (C+NS+SV)-lp.

See the respective City surface water disposal alternatives for utili-

zation of the City STP and for transport to bring all wastewater flows

to the City STP.

All alternatives use the Down River disposal site with the

effluent transport facilities described above, sized as appropriate to

each service area combination.

Alternatives Involving Other Treatment Sites

Since the proposed expanded and upgraded City STP is regarded

as an accomplished fact and a sunk cost for the purpose of this study,

it is unlikely that abandonment of this facility in favor of another
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site would be cost-effective. It is necessary, nevertheless, to explore

other possibilities for potential environmental advantage that may be

evaluated as worth the additional cost.

The primary environmental advantage that could be explored at

another more spacious site is reduction in energy consumption. The

activated sludge process has a high energy consumption compared with

lagoon systems of treatment. The only nearby site with sufficient area

for lagoon treatment is the area north of Airways Heights. The required

600 foot lift to this site requires more than twice as much energy as

the activated sludge process which completely negates the original goal

of seeking a lagoon site. A further problem would be protection of the

basalt aquifer from percolation of raw sewage from an extensive pond

system.

A possible flood threat is one undesirable environmental im-

pact that is associated with the existing site. Flood potential has

been investigated by Bovay (1973) and the site declared safe from 100

year flood flow. Refer to the environmental impact statement filed for

the plant enlargement for other impacts.

Other site alternatives should also be considered if they

would significantly improve the ability and cost effectiveness of ser-

vice to the remainder of the urban planning area. A plant site at the

confluence of the Little Spokane River was considered and rejected by

the City of Spokane in the process of deciding to proceed with the

proposed enlargement at the existing site. The possible reduction in

cost for North Spokane conveyance is more than offset by the increased
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cost of City conveyance and Spokane Valley conveyance. These factors

and the fact of an enlarged plant at the existing site severely inhibit

consideration of a relocation of City of Spokane treatment facilities

as a potential alternative plan.

North Spokane Alternatives

From Table 2, the following six alternatives are found to in-

volve the North Spokane service area as an independent entity or in

combination with Spokane Valley.

NS-sw (NS+SV)-sw

NS-li (NS+SV)-li

NS-lp (NS+SV)-lp

All alternatives in which the North Spokane area is combined

with the City or the City and Spokane Valley are covered in the fore-

going discussion of City alternatives.

It is the purpose of the following to explore the site and

treatment specific subalternatives for each of these basic alternative

categories to select representative plans for each.

The natural point of concentration of NS wastewater flows is

in the vicinity of the Fish Hatchery. The North Spokane service area

includes some areas that are inside the City limits of Spokane. These

City areas contribute about 15 percent of the forecast 1980 flow and

about 25 percent of the forecast 2000 flow. A subalternative could

consider combining these areas with the City when the remainder of the
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NS area is not combined with the City. For initial screening this sub-

alternative is judged to not significantly effect the selection of

basic systems. Therefore, it is not considered at this point but rather

left for consideration when the basic plan is indicated and institutional

considerations are also being evaluated.

Alternative NS-sw. The nearest surface water to the point of

concentration is the Little Spokane River. This stream has limited re-

ceiving capacity for even highly treated effluents. The 10-year 7-day

low flow of the Little Spokane River at Dartford is 92 cfs. The accre-

tion below Dartford due to groundwater discharge to the river is of the

order 200 cfs and believed to be fairly constant but of unknown varia-

bility. The total low flow in the Little Spokane River just downstream

from the major groundwater inflow, in the vicinity of the State Fish

Hatchery, is probably of the order of 250 cfs. The forecast year 2000

flow from NS is 5.8 mgd or 9.0 cfs. This approaches the minimum dilu-

tion conditions required by State policy which indicate that 20 to 1

dilution is minimum for tertiary effluents and that an oxygen sag of

over 0.2 mg/l is unacceptable. An interim discharge to the Little Spo-

kane in the vicinity of the Fish Hatchery would be feasible at lower

wastewater flows, for example, the 1990 forecast flow of 3.9 mgd. The

minimal available dilution and consequent requirement for a very high

degree of treatment suggest seeking an alternative surface water dis-

posal site (and limiting consideration of SW to Little Spokane for

interim facility development only).

Disposal to the Spokane River in the vicinity of the Little
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Spokane confluence approximately 4.9 miles from the NS point of concen-

tration is feasible and requires treatment not less than secondary plus

phosphorous removal. Since the Long Lake water surface backs up to

slightly above the confluence, a confluence discharge is essentially

into slack water. It is judged that special diffusion provisions should

be provided and that additional dissolved oxygen be provided in the

effluent to meet this slack water condition.

The Spokane River discharge point is selected for the repre-

sentative system for Alternative NS-sw with secondary treatment with

phosphorus removal at the point of concentration using the activated

sludge process and alum coagulation. Reaeration would be provided

before discharge to the river.

A subalternative is to locate the treatment facility at the

confluence near the point of disposal rather than at the Fish Hatchery

point of concentration. An advantage of the subalternative is that it

would facilitate service to development west of the Fish Hatchery. The

primary disadvantage is that it requires pumping and conveyance of raw

sewage rather than treated effluent and would not permit interim dis-

posal to the Little Spokane. It should not be necessary to make a de-

tailed cost analysis of both in the early screening stages since the

cost differences are small. Consideration of the subalternative is

left for such time as the basic alternative proves to be a desirable

candidate.

Alternative (NS+SV)-sw. The first subalternatives that must

be considered for this system are the choice between combining the
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flows in North Spokane or Spokane Valley. The problems of a surface

water discharge near the North Spokane point of concentration are dis-

cussed above under alternative NS-sw. The natural point of concentra-

tion of the Spokane Valley is in the vicinity of the east end of Felts

Field. A discharge to the Spokane River at this point would be upstream

from the City of Spokane wells at Parkwater. Although this reach is

normally one in which groundwater discharges to the river, there are

times of high river flow when this condition is reversed. There is at

high flow, therefore, the potential for contamination of the City wells.

It is feasible to conduct the effluent downstream below Parkwater before

discharging to the river. Therefore, a surface water discharge at

either NS or SV requires an effluent extension from the respective point

of concentration.

The transport problem between the two points of concentration

involves a significant difference in pump lift. The choice of route is

limited by topography and City developments. There is a feasible route

along the east edge of the City that can be used for transport in either

direction. The lift from the NS point of concentration to the inter-

vening high point is approximately four times the lift from the SV

point of concentration.

On the other hand, the Spokane Valley flows are approximately

three times the North Spokane flow at 1980 and twice the North Spokane

flow at year 2000. A substudy indicates that the larger pipe sizes

required for SV flows more than offset the unfavorable lift relation-

ship so that it is more cost effective to transport NS to SV.
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Since the purpose of this initial screening is to rank systems

on a cost effectiveness basis, the alternative of transporting the North

Spokane flow to the Spokane Valley for combined treatment and surface

water disposal is selected to represent (NS+SV)-sw. If this system ele-

ment is among the favorable systems, then it is necessary to reopen

this alternative choice to evaluate in terms of environmental consider-

ation.

Alternative NS-li. Due to the relatively small flow from the

North Spokane area as compared with the City, smaller candidate land

areas can be considered for land application by irrigation. In addition

to the alternative areas described above for alternative C-li, it is

possible to consider nearby land in the Peone and Five Mile Prairies

and the north bank of the Little Spokane River. Five Mile Prairie is

eliminated because it is at an elevation of 2360 to 2400 feet, is

scheduled for some low density residential development and has only

enough area for disposal of part of the total annual flow. Land areas

on the north bank of the Little Spokane River are in the form of steep

canyons unsuited for agriculture. The only kind of irrigation feasible

on such steep land would be forest irrigation at very low rates taking

very large land areas in proportion to flow. The available lands are

also at excessive elevations compared to Peone Prairie. Since Peone

Prairie is nearer than any of the alternatives discussed under alter-

native C-li and more suitable than other local areas, it is selected as

the application site for NS-Ii.

There are sites in the south edge of the Peone Prairie where
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the required storage can be developed for seasonal effluent storage to

utilize the total annual flow for irrigation.

Secondary treatment, the required pretreatment for irrigation

application, could be achieved by three subalternatives: (1) Concen-

tration facilities treatment at the point of concentration, (2) primary

treatment at the point of concentration followed by lagoon treatment in

the Peone Prairie or (3) complete lagoon treatment in the Peone Prairie.

Transport of raw sewage to Peone Prairie for full lagoon

treatment, with first stage mechanical aeration, is selected as the

lower cost subalternative representative' for alternative NS-Ii.

The subalternative of using irrigation for only seasonal dis-

posal with surface water or infiltration as off season disposal is not

compatible with full lagoon treatment at a location remote from alter-

native disposal opportunities.

The complete facilities for alternative NS-li include:

1) Raw sewage pumping at point of concentration, commiinu-
tion and standby power source for pumping.

2) Transmission mains from point of concentration to

lagoon treatment.

3) Full lagoon treatment with mechanical aeration.

4) Repumping from lagoon treatment to seasonal storage.

5) Seasonal storage reservoir.

6) Irrigation distribution mains and pump station from
storage to irrigated areas.

7) Crop sprinkler systems.

8) Groundwater quality monitoring.
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The canyon through which Bruce Road passes is selected as a

potential reservoir site. Subalternative sites are the next canyon east,

Moffat Road, and the vicinity of Green Bluff on the north side of Peone

Prairie.

Alternative (NS+SV)-li. The combination of North Spokane with

Spokane Valley adds another irrigation area for consideration to those

already discussed under alternative NS-li. This alternative area is the

eastern part of the Spokane Valley. It would be possible to transport

NS flows to the SV point of concentration as described for alternative

(NS+SV)-sw. Although this alternative is technically feasible and pos-

sibly more cost effective than irrigation in Peone Prairie, it it not

considered for the representative system for the same economic and

groundwater quality reasons discussed under alternatives (C+NS+SV)-li.

The addition of SV flows to NS will strain the land availabi-

lity in Peone Prairie but appears to be feasible. The representative

plan can therefore be the same as developed for NS-li except for the

larger flows involved and the addition of transport for the SV flows.

The transport of the SV flows follows the same route described for

(NS+SV)-sw development except that the SV flows are joined to the NS

flows at the lagoon site In the vicinity of Mead rather than at the

point of concentration of North Spokane. Tn addition to the facilities

enumerated for NS-li, transport facilities for SV are required as fol-

lows:

1) Raw sewage pumping complete with comminution In the

vicinity of Felts Field.
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2) Transmission mains from Felts Field to the vicinity of
Mead.

Alternative NS-lp. In addition to the infiltration-percola-

tion sites described for City alternatives, it is technically possible

to consider sites on the primary quifer near the NS point of concen-

tration. It should be recognized that the primary aquifer has a steep

gradient in this area as it nears its discharge point in the Little

Spokane River. Infiltration-percolation is essentially disposal to this

groundwater stream, estimated at 200 efs, which becomes a major flow

component of the Little Spokane River flow below Dartford. Direct dis-

charge to the surface flow in this reach has been eliminated above on

the grounds of inadequate dilution. There is therefore, the possibili-

ty that this indirect discharge may be undesirable also on grounds of

dilution unless higher level of treatment is provided. The degree of

treatment possible by infiltration-percolation application of secon-

dary effluent should be adequate for this consideration. Impact on

groundwater quality is the limiting consideration and would require

year around nitrogen removal as part of the treatment process. Since

the land treatment by percolation will not provide adequate nitrogen

removal, the nitrogen removal must be provided by the structural treat-

ment process prior to land application. On the other hand the land

treatment will provide adequate phosphorus removal so that structural

treatment will not have to include phosphorus removal.

The approximate area required for infiltration-percolation

at year 2000 flows for the NS service area is 55 acres, about 1500
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feet square. This area, combined with that required for treatment,

would be difficult to obtain in the vicinity of the point of concen-

tration. It is assumed that the treatment facility and percolation

area are located downstream in the vicinity of Rutter Parkway west of

Indian Trails Road. This requires a pump station at the point of ccn-

centration and force main to the treatment and disposal site.

Alternative (NS+SV)-Ip. Under discussion of alternative

(NS+SV)-sw it was shown that the less costly transport to combine the

two service areas is to convey NS flows to the Spokane Valley. Infil-

tration-percolation application is feasible at both locations. The

potential impact on groundwater quality, is however, much greater in

the Spokane Valley since there are major users downstream of the point

of disposal. For this reason, an infiltration site near the downstream

end of the primary aquifer as developed for NS alone is selected. This

requires transport of the SV flows to NS in the reverse direction as

that described for (NS+SV)-sw. Note that alternative (NS+SV)-sw pro-

vides a measure of the cost effectivenese of the NS to SV transport

and, if this alternative should prove attractive, it would be reason

to reconsider (NS+SV)-Ip with percolation disposal in the Spokane

Valley and its more severe potential for groundwater quality impact.

The treatment requirements and location are as described for

NS-lp.

Spokane Valley Alternatives

All of the combination alternatives involving the Spokane
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Valley have been described above as they occurred with the City and

North Spokane. There remain to be discussed only those alternatives

which involve the Spokane Valley alone, as follows:

SV-sw

SV-li

SV-lp

The natural point of concentration of the Spokane Valley

service area lies in the northeast corner of Felts Field.

Alternative SV-sw. The nearest surface water disposal site

is the Spokane River, adjacent to the natural point of concentration,

but as pointed out in the (NS+SV)-sw alternative, the surface water

disposal site is to be located below the City well s at Parkwater.

Treatment will consist of secondary treatment plus alum coagulation to

remove phosphorus. Effluent pumping will not be required; gravity flow

will suffice. Reaeratlon, prior to discharge, will be provided.

Alternative SV-li. As with the NS-li alternative, the SV-li

irrigation site is chosen as Peone Prairie. Irrigation in the Spokane

Valley is ruled out due to adverse economic environmental and social

factors. Secondary treatment prior to reservoir storage is provided

by aerated l.goon treatment at a site just east of the town of Mead.

The list of facilities for treatment and disposal are:

1) Raw waste pumping at the point of concentration, in-
cluding couminution and a standby power source.

2) Transmission mains from the point of concentration to
lagoon treatment.
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3) Full lagoon treatment with mechanical aeration.

4) Repumping from lagoon treatment to seasonal storage.

5) Seasonal storage reservoir.

- 6) Irrigation distribution mains and pump station from
storage to irrigated areas.

7) Crop sprinkler system.

8) Groundwater quality monitoring.

Alternative SV-lp. The basic subalternatives to be con-

sidered are the possible locations of the percolation sites. Any place

*in the Spokane Valley, including at the SV point of concentration, is a

physically feasible site due to the area wide distribution of the highly

permeable materials. A percolation site upstream (in a groundwater flow

sense) from the City wells is so similar in impact to the "do nothing"

alternative that it is eliminated as a first choice for evaluation of

this disposal concept. Immediately downstream from the City wells

the existing development in the City precludes economically obtaining

a percolation site of the required size, approximately 100 acres for

typical intermittantly loaded operation. For these reasons, a site is

-sought with land availability and lesser potential impact on major

groundwater use. The nearest site fitting these requirements is on the

downstream surface of the primary aquifer north of the City in the vi-

cinity of Mead. This site, although of lower potential groundwater

impact is classified as discharge to an aquifer with unlimited access

and requires full time nitrification-denitrification as part of the

pretreatment process.
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The complete facilities selected for evaluation of this alter-

native to utilize the above descrited land application site includes:

1) Secondary treatment plant at the SV point of concentra-
tion including full time nitrification-denitrification.

2) Pump station and conveyance force mains and sewers from
the treatment plant to the vicinity of Mead via a route
through the east edge of the City.

3) Infiltration-percolation ponds including distribution
piping and control structures for intermittent loading,

4) Groundwater quality monitoring.
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TABLE 1

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF THE
THREE BASIC SERVICE AREAS

Areas Handled Areas Handled

System No. in Combination Separately

1 C, NS, SV

2 C+NS SV

3 C+SV NS

4 C+NS+SV

5 NS+SV C

Legenli: C = City
NS = North Spokane
SV = Spokane Valley
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TABLE 2

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF
SERVICE AREA ENTITIES WITH DISPOSAL ALTERNTIVES

Disposal Alternative

Land Application

Service Surface Water Irrigation Percolation
ntw li _._ip

C C-sw C-li C-lp

NS NS-sw NS-li NS-lp

SV SV-sw SV-li SV-lp

C+NS (C+NS)-sw (C+NS)-li (C+NS)-Ip

C+SV (C+SV)-sw (C+SV)-li (C+SV)-lp

C+NS+SV (C+NS+SV)-sw (C+NS+SV)-li (C+NS+SV)-lp

NS+SV (NS+SV)-sw (NS+SV)-li (NS+SV)-lp

Legend: C - City
NS - North Spokanle
SV = Spokane Valley
sw - surface water disposal
li = land application, irrigation
ip = land application, percolation
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TABLE 3.1

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF SERVICE AREA
AND) DISPOSAL FOR URBAN ILAN SYSTEMS

IN WHICH ALL SERVICE AREAS ARE INDEPENDENT

System Combination Syste Combination

1-1 C-sw, NS-sw, SV-sw 1-15 C-li, NSli, SV-lp

1-2 C-sw, NS-sw, SV-li 1-16 -C-li, NS-lp, SV-sw

1-3 C-sw, NS-sw, SV-lp 1-17 C-li, NS-lp, SV-li

1- -w SlS-w1-8ClN-p Vl

1-5 C-sw, NS-li, SV-sw 1-18 C-li, NS-lp, SV-lp

1'-6 C-sw, NS-li, SV-li 1-19 C-lp, NS-sw, SV-sw

1-6 C-sw, NS-li, SV-lp 1-21 C-lp, NS-li, SV-sw

1-7 C-sw, NS-lp, SV-sw 1-21 C-1p, NS-lp, SV-sw

1-9 C-sw, NS-lp, SV-li 1-22 C-lp, NS-sw, SV-li

1-10 C-sw, NS-lp, SV-Sp 1-23 C-1p, NS-li, SV-li

111 C-li, NS-sw, SV-lw 1-25 C-lp, NS-lp, SV-li

1-12 Cli, NS-sw, SVli 1-25 C-lp, NS-sw, SV-lP

1-12 C-li, NS-sw, SV-lp 1-26 C-lp, NS-li, SV-lp

1-14 C-li, NS-li, SV-li
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TABLE 3.2

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF SERVICE AREA AND DISPOSAL
FOR URBAN PLAN SYSTERS IN WHICH

CITY AND NORTH SPOKANE ARE COMBINED AND VALLEY IS SEPARATE

System Combination

2-1 (C+NS)-sw, SV-sw

2-2 (C+NS)=sw, SV-li

2-3 (C+NS)-sw, SV-lp

2-4 (C+NS)-li, SV-sw

2-5 (C+NS)-ii, SV-li

2-6 (C+NS)-li, SV-lp

2-7 (C+NS)-lp, SV-sw

2-8 (C+NS)-lp, SV-li

2-9 (C+NS)-lp, SV-lp
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TABLE 3.3

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF SERVICE AREA AND DISPOSAL
FOR URBAN PLAN SYSTEMS IN WHICH

CITY AND VALLEY ARE COM4BINED AND NORTH SPOKANE IS INDEPENDENT

System Combination

3-1 (C+SV)-sw, NS-sw

3-2 (C+SV)-sw, NS-li

3-3 (C+SV)-sw, NS-lp

3-4 (C+SV)'-li, NS-sw

3-5 (C+SV)-li, NS-li

3-6 (C+SV)-1i, NS-lp

3-7 (C+SV)-lp, NS-Bw

3-8 (C+SV)-lp, NS-li

3-9 (C+SV)-lp, NS-lp
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TABLE 3.4

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF SERVICE 
AREA AND DISPOSAL

FOR URBAN PLAN SYSTEMS IN WHICH

CITY, NORTH SPOKANE AND VALLEY 
ARE COMBINED

Sysem Combination

4-1 (C+NS+SV)-sw

4-2 (C+NS+SV)-li

4-3 (C+NS+SV)-P
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TABLE 3.5

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF SERVICE AREA
AND DISPOSAL FOR URBAN PLAN SYSTEMS IN

WHICH NORTH SPOKANE AND VALLEY ARE COMBINED
AND CITY IS INDEPENDENT

SystemCombination

5-1 (NS+SV)-sw, C-sw

5-2 NS+S)-sw C-l

5-3 (NS+SV)-sw, C-li

5-3 (NS+SV)-sw, C-lp

5-5 (NS+SV)-li. C-sw

5-6 (NS+SV)-li. C-li

5-7 (NS+SV)-li, C-lp

5-8 (NS+SV)-lp, C-sw

5-8 (NS+SV)-lp, C-li
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TABLE 3.6

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS ,OF SERVICE AREA
AND DISPOSAL FOR URBAN ,SYSTEMS FROM
WHICH SPOKANE VALLEY IS EXCLUDED

S stem Combination

6-1 C-sw, NS-sw

6-2 C-sw, NS-li

6-3 C-sw, NS-lp

6-4 C-li, NS-sw

6-5 C-li, NS-li

6-6 C-li, NS-lp

6-7 C-lp, NS-sw

6-8 C-lp, NS-li

6-9 C-lp, NS-lp

6-10 (C+NS)-sw

6-11 (C+NS)-li

6-12 (C+NS)-lp
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TABLE L
DATA SUMMARY

SERVICE AREA COMBINATION ALTERNATIVES

Service Area: C . I(,-r; ,,j c''s Mo,4A) Pg'i so u7,ywe--)

Population and Flow Forecast:

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2020

Population 177 9'95 180,1'20 182,506~ 18,3 _______2 I0,,S
ADWF, mid , , , ,,,

,V F ,ma,,PW,ug =d'* 53 .___ ____ Sj

Annual Ac, Ft. 1 q 3si/ 32b 3,36 38$' 12)

M ean Hontbly Ac. Vt. Z2'OZ.0 2925*'9 32 . 31/3.8 3 1396?2

Required Storage Volumes For Irriation.Application, Agre Feet

Winter Season (8 Mo.) 21.,4I16 21,q07 2q,177 2 %X 27,,1q

Sumer Surge (2 mo.) S5-o ,oqq (,2?b 2 78

Required Areas For Irrigation Application, Acres

Full Year Utilization

at 5.5 feet/yr. [./ 39*'' ~ t ~'7

at 3.7 feet/yr. ,_ ___ t' 1802 I0,o9? ,:& j
May-Sept. Utilization (5 mo.)

at 5.5 feet/yr. 25 7 266. 2"q 9 1.31 2105- 312-7

at 3.7 feet/yr. 2.87 ?5'1 LOR Q zQ8 41,j9 46

Required Areas for Infiltration-Percolation. Acres

at 180 feet/year 187 / _ -_ O- 2 0g 2. 2,.

at 119 feet/year -23 215" 30,- "q

at 83 feet/year 0 q_ _ _I7 q42 4 7
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TABLE 1/,2-
DATA SUMMARY

SERVICE AREA COMBINATION ALTERNATIVES

Service Area: N5 Norv4 5POK4'J

Population and Flow Forecast:

1980 19855 '1990 1995 2000 2020

Population 17, 2Zc o 198/8 2 ,./ 3 3C,oo 4, , Z 7 f,2,14S..

ADW, md 2. 37Z 2.76'1 1.913 q.740 5.795 7.9$7

PwwF, msd 4.27l ").129 1.7(ol 11.-617 1 .SR7 1 t. 3se

Annual Ac. Ft. 2_ 3__8 q382 5330 ('81 01)

Mean Monthly Ac. Ft. . 2S7.Z 1..2 qqg 2  5&O.g -7q2.5

Required Storage Volumes For Irrigation Appl cation, Acre Feet

k Winter Season (8 mo.) 1" 2q21 3S553 L13 2 STqO

Sumer Surge (2 mo.) qq________ II 8 /082 /Yes"

Required Areas For Irrigation Application, Acres

Full Year Utilization

at 5.5 feet/yr. q87 _ l 7_7 ?61 Itso 1(20

at 3.7 feet/yr. J 7Z9 93q IJq Iq/ 175s9 2 q02

Ma.v-Sept. Utilization (5 mo.)

at 5.5 foet/yr. D3, :Z 3" 3Z 1101 9z (9,75"

at 3.7 feet/yr. 2.q q13 00 71t 1003

Rtuqired Arezs.for Infiltration-Percolat:ion. Acres

at 180 feet/year /6, 17 2q 30 _ _ £-O

at 119 feet/year 2$ 23 " 7 __j __ "S

at 83 feet/year 2 "7 ,"7 /07
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TABLE
DATA SUMMARY

SERVICE AREA COMBINATION ALTERNATIVES

Service Area: V. SP ,AJE VALL E'/

Population and Flow Forecast:

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2020

Population C2,22 7  S7,717 43,146 67, S 7, o6/ 9),02/
ADWY,=mg 70z 7793 B 9.07 10030 i2.128

PWWF, mgd (.(031 18,/o3 14.07 21.Il.9S 2 2-11 2l7.0 6e

Annual Ac. Ft. 7847 p727 $L, 10,z II,232 /3,ci5

Mean Monthly Ac. Ft. 9,-5, )27.2 773 977.8 34,( I5.9

Required Storage Volumen For Irriggtion Application, Acre Feet

Winter Season (8 no.) 5rq 2__4_S____l 6379 7023 J 7'8e ?077_

Sumer Surge (2 mo.) 111l"____ ( 9s- 1154 , /87, - 275

Required Areas For Irrigation Application, Acres

Full Year Utilization

at 5.5 feet/yr. /'o I 27 j7qO 19/ 20 ?- 2q6I

at 3.7 feet/yr. 212 "_,,-__ -= 2,87_ 30360 368 J
May-Sept. Utilization (5 mo.)

at 5.5 feet/yr. 59(0 (6/ -729 -7'8 E'S/ lo3
at 3.7 feet/)r. 88( 10,3 li__ 12" IS37

Required Areas for Infiltration-Percolation, Acres

at 180 feet/year L. I/c V 1__- _5_? __ -. 7

at 119 feet/year 66 20 1 7 PO_/_

at 83 feet/year o // I7 135 /
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ThBLY.
DATA SUMQARYSERVICkEA COMBINATION ALTEINATIVES

,'C

Service Area: C + Al S Cm-I ,4OCODNr MP 4S piu IP OV4 oIJ

Ppulatio a F1oV Forecast.

1980 195 "1990 z99_ 2000 2020

t &1Cj,9'/9 221)'17 233,99 266,7?7

ADW, a d 32.418 3q./103 36.277 -8.127 tO.:Os 'Ljq.81Z

Pm, Usd I' 54 (2 6 76

Aalu~ AC, It. 4,o ,. o, ,q8 qz,Gl's &,t, ,.1 sp/la

Mean Monthly Ac. It. 3025. 3182,9 3387.9 5 .9 373.9 'USIg

- -, --

Required Storge Volumes For Xrigation Application. Acre Feet

Winter Season (8 mo.) 2q__1_____ 2,61_-9I73 s s

Sumex .,,e (2 mo.) 4Oo 034 C77 /16 7/ 7'7' 3(ef

Reuired Areas or rrttiation Application. Acres

TU11 Tear Utilization

at 5.5 feet/yr. u00 , G ,qs 7 311 17!3 8T3 '12'4

at 3.7 feet/yr." .I811 10,323 1o1A, 1/3 [2,1?0 i3,5?2.

May-Sept. Utilizaticn (5 mo.)

at 5.5 feet/yr. 2750 234 30%O 3235 3177 80

at 3.7 fee*/yr. L 1 Q0 ZOj 'S78 '-980 S"05"O S6Sl

Required Arma for Infi-trationl-Percolatino, 'Acres

at 180 fe-tl.' A 'Zr 202. 2 22(, 237 2q? .27.?

at 119 feet/year 30.5 3-21 31-2. T37" 377 i22

at 83 feet/year q77 5,/ S G, Os,6.-



TABLE 4<
DATA SUMMARY

SERVICE AREA COMBINATION ALTERNATIVES

Service Area: C S C r.- (IticL bvini P P4.Sw P-xS SPOJIJ - VAI.LE'J

Population and Flow Forecast:

1980 1985 '1990 1995 2000 2020

Population 210,17Z 2378s7 24'/(7. 2s'-/,5"? 263,*3S 2945>s6.

ADWY, mgd 37..,1 39. "q7 qo,91o '42 1 7q 'Y1.290 Y?. Dq 3

PW, mgd'* 7o G __75- 63

Annual Ac. Ft. 14 Itq ?o Z13,938 14S, 831 q17)8?? f ,564~ 5-7
Mean Monthly Ac. Ft. 3167.' (3.1 319.5 397/., 4132 'S76.4

Required Storage Volumes For ,Irigaiiou'Arpl!cation, Acre Feet

Winter Season (8 to.) ,2,640 2912j1 3 S4 .IA3 33,0S-7 3;,13

Summer Surge (2 mo.) _____ 7o .'7 82') qs?

Required Areas For Irrigation Application, Acres

Fun Year Utilization

at 5.5 feet/yr. 7-5 '49 -7?77 9~709 91C 9 -0'.
at 3.7 feet/yr. JII,21 I1,.q/ 12,3 113/q 13, OZ q, sq3

May-Sept. Utilization (5 mo.)

at 5.5 feet/yr. 3/qj 33-1 1-1Z 12- 3737 q140
at 3.7 feet/yr. q72 q?737 5142 5,37 6s-y- I

Required Areas for Infiltration-Percelation, Acres

at 180 feet/year 23o Zq .2-.5-5- 26 27 J7 3 0 -

at 119 feet/year > 7 _ _ _ 117 I'O'
at 83 feet/year &sO [C S77 97 j 62

5 c ( d , ,b r ., r r ! 7L 6 0 4 . 2 - 5 3



TABLE ,
DATA SUIIARY

SERVICE AREA C0MBINATION ALTERNATIVIS

Service Area: CONWt ,A Cily (IN CL flAP'SW).'PO.V Noxw S r.:.,lr p~.us SuoKq~uv_ VAuej

Population and Flow Forecast:

1980 1985 '1990 '1995 2000 2020

Population 217,312. 25-7,47S- 275,1/1 29D,67/ 307,11D 3S7,8)8

ADWb, mgd 3 ~f 4 1.101 IN8, E 47.SVI 190-075- S7.ooo

PW, gd*.4 ____ 74 ____ ___ 77

Annual Ac. It. q9,14? 9~~z 414,17-7- 5* 1 3,23c' S b,07,1 6383

Mean Monthly Ac. It. 3G90.8 1/o. qlg.7 jq/35S £/672.1 5319,1

Required Storage Voluiass For Irriation Applieation, Acre Feet

Winter Seon (8 mo.) Zqq, 3&N2A 3 3,*7 7l 1 '87 3 7,23 '12 9'3

Smer Surge (2 no.) 73CZ. U20 82___'2 1___ 34~ I~

Required Areas For Irrigation Application, Acres

Full Year Utilization

at 5.5 feet/yr. 8031 353 q11 678 1,d 1 /

at 3.7 feet/yr. 11 ?38 j12,&U 02s~ 1 6-7 1I4,34 1,IT 7,2.S)
May-Spt. Utilization (5 mo.)

at 5.5 feet/yr. -5__G3TS5~ I__0__ 4j~ I'2'8 / 1835]
at 3.7 feet/yr. 9?'1 zj * 9GO6 5 ' j .'3'' J -,8 1

Required.Areas for Infiltration-Percolation, Acres
at 180 feet/year 2-2 q S-27'7 ' 1 357

-0j1* '2 ____

at 119 feet/year 371 _ _ q q 22___ 1 7/12

at 83 feet/year -7S -7
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TABLE 7LZ
DATA SMOhkRY

SERVICE AREA COMBINATION ALTERNATIVES

Service Area: IV S t SV: IVo, Ot 1 4 frJh PL'S, £FOKi1Nr VAOCE/

Population and Flow Forecast:

1980 1985 "1990 1995 2000 2020

Population q.q -7 '77,5'56,_ 92,4D? ,O,?1 I)R,4a /53,5D3

ADWY, mgd Im7 10. 5'qI 7 12.457 t L(,7 /5.6S 2 o. 115

PWWF, mgd /.lO' .SZS 27.382 1o276 3,'z9 ".,

Annual Ac. Ft. ., Sq I/, 8// 13,95"o tS,Sq 17,721 22,55

Mean Monthly Ac. Ft. '78., ', 9.2 11(25 I'.?2.0 1'fl ,.' 1C77.7

Required Storage Volumes For Irritation Application Ae Feet

Winter Season (8 Mo.) "/o3o 7879 13OO /0,57 IH,81q IS,o37
Summer Surge (2 mo.) 7 I 8 95 2 / S15'q % I

Required Areas For Irri on.plication, Acres

Ful Year Utilization

at 5.5 feet/yr. /9/7 1 Z'7 *2s. 2o~ q 122Z 'lO4 _

at 3.7 feet/yr. Z 'O 312Z 377D L .. z8 60 '/97

May-Sept. Utilization (5 no.)

at 5.5 feet/yr. 777 8?5 1o0-7 12-OZ 1'!Z 17o0

at 3.7 feet/yr. /IS- 330 1S71 "4. i??s W O0

Required Areas-for Infiltration-Percolation, Acres

at 180 feet/year 57 -____ 7 1 2-

at 119 feet/year go_ _ __ /17 j 17 1

at 83 feet/year [ 127 /48 / 2/q 272-
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SECTION 701.1

INITIAL COST- EFFECTIVENESS
SCREENING OF WASTEWATER
MANIAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

Scope and Objectives

The objectives of this section are to summarize the cost-effective

evaluations of the basic structural wastewater management alternatives

and to rank the alternatives in order of increasing cost.

Net present worth of the sum of capital and operation and maintenance

costs for a twenty year study period is computed for twenty-one elements

composed of basic combinations of service area and ultimate disposal

method as formulated in a previdus section. The twenty-one elements are

formulated based on physically feasible configurations which will meet

various disposal criteria and are optimized for the particular combination

and disposal alternative.

There are three basic considerations that are unresolved at this

point in the study:

a. The need for seasonal versus year-round phosphorus removal
for surface water disposal.

b. The need to collect domestic sewage in the Spokane Valley for
centralized treatment and disposal.

c. The interpretation and timing of the national goal expressed
in P.L. 92-500 for year 1985.

The latter undoubtedly will not be resolved before the completion

of this study and the other two may well remain unresolved beyond the

completion. Therefore, costs and rankings are performed considering
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these potentially unresolved points as follows:

a. Costs and rankings are determined for both year-round and for
seasonal phosphorus removal for all surface water alternatives
for the condition that 1983 standards are in effect throughout
the entire study period 1980 to 2000.

b. Costs are determined for alternatives both ircluding and
excluding Spokane Valley and rankings are assembled for systems
that both include and exclude Spokane Valley.

c. In addition to the costs and ranking described above for the
assumption of 1983 standards throughout the study period, costs
and rankings are determined for the condition in which 1983

standards are in effect from 1980 to 1990 and interpreted 1,985
standards are in effect from 1990 to 2000. Refer to the
section on Disposal Criteria for details of the adopted inter-
pretation of 1985 goals as future standards.

In addition to the coverage indicated above, certain other specific

sub-alternatives are considered. One specific sub-alternative is the use

of primary effluent for irrigation in lieu of secondary effluent.

Another is seasonal disposal to land application for irrigation with that

unneeded for irrigation going to surface water disposal. A third is the

addition of complete nitrification-denitrification to the pretreatment

requirements for percolation at the Downriver site.

For all evaluations, the same solids disposal alternative is

applied throughout namely, anaerobic digestion, vacuum filtration and

truck haul to sanitary landfill. An exception is made where lagoon

treatment is used. Refinement of solids processing and disposal will

follow selection of the basic wastewater management candidates.

A final objective of this section is to select from the cost-effect-

iveness ranked alternatives a smaller group of candidate alternatives

which appear to be either leading contenders from a cost standpoint or
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should be weighed against the lowest cost alternatives for their other

qualities which cannot be set forth quantitatively in terms of cost. It

is not the intent that this selection process be the result of a socio-

environmental evaluation but rather a prelude to it.

Cost Criteria

The methodology for making the cost-effectiveness calculations and

determining present worth of the capital cost and operation and maintenance

cost components is as set forth in Section 401.1, Criteria for Cost

Effectiveness Analysis.

Other significant costing criteria are as follows:

1. Costs of lands and rights-of-way are based on estimates of
1974 market value as determined by the County assessor.

2. Conveyance structures such as sewers and force mains are
sized for year 2020 forecast flows and are constructed in
a single stage. Prior substudies indicate no significant
difference in present worth for staged construction in the
increments needed for this study.

3. The City of Spokane sewage treatment plant with presently
proposed improvements is assumed to be a sunk capital cost.
Operation and maintenance costs are not regarded as sunk.

4. All required additions to the presently proposed improvements
of the City STP and all other treatment facilities are sized
for year 2000 flows.

5. Land application alternatives are priced on the assumption
that all required lands will be purchased and owned by the
wastewater management agency ard that the net income, if any,
from operation of the land will accrue to the agency.

6. Stage construction is utilized for treatment facility expansion
and for land application installations.
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7. Land purchased for reservoir storage includes an
allowance for ultimate expansion to year 2020 needs. The
dam is constructed to year 2000 needs.

8. Cost estimates for storage reservoirs are based on esti-
mated earthwork volume for the specific sites selected.

9. Costs of-internal sewerage within service areas, which
are common to all alternatives except the Spokane Valley
no action alternative, are not included.

Numerical Results

The cost effectiveness analysis is summarized in the accom-

panying tables as follows:

Table 1 shows the computed costs, as net present worth of the

sum of capital and operation and maintenance costs for a study period

of twenty years 1980 to 2000 of the 21 elements which make up the various

systeas which can serve the urban planning area. Costs are shown for

1983 standards, with seasonal and year-round phosphorus removal where

applicable, and for interpreted 1985 standards imposed in 1990 for all

alternatives and for certain special subalternatives.

Note that "1983 standards" do not preclude performance beyond

the minimum. Therefore, both land application alternatives are listed

under 1983 as well as under 1985 standards. The costs listed under

1983 standards are for the designated treatment and disposal system

being in force from 1980 to 2000: that is throughout the planning period.

The costs shown under "1985 standards" are on the assumption that surface

water disposal to 1983 standards would be utilized until 1990 at which

time there would be an upgrading to interpreted 1985 standards tusing

one of the three alternatives: swt = surface water disposal with
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tertiary treatment, ip infiltration-percolation, or li land irriga-

tion. For example; (C+NS)sw which indicates surface water disposal with

secondary treatment for the entire 20 year planning period under 1983

standards shows a cost of 29.6 million dollars for year around P removal.

Under 1985 standards, (C+NS)sw/swt indicates ten years of operation to

1990 with secondary treatment followed by addition of tertiary treat-

ment and ten years of tertiary treatment operation with a total cost of

47.9 million dollars. Taking for another example (C+NS)lp under 1983

standards which indicates 20 years of operation with infiltration perco-

4 lation disposal, which would more than meet 1983 standards but may be

desirable for other reasons, at a cost of 50.3 million dollars. Under

1985 standards, (C+NS)sw/lp indicates 10 years of operation with secon-

dary treatment and surface water disposal then upgrading to infiltration-

percolation disposal in 1990 for operation in that mode thereafter for

a total cost of 35.2 million dollars. Note that the second cost is lower

than the first reflecting the early years operation at minimum standards.

This is not an anomolous result but rather the result of two different

bases for comparison. The basis under "1983 standards" shows what the

cost comparison is if there is no need to upgrade before the end of the

planning period. Under "1985 standards" is shown the consequences of

assuming that the lowest cost method is used until 1990 at which time

there is a compulsory upgrading. This distinction exists not only in

Table 1 but in Tables 2 through 7 which are derived from Table 1.

In Tables 2 through 7, the various system elements are com-

bined in the various alternative ways developed in Section 604.2. The
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column headed system refers to the system designations developed in

Tables 3.1 through 3.6 in Section 604.2.

Table 2 ranks 57 system alternatives, which include Spokane

Valley, for the condition of 1983 standards being in effect throughout

the entire study period, 1980 to 2000, and for the seasonal phosphorus

removal where disposal is to surface water.

Table 3 ranks 12 system alternatives which do not include

Spokane Valley for the condition of 1983 standards in effect 1980-2000"

and for seasonal phosphorus removal to surface water disposal.
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Table 4 ranks 57 system alternatives including Spokane Valley for

1983 standards, for year around phosphorus removal.

Table 5 ranks 12 system alternatives excluding Spokane Valley

for 1983 standards, for year-round phosphorus removal.

Table 6 ranks 57 alternative systems including Spokane Valley,

for the condition of 1983 standards and surface water disposal in force

1980 to 1990 and with interpreted 1985 standards in force 1990 to 2000

applying alternative disposal systems.

Table 7 ranks 12 alternative systems excluding Spokane Valley for

same conditions as Table 6.

Interpretation of Numerical Results

If 1983 standards hold to year 2000, surface water disposal is

least costly whether phosphorus removal is required to be seasonal or

year-round. Seasonal versus year-round phosphorus removal makes no

difference in ranking for the entire 12 systems where Spokane Valley (SV)

is not included and makes only inconsequential differences throughout

the 57 alternatives where SV is included.

The first City (C) involved alternatives other than surface water

(sw) disposal which appears in ranking is (C+NS) lp ranked 15th in

year-round phosphorus removal and 17th in seasonal phosphorus. At this4. point in the ranking order, the overall system costs are 50% above the

lower cost sw alternatives.
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The first City alternative involving land application to irrigation

(1i) does not occur until rank 41 for both year-round and seasonal

phosphorus removal. At this ranking level, system costs are twice the

level of the lower cost sw alternatives.

There is a distinct cost advantage in combining NS with the City

regardless of the ultimate kind of disposal.

There is no cost advantage in combining City and SV for surface

disposal, the least costly alternative for SV going alone is ow.

There is a small advantage to combining NS and SV to surface disposal,

considering these elements alone but this does not lead to the lowest

cost overall systems. There is likewise an advantage to combining NS

and SV for li if that should be desireable for environmental reasons.

In summary, from a cost standpoint, if 1983 standards hold, the

most cost effective system is (C+NS)sw with SV-sw by a significant

margin for both seasonal and year-round phosphorus removal. This system

is also compatible with the consideration of when and whether the

Spokane Valley should be sewered.

If more severe surface water disposal criteria are imposed,

corresponding to interpreted standards to meet the 1985 goal of F.L. 92-500,

the cost effective ranking is found to be significantly different than

that based solely on 1983 disposal criteria. As shown in the section on

disposal criteria, the assumption is made that these more severe standards

are not likely to be imposed until 1990. To continue the comparison

based on a study period from 1980 to 2000, it is possible to consider two
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alternative programs where land application is involved, one being to

assume that the land application techniques are used throughout the

entire study period and the other to assume that surface water disposal

would be used as an interim method to 1990 at which time a change would

be made to land application. The latter program is feasible since the

existing City STP, which is adequate for surface water disposal under

1983 criteria, also serves as the pretreatment facility for all land

application alternatives involving City flows.

The interpreted 1985 standards for surface water disposal are

expressed in terms of treatment methodology as being equal to the addition

to secondary treatmenc of complete nitrification-denitrification, multi-

media filtration, carbon adsorption and ozone disinfection. In the

following discussion, this added treatment is designated tertiary

treatment.

The element costs shown in Table I under the heading 1985 standards

are developed for the assumption that surface water disposal with

treatment to 1983 standards is used for all City involved alternatives

from 1980 to 1990 and that from 1990 to 2000, interpreted 1985 standards

are met alternatively by going to tertiary treatment prior to surface

water disposal or continuing secondary as ptetreatment for land application.

Referring to Tables 6 and 7 for ranking of systems composed of

element costs per 1985 standards from Table 1, it is seen that systems in

which land application to rapid percolation (1p) are adopted in 1990 are

the more cost effective. Surface water disposal with tertiary treatment

ranks next and land application to irrigation ranks last. The service
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area combination of City plus NS with SV separate remains as the favored

K alternative as found for 1983 standards.

If it is desireable to consider the ranking positions for the

assumption that land application alternatives are utilized for the entire

study period rather than delayed until.1990, Table 1 shows these element

costs under 1983 standards. This demonstrates the cost premium for

land application in the 1980 to 1990 period where that treatment is not

required by discharge standards.

The basic costing for all City involving rapid percolation (lp)

alternatives assumes that nitrification-denitrification is not a pre-

requisite for disposal at the Downriver site. There is a possibility

that this may not be acceptable. Therefore, a special alternative costing

is made to determine if the addition of nitrification-denitrification

would affect the ranking. The result is shown in Table 1 Note (6) special

cost for the element.(C+NS) -sw/lp. The resultant increase in cost is

not sufficient to change the ranking of lp alternatives relative to sw

or li.

Also shown in Table 1 is a special costing for the subalternative

in which primary treatment is substituted for secondary treatment as the

pretreatment prior to land application to irrigation (li). Substitution

of primary treatment for secondary land application by irrigation does

not significantly change the ranking of li alternatives since it affects

only the operation cost of treatment, the capital cost of secondary

being already covered as a sunk cost for City involved alternatives. It

should be noted, however, that even if the secondary facilities were not
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a sunk capital cost, the li alternatives for City involved systems would

still remain the more costly by a significant margin.

A final special subalternative shown in Table 1 provides information

on land application to irrigation for the City in which only the summer

flow is so disposed and-the winter flow is released to surface water

discharge. The lesser land area required permits consideration of a

nearby area in the vicinity of Airways Heights, that would not be large

enough for full year flows. This seasonal approach is feasible if year-

round phosphorus removal is not required and more severe surface water

standards per 1985 goals are not imposed. This alternative is signifi-

cantly lower cost than the full year alternative but remains more costly

than either surface water disposal or rapid percolation.

Conclusions Based on Cost Effectiveness

The lowest cost system for as long as 1983 standards are in force is

surface water disposal with the City and North Spokane combined to the

existing City STP and with Spokane Valley being treated and disposed

separately. This result holds whether the requirement for phosphorus

removal is seasonal or year-round. This alternative is likewise com-

patible with the most cost effective systems when and if more stringent

standards are imposed and is compatible with the need to be flexible with

regard to Spokane Valley.

If more stringent surface water disposal criteria are imposed,

surface water disposal is no longer the most cost effective alternative.

The most cost effective alternative for City combinations is land application
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to percolation. All of the major facilities previously needed for

surface water disposal are still required and the facilities for land

rapplication are all additive. Continuation of surface water disposal

by inc-easing the level of treatment to satisfy interpreted 1985

standards is zimre costly than going to percolation disposal, even if

complete nitrification and denitrification are made a pretreatment

requirement at the Downriver site. Land application by irrigation of the

total annual flow is more costly than either advanced treatment for-

surface water disposal or percolation with or without nitrification-

denitrification.

Therefore, from a cost standpoint alone, the selection of an initial

system for surface water disposal, combining the City and North Spokane

to the existing City plan; would provide a flexible basis for either

continuation or conversion to land application by percolation at a later

date. The size of the percolation site required and the limited availa-

bility of suitable land within economical conveyance distance indicates

the need to acquire the percolation site now or preserve its availability

through zoning.

To go to other than surface water for City involved alternatives

prior to a requirement to meet disposal criteria more strict than 1983

involves significantly greater costs which must be weighed against any

net non-monetary advantages. The added cost to go to land application

by percolation is of the order 20 million dollars and to go to land

application by irrigation is of the order 70 million dollars. That is,

there would be a very high price tag on any such non-monetary advantages.
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For Spokane Valley, the cost effective choice is surface water

disposal until such time as criteria is more stringent than 1983 are

imposed. The advantage over land application is large, being of the

order of 12 to 14 million dollars. With the imposition of interpreted

1985 standards, the cost favored alternative for Spokane Valley becomes

rapid percolation despite the criteria for full nitrification-denitrifi-

cation used in this case. This lends itself to a stepwis approach as

in the case of City alternatives by utilizing surface water disposal as

the initial phase and in 1990 increasing treatment to include nitrification-

denitrification and providing for land application to rapid infiltration.

Irrigation remains more costly either initially using lagoon treatment or

stepwise using concentrated site treatment for surface water disposal

and converting to irrigation at 1990.

The "no action" alternative for Spokane Valley which means continuing

with individual on-site disposal is the lowest cost, of course, since

the existing individual facilities tare a sunk cost and the forecast growth

percentage wise is relatively small. A cost is not developed for t s

alternative at this point.

Selection of Candidates for Continuing Analysis

Cost effectiveness is not the primary or sole basis for plan

selection. Therefore, no candidate plan can be eliminated for cost

reasons alone any more than can one plan be selected for cost reasons

alone. The primary function of cost ranking is to provide a means of

evaluating plans selected for the degree to which social, economic, and

environmental goals are met. The objective at this point is, therefore,
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to select the more cost effective plans which will achieve the primary

social, economic, and environmental goals so that they may be further

analyzed for their ranking in meeting a broad spectrum of social,

economic, and environmental criteria. In this iterative process, it

can be expected that results of the detailed ranking may cause a return

to the complete list for candidates passed over at this time which may

be found to offer compromise or subalternative opportunities not now

apparent or which may appear desireable even at higher cost.

The following listing is selected to embody the overall primary

social, economic, and environmental goals to be met. At least one

alternative plan that appears strongly responsive to each of these goals

is selected for further detailed analysis:

(1) Minimize regional cost

(2) Maximize protection of surface waters from pollution

(3) Maximize protection of ground waters from pollution

(4) Maximize water reclamation and reuse

(5) Minimize disruption of natural habitat or enhance natural
habitual restoration.

(6) Minimize displacement of people from their homes or employment

(7) Minimize disruption of land use patterns

(8) Minimize energy consumption

(9) Possess maximum potential for achieving the 1985 goal of
"1no pollution"

A thorough anvass of the system alternatives in cost-effectiveness.

ranked order against the goals listed above results in the selection of
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seven alternatives which appear to most effectively meet one or more of

these goals and also include at least one alternative that is most qualil-

fied to meet each goal. The selected candidate alternatives are dis-

played in Table 8 in a matrix with the list of social, economic and

environmental goals. The matrix is filled in with a brief statement

showing how each alternative qualifies relative to each goal. An

asterisk indicates the alternative plan or plans which appear to best

meet each particular goal. These asterisks are not intended to indicate

unqualified meeting of a ga. but rather a comparatively high degree of

3atisfaction. General considerations to select representative system also

impact upon the detailed conditions listed above and summarized in Table

8. These considerations are briefly discussed below:

(C+NS)sw, SVsw, designated Plan A, is selected for its least

cost position and as representative of traditional surface water disposal.

C-sw, NS-li, SV-sw, designated Plan B, is selected as an

example of an institutionally independent system wherein each service

area provides its own facilities plus including the application of irr-

gation disposal to the NS element where the cost penalty for irrigation

is lowest.

(C+NS+SV)sw, designated Plan C, is selected because it is 'he

lowest cost representative of a single system regional plan.

(C+NS)-sw/lp, SV-sw/-lp, designated Plan D, is selected because

it is the lowest cost method of upgrading to 1985 standards of the plan

which is lowest cost under 1983 standards, Plan A. This system also

provides representation of the infiltration-percolation disposal
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technique. Note that Plan D is not strictly speaking an alternative to

Plan A but rather represents a feasible upgrade of Plan A.

(C+NS)li-sw, SV-li, designated Plan E, is selected as the

lowest cost representative of land application for the entire service

area. It should be noted that this plan also represents the system of

seasonal land application with surface water disposal as the off-season

method.

(C+NS)li, SV-li, designated Plan F, is selected to represent-

total land application of all wastewater flows from all service areas.

This system represents complete reclamation for irrigation use and

full time compliance with interpreted 1985 standards.

(NS+SV)li, C sw/Ip, designated Plan G, is selected to represent

those systems which combine County area, with the City separate. A

system with land application from the start for NS+SV is selected and

combined with a City system starting with surface disposal and then

being upgraded to interpreted 1985 standards. This system is also

selected for its better cost position relative to Plan D than offered by

Plans E or F.

C-sw, NS-sw, SV-sw, designated Plan H, is selected to represent

the condition described for North Spokane in the present County Adopted

Plan.

Each of the selected alternatives is shown schematically on

Plates 604.3-1 through 8. To simplify identification of this smaller

group of candidate plans, a simple single identifying letter is intro-

duced above to supplement the more complex identifiers used to
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formulate the full list of alternatives, These selected plans and a

brief description are summarized below and detailed descriptions are

provided on the following pages.

Note that the total "No Action" alternative is included in

the selected candidate plans for further consideration. Partial "No

Action" plans are implicit in all alternatives which consider Spokane

Valley separately.
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SUMMARY OF SELECTED CANDIDATE PLANS

Plan
Identifier Symbol Description

A (C+NS)-sw, SV-sw Surface water disposal, City and
North Spokane combined, Spokane
Valley separate.

B C-sw, NS-li, SV-sw Separate disposal for all service
areas, City to surface water,
North Spokane to irrigation, Spo-
kane Valley to surface water.

C (C+NS+SV)-sw All service areas combined to sur-
face water disposal.

D (C+NS)sw/lp, SV-sw/lp City and North Spokane combined to
initial surface water disposal
converted to rapid percolation at
1990; Spokane Valley separate to
initial surface water disposal
converted to rapid percolation in
1990.

E (C+NS)-li-sw, SV-li City and North Spokane combined to
summer season irrigation and win-
ter surface water disposal; Spo-
kane Valley separate to irrigation.

(C+NS)-Ii, SV-I City and North Spokane combined to
irrigation; Spokane Valley separ-
ate to irrigation.

G (NS+SV)li, C 'sw/lp North Spokane and Spokane Valley
combined to irrigation, City
separate, initially to surface
water phased to rapid percolation
in 1990.

H C-sw, NS-sw, SV-sw Separate disposal for all service
areas to surface water.

I No Action City to surface water disposal
utilizing committed upgraded STP;
North Spokane and Spokane Valley
to continue with individual and
small group on-site disposal sys-
tems.
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Description of Candidate Plans

PLAN A proposes surface water disposal throughout the entire

planning period, 1980 to 2000, with treatment to 1983 standards. The

2 combined flows from the City and North Spokane are treated in the up-

graded City plant for disposal to the Spokane River at that point. The

Spokane Valley would be sewered to a separate treatment plant located

near the east end of Felts Field and the treated effluent is piped down-

stream approximately 2 miles for discharge to the Spokane River down-

stream from the City wells.

North Spokane would be sewered to a natural point of concen-

tration in the vicinity of the Fish Hatchery from which it is pumped to

the City treatment plant site, a distance of approximately 8.8 miles.

The conveyance route is west and south around Five Mile Prairie and in-

volves a total lift of 425 feet provided by two lift stations.* The

developed areas west of Five Mile Prairie are added to the force main

by a separate lift: station. Since raw sewage is being conveyed, the

pump stations include standby power and pumping capacity to insure

operation at all times.

The City of Spokane service area is basically sewered to the

present treatment site and future growthincluding areas designated

Moran Prairie and Southwestwould be added to the basic collection

system.

The proposed improvement and expansion of the City STP to a

40 mgd secondary facility utilizing an activated sludge process with

provision for chemical removal of phosphorus would have adequate

*Subsequent studies indicate a superior functional system using a route
through the City via Francis Avenue. See Section 704.1.
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capacity for the combined City and North Spokane service areas to year

2000. No basic addition to the City facility is included except minor

modification to permit a degree of seasonal nitrification. Disposal

would be to the Spokane River adjacent to the plant at river mile 67.2.

The treatment plant for the Spokane Valley consists of an

activated sludge secondary treatment plant in one stage of construction.

Chemical removal of phosphorus is included. Disposal would be to the

Spokane River by submerged outfall at river mile 79.0.

PLAN_ B proposes separate treatment and disposal for the three

main service areas; the City to surface water, North Spokane to irriga-

tion and Spokane Valley to surface water. Standards for treatment prior

to surface water disposal use 1983 standards throughout the planning

period 1980 to 2000.

The City of Spokane, including the addition of only Moran

Prairie and Southwest, utilizes the proposed improved and expanded City

STP for disposal to the Spokane River at the plant site. The planned

expansion to 40 mgd provides capacity for forecast City flows to beyond

the year 2020. The proposed upgrade to activated sludge secondary with

chemical phosphorus removal requires no basic addition or modification

except a minor one to permit seasonal nitrification.

North Spokane would be sewered to the natural point of con-

centration in the vicinity of the Fish Hatchery. Flows from developed

areas west of Five Mile Prairie are conveyed to the Fish Hatchery area

after 1990 by a combination of force main and gravity sewer approxi-

mately 4.7 miles long; one pump lift of 314 feet is required. From the
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point of concentration at the Fish Hatchery, raw sewage is conveyed

approximately 6.1 miles to a lagoon-type treatment facility located in

Peone Prairie utilizing one pump lift of 298 feet. The treatment facil-

ity is a multi-cell lagoon system with mechanical aeration to produce

an effluent comparable to secondary treatment. The lagoons would occu-

py a site of 179 acres and are constructed in three stages to year 2000

capacity of 5.8 mgd.

A storage reservoir of 5,700 acre feet gross capacity would

be provided by construction of an earthfill dam in the mouth of Bruce

Canyon(1 ). The storage reservoir is sized to store treated wastewate7

flow during the non-irrigation season for subsequent use during the

irrigation season. A pump lift of 113 feet and conveyance distance of

approximately 2 miles is required from the lagoon site to the storage

reservoir.

Agricultural lands for irrigation application of stored

treated wastewaters are required totaling 2017 acres at year 2000. The

required irrigation plant includes (1) conveyance from Bruce Canyon

Reservoir to and throughout the irrigation area, (2) disinfection faci-

lities, (3) pumping facilities and (4) solid set sprinkler irrigation

facilities.

The Spokane Valley would be sewered to its natural point of

concentration in the vicinity of the east end of Felts Field. A

(1) Initial cost effective analysis does not include the cost of high-
way or utility relocation and does not include compensation above land
cost for resident relocations.
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secondary treatment plant of 10 mgd capacity would be constructed in

one stage to serve year 2000 requirements. The treatment plant is an

activated sludge plant with chemical phosphorus removal. The secondary

treated effluent would be conveyed approximately 2 miles downstream for

surface water discharge to the Spokane River at a point below the City

wells.

PLAN C proposes to combine all service areas to surface water

disposal with treatment at a single site, the existing City treatment

plant site. The treatment provided is to 1983 standards throughout the

planning period 1980 to 2000. North Spokane would be sewered to a

natural point of concentration in the vicinity of the Fish Hatchery

from which flow would be pumped to the City treatment plant site,

I l-tance ofappr6ixm-te1R7"--19es. The conveyance route is west

and south around Five Mile Prairie and involves a total life of 425

feet provided by two lift stations. The developed areas west of Five

Mile Prairie are added to the force main by a separate lift station.

Since raw sewage is being conveyed, the pump stations would include

standby power and pumping capacity to insure operation at all times.

Spokane Valley would be sewered to its natural point of con-

centration in the vicinity of the east end of Felts Field. Conveyance

would be provided for the raw sanitary wastes from the point of concen-

tration to the City STP site involving approximately 9.2 miles of
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force main and sewer with required static lift of less than 50 feet.

The route is largely in city streets; paralleling the railroad which

bounds the south edge of Felts Field thence following Mission Street

from the eastern city limit west across the river, offsetting north at

Ruby Street to Indiana, continuing west on Indiana to Northwest Boule-

vard which provides direct access to the City STP site. Raw sewage

pumping stations are provided with standby power and pumping capacity

to insure operation at all times.

The proposed enlargement and upgrading of the City STP would

provide secondary treatment with chemical phosphorus removal for flows

to 40 mgd. The combined flows of the City, North Spokane and Spokane

Valley seru'ice areas are forecast to exceed this in 1981. The proposed

enlargement and upgrading is planned for further capacity expansion in

a 20 mgd increment which would bring total plant capacity to 60 mgd.

The proposed incremental enlargement of 20 mgd is scheduled in this

plan for year 1980 to meet combined service area requirements. The

resultant 60 mgd capacity is adequate to meet forecast requirements for

the combined service areas to year 2020. The proposed 1980 increment

also provides minor modification to include a degree of seasonal nitri-

fication.

PLAN D proposes combining City and North Spokane to initial

surface water disposal phased into rapid percolation disposal in 1990

with Spokane Valley separately, but in similar manner, to have initial

surface water disposal phased to rapid percolation in 1990. The sur-

face water disposal is to 1983 standards and the shift to rapid perco-
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APPENDIX
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, 1 S STD.

Alternative: ( 5 50)-5u) Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 163, 00o .(00J00

Service Area Conveyance, Land 1 ' 000 _ , 0.

Treatment Facilities, Const. I'44q1. 600 iWOoo 2, 3 1,00o

Treatment Facilities, Land 07,O o 57,000

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 2, 06g00 8'6,00O 2, ,00 0

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Coast.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue < >

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 22, j27-opv 10,366,00o ,2 O )O

Subtotal w/o solids, land 6 ,000 b 00 0

Total w/o solids 22, 9M70oo0 10, 36,OQO 35 3S3, o0

Solids Facilities, Const. 2, 2Znt)o 2, '/7, o0 4,6V,2O00

Solids Facilities, Land 4SI06 000 0 ,0

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 2 07,&00 / 2 ,7X3. DO0 .375.. L,)

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 0I0.000 . 0,00.,

TOTAL incl. solids .,2 7,00o .,7,0'000 36, 0 ), 3 O

No , s:
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in the vicinity of Mead on the downstream end of the primary aquifer.

The location minimizes the area from which affected groundwater may be

drawn but is nevertheless classified as a site of unrestricted access

requiring pretreatment for nitrate reduction. The required area for

the forecast flow to year 2000 is 118 acres. The infiltration ponds

are constructed as multicellular with piping and control structures for

intermittant cycling. Pond construction is in one stage.

The required conveyance from the Spokane Valley treatment

facility to the percolation site will have been partially constructed

in the first phase as an element of the conveyance downstream for sur-

face water disposal. The additional conveyance structures begin at the

end of the preexisting surface water discharge at the east city limit.

The route continues westward and turns north to cross the river at

Greene Street, thence north through the eastern edge of the City. The

total added length is approximately 8.2 miles and includes a static

lift of 137 feet.

The 10 mgd Spokane Valley Treatment plant, built as an acti-

vated sludge secondary plant with chemical phosphorus removal would be

modified in 1990 with the advent of percolation disposal to drop the

operation of chemical phosphorus removal but complete nitrification-

denitrification facilities would be added.

PLAN E proposes combining City and North Spokane service

areas to a split disposal system of summer flow to irrigation and win-

ter flow to surface water and with Spokane Valley separately to full

time irrigation disposal.
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The facilities to combine the City and North Spokane for sur-

face water disposal utilizing the upgraded and expanded City STP are as

described for the corresponding part of Plan A. In summary these facir

ities are: approximately 8.8 miles of conveyance structures, includ-

ing pumping facilities for a lift of 425 feet to join North Spokane to

the City and the proposed City STP improvement to activated sludge

secondary treatment-wth a-capacity of 40 mgd.

The facilities to provide irrigation disposal to the waste-

water flow concurrent with the April through September irrigation sea-

son consist of conveyance structures, storage and irrigation distribu-

tion and sprinkler systems. The site selected for irrigation is imme-

diately north of Airways Heights. The required land area for irriga-

tion with forecast flows to the year 2000 is 10,700 acres. The site

selected for storage is the canyon through which Old Trails Road (1 )

enters Riverside State Park from the south. A renervoir with 7700

acre feet storage would be created in this canyon by construction of a

combination rock fill and earth dam. The reservoir is sized only for

the purpose of equalizing wastewater flows with irrigation demand. The

capacity would be inadequate to store winter flows for summer irriga-

tion.

Conveyance from the City STP to the Old Trails reservoir

site consists of approximately 3 miles of force main, including a river

crossing, and a static pump lift of 516 feet.

(1) The initial cost effectiveness estimates do not include the costs
of road, railroad or utility relocations at this site.
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Irrigation facilities consist of conveyance from Old Trails

reservoir to and throughout the irrigated area, pumping and disinfection

equipment and solid set sprinkler systems.

The area selected for disposal of Spokane Valley wastewaters

by irrigation is in the Peone Prairie. Pretreatment which would

utilize a lagoon secondary treatment system is selected, also located

in the Peone Prairie, The Bruce'Canyon site is selected for storage of

treated wastewater.

Conveyance requirements are from the natural point of concen-

tration of the Spokane Valley near the east end of Felts Field to the

lagoon treatment site in Peone Prairie and from the lagoons to the

Bruce Canyon reservoir. Conveyance of raw sewage from the Spokane Val-

ley to the lagoon site includes approximately 10.7 miles of force mains

and gravity sewers and a static pump lift of 137 feet. The route is

westward along the southerly boundary of Felts Field and into the City

to cross the river at Greene Street, thence northerly through the east

edge of the City into open country northeast of the City. Conveyance I
from the lagoons to Bruce Canyon reservoir consists of approximately 2

miles of force main and a lift of 130 feet.

The lagoon treatment system is a multicell system with

mechanical aeration to produce an effluent co,. parable to secondary

treatment. The lagoons occupy a site of 308 acres and are constructed

in two stages to year 2000 capacity of 10 mgd.

The storage reservoir is sized at 8,900 acre feet for storage

to carry over winter wastewater for subsequent use in the irrigation
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season. The reservoir is created by an earthfill dam at the mouth of

Bruce Canyon. (1)

The required area of irrigated lands would be 3500 acres to

serve at the year 2000. Irrigation facilities include piping from the

Bruce Canyon reservoir to and throughout the irrigated area and solid

set sprinkler facilities. Disinfection and supplementary pumping are

provided between the reservoir and irrigation.

PLAN F proposes combining City and North Spokane service

areas to treatment and irrigatiou disposal with Spokane Valley having

~separate treatment and irrigation disposal. The entire yealjs waste-

water flow is disposed of to irrigation under this plan through provi-

sion of storage for carryover between irrigatio-a seasons.

The facilities to combine the City and North Spokane to

provide pretreatment before irrigation disposal are the conveyance

structures and the upgraded and expanded City STP as described for the

corresponding part of Plan A. In summary these facilities are: approx-

imately 8.8 miles of conveyance structures, including pumping facili-

ties for a lift of 425 feet to join North Spokane to the City STP, and

the proposed City STP improvement to activated sludge secondary with a

capacity of 40 mgd.

The site selected for irrigation utilizing the combined year

around City and North Spokane wastewater flows is the Williams Valley

(1) Initial cost effectiveness analysis does not include the cost of
highway or utility relocation and does not include compensation above
land cost for resident relocations.
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southwest of Deer Park. The site selected for carryover storage is the

canyon at the south edge of Williams Valley in which Prufer Road inter-

sects Mullenx Road.

The conveyance structures to join the existing City STP to

the Prufer Road Reservoir Site consist of approximately 20 miles of

force mains and sewers including pumped lifts totaling 536 feet. Equal-

izing storage is included to reduce peak conveyance flows.

Prufer Reservoir is sized at 31,700 acre feet to provide

carryover storage of combined flows to the forecast level of year 2000.

Prufer Reservoir is created by an earthfill dam across the mouth of the

valley with a crest length of 4700 feet and a height of 98 feet,

The land area required for irrigation application of the full

year wastewater flow of the combined City and North Spokane service

areas Is 13,900 acres. Irrigation facilities include piping from the

reservoir into and throughout the irrigated area. Also included are

disinfection and supplementary pumping for flows leaving the reservoir.

The facilities for Spokane Valley treatment and disposal are

identical with the corresponding component of Plan E, repeated here as

follows:

The area selected for disposal of Spokane Valley wastewaters

by irrigation is in the Peone Prairie. Pretreatment which would uti-

lize a lagoon secondary treatment system is selected, also located in

the Peone Prairie. The Bruce Canyon site is selected for storage of

treated wastewater.

Conveyance requirements are from the natural point of rca-
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centration of the Spokane Valley near the east end of Felts Field to the

lagoon treatment site in Peone Prairie and from the lagoons to the Bruce

Canyon reservoir. Conveyance of raw sewage from the Spokane Valley to

the lagonn site includes approximately 10.7 miles of force mains and

gravity sewers and a static pump lift of 13.7 feet. The route is west-

ward along the southern boundary of Felts Field and into the City to

cross the river at Greene Street, thence northerly through the east

edge of the City into open country northeast of the City. Conveyance

from the lagoons to Bruce Canyon reservoir consists of approximately 2

miles of force main and a lift of 130 feet.

The lagoon treatment system is a multicell system with

mechanical aeration to produce an effluent comparable to secondary

treatment. The lagoons occupy a site of 308 acres and are constructed

in two stages to year 2000 capacity of 10 mgd.

The storage reservoir is sized at 8,900 acre feet for storage

to carry over winter wastewater for subsequent use in the irrigation

season. The reservoir is created by an earthfill dam at the mouth of

Bruce Canyon.(1)

The required area of irrigated lands would be 3500 acres to

serve at the year 2000. Irrigation facilities include piping from the

Bruce Canyon reservoir to and throughout the irrigated area and solid

set sprinkler facilities. Disinfection and supplementary pumping are

(1) Initial cost effectiveness analysis does not include the cost of
highway or utility relocation and does not include compensation above
land cost for resident relocations.
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provided between the reservoir and irrigation.

PLAN G proposes combining the North Spokane and Spokane Valley

service areas to treatment and disposal by land irrigation with the

City separately and would utilize surface water disposal to 1990 and

high rate percolation disposal after 1990.

The sites chosen for lagoon treatment, storage and irrigation

for the combined North Spokane and Spokane Valley service areas are in

Peone Prairie as previously selected in Plans B, E and F for these ser-

vice areas separately. Irrigation disposal is for the entire years

wastewater flows, utilizing carryover storage for the non-irrigation

season.

Conveyance requirements for North Spokane are from its natural

point of concentration in the vicinity of the Fish Hatchery to the

lagoon treatment site. In addition, flows from developed areas west of

Five Mile Prairie would be conveyed to the Fish Hatchery area after

1990 by a combination of force main and gravity sewer approximately 4.7

miles long; one pump lift of 314 feet is required. From the point of

concentration at the Fish Hatchery, raw sewage is conveyed approximately

6.1 miles with a lift of 298 feet to the lagoon site.

Conveyance requirements for the Spokane Valley are from the

natural point of concentration near the east end of Felts Field to the

lagoon treatment site in Peone Prairie. Conveyance of raw sewage from

the Spokane Valley to the lagoon site includes approximately 10.7 miles

of force mains and gravity sewers and a static pump lift of 137 feet.

The route is westward along the southerly boundary of Felts Field and
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into the City to cross the river at Greene Street, thence northerly

through the east edge of the City into open country northeast of the

City.

Conveyance from the lagoons to Bruce Canyon reservoir would

require approximately 2 miles of force main and a lift of 130 feet.

The lagoon treatment system is multicell system with mechanical aera-

tion to produce an effluent comparable to secondary treatment. The

lagoons occupy a site of 490 acres and would be constructed in two

stages to year 2000 capacity of 15.9 mgd.

The storage reservoir is sized at 12,000 acre feet for storage

to carry over winter wastewater for subsequent use in the irrigation

season. The reservoir is created by an earthfill dam at the mouth of

Bruce Canyon.(1 )

The required area of irrigated lands would be 5500 acres to

serve at the year 2000. Irrigation facilities include piping from the

Bruce Canyon reservoir to and throughout the irrigated area and solid

set sprinkler facilities. Disinfection and supplementary pumping are

provided between the reservoir and irrigation.

For the City, the upgraded and expanded treatment plant pro-

vides 40 mgd of secondary treatment capacity including chemical phos-

phorus removal. This capacity will cerve the City alone to beyond year

2020. No facilities are required until 1990 when the change is made

(1) IniLial cost effectiveness analysis does not include the cost of
highway or utility relocation and does not include compensation above
land cost for resident relocations.
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from surface water disposal to rapid percolation. The surface water

disposal would meet 1983 standards and the shift to rapid percolation

disposal at 1990 is in response to the assumption that more stringent

standards for surface water disposal are imposed at that date.

The rapid percolation site for the combined flows of the City

and North Spokane is on the terrace adjoining Long Lake. The site is

selected for its capability to infiltrate surface applied waters at a

high rate and the'fact that access to the groundwater which is to re-

ceive this reclaimed wastewater could feasibly be controlled. The

required percolation area for the forecast flow to year 2000 is 403

acres. The infiltration ponds are multicelled ponds with distribution

piping and control structures to permit intermittant application and

are constructed in one stage.

The required conveyance from the City STP to the percolation

site consists of approximately 12.6 miles of force mains d gravity

sewers and pump stations for a total static lift of 186 feet. Equali-

zing storage is also provided for the effluent pumping.

After completion of the percolation ponds and conveyance

structures, the operation of the City STP would be altered to eliminate

phosphorus removal which would no longer be needed for percolation

disposal.

PLAN H proposes separate treatment and sur.ce water disposal

for each of the three main service areas. Throughout the planning

period, 1980 to 2000, 1983 treatment standards are applied.

The City of Spokane, including the addition of only Moran
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Prairie and Southwest, would utilize the proposed improved and expanded

City STP for disposal to the Spokane River at the plant site. The

planned expansion to 40 mgd provides capacity for forecast City flows

to beyond the year 2020. The proposed upgrade to activated sludge

secondary treatment with chemical phosphorus removal requires no basic

addition or modification except a minor change to permit seasonal

nitrification.

North Spokane would be sewered to the natural point of con-

centration in the vicinity of the Fish Hatchery. Flows from developed

areas west of Five Mile Prairie would be conveyed to the Fish Hatchery

area after 1990 by a combination of force main and gravity sewer approx-

imately 4.7 miles long; one pump lift of 314 feet is required.

A secondary treatment plant would be constructed in two

stages to a year 2000 capacity of 5.8 mgd at the Fish Hatchery site.

The proposed treatment facility is the activated sludge type with

chemical phosphorus removal. Treated effluent would be conveyed

approximately 4.9 miles for surface water disposal to the Spokane

River at the Little Spokane Confluence.

A subalternative for North Spokane of substantially the same

cost effectiveness ranking as the basic alternative described above

would locate the treatment plant in the vicinity of the confluence

rather than in the vicinity of the Fish Hatchery. The basic alterna-

tive has a potential advantage if disposal to the Little Spokane

River is acceptable in early years. The conveyance to the confluence

is approximately one-third of the project capital cost and would
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greatly lower present worth if postponed for ten years.

The Spokane Valley would be sewered to its natural point of

concentration in the vicinity of the east end of Felts Field. A secon-

dary treatment plant of 10 mgd capacity would be constructed in one

stage to serve year 2000 requirements. The treatment plant is an acti-

vated sludge plant with chemical phosphorus removal. The secondary

treated effluent is conveyed approximately 2 miles downstream for sur-

face water discharge to the Spokane River at a point below the City

wells,

PLAN I is the no action plan. The current upgrading and

expansion of the City STP is considered an accomplished fact so that

the no action plan for the City is treatment of its wastes by secon-

dary treatment with phosphorus removal and disposal to the Spokane

River. The North Spokane area is served by both on-site disposal and

by small collection systems to interim treatment facilities. The no

action plan would continue this arrangement. The Spokane Valley area

is served almost entirely by on-site disposal and no action would mean

continuation of this practice.
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77-71
TABLE 2

COST EFFECTIVENESS RANKING -1983 ST'DS.
ALL SYSTEMS, SEASONAL P REMOVAL

TOTAL
COSTRANK SYSTEM SYSTEM ELEMENTS MILLION

(1) (2) 3) OLR

1 2-1 (C+NS)sw SV-8v 42.02 51(NS+EV)sv C-dw 46.83 1-1 C-sw NE-9v SV-8w 47.34 1-4 C-sw NE-li SV-8v 51.35 1-7 C-sw NE-ip SV-sW 52.1
6 3-1 (C+SV)sw NE-sw 52.67 4-1 (C+NS+SV)sw 53.88 2-2 (C+NS)qW SV-li 55.39 3-2 (C+SV)sw NE-li 56.710 3-3 (C+SV)8W NS-lp 57.4
11 2-3 (C+NE)sw SV-lP 57.612 1-2 C-sw NE-6u SV-11 60.613 5-4 (NS+EV)li C-s'q 61.814 1-3 C-au NE-.gw SV-IP 62.915 1-5 C-mw N-li SV-1i 64.7
16 1-8 C-sw NE-ip EV-1i 65.417 5-7 (NE+EV)lp C-8W 65.718 2-7 (C+NS)lp EV-$w 66.319 1-6 C-au NE-1i EV-lP 66.920 1-9 C-SW NE-Ip EV-lP 67.6

21 5-3 (NE+EV)sw C-lP 6.22 1-19 C-IP -s E-a 689
23 1-22 C-1P N-li EV-8W 73.524 1-25 C-lp NS-12 EV-8W 74.225 3-7 (C+SV)1p NE-sw 77.9
26 2-8 (C+NE)lp EV-li 79.627 4-3 (C+NE+EV)lP 79.928 2-9 (C+SV)lP EV-lP 81.9229 3-8 . (C+EV)lP NE-IL. 81.9430 3-9 (C+SV)lp NE-Ip 82.6

31 1-20 C-lP NE-sw EV-li 82.732 5-6 (NE+EV)1i C-lp 83.933 1-21 C-IP NE-sw EV-lp 85.034 1-23 C-lP N-li EV-1i 86.835 1-26 C-lp NE-lp S-li 87.536 5-9 (NE+EV)lp C-1P 87.837 1-24 C-lp N-li EV-lP 8q.038 1-27 C-lP NE-lP EV-lP 89.739 5-2 (NEI+EV)sw C-it 115.740 1-10 C-li NS-sw 116.2

41 2-4 (C+NS)11 EV-SW 118.942 1-13 C-li NE-li EV-SW 120.243 1-16 C-li NE-Ip SV-sw 120.944 1-1L C-I NE-sw EV-11 129.5C *City of Spokane. &,Twice &roa 45 5-5 (NEI-EV)I1 C-li 130.6IS0 - North Spokane service oreeIV - Spokane Valley service areaow - surface water disposal with 46 1-12 C-1i NE-sw SV-lp 131.8
-P.I plcto orpd 4 2-5 (C+fl)li SV-11 132.2percolation 48 1-14 c-l i NS-1Ii EV-li 133.5It - land application to Itt - 49 1-17 c-li NS-lp EV-1l 134.2out " euface water disposl with. 50 2-6 (C+NS)li SV-IP 134.51tt'.'y treategott

#-/"r.t 1 ot 1990. sot after 1990@/IP - .o to 1990, Ip after 1990 51 5-8 (NE+SV)lp C-li 134.6o/It a. to 1990, i after 199 52 1-15 C-li NE-Il EV-lp 135.8

54 1-18 fCrVi NSfw SV1 3.
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r COSTTABLE 3

COTEFFECTIVENESS RANKING -1983 ST'DS.
EXCLUSIVE OF SPOKANE VALLEY -SEASONAL P REMO0VALf

TOTAL
COST

RANK SYSTEM SYSTEM ELEMENTS MILLION
(1) (J2) (3)- DOLLARS

1 6-10 (C+NS)Slf 25.*9
2 641 C-sw NS-sw 31.2
3 6-2 C-SW NS-li 35.3
4 6-3 C-sw NS-lp 36.0
5 6-12 (C+NS)lp 50.3

6 6-7 C-lP MS-sw 53.4
7 6-8 C-lp MS-li, 57.4
8 6-9 C-lp liS-iP 58.1
9 6-4 C-li, MS-sw 100.2
10 6-11 (c+NS)li 102.9

11 6-5 C-li NS-li 104.2
12 6-6 C-li MS-lp 104.9

LEGEND

C *City of Spokane service area
NS North Spokane service area
SV Spokane Valley service area
sw -surface water disposal with

secondary trcaLment
ip -land application to rapid

percolation
ii land application to irriga-

tion
swt surface water disposal with

tertiary treatment
swaw sw to 1990, swt after 1990

sw/lp s w to 1990, ip after 1990
sw/li -sw to 1990, li after 1990
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TABLE 4
COST EFFECTIVENESS RANKIRG -1983 ST'DS.

ALL SYSTEKS, YEAR AROUND P REMOVAL

TOTAL
COST

RANK SYSTEM SYSTEM ELEMENTS MILLION
(1) (2) (3) DOLLARSF

1 2-1 (C+MS)sw SV-sW 46.8

2 1-1 C-sw NS-sw SV-sw 52.3

35-1 (MS+SV)sw C-sw 52.8

3 1-7 C-SW NS-lp SV-SW 56.6

6 3-1 (C+SV)sw NS-SW 57.3
7 4-1 (C+NS+SV)sw 58.3
8 2-2 (C+Ns)gw SV-li 59.0
9 3-2 (C+SV+sw MS-li 60.9
10 2-3 (C+*Ns)saw SV-lP 61.3

11 3-3 (C+SV)sw MS-lP 61.6
Z12 1-2 C-SW MS-sw SV-li 64.5

13 5-4 (NS+SV)li C-sw 65.1
14 1-3 C-sw NS-sw SY-iP 66.7
15 2-7 (C+MS)lp SV-sw 67.5

16 1-5 C-SW MS-li SV-li 68.0
17 1-8 C-Sw NS-lP SV-li 68.7
18 5-7 (NS+SV)lp C-sw 69.0
19 1-6 C-SW NS-li SV-lP 70.3
20 1-9 C-SW MS-lP SV-lP 71.0

21 1-19 C-lP . S-sw SV-sw 71.1
22 5-3 (NS+SV)sw C-lp 71.6
23 1-22 C-lP MS-li SV-sw 74.6
24 1-25 C-lP NS-lp SV-sw 75.3
25 3-7 (C+SV,'lp MS-sw 78.4

26 2-8 (C+MS)lP SV-li 79.6
27 4-3 (C+Ms+sv)lp 79.9
28 2-9 (C+MS)lP SV-lP 81.9
29 3-8 (C+SV)lP MS-li 81.9
30 3-9 (C+SV)lp NS-lP 82.6

31 1-20 C-lp NS-sw SV-li 83.2

32 5-6 (MS+SV)li C-lP 83.9
33 1-21 C-lP MS-sw SV-lP 85.5
34 1-23 C-lP US-li SV-li 86.8
35 1-26 C-lp MS-lP SV-li 87.5

36 5-9 (NS+SV)lp C-lp 87.8

37 1-24 C-lP MS-li SV-lP 89.0

38 1-27 C-lP MS-lP SV-lp 89.7
39 1-10 C-li MS-sw SV-uw 117.8

40 5-2 (NS+SV)sw C-li 118.4

41 2-4 (C+NS)li SV-sw 120.1

42 1-13 C-li N-li SV-SW 121.4

LEGEND 43 1-16 C.-li NS-lp SV-SW 122.1

44 1-11 C-li MS-sw SV-li 130.0

C -City of Spokae e.r~ice area 45 5-5 (NS+SV)l1i C-li 130.6
S - North Spokae sevice &ro&

SY - Spokane Valley ser"Ice area
sv - surface. water dis~posal wit' 6 - (C+MS)li SV-li 132.2

aeco~d aplticatotoai 47 1-12 C-li US-sw SV-lP 132.3
Ip*io opi~fo orpd 8 11 -li M-li SV-li 133.5

p ctolain 48-1oN
it - ismd application to itrls- 49 1-17 C-li N",-1p SV-li 134.2

.. rac oerdopslwnh 5 2-6 (C+NS)li SVl1P 134.5
tertiary treatnot

"I - ew to 1990. out .after 1990
*vjIp . wto 1990, Ip after 1990 51 5-8 (NS+SV)lp C-li 134.6
Wdit own to 1990. It after 1990 52 1-15 C-li NS-li SV-lp 135.8

53 1-18 C-li NS-1p SV-lP 136.5
54 3-4 (C+SV)li MS-sw 136.8

55 3-5 (C+SV)li MS-li 140.4

56 3-6 (C+SV)li MS-lp 141.1

57 4-2 (C+nS+SV)li 143.9
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TABLE 5
COST EFFECTIVENESS RANKING - 1983 ST'DS.

EXCLUSIVE OF SPOKANE VALLEY - YEAR AROUND P REMOVAL

TOTAL
COST

RANK SYSTEM SYSTEM ELEMENTS MILLION
(1) (2) (3) DOLLARS

1 6-10 (C+NS) aw 29.6
2 6-1 C-sw S-sw 35.1
3 6-2 C-sw NS-li 38.7
4 6-3 C-8w WS-lp 39.4
5 6-12 (C+NS)lp 50 .3

6 6-7 C-1p NS-sw 53.9
7 6-8 C-lp WS-li 57.4
8 6-9 C-lp NS-lp 58.1
9 6-4 C-li WS-sw 100.7
10 6-11 (C+NS)li 102 9

11 6-5 C-li MS-li 104.2
12 6-6 C-li NS-lp 104.9

LEGEND

C - City of Spokane service area
NS - North Spokane service area
SV - Spokane Valley service area
sw - surface water disposal with

secondary treatment
Ip - land application to rapid

percolation
li - land application to irriga-

tion
swt - surface water disposal with

tertiary treatment
sw/swt - sw to 1990, swt after 1990
sw/lp - sw to 1990, ip after 1990
sw/li = sw to 1990, ii after 1990
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TABLE 6

COST EFFECTIVENESS RANIKING -1985 ST'DS.N
ALL SYSTEMS

TOTAL COST
SYSTEM ELEMENTS MILLION

RAN~K SYSTEM (1) 2)(3) DOLLARS

1 2-9 (C+NS)-aw/lp SV-sw/lp 58.0
2 2-7 (C+NS)-sw/lp SV-aw/svt 58.2
3 2-8 (C+NS)-aw/lp SV-aw/li 61.0
4 4-3 (C+NS+SV)-aw/lp 64.*8
5 1-27 C-qw/lP NS-Sw/lP SV-8w/lP 65.3

6 3-9 (C+SV)-sw/lp NS-sw/lp 65.4
7 1-25 C-sw/lP NS-sw/lp SV-sw/awt 65.5
8 5-3 (NS+SV)-sw/swt C-wlP 66.6t
9 1-21 C-8w/lP NS-sw/swt SV-Sw/lP 6.

10 3-7 (C+SV)-sw/lp NS-aw/awt 67.2

1119 Cajp NS-sw/awt SV-uw/8wt 67.3
12 1-24 C-qw/lP NS-swlli SV-8w/1P 67.8
13 3-8 (C+SV)-ovllp NS-sv/li 67.9
14 1-22 C-8w/lP MS-sw/li SV-aw/swt 68.0
15 -26 C-aw/lP NS-swlP SV-sw/li 68,3

16 1-20 C-&w/1P NS-sw/aut SV-aw/li 70,1
17 5-6 *(NS+SV)..li C-#w/lP 70,3
18 2-3 (C+NS)-$v/8wt SV-8w/1P 70,7
19 1-23 C-8w/lP NS-sw/li SV-Sw/lp 70,8
20 2-1 (C+NS)-sw/awt SV-sw/awt 70.9

21 2-2 (C+NS)-ow/owt SV-qw/li 73.7
22 5-9 *(NS+SV)-1p C-S;,/lp 74,3
23 1-9 C-sw/swt NS-aw/lP SV-aw/lP 76,6
24 1-7 C-aw/swt NS-sw/lp SV-av/swt 76,8
25 5-1 (NS+SV)-sw/awt C-aw/swt 77.9

26 1-3 C-awl swt NS-sw/swt SV-8w/lp 78,4
27 1-1 C-aw/awt NS-sw/swt SV-sw/swL 78,6
28 2-6 (C+NS)-aw/li SV-8v/lp 78.9
29 1-6 C-sw/swt MS-sw/li SV-sw/lp 79,10
30 2-4 (C+NS)-sw/li SV-qw/Swt 79.11

31 1-4 C-SW/awL MS-sw/li SV-aw/8wt 79.3
32 1-8 C-sw/swt NS-sw/lp SV-8w/li 79.63
33 3-3 (C+SV)-sw/swt tNS-sw/lP 79.66
34 4-1 (C+NS+SV)-sw/awt 80.2
35 1-2 C-SW/SWt NS-sw/swt SV-8w/li 81.44

36 3-1 (C+SV)-sw/swt NS-sw/swt 81.47
37 5-4 *(NS+SV)-li C-sw/swL 81.6
38 2-5 (C+Ns)-aw/li SV-Sw/li 81.9
39 1-5 C-sw/swL MS-sw/li SY-aw/li 82.1
40 3-2 (C+SV)-sw/awt NS-sw/li 82.1

41 1-18 C-sw/li NS-sw/lP SV-aw/lP 83.3
42 1-16 C-sw/li MS-esW/lP SV-8w/8wt 83.5
43 5-2 (NS+SV)-sw/swt C-sw/li 84.6
44 1-12 C-Sw/li MS-aw/swt SV-Sw/lP 85.1
45 1-10 C-Sw/1I lNS-sw/swt SV-sw/swt 85.3

46 5-7 *(NS+SV)..p C-aw/swt 85.6
47 1-15 C-Sw/li NS-sw/li SV-sw/lP 85.8
48 1-13 C-sw/li MS-sw/li SV-8w/Swt 86.0
49 1-17 C-sw/li NS-sw/Ip SV-sw/1i 86.3

C -City of Spkn erieae 50 1.-11 C-sw/li MS-sw/swt SV-aw/li 88.1
PtS a Niorth Spokane servie arm 51 5-.5 *(NS+SV)..li C-sw/li 88.3
SV - Spokae Valley service Area
Aw - srfac. vater disposal vith 52 1-14 C-sw/li MS-sw/li SV-qw/li 88.8

'I ,p , ;tappI ai 53 4-2 (C+NS+SV)-Sw/li 9.
-percolation 54 3-6 (C+SV)-sw/li NS-sw/lp 91.2

It-lard Applicatton. to trriga- 55 5-8 *(NS+SV).lp C-sw/li 92.3

awt - mortace voter disposal with 56 34(+V-/iNSssw
tertiary treatment 53- CS)8/ Nawst93 .0

ac/got a ow to 1990t sot after i9go 57 3-5 (C+SV)-sw/li MS-sw/li 93. 7
ec/Ip - ec to 1990. IP after 1990

Wit- # t L90,It ftr L90 *See Note (4) on Table 1.
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TABLE 7

COST EFFECTIVENESS RANKING - 1985+ ST'DS.
EXCLUDING SPOKANE VALLEY

TOTAL COST
SYSTEM ELEMENTS MILLION

RANK SYSTEM (1) (2) (3) DOLLARS

1 6-12 (C+NS)sw/lp 35.2
2 6-9 C-sw/lp NS-sw/lp 42.5
3 6-7 C-sw/lp NS-sw/swt 44.3
4 6-8 C-sw/lp NS-sw/li 45.0
5 6-10 (C+NS)sw/swt 47.9

6 6-3 C-sw/swt NS-sw/lp 53.8
7 6-1 C-sw/swt NS-sw/swt 55.6
8 6-11 (C+NS)sw/li 56.1
9 6-2 C-sw/swt NS-sw/lp 56.3
10 6-6 C-sw/lt NS-sw/lip 60.5

11 6-4 C-sw/li NS-sw/swt 62.3
12 6-5 C-sw/li NS-sw/li 63.0

LEGEND

C - City of Spokane service area
NS - North Spokane service area
SV - Spokane Valley service area
oW - surface water disposal with

secondary treatment
ip - land application to rapid

percolation
li -land application to irriga-

tion
swt - surface water disposal with

tertiary treatment
sw/swt - sw to 1990, swt after 1990
swllp- sw to 1990, ip after 1990sw/ll sw to 1990, li after 1990
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77"

SELEC

PLAN A PLAN B PLAN C

GOALS (C+NS)sw, SV-sw C-sw, NS-li, SV-sw (C+NS+SV)sw

1. Cost and maximum * 42.0 million S makes 100% 51.3 million $ leaves part 53.8 million uses all

use of existing fac. use of exist. city 3TP. of the City STP capacity City STP capacity but i

unused. an addition also.

2. Maximize protection All treated wastes are Only a small parr of total Surface water dischargE

of surface waters, discharged o sw. Pro- to land disposal. Pro- centrated at one point

tection depends on tection of sw. depends on tection depends on trez

degree of treatment and degree of treatment and system and reliability,

system reliability. system reliability.

3. Maximize protection Eliminates all waste disch. Part to irrigation on a Fliminates all wasti

of groundwaters. to gw except that due to minor aquifer. Low threat to gw except minor

river interchange down- to gw. recharge downstream

stream from SV discharge. City STP.

4. Maximize water recla- TIone directly except that Small part to land irriga- Mone directlv except t

mation and reuse, water is available by tion, remainder to river water is available by

diversion from river disposal. from river downstream

below points of discharge.

5. Minimize disruption No disruption to land Land for lagoons and * No disruption to la,

of natural habitat. habitat. Some to river irrigation subject to habitat. Some to r

water habitat. change. Most to river where water habitat below

there is some change to

river habitat.

C. Minimize displace- * No potential for dis- Portion to land irrigation No Dotential for displ

ment of people. placement of people. will displace homeowners of people. Major cons

and farmers, disruption to bring SV
STP.

7. Minimize disruption * No potential for change Portior to land irrigation * No potential for c

of land use. in land use. will change land use for land use.

reservoir lagoon and

irrigation.

8. Nfinimize energy con- * 'lest for minimum energy Good except for part to Fair but requires more

sumption. use, irrigation. Irrigation SV separate due to pum

requires significant from SV to City STP.

pumping.

9. Posess maximum potential Pacilities needed 1rould be Facilities needed would be Facilities ieedeO woul

for 1985 goal achieve- useable in going to future useable in going to future useable in going to fu

ment. conversion to land appli- conversion to land appli- conversion to land app

cation. cation, ton.

An asterisk indicates a goal that is well met by an alternative plan or plans. These asterisks are not intend

goal but rather a comparatively high degree of satisfaction.



TABLE 8

SELECTIO!' Or CANDIDATE PLANS

PLAN C PLAN D PLA E PLAN F

(C+NS4SV)sw (C+NS)sw/lp, SVsw/lp (C+NS)li-sw, SV-li (C+NS)li, SV-ii

53.8 million S uses all exist. 59.0 million $ makes 100% 95.0 million q. Makes 100% 132.2 million $. Makes 100%

City STP capacity but requires use of exist. City STP. use of exist. City STP. use of exist. City STP.

an addition also.

Surface water discharge con- Until 1990, is a sw. dis- For C+NS portion, sw * No direct sw discharge.

centrated at one point. Pro- charge system same as discharge eliminated There is some potential

tection depends on treatment (C+NS)sw, SVsw. No sw only during summer, for washoff to sw from

system and reliability, discharge after 1990. vast irrigated areas.

* Eliminates all waste disch. Iter 1990, C+VI dis- lo direct discharge to gw No direct discharge to

to Sw except minor river charges to gw at ex- but potential recharge gw but major potential

recharge downstream from treme downstream end of from irrigation to Basalt recharge of Dragoon Creek

City STP. primary aquifer below aquifer by (C+NS) and to aquifer by percolation

point of significant Peone Prairie by SV. from irrigation.

potential for with-

drawal and domestic

utilization. SV
after 1990 discharges

to near downstream of

primary aquifer.

Yone directly except that None directly. Reuses summer flow from * Reuses entire waste

water is available by diversion (C+NS) component and flow for irrigation.

from river downstream from STP. entire SV component to

irrigation. Uinter
flow from C+NS discharged

to sw.

'c disruption tc land No disruption to land Significant land areas Would take major areas

habitat. Some to river habitat to 1.990. After taken for irrigation but and change from dry or

water habitat below STP. 1990 significant areas area for (C+NS) presently partial irrigation to

for ponds are taken, not regarded as valuable concentrated heavy

habitat. irrigation.

No ootential for displacement No displacement until Site required for (C+NS) Causes maximum displace-

of people. Major construction 1990. Sites required li has low occupancy. ment of people due to areas

disruption to bring SV to (Mty for lp has low present Site for SV-li now occupied required for full flow to

TP. occupancy. by dry farming. irrigation.

• No potential for change in No disruption until 1990. * Site required for (C+NS)li Causes maximum tie up of

land use. Site required for C+NS ip has low utility now. land area devoted to

has high residential poten- Change to irrigation project.

tial which would be lost. could be beneficial.

Tair but requires more than Ine of tb" lower energy High energy required during Has highest energy use due

SV separate due to pumping use alternatives that summer to lift to irrigation to total flow pumped to

from SV to City STP. would meet 1985 st'ds. but left eliminated during high elevations for

winter wich sw disposal. irrigation.

Facilities needed vould be Specifically to meet Not readily converted to * Meets 1985 standards.

useable in going to future interpreted 1985 1985 standards due to lack

conversion to land applica- standards at lowest of area at seasonal site

tion. cost. for full year disposal.

,asterisks are not intended to indicate unqualified meeting of a

+-



E PLAN F PLAN G PLAN H

sw, SV-li (C+NS)li, SV-li (NS+SV)li, Csw/ip C-sw, NS-sw. SV-sw

Makes 100% 132.2 million $. Makes 100% 70.3 million $ leaves part of 47.3 million $ leaves part of
ity STP. use of exist. City STP. the City STP capacity unused. City STP capacity unused.

n, sw No direct sw discharge. City to sw until 1990. There All treated wastes are discharge
iated There is some potential is only indirect return from to sw. Protection depends on
er. for washoff to sw from lp after. Only small poten- degree of treatment and system

vast irrigated areas. tial to sw from li disposal reliability.
by NS+SV.

rge to gw No direct discharge to No direct discharge to gw Eliminates all water discharge
charge gw but major potential until 1990, then to far to groundwater except that due
,to Basalt recharge of Dragoon Creek downstream end of primary to interchange dovnstream from
5) and to aquifer by percolation aquifer below point of present SV discharge.

SV. from irrigation, significant use.

ow from * Reuses entire waste NS+SV flows to irrigation None directly except that
and flow for irrigation, reuse. No City flow to reuse, water is available by diversion

ent to from river below points of
ter discharge.
ischarged

areas Would take major areas Significant land areas taken No disruption to land habitat.
:tion but and change from dry or for irrigation and after 1990 Some to river habitat at 3
presently partial irrigation to for percolation. locations.
Kvaluable concentrated heavy

irrigation.

r (C+NS) Causes maximum displace- Irrigation areas are in area * No potential for displacement
ancy. ment of people due to ar.as presently dry farmed. Perco- of people.

occupied required for full flow to lation site presently lightly

irrigation. settled.
'for (C+NS)li Causes maximum tie up of Takes land for irrigation. * No potential for change in
ty now, land area devoted to The City Djercolation site has land use.
igation project, high residential potential
ficial. which would be lost.

ired during Has highest energy use due Rates moderate for energy use * Next lowest energy use to
0 irrigation to total flow pumped to compared with others. Plan A.
ted during high elevations for
isposal. irrigation.

erted to * Meets 1985 standards. * Meets 1985 standards. Facilities needed would be
e to lack aseable in goin3 to higher
al site level of treatment or to landsposal.
Sapplication.
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APPENDICES I THROUGH V

General Notes:

1. All costs are present worth reduced to the base year of the planning
period 1980.

2. The planning period is the twenty year period from 1980 through the
year 1999.

3. All costs are at the price level of mid-1974, ENR = 2000.

4. The symbol < > indicates a negative number. These result from the
present worth of salvage credit of sunk cost items and credit for

land application revenue.
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APPENDIX£c,
ELEIENT COST SUMMARY, j STD.

Alternative: v-C,, Subalternative: 5ioS.5r,/ P , /

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. 9 ,OOO / /2,O p 0O -zoo, COOO

Treatment Facilities, Land 26,0) " 26,ooo>

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Apiiction, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 5ZOO /4./0210o00 /y zoo_ 0

Subtotal w/o solids, land c26, 000 4 2, 00 >

.:otal w/o solids 72, ooc c I,/ O 00 / /7LN 006

Solids Facilities, Const. 00223,ooo> 9'/-0ooo 2 ,AK

Solids Facilities, Land 125, 000 /2Z 00X)

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. </ZS, 00() 2/, ).

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 9 ,6O0  _____-__

TOTAL cl. solids <s:000 20,O'6Y0 000020,

Notes:
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AM=Ib
mELm(N COST SUMMRY, jqJj STD.

Alternative: NS -.ra Subalternativ.: .. r oroPa/P ,-,/ ,

Capital 0 &K Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Cont. 3'I, 000 q&" 000 429,ooo.-

Service Axea Conveyance, Land 1,000 /,000

Treatment Facilities, Const. _________ 2,2o1woo 4,114),06o

Treatment Facilities, Land 1 0 0 .3, 00 00

Disposal Conveyance, Cont. 2,04Z,0o 0 Zi~f,000 2, /,00 0

Disposal Conveyance, Land 10 00 13,000

Reservoir Storage, Coust.

Reservoir Storage, Laud

Land Application, Const.

Loud Application, Land

Land Applications Revenue

Subtotal v/o solids, construction j 0Q0 0 2,4fk,00 0. M44. 000

Subtotal v/o solids, land 53,00 0 !F', 000

Total W/ solids , - . . 2 , , q•tog - ,1.9 ,.

Solids facilities, Const. 1,/ ,2TqL2J 10 .1 ,0OO0 2,2" 5,o0o

Solids Facilities, Land / ,000 If,000

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL il. solids, CONST. 7tt,ooo 3,527,ooo I/, I, o

SUBTOTAL inc. solids, LAND 4~0t6'00O3

TOTAL incl. solids 7,47f, ooo 577,000 11.2 .6o00

Notes:
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APPENDIX I
ELEHENT COST SUMMARY, 192STD.

Alternative: Si- iu Subalternative: / P ,

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. 0- 001.O .l, oo IO,8"43, O0 0

Treatment Facilities, Land 2&, 00_ ) _ _, 0 _

Disposal Conveyance, Const. ,Y7, 000 1oSO0o &S___0,00_

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction T, 2' ,Oo 1 ZOIn C)o , -$aO o

Subtotal w/o solids, land 26 0o 26, oo

Total w/o solids

Solids Facilities, Const. I LL , 07,00o 3,G ,Oo.

Solids Facilities, Land 3 1,00 ___1,__

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. fS7.,ooo (0 I00, .) )

AI SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 57,00' ___,___

TOTAL incl. solids 6W902,, ,00 l.O0 00D

Notes:
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APPMTDX 1l
LENT COST SUMKARY, I'~STD.

Alternative: LO5 ~ -. W Subalternative: -5e4svnd1 P Remoe..I

Capital 0 & m Total
Coat Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. Z5 7 do 02&o0 5, 000

Service Area Conveyance, Land 5 000 ,.

Treatment Facilities, Const. _ _ ,/5 56q, 000 1*, 607,'d 00

Treatmet Facilities, Land _<2., 00> 0!6. o00

Disposal Conveyance, Coast. __

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Conast.

Reservoir ,rorage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Lend Application, Revenue

Subtotal v/o solids, construction Q 1) /', 02, 0 ,0

Subtotal w/o solids, land ( 0 o

Total w/o solids 4, 00o / 0 0,2oo MMI/O

Solids Facilities, Const. Z .00 f/ 2 00 ,

Solids Facilities, Land /1',',0C _______

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 21,1o 0.) 2 5.91 0 0

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND /20 000 /21 000

TOTAL incl. solids .Ait'0o Oo 2.{, /70, 00 3y 2 , 0c0

Notes:
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APPENDIX IC
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, j j STD.

Alternative: Subalternative: "

Capital 0 &M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 7,906, 000 51,000 6-, 000

Service Area Conveyance, Land 2, 000 2,030

Treatment Facilities, Const. 6,7/a Z, 00 ./W 220,00o 0 3,692,00o

Treatment Facilities, Land .26, Oo. 126, Ooo>

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction i .7, /, 600 2,o0f, 0oo

Subtotal w/o solids, land 42 , 0 2, 000>4

Total w/o solids 7, L2SQ /o o 327.o/2Q.0

Solids Facilities, Const. ,Q0 ._//_/,00_ 0

Solids Facilities, Land /5-ffO00 / 00__ 0_

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. /1 j 62,O00 ',72,0C) //, :- 5.2 )

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND /'.: 9)) /

TOTAL incl. solids0/&7,'00D 2', $g2,00 ,

Notes:



I4
ELDIENT COST SUMMIARY, j _ STD.

Alternative: 5 5V)-s, Subale___tiv_: __e4.070 P P__ __ ____

captal 0 & H Total
~cost Cost Cost_

Service Area Conveyance, Cost. 12, S,74,,A00 I0o&,ooo 13,66,000

Service Area Conveyance, Land -7,o0 7,O0o

Treatment Facilities, Const. /61 00 {K 5"0"tO00 29, ___,00_ -

Treatment Facilities, Lad lb , 0, ,oo '.&,O0o

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const. ._-_.___

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Laud Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction IA51002p Sq 1,o cc9S 00y00o

Subtotal v/o solids, land ' 1,R 00) ow)

Total w/o solids 2 2.gf3%~ S,00 .e41,oo 0220oo0

Solids Facilities, Const. Do *~JQo 0 1,09r

Solids Facilities, Land 174, 000 17q,000

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. Io,30o, coo 27,33o0oo 5, , .

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 15,000 1 _ '_, 0_.

TOTAL incl. solids 2 to, 0 ZT, ,0 Ooo S700 , , 1.0,00.

Notes:
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APPENDIX

ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, 15e STD.

Alternative: (Asf*vYs)-5Sj Subalternative: Sea soa, P L ,/.-a

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 59t3o,O0O 10, 000 &603tO

Service Area Conveyance, Land, OO. ,00

Treatment Fac~lities, Const. ____/,_00 _0,,OO 0,Z9,O0L)

Treatment Facilities, Land 5 00 00 Ci

Disposal Conveyance, Const. ".2,', 5,OO , i '#O0 0..

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Lraid

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o uolids, construction /?lO'Z, 000 S,05 0,2, orI, oo o

Subtotal w/o solids, land 43,000 'Y'o o o

Total v/o solids 17,06', O00 'OS 5, 20., .2L , 00 )

Solids Facilities, Const. 2, -1, cOO. 2.4/7,000 . 0Y2, 00 o_

Solids Facilities, Land '5,OO __'_____

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. -7,1Ot' ,2,0O 26,_7 _

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND ._ ) .. ) )

TOTAL incl. solids ( ,3- 00 0 7, 7 .ooo au",>

Notes:
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APPENDIX
ELEMENT COST SUOeY ;'9V STD.

Alternative: C-4 Subalternative: A,#/ 7"7M P co/

Capital 0 & m Total
Cost Cost Cost_

Service Area Conveyance, Count.

Service Area C6nveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Conet. ______ /?,/8 doo /7Z83. 00

Treatment Facilities, Land <Z6, 0g > Z .6 Ud&>

Disposal Conveyance, Const. ___

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. , ... .

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal v/o solids, construction ,7 /1/7, e'd , /g ,

Subtotal v/o solids, land mz4d4:,> Z .1,>

Total w/o solids 72, /7/., . ,

Solids Facilities, Const. 3, 060 , ,7.i,€

Solids Facilities, Land ___,_______

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 4 le _ , - .Z,l d

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND /7,') //,00.0

iTOTAL icl. solids ZC O' k!f I4dw a

Notes:
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APPENDIX
ELEKENT COST SUMARY '~STD.

Alternative: .. ' - Subalternative: -,// 7',c

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. J_/______ (3, o________'

Service Area Conveyance, Land ________,__

Treatment Facilities, Const. S.6,dd Z , ? . -"y

Treatment Facilities, Land ., O O

Disposal Conveyance, Const. Z,6cDZ 660,,______ 2

Disposal Conveyance, Land ... W)

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue ' . .,

Subtotal w/o solids, construction .________ Zc0, '3%€ o;(16

Subtotal w/o solids, land ________ ___d______

Total w/o solids -9 0,9O -,del e"'4,cd

Solids Facilities, Const. _ 1__,_)___ /,//, ' , ."

Solids Facilities, Land /7U110

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. ,/6,,,6 c756'6 14,

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND

TOTAL incl. solids _7,_6 ,_5 __ 4,, rC . 7 ,..

Notes:
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APPENDIX .RC
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY,. ~% STD.

Alternative: "v-_____ Subalternative: ,4,i/ 77--C P~ee -7

capital 0 & Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Conat, _

Service Area Conveyance, Land -

Treatment raci.iti.es, Coast. 4.f~C'C .1(,~ iC

Treatment Facilities, Land Zd~ 6

Disposal Conveyance, Coast. , oad7, 4' ___,___ ( / C,

Disposal Conveyance, Land . .. .

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal v/o solids, construction _____ 5Od7 /5'?o '

Subtotal v/o solids, land 4 t,, ,______

Total w/o solids 6z t 5-5. 6 /3,q$p~

Solids Facilities, Const. __ 000 '

Solids Facilities, Land 3 ____________

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL icl. solids, CONST. 
17,__ , /K!. / /--d,

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND . . , , 0

TOTAL incl. solids 7_ _____ _Z54,c/CC,

Notes:
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APPENDIX ]L
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, J STD.

Alternative: (C# sw)-s Subalternative: .// n,. P R.,,,,,,,I

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. .I4 7Gj. 000 626, 000 IZ. , 000

Service Area Conveyance, Land ,00O ,00O

Treatment Facilities, Const. q ,0 0 0  17,1', 00o ro o3. OO o

Treatment Facilities, Land ( tZb 000 > Z6. 00 0>

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction .1,87OO Y7 OOo Z3, Y, ooo

Subtotal w/o solids, land '21, 000 -21, 000>

Total w/o solids ,04,000 N/sr,(471,000 23.3r 000

Solids Facilities, Const. e233, L906 437S,00o 4,152, C'o .

Solids Facilities, Land /(I, 00 c) 16t, 400

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. ( ' 0O0 U6, 0o L1, .

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND ILW,400 ______,___

TOTAL incl. solids 000 ,00 LS'u,0 Z,

Notes:
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APPENDIX -7
ELEM17T COST SUMMARY, ' ST.

Alternative: (;)- ,- Subalternative: /// 7,: 't: P I
Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Coat Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const.

Service Area Conveyance, Land 7. ',

Treatment Facilities, Coast. 7_4_ z, _, 8 e Z7/,7

Treatment Facilities, Land 4 za, e 7.Oc. _ __ _

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storaga, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal v/o solids, construction . Z/3 70, 000

Subtotal w/o solids, land 2?4 _______

Total v/o solids _4 o Z/),3 0 ,4,

Solids Facilities, Const. 4,C M. 3't S70~ ____

Solids Facilities, Land 0."

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL i.ncl. solids, CONST. /e 2 6v ~ 7c~~

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 3 /__.______

TOTAL incl. solids / d.. /L. , 4

Notes:
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APPENDIX .
ELD{ENT COST SU MM-RY, ,$ 3 sTD.

Alternative: K-V, ,- '-Subalternative: A_// 77"'. . - -,

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. /Z;57,, , /

Service Area Conveyance, Land ____...____

Treatment Facilities, Coast. /0 S, ZZ, 734 33, / ,

Treatment Facilities, Land ' Z6,c XP

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Coast.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue <

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 22,9" e,1 fS, d -_Oeed , 74,

Subtotal v/o solids,- land <_____ 19_____

Total w/o solids z 6 ? e.6 _ Sf9,6 4 , 7S d,,,

Solids Facilities, Coast. 3,3',C'. 8,4,'-, /( ,57i,

Solids Facilities, Land /____ /_,_,%7_

Solids Facili ies, Reveatue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 3, 6 , .51 /, . ._1J 18,/4.4',

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND IA',c''_ "_

TOTAL incl. solids , -'/dJ ") 8-,3 -v./.2-n.

Notes:

701.1-57



APPENDIX
ELEENT COST StM Y- Q' STD.

Alternative: - Subalternative: FW.1 7.. P -n-'/p

Capital 0 & M Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 04

Service Area Conveyance, Land 8.4Q.

Treatment Facilities, Coast. q,/ 6 6.82 81'4e

Treatment Facilities, Land _ 5:_0__0__

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 15. 6 -g2

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal v/o solids, construction J 0 a -78/, 0

Subtotal v/o solids, land 
-_43______

Total w/o solids I z 09 -

Solids Facilities, Const. 7, 9'4 -

Solids Facilities, Land f , .. __._ 54

Solid" Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 
//01 1Zj. 0 X, 37 "  04'

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 
6 Cie d

TOTAL incl. solids /r,6 '/ ,A/- /A Z',

Notes:

701.1-58
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APPENDIX _i'
ELEKENT COST SUNMARY, STD.

Alternative: - / Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Conast.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. le/Z,6C'f / .24 .,A ,f
Treatment Facilities, Land ______,__"_

Disposal Conveyance, Const. . ZoZ, .5 /e6o ee, '

Disposal Conveyance, Land Oy7 _ l

Reservoir Storage, Conast.

Iteservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. 7 . 7q7, , .) , ,

Land Application, Land _ '!1_1 ______, __/

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction Z ..... . .. •44c, . ;

Subtotal w/o solids, land _____00_ ,

Total w/o solids ZZ 'Z,&CO , 4,6 .,,' ZZ 77 -

Solids Facilities, Conast. __._, __- _ _,_____. ___

Solids Facilities, Land .__,,, __0_

Solids Facilities, Revenue -

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. : 0ziiA,0 115

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND OW__, C4 6_, 00

TOTAL e l. solids e7: i 2 n 47 116

Notes:
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APPENDIX
ELEMENT COST SUMM(ARY, I *STD.

Alternative: A/5 - Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. :581, coo C dz O

Service Area Conveyance, Land /. / 000

Treatment Facilities, Const. 61J,0 6 %7' C' o

Treatment Facilities, Land doe cA.0

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 4:3 ,O.. 3 006 40-7,
Disposal Conveyance, Land .__,___ C.)____

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Conast. &a e 6 % 14 1. ,q

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal W/o solids, construction .Z _ Q 000Q . /= Q. 13'c0

Subtotal v/o solids, land 4.,dc 0_____l

Total vlo solids f_6U,____ 44Z1,o-4f

Solids Facilities, Const. 9 Z ,l ____

Solids Facilities, Land

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. r  / . '

SUBTOTAL inl. solids, LAND Z67,___ Z67(7
[ I

TOTAL incl. solids / " e..s/2, r ,.AC

Notes:

701.1-60



APPENIX
ELDENT COST SUMM AY, STD.

Alternative: 5L-.,o Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. /.11 an-. ) // / . ,"7

Treatment Facilities, Land __________

Disposal Conveyance, Const. _/6.___, e4 g ,I_ I

Disposal Conveyance, Land ;f ,

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. ______ ____ ___ _ _0_;31 010

Land Application, Land /0____ /.__,___

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 2?1,737, OoO , Z. *Z/#L6 e

Subtotal w/o solids, land ,qz,0co /_ _,,"_

Total w/o solids A,____

Solids Facilities, Const. " /, .6 . .985, c.:

Solids Facilities, Land s7 _ OO Z_,_ oo

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 2Z_______, "I-) "I" f o '.'

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND . 2.//O .

TOTAL incl. solids ZZcz 'C oc,

Notes:

701.1-61



APEN DTX 15
UED4E1IT COST SUMKARY, pj3STD.

Alternative: (Ci'-IM5j -J Subalternative:

Capital 0 & m Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 4.779. O)) ._____ . zg, c'o

Service Area Conveyance, Land 6 o•

Treatment Facilities, Const. (/I? CCO ) /. Z .'0z ', 8'( 7, -"'6

Treatment Facilities, Land <.______. z r- >c

Disposal Conveyance, Const. /, 3 e0 Z,5d . 0,VZe, 0 /7 86-0, ejj

Disposal Conveyance, Land .. t __________

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. Fw 73 ej 2 / 36 i, 1/.7/ ,

Land Application, Land / 4 ., 1 el

Land Application:, Revenue <

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 7 /. A 65 . 4 (L, 713 .- 44

Subtotal w/o solids, land ._/___ 1. /03, c1dt

Total w/o solids ZEEL= Z4'. z 7-e; a 0

Solids Facilities, Const. "

Solids Facilities, Land /____/____

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 7- Z ' r c' 0 .''; " " -7 0/ "7. -

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND " Z, " ." .3

TOTAL incl. solids eATl-A>."' , ,

Notes:

701.1-62
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APPENDIX
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, __ STD.

Alternative: (C- J') Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. _7, k6_.0_00 0, 5'G to,36"7, 000

Service Area Conveyance, Land 2,0 0 'o0o

Treatment Facilities, Const. ;5 2, 0 0 1202-0,00 /7,S ?2,600

Treatment Facilities, Land <2(,0 0 O0 Z _26, 0_>

Disposal Conveyance, Const. I6,7 I OO 2, 7qT, 00o I. 5'41, 0,o 0

Disposal Conveyance, Land ,00 0____,___

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. , 0 3,7, 00 0 00 0

Land Application, Land 1,22-3,O0r IZ2- ,o9o

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction .,, [,7 00, OOO 2 o.6)o
Subtotal w/o solids, land I,020 ,OOQ .. 20, 0

Total v/o solids q/-, 252,00o /'?I.,00o .5q ,;7

Solids Facilities, Const. /,20/ 1 0 o- 53- 0 0,5 7, 0o

Solids Facilities, Land __ 00 130, 00 1

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAT incl. solids, CONST. 0/,/,p p D. 6.

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND I, ? 9 ___,__"__

TOTAT incl. solids 00,! ,0, Y , 0 00,0 _ /,____

Notes:

701.1-63
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ELEHMENT COST SUMAR-, i93 STD.

Alternative: (C*-1V.tv)-&e Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. /2,57, 0(0 I O'o I.)O 13,4(,O0Ooo

Service Area Conveyance, Land 7,..00 _ 7,00

Treatment Facilities, Const. 0 C. /3ii. oo g2. o70, 00

Treatment Facilities, Land ' ~000>~2~oo

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 17 o )4000, , O o o, s 26oo

Disposal Conveyance, Land 7,000 --- ,-O- od.

Reservoir Storage, Const. __

Reservoir Storage, Land ___

Laud Application, Const. /o,30 ), 300 3, 'O" , 00 1310 no 0

L ind Application, Land I, '!00 0

Land Application, Revenue <

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 4 7,, L0o , 752 000 10, 520 0o

Subtotal w/o solids, land . 'I// (,, 000 j,406' 00 0

Total w/o solids 0'/,7, 00. 20,752,000 71,21,, 000

Solids Facilities, Const. * , C) ,.. 00 07 0o

Solids Facilities, Land /3,O o 000 ___3,_

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 5-/ 7 , 77.O0 7. , ):9

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND LC I,______

TOTAL incl. zolids 7.2 ,0 cO 26,51-7, 000 7,' %000

Notes:
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APPENDIX Ell -

ELE24ENT COST SUMMARY, i STD.

Alternative: 05 5V)- Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. , 2 0 6) .. 0 S,00 0 1 ,7 7, 00 C)

Service Area Conveyance, Land 0O V_00 o

Treatment Facilities, Const. I0 0Fj.O 0 6) 7,', OO2 ZI 617, O00

Treatment Facilities, Land ___,__0_ _ ,________

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 2. 531, 0oo &21,oo 0 3.)60,000

Disposal Conveyance, Land _ ,____0_2,000

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. ,'oS00,06 4,52q, 00

Land Application, Land 0 vOOL 5D 000

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 5Q J.-o 0 10,401,000 1,103, 000

Subtotal w/o solids, land 6/3,OOo __ 13, D__ 0

Total w/o solids /,3 1 q00 10,402,00o 41,7/&,00C

Solids Facilities, Const. /,S2'q,9o Do 2

Solids Facilities, Land 40,000 5_____

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 1 /2 , 4L .- D

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND .CiL 6 -  b

TOTAL incl. solids _Zo, /2 , '.5 o 00 0 ,' 54,0

Notes:

701.1-65



APPENDIX
ELMENT COST SUMARY, STD.

Alternative: _ -__ Subalternative: 4 ,/ YE."/,o Pr/,.. Pe

Capital 0 & M Total
Coat Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Cont.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Conot. <6/Z, 6 O> /.2I, 0 0 o op

Treatment Facilities, Land ___ ._____ _ 6,Oo0)

Disposal Conva;ance, Const. 5(OOQ Q QQ V, 00,0

Disposal Conveyance, Land ,/ 00 _ S/00

Reservoir Storage, Coast. 7 0 2-1,00 0  521, 00

Reservoir Storage, Land ;,. OOQ 27o~ooo

Land Application, Const. .(01 0 00o ,/ (e. 5f7, ZJ7, o0

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue 122,,0'2,oc:, 2 2. .oo0

Subtotal v/o solids, construction 00 t 9 2,Oo0 7 &2V.;opc

Subtotal w/o solids, land _0 _______ __,___.___

Total v/o solids Z 000 9 0 o Zoop o , ,k , S 00

Solids Facilities, Const. CZ,3 00'02 2 Q. 0 -,2S',oe

Solids Facilities, Land 10O,

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. ! /3.L. O '/2'

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND. 7 2,o o _000 7_

TOTAL incl. solids 7 55.9 00 ________ _ _F,, o_;

Notes:
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APPENDIX J-f Z

ELEMENT COST SUMARY, i[ .STD.

Alternative: IV- Subalternative: V

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 3,271 000- 4 O, O&oC 09,O09

Service Area Conveyance, Land ;, _ 00 1,O00

Treatment Facilities, Const. /34_099.__0 0 ) D

Treatment Facilities, Land 0__, O0___-_____

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 9'22 . 000 /I, 0oo /,0/6, oo

Disposal Conveyance, Land /,_O___ /,006

Reservoir Storage, Const. c,_7_oo_ 00. 2Oo 2,167,c000

Reservoir Storage, Land 'Z o Z/0 0 D

Land Application, Const. , 0,O0. 71,0O0 6.0010.000

Land Application, Land 721$012 .725,j00t

Land Application, Revenue .<1..__7, 002/%

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 157 Q 0 / 9 0 41 22-S' 7 o

Subtotal w/o solids, land ./______, _ 0_00_I____

Total w/o solids /A o3O,OO 642,0oL /527 ,cooo Z

Solids Facilities, Const. ZSOc zg-,O0o

Solids Facilities, Lnd 00r, ____/, -

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 09 0 ' 1q,2$" oo

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND __0 Y_5 _ D_ D. 0 q,

TOTAL incl. solids / 31, 0 OZ) -70 oo..) 11.2). 0-o

Notes:

701.1-67



APPENDIX
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, S'TD3 Sin.

Alternative: 6V- Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost 

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 9,751, 000 72 I, 0 oo '0, oo

Service Area Conveyance, Land 2,000 ,2,000

Treatment Facilities, Const. D. 000 I, 0 0 39, 000

Treatment Facilities, Land 1400, 0 (0

Disposal Conveyance, Const. /,041, 000 323,000 I,377,000

Disposal Conveyance, Land I,0L iOO k
Reservoir Storage, Const. 3fz'.O ~b O D2Oo 3./t,0o

Resewvoir Storage, Land Oa4/,00 2 p/,0Op

Land Application, Const. H/. 107, 0o 1,6 600 12, 75 o

Land Application, Land 0 0',000 ', 5 ,0 t
Land Applicat1in, Revenue < I, 03.> Z, 2,o0.

Subtotal v/o so).'4s, construction 2 77 006 q9, 0 o .7, 2 5Z o,

Subtotal v/o solids, land .0 S 00o sOZ S oO

Total v/o solids 71I9,000 9-~l,00o Z, 28 0.60

Solids Facilities, Const. Po__0__.R 0

Solids Facilities, Land 21'10D Z,O 0

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. ;774,-00 - 27, 313,000

SUBTOTA incl. solids, LAND 14 017,00 __ ______

TOTAL incl. solids 2 ,&-0 I, 0oo -__1, 0 0 0 .,3'o .oD

Notes:

701.1-68
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APPENDIX KL
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, STD.

Alternative: ______- _ Subalternative: F.1I Year 4, Pru4re ?e

Capital 0 & K Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. ____,___ 5(p, __ o C>__

Service Area Conveyance, Land 5 000 5000

Treatment Facilities, Const. < iZ,O000 to, 2q 6, O0 7 o

Treatment Facilities, Land -. 2G, 0a) (26.,COO)

Disposal Conveyance, Const. C)70 .0o LA60L5,000 293_0?

Disposal Conveyance, Land /I(. 000________

Reservoir Storage, Const. 2.OOL) ____-_o_ _ ,z3 ),o 0

Reservoir Storage, Land _ 00_ _, _0

Land Application, Const. 0op -7, 2 ,0p . 3 ,OO

Land Application, Land ______0_ 0 . o

Land Application, Revenue <13,1i > / ,

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 2 71(, QQ0 , OQ M,70/, 6o

Subtotal w/o solids, land 0_,_____)

Total w/o solids 8 '3'IOo5~b

Solids Facilities, Const. 37 Z/,.5" c) .4572),

Solids Facilities, Land ._//___ 0 /)5)

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 7 43, 260 35,07',??,6Y

SUBTOTAL inel. solids, LAND 7: "' 4 C " )

TOTAL incl. solids .02. 07.00 I/, <'0co~ /cZ,[ C7,0.)

Notes:

701.1-6)



APPENDIX T"
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, H93 STD.

Alternative: ,c+SV)-e Subalternative: Ful// ea/ io , P

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 0,____, __ 0 26-_h__0 367,o0e

Service Area Conveyance, Land q, 0 Q ______

Treatment Facilities, Const. 5"Y,32, 0 0o 12,020, oo ,D C

Treatment Facilities, Land _ D40 <,2,000)

Disposal Conveyance, Const. ;2, 1, 1, 009 0 MI

Disposal Conveyance, Land 14, 000 0 6, _ _

Reservoir Storage, Const. A 272,0Oo Z-/h, t. _Z/_00()_0_

Reservoir Storage, Land 30O, 000 300,00

Land Application, Const. 5,700 t, oo oi 7,00o .

Land Application, Land I0 , Q o ._____,__

Land Application, Revenue <15 0 ,O0) R/ 3, oooO

Subtotal w/o solids, construction '7.231,ooo /0 2(,-0b 107,467,0

Subtotal v/o solids, land 10, jo'0t OO0 I,0,' 00

Total v/o solids IOt, 131i00V 10, Z3,opo /I. 375Lb

Solids Facilities, Const. 1,201,00o 5" %4,o'0 G/Q' , 0o

Solids Facilities, Land 130 000 I 30,L)O

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 8./.2,600 I25 , 1I#09 //6 o

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 0; 3~oO 03,,0

TOTAL incl. solias 10',47o,ooo .a Z,ooo IZ/,oz6oQ

Notes:
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APPENDIX i rr
ELE4ENT COST SUMMARY, I '3 STD.

Aliternative: (cN E).. Subalternative: F 0/% le ;e,, Re;

Capital 0 & M Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. /, ooo. 0 ,0 ,$oo / 4 ,. o

Setvice Area Conveyance, Land 7, 000 7 ,

Treatment Facilities, Const. 9,'g , 00( 13,lti.C00 3

Treatment Facilities, Land .<24,000 <2(o, 00.>

Disposal Conveyance, Const. , 7/5L 00o0 ,00 C ',00 D

Disposal Conveyance, Land 17,O00 .17, 0 0 Q

Reservoir Storage, Const. 6 2/9- 000 1 0, Do b

Reservoir Storage, Land 3( ,oo1,

Land Applicatiun, Const. Q Q0.-.:.L :,O0o"

Land Application, Land 0 00.4 34,OOO

Land Application, Revenue <I7,3o,,00> (IZ.30l.o0Q4

Subtotal w/o solids, construction /15,'[/',O' -/40,0o /.Z.005A.

Subtotal w/o solids, land //1,O , (/, 952,00o

Total w/o solids j/3j 0 0  /IA;n,000 D~,i7OD

Solids Facilities, Const. L),Q l) 0 .7 V56

Solids Facilities, Land I,,00o /Ycoc

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. ,17, /Z 0 o 1, .. 31,'2o, 6oc

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND .2, 0is, 000 __.,0_____

TOTAL incl. solids 1.4,,LCX 17,7,o2 0.0 /3.5 ooO

Notes:
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APPENDIX -lt7
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, 11Y3 STD.

Alternative: 413* V) -, Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 12,73,00 0 121/,O o I 'iO00_

Service Area Conveyance, Land It,00 0 41,000

Treatment Facilities, Const. 0 5, 000 ,0 5Oo' ,32,O0

Treatment Facilities, Land /2',OO _0_ _

Disposal Conveyance, Const. ; 7, Do 0 7-M( 72QO

Disposal Conveyance, Land ______/_0___

Reservoir Storage, Const. .O0 ', I,., 00

Reservoir Storage, Land Z, 0 _. OO

Land Application, Const. / 70, 0009o 2 5g op L-! ' .boo

Land Application, Land 2O2, 0, Q

Land Application, Revenue <', jI1,ooo> <JR-i o 66

Subtotal w/o solids, construction . all 000 ," ,OOp M,771. N0O

Subtotal w/o solids, land 4_ 0 _ ,0O /,bo

Total w/o solids '3. o210 00 4/&6 5_;_&/_0_ 0

Solids Facilities, Const. _,._ 00o 8'000

Solids 'acilities, Land 2_______,00_

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. .5i7,000 3zSA (00

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND . 5'&4,__

TOTAL incl. solids 41,,2 2,ooo 517,o0o '4,7 z, 0o0

Notes:

701.1-72



APPENDIX
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, / STD.

Alternative: - . Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. /2 067_000____".____

Treatment Facilities, Land ' ', (C)k " . " ,>

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land______________

Land Application, Const. __

Land Application, Land __

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction /Z d7, -, 34, ,d.

Subtotal w/o solids, land >,C __________

Total w/o solids 7 /,'-. d' 3t, .

Solids Facilities, Const. <5 72. .. ;'.." . 7-/.)

Solids Facilities, Land /12!5__ ____'___o

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. ,_,_"_.__ .. /

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND /' " / __

TOTAL incl. solids ,/ ", °' 'I '''-

Notes:

701.1-73



APPENDIX -

ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, ______ STD.

Alternative: , -', Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. 1,4 / 1
7 ' ,  / . '

"

Treatment Facilities, Land -_"__, _

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 77e ,,

Dieposal Conveyance, Land ______ . , c ' 2

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. Z. 7, 6100 - " r )2(

Land Application, Land ______ _________

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction Z/c ' /Z., 45, 74.

Subtotal w/o solids, land _____. ___

Total w/o solids 4e - -U ? Z Z

Solids Facilities, Const. . 5:g."i(,,1 '/.17t5

Solids Facilities, Land -".-c',"

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. ____.__.._ ?h 3df. l5L

SUBTOTAL incl. -olids, LAND r.,'" " 'Z ?Z'

TOTAL incl. solids - ,-:/. j C" - ' "

Notes:

701 .1-74



APPENDIX
ELEKENT COST SUMMAY, / 5 STD.

Alternative: "-fe Subalternative:

Capital 0 &M Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. lee____ L4.z ' . ./2e.6

Treatment Facilities, Land 'V 3,& 7 _____

Disposal Conveyance, Const. ?0. etto / !!L. LIM q , d c

Disposal Conveyance, Land ____0 _ . OOO

Reservoir Storage, Coast. C l o /.',pQd

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. '/2

Land Application, Land 0. O0c'

Land Application, Revenue . <437 4I /)t0

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 4 ./ , at, 7. 7/6,eael

Subtotal w/o solids, land d, /?ov 3,/qO,006

Total w/o solids 4z /12 U, 14 ,r 40, '064.&M

Solids Facilities, Const. z ,> z/ a00

Solids Facilities, Land e0. .,

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL inal. solids, CONST. 3 , J -OS",7og

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND _,___°____ ,.! 3,dc00

TOTAL incl. solids C' -LT e, 2.,

Notes:

701.1-75



i :: APPENDIXi ._ ____ ELEH.N Sbl.avaCOST S~a,, 795- STD. l

Alternative: ('/) - Subalternative:

Capital Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. ,

Service Area Conveyance, Land eve_

Treatment Facilities, Coust. ~~5~~,'

Treatment Facilities, Land __________7

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

leservoir Storage, Land

Laud Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction /2/1 ' .. ',,

Subtotal w/o solids. land 4',Z. O7ee ? 1 odgY

Total w/o solids 14 z4Zgf 1,.6 4 ZM

Solids Facilities, Const. ZZ3 !O > ?/Z0 d

Solids Facilities, Land /Aot)_ / 14f

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. #Z d71 2g/ / d7 .e W7/r.4 ,'4

4. SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND /___

TOTAL incl. solids /4z.' Z /, ?6_ / 'Z ,O00

Notes:

701.1-76



A-

APPENDIX ---,L-
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, STD.

Alternative: AS) 41ez2 Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. f V9_1__,_ 0

Service Area Conveyance, Land ell Q6 _ 41_o

Treatment Facilities, Conast. 130 clew /Z. 8 ,4O

Treatment Facilities, Land L 32. p p7 4 0

Disposal Conveyance, Const. PI, _ ,__ 4-, 4_

Disposal Conveyance, Land OJdd

Reservoir Storage, Const. __

Reservoir Storage, Land __

Land Application, Coast. , ZO4. dee /j ds,od 4, Z f QC6

Land Application, Land 4ooge' 4j6)4d

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction . 46Z ,r /z. dOd.4z Z , cc

Subtotal w/o solids, land AM-=____ 375, C'i

Total w/o solids /f 4 /d4dO . .. .c;

Solids Facilities, Const. < z 'z '3, eeO .(c

Solids Facilities, Land ___ __Z _ _do

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. /7.Z9.c, /, ,/'ZdC"6' 3'.j7/, ,j/

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND _ ,__ .. ?cc5, ",y:

TOTAL inc. solids /& ~ ~~ 3!(~ S7f

Notes:

701.1-77



APPENDIX
ELEMENT COST SUM{ARY1 STD.

Alternative: (NS) e /,° Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. .9 . . 0

Service Area Conveyance, Land _ ___ .________

Treatment Facilities, Const. '/ WO 7 /50o At 1Z. razeM

Treatment Facilities, Land z 3Z, 0eo'7 Z Z' _ O___

Disposal Conveyance, Const. Z& A,. add / 1/.,,OvC)

Disposal Conveyance, Land deg____0__

Reservoir Storage, Const. Z, /1O7 7Z,1640., Z4,,104

Reservoir Storage, Land 940 40 Z.44

Land Application, Const. U. 7Uae o

Land Application, Land d0 dtl -A

Land Application, Revenue . c4700

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 33 'l o jee 7 7,j0/?

Subtotal w/o solids, land

Total v/o solids 4.gn, O 6 / .A 40a Z Jo#

Solids Facilities, Const. 4 Z.O6 • 7,c0 6 da --6

Solids Facilities, Land /______. /z 0o

Solids Facilities, Revenue

4SUBTOTAL inc. solids, CONST. 3' I /S/7'O _7g 0e

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND _3 W/ 13, _l_

TOTAL incl. solids 37 0 ..e0 /?.50Z 00g . ?STcc

Notes:

701.1-78



APPENDIX ZMa
ELEENT COST SUMARY,--J- STD.

Alternative: ( 5l -oc- Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 9 1 da _4 7, o0

Service Area Conveyance, Land ___0 040

Treatment Facilities, Const. st;9"E,0op 4K41/ ,O7

Treatment Facilities, Land / 3,000) L .

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction Z66. 17; ll, ra 5 3. 10, 0

Subtotal w/o solids,,land _ /_._0 y .,000

Total w/o solids Z 7.zl//Q/ 00. 37'-7.ti

Solids Facilities, Const. 1 4  , f e /0/ £

Solids Facilities, Land

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 3/,350,606 . I /!L .0ae -c;S('.C

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND /5.C _

TOTAL incl. solids 54 7,,106 57Z-ZVV

Notes:

701.1-79



APPENDIX

ELEMENT COST SUMMARJY, STD.

Alternative: (C + 5U)4 o-/.I Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. Z Qot i./0 ,6 ao37n

Service Area Conveyance, Land 0000

Treatment Facilities, Const. lI!0.laj ane ,/ 74  0oa

Treatment Facilities, Land /2,666) 344 607

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 6 3ZZ. O -72 ZF?'00

Disposal Conveyance, Land 'o-a d.o00

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. 3. grZ ". 00 46g 206

Land Application, Land f 0 0 06 1U

Land Application, Revenue <

Subtotal w/o solids, construcion Z4./ 1900:06 p ) 47/ 74 "/ cn,

Subtotal v/o solids, land C/oe 4/0, d06

Total w/o solids add -00 1- 74 00 4zo 3 .

Solids Facilities, Const. Z, 030 00 0O7 ,Ce'I

Solids facilities, Land 54 000 , 5-_,_

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. Z,'613,e3oa Z4 0/ -3oU C /0)/6,(,

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 4dt00 ".4

TOTAL incl. solids 6. 710 Qa 7 ,00 e-1,11,F0.0

Notes:

701.1-80



APPENDIX .
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, ,PS- SM.

Al t ernat ive " S ')0-/- Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. L ?OC2 Onn 1, 36;7,00d

Service Area Conveyance, Land _ _ e 0000

Treatment Facilities, Const. (00 51 0 0 O- 1e n, 0 i 0o

Treatment Facilities, Land Z,, Qw 4 3 Z, 000v

Disposal Conveyance, Const. . 00 .:4zq; Qo/.3 3, oo0

Disposal Conveyance, Land 6,000 ()o 000

Reservoir Storage, Const. Z-.Z76,00n Z:61t0 3 ,

Reservoir Storage, Land 107,000 107.000

Land Application, Const. ZO.U.5jOn 3 5. 6.3. .000

Land Application, Land 7,0 415 on 0

Land Application, Revenue .

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 1 Z7!2 "4e coo

Subtotal w/o solids, land 0_ Ia.,o0

Total w/o solids 53, #07 ,/6, , V/,,C

Solids Facilities, Const. Z) ', O y , 0_ 7f,

Solids Facilities, Land 5-<,000 54406

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. so]ids, CONST. 00 Z/, 7JI,02 .7_.. !.oC

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND z______

TOTAL incl. solids .5.' ("0 0, j .. I O ]

Notes:

701.1-81



APPENDIX _
ELEMENT COST S I 'l? ST.

Alternative: fAJ5 4S5U) - v- Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. i.-L .7c; 0Q o 3.(boaoo

Servicte Area C6nveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. 76roJ*J.OQ0 Z 19. o 00 0

Treatment Facilities, Land &z.000 (,ZO0

Disposal Conveyance, Const.

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Applic&tion, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 3 0'S ,00 3 0)0 Fe4. oe MO

Subtotal w/o solids, land , .000

Total v/o solids 30.0T4.000 U;974,606

Solids Facilities, Const. 3. 346.006 7,739,oo /6

Solids Facilities, Land 1 .1

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. tjZ, Z31,O00 31, RZ'O0 L O s4, o p rr)

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND I

TOTAL incl. solids f4(6;,)41 37. 123Oo0 -z 35, r

Notes:
701.1-82



APPENDIX Kic
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, l STD.

Alternative: (C N5+5V),A/4 Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. Z'5724 4 ,0 13.66160,r)

Service Area Coiveyance, Land ;O 7OO

Treatment Facilities, Const. 10, 1"6, 0 00 16 1"1,oe) U, 710o, o o

'Treatment Facilities, Land '-eZ O 3 2. 0 0

Disposal Conveyance, Const. (a 97..00 _ 71, e 9q. C

Disposal Conveyance, Land -32 040

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. Lz I00 so 7Q. -I oo

Land Application, Land S0 Op,0

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 5 3 .O-,')rj J 3 o 3 ZcLoO

Subtotal w/o solids, land ... ________

Total w/o solids euc) Iq,.006 53 7 F'bO0

Solids Facilities, Const. 7, ]D; 4.da2Q..

Solids Facilities, Land S OcI, 0O

Solids Facilities, Revenue _

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 7,,? OOO 4,

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 45.c 0  54.C)OO

TOTAL incl. solids 171 +.fQ0 Z " 5 OM 64, SJC

Notes:

701.1-61



. EMIENT COST SUMAY, IM' S- .

MOAlternative:C+ 145+$S)-W/t Subalternative: _

, Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

ServI4.3 Area Conveyance, Const. J"L g fTl0 1 13JbO,!2 0

Service Area Conveyance, Land 70 7.000

Treatment Facilities, Const. .n.Q 3.,A, n .. r o) .g61 ,ooo

Treatment Facilities, Land L
Disposal Conveyance, Coast. 10, .fm Q_ I,' E'M6o00 A. ao

Disposal Conveyance, Land O. O

Reservoir Storage, Coast. o 7,6o00ae

Reservoir Storage, Land //f/: o

Land Application, Coast. A .3,Z5,.000 Z . tide

Land A, .. fation, Land coMo0

Land App.ication, Revenue <4,o010a 9> ,

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 0 '.g c 7L, in. 00 -

Subtotal w/o solids, land "d --

Tot.al v/o solids 6 21.fdL Y40006 IDT7 o 7 7,6

Solids Facilities, Coast. ',, o'(6.7 (o .4jnor) !4i$.9QQLO0

Solids Facilities, Land 5%00

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SU TOTPI incl. solids, CONST. 7 25SCOO j44 Z 'L0 0 7

SUBTOTA , 1. solids, LAND A404,__ _0,

TOTAL incl. solids 'S&l F Oe Z4. zV wL.'0/ Pr

Notes:

701.1-84



APPENDIX -
ELEKENT COST SUMMARY, iFSr STD.

Alternative: A/5- 4t4- Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 3 O#5000 0zq, 000

Service Area Conveyance, Land 100

Treatment Facilities, Const. 0.7 00 12g Q 3.0on .L,.69.oot

Treatment Facilities, Land 59.' 000

Disposal Conveyance, Const. Z' 062OO _ 0. 000 ?,'311,000

Disposal Conveyance, Land 13___O060_

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue < >

Subtotal w/o solids, construction __ 5| Q 6 ,3.4O. 000

Subtotal w/o solids, land 73,0c 7___0_ 0

Total w/o solids ' 4,ZSoO00 13, 47

Solids Facilities, Const. 1.017* o00 1i .nQ Z, Z5fqc!Pc

Solids Facilities, Land 015000

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 10.) 'o, 000 513Z ALoq I0./; ',

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 98.00oo '?k. _2 a

TOTAL J-1. solids /O:0 ,?O0c_ .,ZLQQO0 N51 72 7,lt,

Notes:

701.1-85



APPENDIXZEKENT COST SUMMARY, STD.

Alternative: A5 - Subalternative:

Capital 0 & H Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. .'31f oo 4zICoo

Service Area Conveyance, Land 1,000

Treatment Facilities, Const. ! 1 21.4aI a 90

Treatment Facilities, Land _ __0__ _

Disposal Conveyance, Const. V?.060 12.000 ____ _, 000

Disposal Conveyance, Land __I,__0

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. "z4'. 006

Land Application, Land 7; 000 71 000

Land Application, Revenue <

Subtotal w/o solids, construction _ ,Z o L 0 3 ,197. 00a

Subtotal w/o solids, land _____0______

Total v/o solids 5, 107 0 co

Solids Facilities, Const. in.000 t)711600.()V 0

Solida Facilities, Land /4,00

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solid!, CONST. 5 Mj q. 75. 7 E4. 00 0

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND -___

TOTAL incl. solids JI z 000 7,7 6 ) 113 } 3 ,680

Notes:

701.1-86

I\



APPENDIX
ELEHENT COST SARY,/ 'Y STD.

Alternative: f 5 -Aa/.L Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 257, 4O00 coo

Service Area Conveyance, Land 40Q.

Treatment Facilities, Const. I la, O..OOa

Troatment Facilities, Land 1540

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 2, O : 060 Z3 0006

Disposal Conveyance, Land Z.000_

Reservoir Storage, Const. 15 3 0 03 1) 000

Reservoir Storage, Land 7 o

Land Application, Const. t 00o 3! 000 3: F5 3.0o0

Land Application, Land ' 5q * 600

Land Application, Revenue 66().0 >

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 5: .7 emZ.,0 00 .104Q
Subtotal w/o solids, land g7 on,

Total w/o solids i 0o 000 1Zno /+4.oq'

Solids Facilities, Const. * Z;OOC) , " 6 0()Q

Solids Facilities, Lid 0O0.

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. IJ_ poo 3,'-5" 0 t0 1, 0 0c

SUBTOTAL Incl. solids, LAND __

TOTAL incl. solids 03o3, ooCo 3,3j,: ) /o 37,C> 0

Notes:

701.1-81



APPENDIX 1
ELEMENT COST SUKHARY, j STD.

Alternative: 5wV- sW Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. _

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. 1O, 61, 060 7, 16(08', 06 0 I7,9g7,000

Treatment Facilities, Land 40, 6oe q0, 000

Disposal Conveyance, Const. I,17,dO 65O0 I,1(02,000

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction I2,Iq,,000 7,233,000 I, q2f ,oO

Subtotal w/o solids,, land 40,000 4OOOu

Total w/o solids I Z.z 0Ov 7,27,00o 11,46oo o

Solids Facilities, Const. 1. (OZI, 0" I,'107,O0o 3,52r,000

Solids Facilities, Land 3I, 00C I,000

Solids Facilities, Revenue <

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. i31,7, 600 , q0 000 22,JT7,0O0

,UBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 71,000 7,000

TOTAL incl. solids 13, &Y, O0) 5,'1Y,006 2 ,oag',0)

Notes:

701-88



APPENDIX j-q
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, I .S STD.

Alternative: SV- s$/£-p Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. ____ _000 f,71-,006 13, l,oooo

Treatment Facilities, Land .Oo __ .o___

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 37/, 00 u 27,0oo ____ 00 _

Disposal Conveyance, Land 2,O00 ___

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. 7i,00o0 1I,1o0 "

Land Application, Land ,0 0 Do 0

Land Application, Revenue <

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 137,1 ' 00o v, oo o (,)9,o00

Subtotal w/o solids, land q 3,00 vooo

Total w/o solids 13, 7&,O00 o 0 JZ7, o

Solids Facilities, Const. 000 . '.7,p00 3A5o',o0

Solids Iacilities, Land 2,oo O 25,CO 0

Solids Facilities, Revenue < J

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. I5L'O 6.O00 72 ,Q' 00602, O
SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 0__ ,OO _ ___ __ o ___

TOTAL incl. solids 1_ ,000 T:_,__ 00U 22,7 0,00

Notes:

701.1-89



APPENDIX -r
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, _jK ST.

Alternative: SV~U -W Subalternative:

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Conast. 2.2Z7, 050,000 3 ,977, oO q

Service Area Conveyance, Land J,000 ,0 0

Treatment Facilities, Const. 6,707,00o , QOOQ , (043,Oo

Treatment Facilities, Land 4, 0 00 26,000

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 2, I,00 0 (1O,0o 2,%l&,00O

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const. f(.l04,00_ 00 go ,o

Reservoir Storage, Land io000 IOS,, 0o

Land Application, Const. + 4371,0o (aZZ, Ooo S,1i,ooo

Land Application, Land 1040,0o '-O O

Land Application, Revenue < IZ,, 000 > .1 i lzS3o0->

Subtotal v/o solids, construction 170 7 7 0 o4 4, o0 21,513 000

Subtotal w/o solids, land 771e, .. 772,ooo

Total v/o solids I9 5,D33 00 3jq4,O0O zz8,Ooo

Solids Facilities, Const. Ilo(,O0O, _709  , 000

Solids Facilities, Land 25,000 1, ooO

Solids Facilitie3, Revenue

SUBTOTAL inl. solids, CONST. j ,0u. W, 000 2 5* , 0

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 301,OOO 0_0

TOTAL incl. solids 20, I 'r,000 S]63 000 :2, .22o00

Notes:

701.1-90



APPENDIX JW6
ELEMENT COST SUMARY, i'. STD.

Alternative: (NS t 5V) -5u Subalternative:

Capital 0 &M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 163, 000 640.O60 6,603,000

Service Area Conveyance, Land ?'000 00 o.

Treatment Facilities, Const. 1 .' I./ O0 0 0.DO 3 1,000

Treatment Facilities, Land , oo o 57,000

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 2,060 DO 0 8'6,000 2_, _0 0

Disposal Conveyance, Land

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Coast.

Land Application, Land

Land Application, Revenue

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 22, Opo I=0000 1 , 000 , ' Ooo

Subtotal w/o solids, land 6,0o0 , OO

Total w/o solids 2 2 , 27, 0 0 0  10, ,6OpO 3 S 353, 000

Solids Facilities, Const. 2,22____ o . M 2,'/, 000 ',s'.,00

Solids Facilities, Land s'000 4S, oo0

Solids Facilities, Revenue ( .

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 2lY17, C0O 12,7 3 DO .375 , c,

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND iI0 (10,0CC0

TOTAL incl. solids 5, 27 .- 7S'ooo 2r,0Mc0 o,)o

No. es:

."01.1-91



APPENDIX TO.
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, * STD.All , e, Wo7o -Dem, fi, 4,eai,;0Alterneanaivee (e4 Ns;'o

Altrntiv: C. )N5SW/4' Subalternative: Pre 7ea,?Lmen* -1o Pere of,on

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. .L 76J,000 526,00U ' Vo

Service Area Conveyance, Land 5100 _ _ 0

Treatment Facilities, Const. 4, p I' o , qQ,000 M ,0,oo

Treatment Facilities, Land <2 /, 0 0 a > __

Disposal Conveyance, Const. " L 0(; Cl Y13000 10, +qg 00 0

Disposal Conveyance, Land 210,0o ,, 0ooo

Reservoir Storage, Const.

Reservoir Storage, Land

Land Application, Const. 3,20 ,, o 0007,000 2 6/0o0

Land Application, Land /001 000 00,00o

Land Application, Revenue <

Subtotal w/o solids, construction £ , q N,000 17,3,?,O00o 3 5, 00, O6

Subtotal w/o solids,, land 3  07o Oo -Mooo

Total v/o solids Ph', 0. O0 0 17,396oop 3( 2z(1, 00o0

Solids Facilities, Const. Z3, 006 > 6, 0ZF,00o £S 0aO0

Solids Facilities, Land /2 ,00 /Z OO

Solids Facilities, Revenue < >

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 9,231/,ooo 23,4/44,0,' '/, *" 0)

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 5/ / 6o 0 .5_,,_

TOTAL incl. solids 1?,7 ,00 o ,4y-, 00 4 151',OO)

Notes:

701.1-92



APPENDIX Y)>
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, J STD.

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. ., 7 .0 O 52(0,OOO S,2YSo0c

Service Area Conveyance, Land !F, _ _ Oo

Treatment Facilities, Const. <_q 00_ > 9,2Z-O,oo __ 5,7S6, oo_

Treatment Facilities, Land ,24000 >(2coo

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 30 70 o00 6O O , ,OOo 29, o0 Soo

Disposal Conveyance, Land /6,00 /6,000

Reservoir Storage, Const. C,. 0 O /,000 6,2; .00o

Reservoir Storage, Land 2 0.L) _O 2_ _ O0o

Land Application, Const. 4Z,5&30,000 7,29. ooo _",123,000

Land Application, Land 9,3510o 0 _____00 o

Land Application, Revenue <13/.,op > I.AS bocj'Oj

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 7 ?14, oo u .'1o6x0 o 60 0 goo

Subtotal w/o solids, land o,____ 0 1,6 7q,000

Total w/o solids ? 5 3 CO O 4, 06,00 C, 475. 00 o

Solids Facilities, Const. 2Z3,0O o , 2S 000 o7 2, o

Solids Facilities, Land 7',00 o _______

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 7J671,Ioo Ip, 201010 S_7_Z, _ ___

SUBTOTAL Incl. solids, LAND 0 ,7oo, 0_ __7_____

TOTAL incl. solids DoY , 0 .. ;,20ooo ., 100L

Notes:

701.1-93



APPENDIX VC
ELEHENT COST SUMMRY, /&3 STD.5ur , erb ONd 7raiI.s

Alternative: _ __._-_ _ Subalternative: W,,Je jl ' so,

Capital 0 & M Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const.

Service Area Conveyance, Land

Treatment Facilities, Const. Z'/2' 000 ) D/OZ7, C)o ,,63506. 0

Treatment Facilities, Land Z26,0o0 < 26, OOO

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 25600 2,276,O~o 70 3.,ooo

Disposal Conveyance, Land 2,000 2,oou

Reservoir Storage, Const. 1 /2-7,0o_ ,000

Reservoir Storage, Land / , 00o 12_/1_0_0

Land Application, Const. 30,271,000 , ,0o 3!,3?,06o

Land Application, Land z,307,Ooc Z,O7, o

Land Application, Revenue .< 1 0,000> < 4o3, 6o0.>

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 'l '-,7, 000 1:7 20, oo .7 ?57, ooo

Subtotal w/o solids, land 2, 0!,0 o, 2, "400o

Total w/o solids Mq ,qI,ooo ll,1'0,ooo 0 30/,OOO_

Solids Facilities, Const. i.22 3, 000) 0 ,0o _,2S_,00_ 0

Solids Facilities, Land /03,OOo 103, OOo

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. I/ I3'1 oo00 52,12,000

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND 2,507,000 2507, ooo

TOTAL incl. solids 0 0 D 1, 600 IcOL,00o. () , 61 00

Notes:
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APPENDIX
ELEMENT COST SUMMARY, Iq 91 STD.

.5&v~e -4oOICA or^,Is

Alternative: (eS).&-' Subalternative: Wine -,j j

Capital 0 & M Total

Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 000 ,opo 5726,000 5_,Oo_...

Service Area Ccnveyance, Land 5,OOO .5,000

Treatment Facilities, Const. <('Iz000 ) I,12, oOo. 1, ?7,o0 o

Treatment Facilities, Land 426,O> 2 600

Disposal Conveyance, Const. £o 5 ooa 2,2Goo "7, ?i5,.ooo

Disposal Conveyance, Land 2,OOO 2,00o

Reservoir Storage, Const. /,'3o00 _ (2 57,oQo _ 000

Reservoir Storage, Land 
002,000 117,00

Land Application, Const. 3 0721, oo ii.. TI , ooo

Land Application, Land 2, 0 0'.O 2, ; ,900 O

Land Application, Revenue < 0073S00o > &o,.73!,.00)

Subtotal w/o solids, construction 07,o0o ZL46 Y,000 . r 5/,o0

Subtotal w/o solids, land 2,(01,00O 7,6000o

Total w/o solids '+,7&3,00o 12, 4iq 0,0o (0/,ZY 7,000

Solids Facilities, Const. K2 3,o o. _ , 12oo 1, 72,oo

Solids Facilities, Land /I 00. - II0

Solids Facilities, Revenue

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. JO 0 !ziz;,oo

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND . ....

TOTAL incl. solids IS,&7>, 170.7OO ,73,, 0 0

Notes:
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APPENDIX

EI MWENT COST SUMMARY, j_ TD si.

Alternative: (C45V)-j.-sw Subalternative: w,*o-j 4, g u

Capital 0 & M Total
Cost Cost Cost

Service Area Conveyance, Const. 7, 106,ooo , ooo ,67, oo 1;
Service Area Conveyance, Land 2,OO0 2,000

Treatment Facilities, Const. . ,32.000 12.040. 00o 1-7,52,00o

Treatment Facilities, Land 426,O00> . 26, 00'

Disposal Conveyance, Const. 5, . ,0+ o 3 0000o '_F,0, _ov

Disposal Conveyance, Land 2.00o 2,0 0

Reservoir Storage, Const. 1,(0, 000 (27,02, 0 07,0 0

Reservoir Storage, Land 1 O, 000 130, 000

Land Application, Const. 37, 33,000 _ :.000 -3, -2,000

Land Application, Land Z, SZ ,00 Z, 523, oO 0

Land Application, Revenue 07,(o3,00o > 4 7. .000>

Subtotal w/o solids, construction ... .0S,$ 0 /, 00 100 -O3o .,2 o, Oo

Subtotal w/o solids, land . 000 _,o__,_oo

Total w/o solids , D1, 0,UOO 1'+'3 l , 000 76,2q1, 0o0

Solids Facilities, Const. 1,201,000 ____6_ 000 6,!;q7,0OO

Solids Facilities, Land I3o, 000 I0, 0OO 0

Solids Facilities, Revenue <__

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, CONST. 60,0 6,00L) 9,722. 00o _ 7.O__O

SUBTOTAL incl. solids, LAND I&,ILO0_ ,161, 0 a-

TOTAL incl. solhds CCL) 722 C.)L) S 00 o

Notes:
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SECTION 701.2
ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND

ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF
CANDIDATE PLANS

Introduction

The objective of this section is to make a comparative evalua-

tion of the impact of candidate plans on economic, social and environ-

mental concerns. The candidate plans to be evaluated are the result of

initial formulation and initial cost effectiveness screening processes

as shown in Section 701.1

The checklist of concerns to be addressed in the evaluation

process is as developed in Section 401.3. The evaluations made at this

level of screening are comparative rather than absolute since the pri-

mary objective is to reduce the field of candidate plans.

Evaluation considerations are discussed first in general terms

as background for a specific narrative evaluation of each candidate plan.

The narrative evaluations for each plan are made in a standardized ques-

tion and answer format. The dialogue is necessarily repetitive since

many plans have common impacts, but it is desirable to make each narra-

tive self-contained so that the survivors of this elimination will be

understandable by themselves.

The narrative evaluations are summarized in a matrix for

comparison. An analysis of the matrix comparison follows and concludes

with a recommended selection for final consideration and refinement.

Evaluation of Sludge Disposal Impacts Not Included

All initial alternative formulation plans except the "no

701.2-1
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action" plans are based on a single common system of sludge disposal.

The formulation and evaluation of alternative sludge disposal plans is

to take place in a step subsequent to initial screening of the basic

wastewater management plan. It is recognized that all sludge disposal

alternatives are not independent of all basic wastewater management

plans and that there are significant areas of interaction.

When alternative sludge plans are applied to a reduced number

of alternative wastewater management plans, these interactions are to be

considered, including iterative analysis where necessary. Therefore,

at this point, evaluations do not include the impact of the common sludge

disposal system, which is anaerobic digestion followed by vacuum fil-

tration and cake disposal to sanitary landfill. For example, evaluations

herein of energy impact do not include thermal energy requirements for

digestion tank heating either by sludge gas or an outside eaergy source.

Evaluation of Internal Collection Systems

All alternatives except "no action" plans include collection

of sanitary sewage to a point of concentration for each of the three

major service areas. Since these internal collection systems are com-

mon to all action plans their impacts are not evaluated under each

action plan just as their costs are not included for cost effectiveness

analysis. For example the evaluations herein of all plans except the

'no action" plans do not include the positive impact on groundwater

quality due to the elimination of on-site disposal or the negative

701.2-2
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impact of massive disruption due to construction of sewer systems in

already developed areas.

The impacts of internal collection systems are evaluated in

connection with the total and partial no action plans.

Considerations for Land Irrigation

Land Ownership. Land application alternatives utilizing irri-

gation require extensive land areas. The social and economic effects

of putting new land under irrigation or augmenting the existing irriga-

tion water supply with reclaimed wastewater depend upon the assumption

of land ownership.

For the purpose of cost effectiveness analysis, the land

ownership assumption should not effect the results as measured in total

project cost, but it does effect the sectors of the economy involved.

The cost effectiveness analysis is based on ownership of all land used

for land application being testing in the wastewater management agency.

Thus, the project is charged with the cost of buying the land and

holding It throughout the planning period. Since land is salvaged at

its original cost, in conformance with cost effectiveness guidelines,

the cost of land ownership is equal to the interest on the investment,

which theoretically should be uqual to a fair rent, not including taxes.

The wastewater management agency is likewise charged with the capital

and operation costs of adding irrigation facilities to the land but

credited with the net return from the sale of the crop. Since the net

return on the crop is estimated as such it is not necessary to assume

701.2-3



who actually plants, cultivates, harvests and markets the crop. Pre-

sumably this could be either the water management agency itself or a

contractor.

Alternatives to having the wastewater management agency own

the land and operate it include the following:

(1) Owning the land but leasing back the land to operators,

including the water supply, for a fixed fee with the
leasor retaining the returns on the crop.

(2) Selling water to private landowners in a manner to an
irrigation district.

(3) Ente~ing into agreements with private landowners to take
the water and operate their farms in a way to best uti-
lize and dispose of the reclaimed wastewater.

These alternatives including the one assumed for cost effec-

tiveness can be seen to have potentially widely varying social and

economic impacts. The assumption of land ownership by the wastewater

management agency will result in the large scale displacement of people

and the removal of extensive acreage from the tax rolls. A water use

agreement with private landowners would not necessarily displace people,

but a significant number might not choose to continue farming at that

location under the restrictions of the agreement. The effect on tax

rolls can vary from complete loss of the area to an increase in

assessed valuation.

It is premature at this stage of wastewater management planning

to attempt to solve the implementation problems inherent in land owner-

ship and operation for land irrigation. The very fact that it is an

implementation problem is a significant impact to be considered in

701.2-4



comparative evaluai- with other alternatives. For the pur'ose of

this level of evaluati-)u, it is judged that preempting of any large

scale area for irrigation with reclaimed wastewater constitutes a nega-

tive impact with respect to dislocation of people and disruption of

accustomed patterns. Specific sites differ in the degree of potential

dislocation due to the differing densities of present occupation. Rel-

atively large ownerships, averaging 160 acres or more predominate in

all three areas.

Due to the lower existing intensity of agriculture in the

Airways Heights area, disruptLve potential is evaluated lowest of the

three sites. Williams Valley is ranked second lowest due to the fact

that the use under irrigated conditions is practically the same as at

present. The Peone Prairie is ranked as having the highest disruptive

potential due to the change in crops.

The eastern part of the Spokane Valley is not used as an irri-

gation site in any of the developed plan alternatives for reasons dis-

cussed elsewhere. It should be noted, however, that another reason for

not using the Spokane Valley as a disposal site is its potential for a

very high degree of disruption due to land ownership in relatively small

holdings of diverse use.

Cost effectiveness analysis does not include a cost item for

relocation, only the land value is charged. Experience in one site

where a large scale ]and acquisition was made for wastewater irrigation

(Muskegon 'County, Michigan) indicated that relocation costs added 20

percent to land costs.

701.2-5



Productivity. The lands available for irrigation in the study

area vary widely in their present productivity and their future poten-

tial under irrigation. Thus the potential for overall economic gain to

the region is highly variable and must be considered on an individual

site basis. The following discussions for the three sites are the

basis for the brief statements of impact under the respective plans

which utilize these sites.

Williams Valley: This area is estimated to be eighty percent

cultivated at present, predominantly in alfalfa and permanent pasture

and some grain. Soil is fair and sandy. Most is dry farmed but there

are some areas under irrigation from both groundwater and surface water

sources. The natural supply of moisture from rainfall, 20 to 23 inches,

and moisture holding capacity of the soil at 5 to 8 inches, naturally

satisfies the soil moisture needs moderately well, considering the

length of the growing season. The addition of an irrigation supply is

estimated to increase productivity approximately 25 percent over current

levels, with the growing season becoming the primary limiting factor in

crop yield.

The expected incremental productivity is estimated to be $25

per acre per year, in current dollars (neglecting the cost of irriga-

tion).

Peone Prairie: This area is estimated to be more than 90

percent cultivated at present. Soil is good and the growing season is

slightly longer than the Williams Valley. Fair yields are now obtained

without irrigation in wheat, peas and lentils. Rainfall ranges from
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20 to 22 inches per year and soil moisture capacity is good due to fine

textured soil. Irrigation is estimated to increase production in the

range of 20 to 30 percent, again with the growing season as a limiting

factor. The soil in Peone Prairie is good enough to go to different

higher value crops under irrigation if markets could be developed. For

maximum water application rate, alfalfa cropping is assumed for cost

effectiveness analysis. The incremental net dollar yield, under irri-

gation but not including the cost of irrigation, is estimated to be 20

percent more than income from current crops. The increment measured in

current dollars is estimated at $20 per acre per year (neglecting the

cost of irrigation).

Airways Heights: This area has generally poor soil with low

moisture holding capacity and low rainfall. As a consequence, the

present general level of agricultural production is very low. There is

a thin layer of fine textured so'l overlying coarse materials. The

limited depth of the fine materials limits moisture holding capacity

to about 4 inches and rainfall is in the range 17 inches. Existing

agriculture is limited to low yield dry farming. Irrigation of this

area would add significantly to productivity. Due to the low moisture

holding capability of the soil, water application rates are expected

to be smaller and frequency of application higher. The expected in-

cremental productivity is estimated to be $55 per acre per year in

current dollars (neglecting the cost of irrigation).

Groundwater Quality Impacts. The intent of irrigation

application of wastewaLer is to take advantage of the advanced degree
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of treatment afforded hy the surface soil layers. Although much of the

applied water is returned to the atmosphere by evapotranspiration, some

percolation must take place in order to protect the soil from salt

buildup which would eventually render the land sterile. Thus percola-

tion to groundwater must take place unless underdrains are provided to

intercept the percolate and return it to surface waters. The percolate

which reaches groundwater will include all soluble substances not in--

corporated by plants or removed by reactions with the soil itself.

Some dissolved substances are utilized by plants in significant amounts,

but excessive rates of application can leach nutrients beyond the root

zone where they can be utilized, with the result that the unutilized

materials appear in the percolate. Thus, land irrigation will inevi-

tably impact groundwater quality to some degree; the critical concern

being whether the impact is acceptable.

The quality of the percolate and hence its degree of accep-

tability are functions of the control exercised over the irrigation

process and the kind and depth of materials overlying the water table.

These concerns are summarized in the following materials abstracted

from Pound and Crites, Vol. II (1973) pg. 59:

Nutrients that are not used by plants or fixed in the soil
can leach down to groundwater and cause contamination. The
major element of concern is nitrogen. Nitrogen in the ni-
trate form is used by plants for the growth process.
Nitrates that are not utilized are highly mobile and will
leach down to the groundwater. If concentrations are high
enough, the groundwater can become contaminated and unsuita-
ble for domestic consumption. The U.S. Public Health Service

Drinking Water Standards recommend a concentration limit of

10 mg/L for nitrate nitrogen.
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Phosphorus in the wastewater may also leach to the groundwater
if it is not used by the crop or fixed by the soil; however,
this occurrence is rare in irrigation practice. Soils with
appreciable organic or clay contents adsorb practically all
of the phosphorus applied by wastewater irrigation.

Organics can appear in groundwater when there is a high
application rate of wastewater or when there is an open soil,
such as sand or gravel, with a high percolation rate.

Organics are usually broken down by microorganisms and used

by plants--with open soils, the water carries the organics
through the soil too fast for the bacterial action to take
place.

Toxic compounds can be changed by the chemical reaction of
cation exchange and can be rendered nontoxic by bacteria
under cometabolism. Chemical precipitates that are formed
can be leached out of the soil if a heavy loading occurs or
if a significant decrease in pH occurs.

Enteric organisms usually do not reach the groundwater be-
cause they are removed or die out before the groundwater level
is reached. Where crops are grown, the groundwater is usually
kept low enough so that the organisms are eliminated from the
percolating water before it reaches the groundwater.

The TDS concentration in the groandwater is affected by the
leaching of minerals from the soil. The U.S. Public Health
Service has recommended maximum level for TDS of 500 mg/L in
public water supplies....

The expected quality of percolate from well operated irriga-

tion systems with monitoring surveillance is as follows:

Expected Concentration
Parameter Ing/1

BOD 0.3
Total N 3.0
Total P 1.0
Organics Trace
Heavy Metals None
Coliform Bacteria None
Virus Unknown
TDS Twice the Applied
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This says in effect that within the present bounds of knowl-

edge of the soil treatment mechanisms, the impact upon groundwater of

Y 'well managed wastewater irrigation on a properly selected site is

acceptable. Whatever reservations are held upon the acceptability of

impact in general have their significance when applied to specific

sites.

Williams Valley is underlain with the upstream end of the

aquifer which fills the Little Spokane Valley. From the standpoint of

soil material and depth to water table, the situation is favorable to

protection of groundwater quality. From the standpoint of groundwater

use, any impacts would effect significant numbers of water uses down-

stream.

Peone Prairie is underlain with similar aquifer materials of

lacustrine origin as the Williams Valley but the surface materials

are much finer being mostly reworked loess. From soil material and

depth standpoint, a higher level of protection is provided than the

Williams Valley. The use from the aquifer is likewise at a lower

level.

Airways Heights is underlain by the Columbia Plateau basalt

formations at relatively shallow depth and the surface materials are

very coarse sands. The basalt is vertically jointed and would admit

percolate to the top layer. Horizontal beds of low permeability mater-

ial would probably prevent recharge of lower basalt strata. The shallow

coarse soil and vertical jointed basalt provide low levels of protec-

tion of the highest horizon of the basalt aquifer. There is extensive
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use from the basalt aquifer but little is known of the horizontal move-

ment or the extent to which any impact would be felt.

Environmental Impacts. The assignment of extensive areas to

a uniform type of cropping under irrigation with reclaimed wastewater

will change the character of that area significantly from a varied crop-

ping pattern under dry farming or scattered irrigation. The change will

effect the kind of wildlife inhabiting the area. A notable habitat for

a variety of forms is the uncultivated margins of field and fence rows

which would largely be eliminated. Refer to Section 315.52. Fields

of irrigated alfalfa or pasture will be attractive to different forms

than other variegated crops. It is difficult to assign positive or

negative values to the change. Primarily for reasons of reduction in

variety, the change is evaluated as a negative impact on wildlife habi-

tat.

From an aesthetic standpoint, a similar impact results in the

change from the varied rural scene to a uniform landscape. Further-

more, the possible restrictions on public access and the designation of

a buffer zone, would highly restrict use of the area by the general

public, as for example bicycling on back roads. The impact on aesthe-

tics is evaluated as negative.

Farmlands to a limited extent provide hunting areas which

fulfill a part of the recreation need. The changes in habitat and

limitation of access again combine to create an impact that is evaluated

as negative.

Public Health Concerns. There are four primary areas of
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public health concern deriving from use of treated sewage for irriga-

tion. These are:

(1) Potential hazard from pathogens in spray generated aero-
sols.

(2) Pathogen survival on harvested crops.

(3) Pathogens and chemicals introduced into surface or ground-

waters.

(4) Exposure of workmen on the irrigated lands.

These hazards are all recognized in the proposed alternative

plans and precautions are taken. There will remain, however, the uncer-

tainties derived from limited knowledge in some aieas and the possibility

of accidents. The public health impact of irrigation alternatives is

evaluated as more negative relative to surface water and infiltration-

percolation.

Impact of Storage Facilities. In addition to the impact of

the irrigated lands themselves, consideration must be given to the im-

pact of the required storage facilities. The size of required storage

can be met economically only by open reservoirs constructed in natural

canyons. Significant land areas are involved with consequent impacts

in many categories including dislocation of people, loss of productive

land, destruction of vegetation, change in wildlife habitat, recreation

potential, aesthetics, groundwater and surface water quality.

The nature and operation of the storage reservoirs provide

little potential for positive impacts for wildlife habitat, recreation

or aesthetics that are normally associated with an artificial lake.
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The reservoirs must be either built to excessively large size with

larger volumes of dead storage or they must be operated through a wide

range of levels each year. The wide variation in levels makes the lakes

aesthetically unattractive and of marginal value for wildlife habitat.

The secondary effluent, even with disinfection, would not be acceptable

for direct recreational uses. Heavy algae growths can be expected due

to the high nutrient level in the treated wastewater.

There are also potentials for negative impacts on both sur-

face and groundwaters. The potential threat to surface waters is small

and would derive from the remote possibility of an overflow. The reser-

voirs are selected with extra volume to capture local runoff without

overflow, but there is always the chance for unusual combinations of

circumstances to cause overflow. Adequate spillways are provided in

this event to avoid structural damage. A greater potential threat

exists to groundwater. To evaluate this potential a preliminary geo-

logical irvestigation has been made for the candidate reservoir sites

and is included herein for reference as Appendix I. The specific

groundwater threat for each site is summarized below.

Prufer Reservoir Site: The reservoir bottom is moderately

permeable and the underlying aquifer joins the Mud Creek and Dragoon

Creek groundwater areas. The enclosing rock basin forms an impervious

barrier except at the dam site. Seepage under the dam from the reser-

j7oir bottom is probably controllable by construction of an adequate

cutoff wall and possible blanketing. The potential adverse ground-

water impact is evaluated as moderate.
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Old Trails Site: Both the unconsolidated overburde-i and the

basalt rock at this site are susceptible to seepage. Uncontrolled

leakage could enter the basalt groundwaters and the river terrace

materials at Camp Seven Mile. The river terrace materials eventually

drain into the Spokane River. The groundwater area affected is rela-

tively small. The potential adverse groundwater impact is evaluated as

low to moderate.

Bruce Canyon Site: If a dam foundation can be constructed on

Latah Formation leakage should be minimal at this site. If the uncon-

solidated overburden is too deep to be economically penetrated by the

dam, the site may be impractical. The leakage paths to significant

groundwater bodies in the Peone Prairie appear to be highly irregular.

Assuming that the practical construction on Latah Formation is possible

the adverse groundwater threat is evaluated as low.

Specific evaluation of the three storage sites relative to

social and environmental factors is as follows:

Prufer Reservoir Site: The site is presently occupied by

active farming. Loss of productivity and dislocation of families are

the more important negative impacts. The site is almost entirely

cleared of native growth and there are no known unusual wildlife habi-

tats.

Old Trails Site: Most of the site is occupied by dry farmed

agriculture and there are no significant stands of native growth or

wildlife habitats except those associated with the croplands. The most

significant negative impacts are those of productivity loss and dis-
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location and these are of relatively small magnitude for this site.

Bruce Canyon Site: The site is occupied by relatively small

"horse ranch" type development and significant areas of woodlot. The

negative impacts are evaluated as high for dislocation of people,

native vegetation, wildlife habitat and aesthetics.

Considerations for Land Percolation

Site Concerns. The impact caused by the change in use of a

site from its present use to that of an infiltration pond is less than

for irrigation due to the great reduction in area required. The impact

on the area effected, however, is much greater. No useful crop is

usually produced on infiltration beds although some utilize vegetative

cover. The appearance suffers a major alteration by leveling and build-

ing of dikes, control structures and access roads. The usefulness of

the site as a wildlife habitat is usually limited to wildfowl. The

site impact at specific sites is evaluated as follows:

Downriver Site (terrace on north shore of Long Lake): The

site is a gently sloping one largely covered by the open pine forest

typical of the area. The area is not developed at present but appears

to have attractive potential for residential or recreational development.

Use of the site for infiltration-percolation would have negative impacts

on wildlife habitat, natural vegetation and aesthetics.

Confluence Site: The site is partly open and partly tree

covered gently sloping undeveloped land with good recreation potential

as an addition to Riverside State Park or as residential area. Use of
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the site for infiltration-percolation would have negative impacts on

wildlife habitat, natural vegetation, aesthetics and recreation poten-

tial.

Mead Site: The site is mostly open between industrial and

agricultural areas. The major impact caused by use of this site would

be disruption of circulation and loss of industrial land potential.

Groundwater Quality Concerns. The strongest impacts of in-

filtration-percolation are on groundwater quality. In some areas

where native groundwater is scarce or quality is poor there is potential

for positive impacts by renovated wastewater recharge. In the specific

cases in this study, the natural groundwater quality is exceptionally

good and the groundwater is abundant. Hence, the addition of high

quality renovated water must be regarded as a degredation of the natural

condition to some extent. The proposed alternatives contemplate secon-

dary treated wastewaters applied at conservative rates to sites with

great depth above the saturated zone. Under these conditions the

quality of the renovated water which reaches the water table is expec-

ted to be good with respect to BOD, suspended solids and coliforms.

Knowledge of removals for heavy metals, trace elements, refractory

organics and viruses is less complete but are likewise expected to be

good. The parameters of primary concern are nitrogen and total dis-

solved solids which are known to pass freely through the soil. There

is also the possibility of some concern for long term phosphorus re-

moval where the percolate eventually discharges to a surface water

impoundment. Total dissolved solids are a concern only where the
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natural levels are high or repeated recycling is contemplated which

would cause a buildup. Neither of these conditions apply to specific

conditions for study alternatives. Specific concerns for specific

sites are as follows:

Downriver Site: The renovated wastewater is expected to

discharge to Long Lake with little opportunity for withdrawal by ground-

water users. The alternative plan is predicated on the adopted cri-

teria that general access to the groundwater downstream from the con-

fluence of the Little Spokane River can be controlled so that pretreat-

ment for nitrogen removal is not required. This likewise eliminates any

residual concern for those parameters whose removal is not completely

certain. A long term concern for exhaustion of the phosphorus holding

capacity of the soil must be kept in mind pending actual experience with

operation of the site. The overall evaluation of the Downriver Site

is for a small negative impact on groundwater quality.

Confluence Site: Alternative plans for this site include

nitrogen reduction in pretreatment requirements. Thus, although con-

trol of downstream access to the aquifer is not assumed, the renovated

water should not pose a threat on the basis of nitrogen content. Also,

the vncontrolled downstream access to the aquifer is small. Here also, the

renovated water may also reach Long Lake after relatively small hori-

zontal travel. Therefore, there could be again a long term concern

for exhaustion of phosphorus holding capacity of the soil. The overall

evaluation of the potential impact on groundwater is a very small nega-

tive one.
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Mead Site: Alternative plans include nitrogen removal in

pretreatment. The uncontrolled access to the aquifer downstream from

the site is a significantly large area so that there is an exposure to

the unknown risks involved for parameters whose performance is uncer-

tain. The path to surface waters is long so there should be little

concern for exhaustion of phosphorus holding capacity. The overall

evaluation for this site is a low negative impact.

Considerations for Surface Water Disposal

1983 Criteria. All surface water disposal alternatives to

meet 1983 Criteria include a high level of secondary treatment plus

year around or seasonal phosphorus removal with disinfection by chlori-

nation. For alternatives that include the City, seasonal nitrification

is also included to eliminate any threat of ammonia toxicity.

In the absence of a malfunction of the proposed treatment

facilities all surface water discharges under candidate plans should

make the receiving waters capable of meeting Class A conditions as

defined by the Department of Ecology. Class A waters are specified to

be suitable for all classes of water supply including domestic, fish

habitat, wildlife habitat and unrestricted recreational use. They are

further specified to have unimpaired aesthetic qualities. Therefore

the evaluation of impacts on surface water of the various plans must

concern themselves with the relative opportunity for degreiation due

to malfunction or the improvement above and beyond Class A quality

through either unusual treatment levels or complete diversion of
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treated wastewater from surface disposal.

There are three surface water discharge locations. The speci-

fic impacts for these locations with 1983 discharge criteria are evalu-

ated below with respect to use of the receiving waters for:

(1) Fish habitat.

(2) As an element of bird and wildlife habitat.

(3) Utilization as domestic, agricultural and industrial
water supply.

(4) Recreation Use.

(5) As an aesthetic element.

At City STP:

(1) At present with primary treatment fish habitat is ad-
versely affected by low DO in the stretch from the STP
to Long Lake and in Long Lake. Under natural conditions
(that is, with point source pollution eliminated but with

the man-made impoundments in place), the DO in the river
from STP to Long Lake and in the upper layers of Long
Lake would be above 8.0 mg/l at summer low flow condi-
tions; the bottom layer of Long Lake would be aerobic but
at very low (less than 2 mg/l) DO levels. Under natural
conditions, temperature would be the governing factor in
fish habitat except for the bottom layer of Long Lake.
Surface water discharges are evaluated against these
calculated natural conditions. At year 2000 with all
service areas concentrated to the City STP site, the
estimated DO below the STP at summer low flow is above
8 nV'/I and over 5 mg/l in the surface layers of Long
Lake. ft is anticipated that thc surface water dis-
charge under 1983 criteria will provide fish habitat
approaching natural conditions in the Spokane River and
in Long Lake, with the degredation being most noticeable
in the middle layers of Long Lake.

(2) The level of treatment provided by 1983 criteria would
make no significant difference in the quality of the
River froimi natural conditions as an element in bird and
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wildlife habitat.

(3) There are at present no domestic, agricultural or in-
dustrial water supplies drawn from the Spokane River
below the City STP or from Long Lake. The estimated
water quality at low flow below the STP for year 2000
with the entire service area flows to this site are com-
pared with estimated natural conditions as follows:

Forecast Values
Parameter Units Yr. 2000 Natural

Temperature 0C 13.3 12.6
Dissolved Oxygen mg/l 9.0 9.8
BOD mg/l 2.5 0.5
Total Phosphorus mg/l 0.153 0.017
Total Nitrogen mg/l 2.85 1.33
Ammonia - N mg/l 1.275 .023
Total Coliform No./100 ml 308 Unknown

The above described quality is satisfactory for agri-
cultural supply and all but the most exacting special
industrial requirements without further treatment.
Except for the coliform count listed above, the para-
meters of concern for use as a domestic supply are
those that have only recently been cited as potential
hazards such as exotic organics, chlorine compounds and
heavy metals. Considering pathogens only, the river
water could be treated to domestic supply levels by the
commor water treatment processes of chemical coagula-
tion, sand or multi-media filtration and chlorine dis-
infection. Concerns for organics and chlorine compounds
could require further treatment by carbon adsorption
and/or ozone oxidation.

The negative impacts to water supply uses are confined
almost entirely to the domestic use category and would

be significant from a cost standpoint if use for this
purpose were contemplated.

(4) The forecast river quality meets current standards for
all recre-tion uses. Despite meeting the letter of the

A law, there is no doubt that a major treated sanitary
discharge with a relatively low rate of dilution con-
stitutes a threat through potential malfunction and
through present lack of knowledge of effects from many
minor constituents. The very fact that the treated
sanitary discharge is there represents a negative impact
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on public acceptance for unrestricted recreational use.
Recreation impact has high importance since Riverside
State Park fronts the river from the City STP to the
confluence.

(5) The visual impact of surface water discharge under 1983
criteria is expected to be negligible in the Spokane
River itself. Natural (zero point source discharge)
conditions are not expected to completely eliminate
algae in Long Lake. Surface water discharge with 85
percent or more phosphorus removal is expected to
approach natural conditions and represent a large im-
provement over present conditions. The visual difference
between estimated natural conditions and projected con-
ditions with 85 percent phosphorus removal is difficult
to evaluate but is expected to be minor.

At Confluence: Alternatives which use this disposal location

include the North Spokane and Spokane Valley service areas but do not

include the City. For those alternatives which combine surface water

discharge at this point with City surface water discharge at the City

STP site, the impact on Long Lake is substantially as described above

for all three service areas to the City STP. For those alternatives

which combine surface water discharge at this point by North Spokane

and/or Spokane Valley with City land disposal, the impact on Long Lake

is in proportion to the lower volumes of effluent.

The primary difficulty with discharge at this point is that

of achieving adequate mixing since a slack water condition exists at

most times due to the back-up of Long Lake. Even with special care in

the design of diffusor facilities, there is the possibility of de-

pressed DO locally due to lack of mixing.

Evaluations of impacts are as follows:

(1) Fish habitat in the immediate vicinity of the outfall
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could experience significant negative impact. Negative
impacts on Long Lake for North Spokane and Spokane Valley
separately from City discharges are evaluated as low, and
incrementally to City discharges, as moderate.

(2) Negative impacts on bird and wildlife habitat and
aesthetic elements are evaluated as small.

(3) Negative impact on recreation use is evaluated as higher
than at City STP since this location is closer to poten-
tial points of use and because of the lower mixing po-

tential.

(4) Negative impacts on water supply uses are as evaluated
for the City STP site.

At East City Limit: This disposal site is utilized in alter-

natives to serve the Spokane Valley alone. The point of discharge is

extended by pipeline to be downstream from the main City wells to avoid

impact on City supply from river to groundwater exchange. This dis-

charge point would expose a reach of river to the inpact of treated

sanitary wastewater discharge not previously exposed, namely from the

east City boundary through the City to the City STP site. This area is

at present strongly impacted by combined sewer overflows from the City

but these are to be corrected.

(1) The negative impact on fish habitat is evaluated as low
despite the increased length of river exposure since the
combination of level of treatment and dilution should
not cause depressed dissolved oxygen or toxic conditions.
The negative impact is primarily that inherent in the
risk of a malfunction in treatment.

(2) There should be no significant impact on bird and wild-
life habitat.

(3) The recreation uses and opportunities of the river are
lower in the reach above the City STP than below. The
level of treatment and dilution combined with low recre-
ation exposure minimize negative impacts.
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limitations of present knowledge on other possible harmful constituents.

Even for this level of treatment, surface water discharge must conser-

vatively be regarded as a negative impact with respect to potential use

as domestic water supply.

For this level of treatment, there is no significant distinc-

tion between impacts for the three disposal points used in various alter-

native plans.

General Area Wide Impacts

Scope. There are a number of concerns of an economic, social

and environmental character that are impacted in some degree by all

alternative plans. The impacts on these concerns do not lend themselves

to quantification but, even without quantification, a ranking among the

alternatives is possible. Most concerns of this type are area-wide in

nature and not dependent upon the specific technology of the alternative

plan. These concerns and relative impacts are discussed below as back-

ground for the brief summary statement included in the correspondingly

numbered narrative evaluation for each specific alternative plan.

(2) Direct Economic Concerns

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of a
plan alternative have on the total supply and
availability of capital funds to meet other commu-
nity needs?

All alternative plans involve capital expenditures
which will compete with other community needs, par-
ticularly in the fields of transportation, educa-
tion, recreation and other public works. Under
other public works are included such projects as

internal sewerage construction, expansion, or
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improvement programs in support of the overall plan
7covered by the alternative plan. The level of grant

funding at the time of implementation is unknown but

could greatly effect the absolute and relative re-
quirements for capital. At the point in this study
where an implementation plan is being developed it
will be necessary to evaluate the capital needs for
the alternative relative to capital needs for other
services. At this point, a comparative evaluation
is made by ranking the candidate plans in order of

the present worth of the capital component of cost.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and
maintenance costs of a plan alternative on utility
rates and/or tax rates?

All alternative plans will involve significant
operation and maintenance costs which will have to
be met by a utility service charge or taxes or a
combination of both. These costs are not usually
subject to any relief through grants. As with capi-
tal costs, the wastewater management plan will be in
competition with other public services for the uti-
lity service and tax revenue capability of the com-
munity. The implementation plan for a recommended
alternative will put these requirements in absolute
terms and coordinate them with the tax base. At
this point, the alternatives are ranked comparative-
ly based on the equal annual cost equivalent of the
operation and maintenance costs for the planning
period.

c. What impact will any displacements caused by a plan
alternative have on employment and community real
income?

Significant long term displacement of productivity
and employment take place only for plans that in-

volve irrigation. The possible effects on produc-
tivitv and displacement of people are discussed
above under Concerns for Land Irrigation.

d. What impact will any displacements caused by a plan
alternative have on tax income of the community?

Significant displacement of land from the tax rolls

can take place for irrigation and land percolation
alternatives. For irrigation, the implementation

plan which determines whether land is to be owned
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in fee by the wastewater management agency must be
considered before the actual impact can be deter-
mined. At this point in the study, land ownership
by the wastewater management agency is assumed and
lands so acquired are considered to be a negative
impact on total potential tax income. The plans are
ranked relatively in terms of the market value of
the total acreages required.

(3) Indirect Economic Concerns

a. What relative impact will a plan alternative have on
the general desirability of this area as a place to
operate a business which will be reflected in the
rate of economic development of the area?

b. What relative impact will a plan alternative have
on the general level of economic activity of the
area which will be reflected in property values and
tax income of the community?

There are two counteracting forces which determine
the net impacts referred to above. The first set
of forces are those which make the area a more
favorable place to live or operate a business such
as general health, attractiveness and leisure oppor-
tunities in the areas which are augmented by imple-
mentation of the plan. Specific items such as
abundant, low cost and safe water supply are posi-
tive factors. The second set of forces are those
that make the area unattractive to a business
already located in the area or one considering
location in the area such as high taxes and utility
charges.

All alternatives should provide positive impacts
with respect to making the area a more attractive
place to live and spend one's leisure time. The

differences between alternative plans are most
significant with respect to negative impacts caused
by high costs whicti make themselves felt as high
utility charges and taxes. The candidate plans are
ranked comparatively for their potential negative
impacts as specifically reflected in total project
costs for the planning period considering capital
costs, operation and maintenance costs and any
diminution of the tax revenue base.

(4) Transient Economic Concerns
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a. What will be the relative impact of project con-
struction on local employment during the construction
period based on a plan alternative?

Both the kind, skilled or unskilled, and the amount
of labor required for construction will vary widely
from plan to plan. In general, conveyance facili-
ties and earthwork projects have a higher requirement
for unskilled labor than structural treatment faci-
lities which have a high proportion of skilled
specialists. Most unskilled labor is hired locally
whereas the local labor market frequently cannot
fill the needs for a large portion of the skilled
workers. Also, conveyance facilities are amena'Lle
to being constructed in units that can be sized to
be within the capability of local contractors.
Thus, the conveyance structures and earthwork ele-
ments can be expected to have a larger impact on
the local labor and contracting market than would
concentrated structural and mechanical facilities.
The candidate plans are ranked for their potential
impact on the local labor and contracting market
in terms of the estimated capital costs for the
various kinds of facilities by weighting treatment
facilities with a factor of 0.10 and conveyance and
earthwork facilities by a factor of 0.25.

b. What impact will the construction of a plan alter-
native have on local manufacturing and materials
supply business?

Similarly to the approach taken for evaluation o!
the impact on employment, the impacts on local
manufacturing and material supply are functions of
total volume of construction and kind. Aggregate,
concrete pipe and small standard appliances are the
types of materials most likely to be supplied
locally. Based on these considerations, the candi-
date plans are evaluated in terms of capital cost
for constr-wtion with weight.ing factors of 0.20
applied to conveyance structures and 0.10 applied
to treatment works.

c. Will the construction of a plan alternative Lause
temporary disruptions of circulation and/or business
activity that will result in reduced employment or
other economic loss?

The primary cause of disru-ptions of this type are
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sewer construction through built-up areas, particu-
larly arterial streets or commercial streets. Less
sewer impacts occur for construction on rural roads.

The plans are evaluated for negative impacts where

this type of construction occurs in support of the
basic wastewater management plan. The disruption

caused by construction of internal sewage collection

systems is not included as an impact on the waste-

water management plan just as the capital costs of

these sewers are not included in the cost effective-

ness evaluations.

(5) Social Concerns for the Community

a. What relative impact will the implementation of a

plan alternative have on the health, welfare and
safety of the community?

Presumably all alternative plans, other than the

"no action" plan, are formulated to have a positive
impact on these basic concerns. It is difficult to

rank alternatives relative to each other in achiev-

ing the goals of maximizing health, welfare and

safety. The primary cause for differences are the

variation in risk of malfunction which would de-
tract fror the planned improvement and the varia-

tion in evaluation of risk inherent in each disposal

methodology. An example of the latter would be an

evaluation of the risk inherent in surface water

disposal compared with the risks inherent in irri-

gation disposal.

Each candidate is scanned for its risk exposure and

potential in three basic disposal methods, surface

water, irrigation and percolation. Also included

are other considerations like the need to pump raw

sewage through long pipelines and the risks inherent

in possible failure of either the pump station or

lines. All concerns are combined on a judgemental

basis to arrive at a ranking.

b. Will the implementation of a plan alternative
cause disruptions of existing community living pat-

terns such as location, quality and character of

residential communities, locations and kinds of

employment and general cultural activities?

Disruptive characteristics of various plans are

discussed above under concerns for the three
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disposal categories. These disruptions are to be
enumerated in answer to this question as a basis
for relative ranking.

c. What relative impact will the implementation of a
plan alternative have on the recreation patterns of
the community?

All plans which completely remove surface water dis-
charges will make the Spokane River front, espe-
cially in Riverside State Park and Long Lake,
available for unlimited water contact recreation
use. It is unknown whether this availability will

be translated into use by the populace or whether
they will continue present patterns for other rea-
sons. Plans with 1985 level treatment for surface
water disposal will accomplish substantially the
same result. Plans with 1983 level treatment for
surface water disposal will vastly improve the

availability of the river front for recreational
uses but not without some reservations.

The impact of irrigation plans on recreation acti-
vities such as hunting and travel through the
affected areas are estimated to involve relatively
few persons and therefore do not justify inclusion
as a major negative impact. Irrigation may improve
ground cover habitat for game birds that would be

available outside the area.

.1 Other than the above, none of tne wastewater manage-
A( ment plans significantly effect other aspects of

recreation patterns.

Comparative evaluation of impact is directed to the
availability of the Spokane River and Long Lake.

d. What impact will the implementation of this plan
alternative have on land use and land use lanning?

Provision of a workable wastewater management plank
for an entire area, when implemented, removes one
of the major constraints on land use and develop-
ment. This means that the control of land use must
be through legislative control of land use plan ing.
All candidate plans except the "no action" plan

have this impact on the planning process. This
common impact is not considered in comparative
evaluation under this concern.
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The impacts that are considered are those that are
dictated by the land requirements or the physical
constraints on use posed by the construction of the
candidate plan.

In general, surface water disposal plans are con-
sidered to have negligible impact on land use and
land use planning except for the one area where
significant privately held land fronts on the im-
pacted surface waters, such as Long Lake. Improved
recreational capability on the shore of the Lake
will cause increased pressures for development.

Land disposal plans, in addition to their impact
from improved conditions on Long Lake, have exten-
sive impacts for lands required to implement the
plan. These impaLts require individual citation in
the evaluation.

(6) Social Concerns for the Individual

a. Will the implementation of a plan alternative cause
dislocations which will effect the place of resi-
dence, employment, mobility and general cultural
activity of a significant number of individuals?

In general, only irrigation plans call for the per-
manent displacement of individuals and their re-
settlement in another area. Surface water disposal

plans and infiltration-percolation plans are con-
sidered to have negligible impact on this concern.
Irrigation plans are ranked relatively in terms of
the estimated number of individuals involved.

b. To what extent will the implementation of a plan
impact individual life style?

In general, there is judged to be no significant
impact by any plan.

(10) Concerns for Air Quality and Noise

c. Will the implementation of a plan have a significant
impact on abient noise level?

Treatment processes and pump stations in general are
or can be made free of objectionable noise so that
one location or method tends o have no more signi-
ficant impact than another. Engine driven emergency
pumping equipment can be a source of noise if no
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attempt is made to design for its attenuation.
There are now many examples of full time engine
driven pumping equipment in residential areas
that go essentially unnoticed. Aeration blowers
at activated sludge plants have had a similar
history and have likewise been greatly improved.

Significant noise problems can arise from truck
hauling of sludge. The evaluation of sludge
alternatives, however, is not included in this
section. This problem of noise associated with
truck haul is evaluated in Section 701.3.

For treatment, exclusive of sludge processing,
noise is not judged to be of sufficient signifi-
cance to include in the screening process.

Energy. The ranking of alternatives for their direct use of

electrical and thermal energy requirements for treatment and conveyance

is possible on a quantitative basis from available data. Since sludge

disposal is not included in the basis for comparison at this point,

there is negligible use of thermal energy in the treatment process.
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Therefore, the primary comparison at this point is based on direct input

of electrical energy. At treatment plant sites a significant part of

the electrical energy requirement can be met by on-site generation using

sludge gas as fuel. For certain sludge disposal options there is no

digestion process and hence, no sludge gas. Therefore the utilization

of sludge gas is more properly considered with sludge disposal alterna-

tives subsequently.

There are two uncommon energy considerations for candidate

plans in this study. These are: (1) the fact that wastewaters dis-

charged into the Spokane River have a significant hydropower poten-

tial as they progress downstream through existing Washington Water Power

generating facilities and (2) the energy equivalent of the nitrogen

fertilizers made available for crop production in the irrigation dispo-

sal alternatives. The computation of the potential hydro-power genera-

tion of wastewaters discharged to the Spokane River is straighforward

with the average fall at each dam known. It must be recognized that

at high flow conditions the wastewater increment would be wasted and

unavailable for power generation along with a large part of the

natural flow since the WWP facilities are not sized for these high

flow conditions. The mean monthly natural flows are in excess of in-

stalled capacity about 5 to 6 months of the year, therefore, only half

of the annual potential can be credited to surface water disposal of

wastewater.

Computation of the energy equivalent of nitrogen fertilizer

is complicated by the fact that part of the input in the most common
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modern process is as natural gas used both for a source of hydrogen and

for heat energy. One basis for comparison would be to take as the

energy equivalent of nitrogen fertilizer the actual electrical energy

used in manufacture plus the electrical energy that could be produced

with the ritural gas used. On this basis each ton of nitrogen requires

an input of approximatcly 5000 kwh of electrical energy and equivalent

thermal energy.

It is of interest to compare the hydro-power potential of all

service areas to surface water disposal with the energy required to pro-

duce the nitrogen fertilizer carried to irrigation for all service

areas. The 20 year hydro-power energy potential for all service areas

to surface water disposal is approximately 130 million kwh. The energy

required to produce the 20 year nitrogen supply carried in irrigation

water is approximately 125 million kwh. That is, the energy produced

from hydro power surface water disposal would closely appreximate the

energy required to synthetically produce the nitrogen carried in the

reclaimed wastewater to crop irrigation. This means that these secon-

dary energy credits tend to cancel each other so that the ranking based

on direct energy used for treatment and conveyance is substantially

unchanged.

Candidate plans are compared for direct energy use and for

total net energy requirement considering credits for the above des-

cribed secondary energy considerations.

Performance. The first objective of this evaluation is to

determine the relative overill performance of each candidate plans as
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a wastewater renovation system. The second objective is to evaluate the

reliability of the system in achieving design performance. Included in

reliability evaluation are considerations of process stability and sen-

sitivity and the skill required for operation.

Since all plans provide secondary treatment as a minimum,

those systems with extensive renovative processes subsequent to secon-

dary treatment will release the most polished effluent to the environ-

ment. Measured in terms of the pollutant concentrtions as the treated

wastewater leaves the last treatment process, land irrigation produces

the most polished effluent followed by land percolation and finally

secondary treatment itself.

All of the surface water disposal systems have secondary treat-

ment by the activated sludge process as the basic treatment. Therefore,

all surface water disposal plans rank below the land disposal plans in

performance for renovative quality. Since there is no storage involved

in surface water disposal, the qu2',tty of ths effluent is dependent upon

the continuous c,eration of the treatment facility at design conditions.

Any process failure or upset is immediately reflected in the quality of

the effluent. The activated sludge process has been in use for many

years and has a high degree of reliability, but it can be upset by shock

loads or operational malfunctions. At the City STP site, seasonal ni-

trification is added to the activated sludge process. This refinement

adds to reliability problems.

All of the irrigation disposal plans involve large volumes of

storage after the pretreatment process, whether it be activated sludge
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or aerated lagoons. A malfunction of the treatment process is not there-

fore reflected in a corresponding deterioration of the effluent reaching

the environment. There is mixing and dilution in storage plus the fol-

lowing land treatment to protect the environment.

The land percolation process likewise provides reliability

through storage action incidental to the land application process. The

intermittantly loaded percolation ponds provide protection to the envi-

ronment of pretreatment malfunctions of most kinds, excepting failure

to remove nitrogen if this is a requirement of the site. A pretreatment

malfunction causes greater operational difficulties to land percolation

than to irrigation storage so that a prolonged malfunction may not be

contained.

On the basis of the foregoing, land irrigation is ranked

highest for both performance and reliability, followed in order by land

percolation and surface water disposal. In addition, within these cate-

gories, recognition is given to plant size as a favorable influence on

both high quality performance and reliability.

Flexibility. Three kinds of flexibility are desirable in a

wastewater management plan: flexibility to adjust to unexpected rates

of growth or location of growth; flexibility to conform to unexpected

changes in discharge standards; and flexibility to adapt to and take

advantage of changes in technology. Different system elements are

critical to these kinds of flexibility. The relative amount of reli-

ance that the various candidate plans place on these critical elements

determines their relative flexibility. It is desirable to identify
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these relationships as a basis for ranking the candidate plans.

Flexibility to meet unexpected rates of growth is favored by

elements which are or can be built in stages and is disfavored by ele-

ments which do not lend themselves to staging. Elements which lend

themselves to staging are lagoon treatment, percolation ponds, and

irrigation. Elements which do not lend themselves to staging are force

mains, sewers and storage reservoirs. Elements which are between these

extremes are conventional treatment plants and pump stations. The

negative aspects are most critical in evaluation of flexibility. There-

fore, evaluation is in terms of the degree of reliance that various

plans place on critical negative elements, particularly conveyance

structures.

Two special constraints are noted relative to the City.

First, the City service area is well saturated so that growth beyond

forecast rates is not likely. The more probable unexpected situation

would be growth in some locality not now considered like west of the

Spokane River or in Orchard and Peone Prairies. Secondly, the location

and existence of the City STP makes access with additional flows ex-

tremely difficult and costly.

Flexibility to meet unexpected changes in disposal standards

is almost impossible to evaluate since this would depend upon which

standards were changed. If surface water disposal standards are

raised then a preexisting land disposal system has the advantage. If

groundwater protection standards are raised surface water and irriga-

tion disposal have advantages over percolation disposal. If greater
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restrictions are placed on irrigation disposal, then surface water and

percolation have the advantage. In any case, plans that incorporate

either kind of land disposal have pretreatment that with modification

can be converted to surface water disposal, giving such plans more

F_ inherent flexibility than plans which are committed to surface water

disposal only. More sophisticated treatment is usually most advanta-

geously accomplished in larger plants than in a number of small plants.

Therefore, plans with fewer plants can more easily meet changed discharge

requirements. Evaluation is made on the basis of number of options open

by present treatment and the number of treatment facilities.

In order to evaluate flexibility to take advantage of advances

in wastewater treatment technology it is necessary to speculate on the

general areas in which such advances are likely to be made. Although

there is much to be learned about various aspects of land treatment

(both irrigation and percolation) with respect to application rates,

cover crops, rates and kinds of removals, underdrains and monitoring,

it does not seem likely that increased knowledge in these fields will

require vastly different technology that would render the basic con-

veyance, storage and sprinkler application facilities obsolete. Changes

in technology are more likely to be in the areas of concentrated site

treatment. The unmet needs in these areas are not so much better treat-

ment as lower cost methods or methods which require less space, chemi-

cals and energy. If improved treatment technology were to become

available, one prerequisite to Its application would be a means of

maintaining continuity of treatment while the improved facilities were
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being built. The limited space available at the existing City STP

site makes such a transition difficult, and increasingly so as the site

is more fully utilized. This means that plans in which more of the

site capacity is used by other service areas would be at a disadvantage.

On the other hand, one plant in which changes were to be made would

have advantages over multiple plants. Plans in which all three ser-

vice areas are concentrated to the City STP are ranked least flexible,

plans with North Spokane as the only addition to City STP and lagoon

treatment for SV are ranked highest. Plans with two concentrated site

plants are ranked second best and those with three separate concentrated

site plants are ranked second least flexible.

Narrative Evaluation of Candidate Plans

The general principles outlined above are applied specifically

to each of the 8 candidate plans, designated Plans A through H, in a

narrative evaluation following the outline of critical concerns developed

in Section 401.3. These narrative evaluations are assembled in Appendix

II. The evaluations are relative and each evaluation concludes with a

statement of relative rank. The ranking is in order of desirability,

from 1 for the most desirable to 8 for the least desirable. Where there

is judged to be no significant difference in rank, plans are ranked

together.

The goal of the evaluation process is to determine the

ranking of the candidate Plans A through H for implementation under

the existing guidelines of 1983 standards. Some of the candidate plans
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also have the capability of meeting interpreted 1985 standards, Plan F

throughout the planning period 1980 to 2000; and Plans D and G only

from 1990 to 2000. The capability of meeting interpreted 1985 standards

is not at issue directly in this step except as the quality of performance

is recognized in the evaluation process.

Having made an evaluation on the basis of an obligation to

meet 1983 standards, it then becomes desirable to consider the alterna-

tives for meeting a future possible requirement to satisfy interpreted

1985 standards. This second step evaluation is undertaken below under

the paragraph Special Subalternative Analysis.

Summary and Analysis of Evaluation

Method. The individual narrative evaluations of the candi-

I
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date plans are summarized in matrix form in Table 1. The ranking of

each plan relative to all the others is shown for each critical concern

or characteristic.

As described above, the ranking is relative and does not pro-

vide a quantitative measure of how much better one plan is than another.

There is no intention to indicate by rank in Table 1 how much better one

plan is than another.

In order to make an overall evaluation combining the effects

of all concerns, it is necessary to quantify both the ranking within

each concern and the relative importance of the concerns and character-

istics themselves. There is no way to accomplish this in a purely ob-

jective way. It must be done on a judgment basis and will therefore

inevitably reflect the prejudices, conscious or unconscious, of the

authors. To test the effect of bias on the weighting values, different

weightings are selected and tested.

As a first step to quantifying an overall evaluation, the

characteristics and concerns are separated into two groups, a first

level containing those items judged to be of greatest importance and a

second group containing those of lesser importance.

Tables 2A through 2D show the evaluation of the Group 1 con-

cerns, the concerns from Table 1 judged co have the most importance in

this particular situation. For example, Item 5a concerning Health,

Safety and Welfare is not included in Group 1, not because in a

general sense this is not THE most important concern, but because the

level of protection provided by all plans is so high that the minor
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differences provided by each plan should not be given great weight in

the selection process.

Tables 3A through 3C show the evaluation of Group 2 concerns

and includes all those in Table 1 not placed in Group 1 except items 2a,

2b, lla and llc. Items 2a and 2b are not included since they are ele-

ments of items la and it would be redundant to include them with la in

a total evaluation. Similarly, items lla and llc are elements of the

net energy need covered under item lid and would also be redundant.

In both Tables 2 and 3, the candidate plans are first ranked

quantitatively relative to each other for each concern. The highest

ranked alternative is assigned a value of one and all others are

assigned fractional values in proportion to their estimated performance

relative to the highest ranked. Where there is a quantitative basis

such as cost or energy use, the fractions are actually computed. Where

there is no quantitative basis, judgment is used. Where the spread

between alternative performance is judged to be small, the ranking re-

flects this as well as the opposite condition where the differences in

performance are large. The basis for these judgments are covered in the

general narrative and in the narrative description for each candidate

plan.

The greatest opportunity for bias arises in assigning relative

weights to the various concerns in each group and between the two groups.

In order to demonstrate the effects of such bias and recognize the pos-

sible effect on the evaluation process, a range of rankings is applied.

For Group 1, four ranking plans, each totaling 100, are selected:
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heavily weighted toward cost, moderately weighted toward cost, moderately

weighted toward water quality and heavily weighted toward water quality.

For Group 2, three ranking plans are selected: heavily weighted to cost

and economic concerns, heavily weighted to environmental and social

concerns and a balanced weighting.

The selected weighting for Group 1 and Group 2 concerns are

interacted with the relative ranking of the candidate plans for each

concern to arrive at weighted rankings. The sums of the weighted rank-

ings for each concern provide a relative ranking for each Group for each

weighting plan. These results are summarized on Table 4.

Table 4 divides the candidate plans into two categories, those

that meet only 1983 standards throughout the planning period and those

that would either meet interpreted 1985 standards throughout, as Plan F,

or those that would meet these standards after 1990, as Plans D and G.

To arrive at a total evaluation based on consideration of

Group 1 and 2 concerns combined it is necessary to again make a weighting

selection for their combination. Two relative weightings are selected

for application, one which gives Group 1 three times the weight of

Group 2 and one which gives Group I nine times the weight of Group 2.

BAnalysis. The following discussion is based on the results
summarized in Table 4.

Considering Group 1 concerns alone, Plan A is highest ranked

of plans which meet 1983 standards regardless of how the indivioual

concerns are weighted. Other plans which meet 1983 standards have the

same order of ranking, Plans H, C, B and E, regardless of weighting
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except for the condition of maximum weighting to water quality where

ranking becomes, Plan C, H, B and E. That is, surface water disposal in

its various service area combinations occupies the three top ranking

positions. In the second ranked position it is only when heavy weight-

ing is given to water quality do the advantages of a single point of

treatment and disposal as represented by Plan C overcome its cost dis-

advantages relative to Plan H with its three separate plants.

The ranking of plans which can meet 1985 standards are more

sensitive to the various weighting schemes. The order goes from Plan D,

G, F at maximum weighting to cost to Plan G, F, D at maximum weighting

to water quality. In all cases, Plans which ,,oet 1985 standards rank

below all the Plans which meet 1983 standards except the lowest ranking

Plan E. Since the clearly highest ranking 1983 plan, Plan A, can be

upgraded to 1985 Plans D and F, this compatability in itself gives

Plans D and F an advantage not recognized in the tabular rankings.

The weighted ranking of candidate plans for Group 2 concerns

alone is more sensitive to the effects of weighting than for Group 1

concerns. Also since project cost is not in Group 2, there is no con-

sistent advantage to plans which meet 1983 standards over those which

meet 1985 standards. The Group 2 weighted ranking goes from Plans F,

E, A where economic concerns art. given highest weight to Plans A, C, H

where environmental and social concerns are given maximum weight. A

balanced weighting ranks Plans F, A, C highest. The ranking within

Group 2 concerns alone should not be given much significance because

of the relatively greater importance of Group 1 concerns. The impor-
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tance of Group 2 rankings is in their effect upon the overall ranking

when combined with Group 1.

Group 1 and Group 2 concerns are combined on Table 4 in a

variety of ways to describe the range of possible outcomes. For the

intergroup weighting in which Group 1 is weighted 3 times Group 2, the

outcome considering Plans which meet 1983 standards is similar to that

for Group 1 alone. Plan A is ranked first for all weighting combinations,

followed by Plan H where cost and economics are emphasized and by Plan C

where water quality and environment are emphasized. Plans which meet

interpreted 1985 standards rank lower than the top three Plans for 1983

standards except at the level of heaviest weighting toward wacqr quality

and environment at which point Plans F and G rank second only to Plan A.

For intergroup weighting which assigns Group 1 nine times the

weight of Group 2, the impact of Group 2 rankings becomes insignificant

and results are substantially as described above for Group 1 alone.

Conclusion. The foregoing indicates that Plan A is the leading

candidate for its inherent advantages of:

(1) Cost

(2) Protection of groundwater

(3) Low energy requirement

(4) Compatibility with alternative plans for advancing to
1985 requirements

(5) Flexibility to include or exclude Spokane Valley without

jeopardizing the plan advantages

(6) Minimum disruption of the community and land use
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When considering interpreted 1985 requirements, Plans D

and F are feasible as upgradings of Plan A. Plan6 D and F have most

favored rankings among the group which can meet 1985 standards except

under certain weighting conditions when Plan G becomes more favored.

Plan G, however, is less flexible with respect to development of a

low cost interim plan while 1983 standards are in force and is less

flexible regarding the inclusion of Spokane Valley. For these reasons,

Plan G is not recommended for further analysis.

It is recommended that Plan A be given primary consideration

for implementation to meet 1983 standards with Plan H being a secondary

selection. For recommendations regarding upgrading to interpreted

1985 standards further analysis is developed below.

Special Subalternative Analysis

It is demonstrated above that Plan A is the leading candidate

to meet 1983 standards or for a step implementation plan which is

capable of later upgrading. Two of the three upgrading alternatives,

infiltration-percolation and land irrigation, Plans D and F respectively

are explored in the process of screening for a basic alternative. It

should be recognized that Plan F in the basic selection process is for

implementation of land irrigation beginning in 1980. For the purpose

of this subalternative study, land irrigation is being considered as a

potential upgrade added to Plan A in 1990. This subalternative is

designated Plan F-1. The third alternative which has not been explored

is upgrading by adding advanccd site-intensive treatment processes to
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the secondary facilities of Plan A. This plan is identified in

Section 701.1 as (C+NS) sw/swt, Sv sw/swt and is herein referred to

as Plan J. Since Plan J has a cost which is intermediate between

Plans D and F-1, a subalternative analysis comparing Plans D, J and

F-1 as supplements to Plan A suggests itself.

A narrative evaluation of Plan J is included in Appendix II.

A summary ranking of characteristics and concerns limited to these

three alternatives all considered as upgrades to Plan A is shown in

Table 6. Tables 7 and 8 carry the weighted comparisons through Group

* 1 concerns for the moderately-weighted-to cost and moderately-weighted-

to-water quality evaluations. The refinement of Group 2 evaluation is

not carried out based on their negligible impact demonstrated above.

*The Group 1 evaluations indicate Plans D and J as being distinctly

more favorable than F-1 but with no strong advantage of one over the

other between Plans D and J.

Keeping in mind that this evaluation is from the viewpoint

of alternatives that may or may not have to be exercised and if so

not until 1990, other considerations should be recognized. Most

significant are that technological advances and relative cost changes

could radically shift the ranking. Plan J suffers from the high cost of

present known processes for nitrification-denitrification and for

carbon adsorption. Increased fertilizer costs could improve the ranking

of Plan F-1. Increased need for intensive agriculture could improve

the rankiag of Plan F-1. On the other hand, increased energy costs or

availability could lower the ranking of Plan F-1.
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One of the outstanding advantages of a site intensive

process as exemplified by Plan J is that it can be adjusted to different

levels of disposal criteria by different levels of expenditure and is

not inherently an all or nothing commitment like going to infiltration

or land irrigation. If the future requirement is something less than

what has been interpreted herein as the possible equivalent of the 1985

goal, tien a modified and lower cost version of Plan J would increase

its relative advantage over the land application systems.

The primary result from this exploration of alternatives to

upgrading of Plan A, is to demonstrate the advantage of Plan A as the

initial implementation for its flexibility in being compatible with

several upgrading alternatives and the advantage of gaining time to

resolve the future selection. None of the three alternatives should

be excluded from further consideration at this time. Plan D remains

a favored choice pending whatever development the future may bring

between now and 1990.
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Legal Constraints

The large scale use of land application alternatives, both irri-

gation and infiltration percolation, is so limited to date that the legal

consequences of these plans are not readily predictable. A recent arti-

cle by Walker and Cox (1974) explores the possible legal reactions to

wastewater application to land. These concerns include the possibility

of suits instituted to object to the siting of land application facili-

ties based on zoning and nuisance, impact on groundwater qua.lity, and

impact on surface water rights. Tt is not within the scope of this

study to attempt to evaluate these as yet undefined legal constraints.

They are mentioned here as a cautionary note so that appropriate legal

advice will be sought and incorporated in the planning for implementation

of any recommended land application plan element.

Comparison with the "No-Action" Plan

The "No Action" Plan. The "no action" plan is defined as

follows: (1) The City alone would be served by the City STP, upgraded

and enlarged in accordance with the current commitment; (2) suburban

areas in Moran Prairie and Southwest would continue with individual

on-site disposal; (3) North Spokane would continue with a mixture of

individual on-site disposal and grouped on-site disposal; and (4)

Spokane Valley would continue with individual on-site disposal.
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Costs. The candidate plans other than the "no-action" plan

are compared by cost effectiveness analysis excluding the cost of any

required internal sewage collection systems. In making a comparison

between the "no-action" plan and all other plans the cost of the inter-

nal collection systems becomes a significant consideration to be

measured against the cost of on-site disposal facilities.

For the City service area, the "no action" plan is essentially

equal to plan element C-sw. The primary costs for this plan element

are the operation and maintenance costs for the City enlarged and up-

graded STP, for which the capital costs are sunk costs. Since the City

is sewered, the future 4nternal sewerage costs are limited to extensions

to new growth where needed, but most population increase will undoubtedly

be served from existing sewers. Therefore, the costs for the City ele-

ment of the "no action" plan are judged to be not significantly different

than the C-sw element.

For the North Spokane and Spokane Valley service areas which

are presently served by on-site or interim disposal facilities there is

a significant additional cost consideration for the "no action" plan in
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Valley. As a check on these costs, reference is made to two literature

sources which present average overall system costs without regard to

size, configuration, or specific density. Smith and Eilers (1970) gives

$280 per capita when adjusted to current price levels and Carelli (1971)

gives $385 per capita, also adjusted. It is not unexpected that specific

layouts for these areas would develop significantly higher costs than

figures derived from national and state averages due to the unique pat-

terns of development, particularly in Spokane Valley. The costs devel-

oped from preliminary layouts are utilized below in evaluation of the

economic impact of sewerage required by all action plans as compared

with the "no action" plans.

The present worth of a sewage collection system* for North

Spokane constructed incrementally over the planning period is $16,400,000.

The present worth of on-site facilities to serve the forecast growth

from 1980 to year 2000 is $2,600,000. On site and interim facilities

to serve the population prior to 1980 are sunk costs. Thus the net

present worth of capital costs to provide internal sewage collection for

North Spokane after offsetting the cost of on-site facilities is

$13,800,000. Operation and maintenance costs for both sewers and septic

tanks over the 20 year period are not included in the foregoing nor is

there any consideration given t. replaceient of drainfields. Approxi-

mately one-half of the total sewerage expense. ,or the planning period

would be incurred in 1980. The net present worth per capita is $309.

The present worth of a sewage collection system for Spokane

*Not including house laterals or interna! lplUmiu ng modifications.
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Valley constructed incrementally over the planning period is $38,000,000.

The present worth of on-site facilities to serve the forecast growth

from 1980 to year 2000 is $2,300,000. Offsetting the on-site costs,

the net present worth for sewering is $35,700,000. In contrast with

the North Spokane area, the initial sewerage expense for Spokane Valley

in 1980 is approximately 82 percent of the total planning period expense.

Likewise, the net present worth of sewerage for Spokane Valley is $482,

more than 50 percent higher than North Spokane.

Using the above data and comblaing it with cost effectiveness

estimates for plan elements prev4.,sy developed in Section 701.1 it is

possible to make a cost comparison between "no-action" for North Spokane

and Spokane Valley with the lowest cost structural alternatives. The

lowest cost structural alternative for North Spokane alone is the sur-

face water disposal element NS-sw which has a present worth cost of 11.3

million dollars for 1983 criteria and seasonal phosphorus removal. The

corresponding figure for Spokane Valley (SV-sw) is 16.0 million dollars.

Present Worth Costs, Dollars
North Spokane Spokane Valley

Structural Alternative for surface
water disposal $11,300,000 $16,000,000

Internal sewer collection system 17,200,000 52,700,000

Subtotal, lowest cost action plan $28,500,000 $68,700,000

Capital Cost of On-Site Facilities
for "No-Action" Plan $ 2,600,000 $ 2,300 000

Net incremental Cost above the
"No Action" Plan $25,900,000 $66,400,000
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Note that the net cost of internal sewige collection is, in both cases,

more than the costs of the lowest cost separate disposal alternative.

Also note that the system which has developed the farthest under the

on-site system has the highest net unit cost for a collection system.

A study made by Cotteral and Norris (1969) considered the

economics of septic tanks and sewers including disposal farilities.

Their results are summarized in the following table.

COMPARATIVE ANNUAL COSTS OF SEPTIC TANKS AND SEWERAGE

Annual cost, in dollars,

Alternative for 60 years at 6 percent

Service by a septic tank system for
60 year period 290

Septic tank system replaced by sewers
after 15 years 297

Septic tank system replaced by sewers
after 30 years 312

Initial construction of sewers 200

This comparison was made for a gross lot size of 1.5 acres,

which is larger than the trend in the study area. Cotteral and Norris

concluded that for lot sizes up to 3 acres, community sewerage collec-

tion and disposal are more economical than individual on-site disposal

if adopted as the initial plan. Postponement and replacement at a

later date are more costly. This finding corroborates the results

developed above for North Spokane and Spokane Valley.

Evaluation of Other Concerns. Many of the concerns selected

for evaluation of the action structural alternatives are not applicable
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to the "no-action" plans. Therefore the following discussion of impacts

of the "no-action" plans is directed selectively at those concerns which

are judged to be most significant. Also, it is not useful to consider

the "no-action" plan as a whole since each of the three elements can be

implemented separately. Therefore, the discussion is directed

to the North Spokane and the Spokane Valley elements separately. There

is no need to discuss the City element since it is essentially equal to

the action element C-sw which is part of Plan H.

North Spokane. The primary relevant concern is the relative

impact this plan alternative will have on health, welfare and safety of

the community. The North Spokane area is not uniformly suitable for

drainfields and there are areas subject to failure and the emergence of

septic tank effluent at the ground surface where it can be a threat to

health. Due to the extreme depth to groundwater and the present level

of knowledge about hazardous components of sewage that can pass through

the soil, the threat to health via groundwater cannot be precisely de-

fined. Of course the very fact that the septic tank effluent is in a

position to physically threaten the groundwater is a greater potential

impact than alternatives which completely remove this threat by disposal

to other locations. The domestic use of groundwater downstream from

the North Spokane area prior to its emergence as spring flow to the

Little Spokane River is small compared to Spokane Valley.

The forecast density of development in North Spokane appears

to be predicated upon a community sewage collection system. If on-site

disposal is continued, lower densities will be required, so that the
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"no-action" plan does effect the present proposed land use plan.

The potential for surface emergence of septic tank effluent

and the possibility of it joining surface water runoff indicate a poten-

tial negative impact on surface water quality for the "no-action" plan.

The "no-action" plan has negligible energy requirements except

for the periodic pumping of the septic tanks. Likewise the on-site

disposal does not require chemicals. On the other hand the "no-action"

plans do not lend themselves to energy or resource recovery. Septic

tank pumpage, because it is difficult to draw only the stabilized

material, usually contains significant amounts of putrescible materials.

This limits the disposal options for this material without further pro-

cessing. Disposal options are thus limited to disposal through a con-

ventional treatment plant or to sanitary landfill. Land application

for resource recovery has not been widely practiced.

Control of performance and monitoring of effluent from septic

tanks and drainfieldS is difficult because of the large number of units.

Performance depends upon original design and construction and periodic

pumpage to prevent overflow of solids into the drainfield. The large

number of units also mitigates any potential for adaptation to techno-

logical advances.

Individual on-site disposal provides the ultimate in flexi-

bility to meet unexpected changes in rate of growth.

Spokane Valley. The almost uniform surface soil condition of

high permeability makes Spokane Valley relatively free of drainfield

failures with the consequent potential impacts on health due to surface
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emergence or possible wash-off to ;urface water. In this respect,

Spokane Valley does not have the p tential health impact as North

Spokane. On the other hand, the lcation of the Spokane Valley develop-

ment above the primary aquifer at points upstream from its maximum use

for domestic water supply gives it a much higher potential for health

threat to groundwater than North Spokane.

For other concerns, Spokane Valley impacts are substantially

as described above for North Spokane.

Summary Impacts of "No-Action". The impacts of continuing a

policy of no action in North Spokane and Spokane Valley are summarized

in Table 5. See Appendix II for typical for.iat of narrative evaluation.

The general unreliability of drainfield performance in the

North Spokane area has already lead to community action to phase out

on-site disposal in favor of a collection system and community disposal.

Since North Spokane is in a relatively early stage of development there

are also strong economic incentives toward making the transitinn as soon

as possible as demonstrated in the cited reference Cotteral and

Norris (1969). The planned density of development also is dependent

upon use of a sewage collection system. All of these reasons point to

a recommendation that zhe "no-action" plan for North Spokane should be

given a low ranking and that plans for internal sewage collection should

be implemented to make the area ready for integration into one of the

recommended action plans.

The general success of drainfields in the Spokane Valley as

far as surface conditions are concerned, the high relative level of
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development compared with forecast conditions, and the high cost of in-

ternal sewerage are factors favoring the no-action plan. Another factor

which favors the no action plan, along with the various land application

action plans, is that it avoids any surface water discharge of treated

wastewater. The primary factor on which a decision must ultimately be

made is the evaluation of the public health threat to groundwater. It

is demonstrated in Section 608 that there is recharge of the groundwater

by septic tank effluent and other surface applied waters in the Spokane

Valley. A recommendation relative to the no action plan for Spokane

Valley is postponed until there is a response from responsible public

health officials to the implications of Section 608.
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TABLE 3A
RANKING OF GROUP 2 COCERNFS
WEIGTE) TOWARD ECONIMIC VALUFS

W ighted Rankle of Candidate Jinns
Waighted Toward Economic A 3 C D _ ______F 0 

CONCERN EIGHT Roll 1td
2  

A., Wtd Rel Wtd I1 Wtd Eel Vtd ,gl Wt,- R.ol Wtd 1.1 Wd

2c. C auses minimum loss of
employment and real Income 10 2.00 10.0 .75 7.5 1.00 10.0 .90 9.0 .60 6.0 .45 4.5 .70 7.0 1.00 10.0

a.. Has taxim. favorable
Impact on business and
economic activity 10 1.00 10.0 1.00 10.0 1.00 10.0 1.00 10 0 .85 8. .70 7.0 1.00 10.0 1.00 10.0

4,. Has nmu potential for
local employment during
construction 10 .09 0.9 .17 1.7 .16 1.6 .20 2.0 .68 6.8 1.00 10.0 .40 4.0 .08 0.8

4b. ias maximum potential for
ioi..l m~vltorlo and
supply during cosntruction 10 .10 1.0 .16 1.6 .18 1.8 .20 2.0 .70 7.0 1.00 10.0 .37 3.7 .10 1.0

fc. 1l11 cause minimum disrup-
tion during construction 10 .90 9.0 .70 7.0 .20 2.0 50 5.0 .50 5.0 k.50 5.0 .50 5.0 1.00 10.0

5a. Has most favorable Impact on
health safety and welfare 4 .80 3.2 .80 3.2 70 2.8 1.00 u.0 .70 2.6 1.00 4.0 .70 2.8 .70 2.8

54. e. mat beneficial iepact on
asailability of recreation 2 .50 1.0 .60 1.2 .65 1.3 .75 1.3 .90 1.8 1.00 2.0 .70 1.4 .46 0.94

5d. Introduces least constraints
to land use and planning 5 1.00 5.0 .65 3.25 1.00 5.0 75 3.7s .50 1.5 .25 1.25 .60 3.0 1.00 5.0

6a. Causes least dislocation
of individuals 2 2.00 2.0 .80 1.6 1.00 2.0 .90 1.8 .50 1.0 .0 0.8 .70 1.4 1.00 2.0

o, Preserves or increases land
avaiable for habitat or
open apace 2 .90 1.8 75 1.5 I 00 '.0 .60 1.2 .70 1.4 .65 1.5 .58 1.16 .05 1.70

9b. Preserves or enhances soothe-
tic value of landscape 2 .95 1.9 .80 1.6 1 00 2.0 .6S 3 .78 1.5b .70 1.4 .60 1.2 .93 1.86

Ic. Cre:.s, toast interkerence
with other beneficial use
of land 5 .95 4 75 .75 3.75 1.00 5.0 .60 3.0 .68 5.4 .70 3.5 .65 3.25 .93 4.65

105.. Fr-~Id. eauum protectin of
health aspects of air quality 2 1.00 2.0 .75 1.5 1 00 2.0 1.00 2 0 .30 0.6 .30 0.6 .65 1.3 1.00 2.0

lob. Provides minimum potential
for deterioration of aesothe-
tic quality of air 1 .85 0.85 .70 0.7 1.00 1.0 .65 0.65 .s0 0.5 .60 0.6 .55 0.55 .75 0.75

lib. Require minimum Input of
chemicals 10 .20 2.0 .25 2.5 .20 2.0 .18 1 6 1.00 10.0 1.00 10.0 .30 3.0 .20 2.0

12b. Provides highest degree of
reliability 7 .0 1 3.15 50 35 5S 3.85 .0 4 9 0 4.2 1.00 7.0 .80 5.6 .40 2.8

13b. H. t nr ia flenibility to I
seat ch-nges to diposal
crut- b 1 h . .50. 2 '0 b0 5 2 21.00 4.0 .s0 3.2 .40 1.6

lc. Has maximum flexibilty to
Incorporate changes in
technology 4 80 2 ,70 2 1 6 2 u7 5 2 .00 1 6 .90 5.6 00 4.0 50 2.0

TOTAL$ 200 h5 57 
7
o0 50 4 0 67 b 16.$S 61.56 41 92
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TABLE 3B
RANKINC OF CROUP 2 CONCERNS

WEIG IID TOWARD DIVIOMIONTAL AND SOCIAL CONCERNS

Weighted Tovard Environmental Weighted kanking of Candidate Plans
and Social Concerns l fA'ltd .... C 0 3 1 C u

CONCERN WUC t e ll _ , Wtd
2

.,.1 Ra td .R ltd 1 Wtd R.l 'ltd Rl 'ltd 3.l Wtd 301 .ltd

2c. Causes meinimum lose of

employment and real Income 3 1.00 3.0 .75 2.25 1.00 3.0 .90 2.7 .60 1.8 .45 1.35 .70 2.1 1.00 3.0

38. Has saximm favorable lpact
on business end economic
activity 2 1.00 2.0 1.00 2.0 1.00 2.0 1.60 2.0 .85 1.7 .70 1.4 1.00 2.0 1.00 2.0

48. Has mexlum potential

local employm,.nt during
construction 1 .09 0.09 .17 0.17 .16 0.16 .20 0.20 .68 0.68 1.00 1.0 .40 0.40 .08 0.00

4b. Has maximum potential for
local manufacturing and
supply during construction 1 .10 0.10 .16 0.16 .18 0.18 .20 0.20 .70 0.70 1.00 1.0 .37 0.37 .10 0.10

4c. Will cause inimuc dtirup-
tion durng construction 7 .90 6.3 .0 4.9 120 1.4 .50 3.5 .50 3.5 1.50 3.5 .50 3.5 1.00 7.0

So. Has lest favorable Ipact on
health safety and Walter* 8 .90 6.4 .80 6.4 .70 .6 1.00 8.0 .70 5.6 . 0 8.0 .70 5.6 .70 7.6

5c. HAS most benficial Impact on
availability of recreation 7 .50 4.0 .60 4.8 .65 4.2 .75 0.60 .90 7.2 1.70 4.9 .70 4.6 .4$ 3.84

Sd. Introduces least constrnts
to land use and plannin 6 1.00 6.0 .65 3.9 1.00 6.0 .75 4.5 .30 1.8 .25 1.5 .60 3.6 1.00 6.0

61. Causes least dislocation o
oh Individuals 7 1.00 7.0 .75 .6 1.00 7.0 .90 6.3 .30 3.4 .40 2.8 .70 4.9 1.00 7.0

9l, Preseve$ or Increases land
avfilalr e for habitat or
open space 9 .90 8.1 .75 6.75 1.00 9.0 .60 5.4 .70 6.3 .65 .5 .58 5.22 .83 7.65

9b. Preservle@ or enhance# seethe-

tic value of landscape 7 .95 6.65 .80 5.6 1.00 7.0 .65 4.55 .70 3.46 .70 4.9 .60 4.2 .93 6.51

9€. Creas least interference
vLth other beneficial useI

of ldle 4 .90 3.8 .75 3.0 1.00 4.0 .60 2.4 .68 2.72 .70 2.8 .63 2.6 .93 3.72

10a. Provides haxihm protection of
health aspect# of air quality 4 100 8.0 .5 .0 . 0 8,0 . 0 6. .30 2.4 10 2.4 .65 5.2 1.00 8.0

asb. Provides minim potential
for dotoration of soothe-
tic quality of sit 7 .85 5.95 .70 4,9 1.00 7.0 .65 4.55 .50 3.5 .60 4.2 .55 3.85, .75 5.25

lit. Requires minimum input of
,.byeSile 2 .20 0.4 .25 0.5 .20 0.4 .1$ 0.36 1.00 2.0 1.00 2.0 .30 0.6 ,20 0,4

12b. |'r,,vldoo highest degree of

13b. Ki maximum flexibility to1

mest changes In disposal

criteria 6 .4! 2.7 .70 4.2 .50 3.0 .70 4.2 .55 3.3 1.00 6.0 .80 4.8 .40 2.4

13c. Has maximum flexibility to
incorporate changes in
technology 5 .80 4.0 .70 3.5 .60 3.0 .80 4.0 .90 4.5 . 4.3 1.00 5.0 .50 2.5

TOTALS 100 78.54 69.13 76.89 67.761 62.06 70.20 66.74 74.65
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TABLE 3C
BtAYKNG OF ROP 2 CONCERNS

EALANCED WEIChIINC

WeIghted Ranking of Candidate Plane
Balanced A B C D E _ . G H

CONCERN WPIGHT Rel1 wtd
2  

Rol Wd el Wt Rel Wtd Reel Wtd Rl Wtd Rel Wtd Bel Otd

2c. Caumes minimum love of
employsent and real income 6 1.00 6.0 .75 4.5 1.00 6.0 .90 5.4 .60 3.6 .45 2.7 .70 4.2 1.00 6.0

3a. H. maximum favorable impact
on bulness and economic
activity 5 1.00 5.0 1.00 5.0 1.00 5.0 1.00 5.0 .85 4.25 .70 3.5 1.00 5.0 1.00 5.0

4s. Ha maet.= potential

local employment during
construction 5 .09 0.45 .17 0.85 .16 0.80 .20 1.0 .68 3.4 1.00 5.0 .40 2.0 .08 0.40

4b. Has maximum potential for
local mavnfacturing and
supply during constructlon 5 .10 0.5 .16 0.80 .10 0.90 .20 1.0 .70 3.5 1.00 5.0 .37 1.85 .0 0.50

4€. Will cause minlm diaryp-
tion during conatruction 7 ,90 6.3 .70 4.9 20 1.4 ,50 3.5 .50 3.5 :.50 3.5 .50 3.5 1.00 7.0

Sn. HO meot favorable impact on
health safety and welfare 5 .80 4.0 .80 4.0 70 3 5 1.00 50 70 3.510 5.0 .70 3.5 .70 3,5

5c. Ham most beneficial impact on
availability of recreation 5 .50 2.5 .60 3.0 .65 ).25 .75 3.75 .90 4.5 1.00 5.0 .70 3.5 .48 2.4

Sd. introduces least constrainta
to land use and planning 5 !.DO 5.0 .65 3 25 1.00 S.0 75 3.75 .30 1.5 .25 1.25 .60 3.0 1.00 5.0

6a, Causes I*&et dislocation
of indivduale 5 1.00 5.0 .80 4.0 1 00 5 0 .90 4.5 so 2.5 .40 2.0 .70 3.5 1.00 5.0

9a. Preserve* or Inrreasee
land available for habitat
of open space 5 .90 4.5 .75 3.75 1.00 5.0 .60 1.0 .70 3.5 .65 3.25 .58 2.9 .85 4.25

9b, Preserves or enhanree teethe-
tic value of landnscape 5 .95 4.75 .80 4.0 1 00 5.0 .65 3.25 .78 3.9 .70 3. .60 .0 .93 4.65

9c. Creates lst interference
with other beneficial ueI
oiI la 5 .95 4.75 .75 3.75 1.00 5.0 .60 3.0 .8 3.4 70 3. .65 3.25 .93 4.65

104. Provides maximua protection of
health aepects of air quality 7 1.00 7.0 .75 5.75 1.00 7.0 1.00 7.0 .30 2.1 .30 2.1 .65 4.55 1.00 7.0

10b. Provides minimum potential
for deterioration of aesthe-
tic quality of air 5 .85 4.25 .70 3.5 1 00 5.0 .65 3.25 .50 2,5 .60 3.0 .55 2.75 .75 3.75

llb. Requlres minimum input of
chemlials 7 .20 1.4 .25 1.75 .20 1.4 .18 1.26 1.00 7 0 1.00 7.0 .30 2.1 .20 1.4

12b. Provides highest degree of
reliability 0 .45 3.6 .50 4.0 55 4 4 .70 5.6 .60 4.n 1.00 8.0 .80 6.4 .40 3.2

13b. Has maxlsus flexibility to
s t changes in disposal
u"Ueri. S . 2.25 70 3 5 s0 2 5 Y0 ).5 5 5 2.75 1.00 5.0 .80 4.0 .40 2.0

13c. He maimum flenIbility to
incorporate changes in
technology 5 .00 4,0 .70 3.5 .60 5.0 80 4.0 .90 4.5 90 4.5 1 00 5.0 .50 2.5

TOTALS 100 71.251 63.30 69.15 66.76 64.70 72.60 64.00 60.20
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY IMPACTS OF THE NO-ACTION PLAN
FOR NORTH SPOKANE AND SPOKANE VALLEY

North Spokane
Concerns Spokane Valley

The no action plan wall cost how
much less than the loqest cost
action plan for this eiement? $25,100,000* $51,700,000*

What is potential for health
threat due to surface emergence
from failed drainfields? High Low

What is potential for health
threat due to groundwater recharge? Moderate High

How do no-action plans compare
with action plans regarding energy
and chemical requirements? Negligibly low

Do no-action plans provide any
potential for energy or resource
recovery? None

How does on-site disposal rank
relative to community systems for

flexibility to take advantage of
technological advances? Low

How does on-site disposal rank
relative to community systems for
flexibility to meet unexpected
changes in growth rate. High

*Expressed as net present worth for the 1980-2000 planning period.
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TABLE 7

RANKING OF GRO"! 1 CONCERNS
OF SUBALTERNATIVES FOR UPGRADE OF PLAN A

MODERATELY WEIGHTED TO COST

Weighted Ranking of Candidate Plans

CONCERN WEIGHT 1 W Rl Wtd Rel Wtd

la. Has lowest total cost for
the planning period 50 1.0 50. .71 35.5 .82 41.0

2d. Causes minimum loss of tax
revenue 10 .7 7.0 .2 2.0 1.00 10.0

5b. Causes least disruption to
community living patterns 3 .7 2.1 .3 .9 1.00 3.0

7a. Provides maximum protection
of groundwater quality 15 .7 10.5 .95 14.3 1.00 15.0

8a. Provides maximum protection
of surface water quality 15 i.00 15.0 1.00 15.0 .90 13.5

lld. Has lowest net energy
requirement 3 1.00 3.0 .70 2.1 .91 2.7

12a. Provides best technical
performance of wastewater
renovation 2 .75 1.5 1.00 2.0 .95 1.9

13a. Has maximum flexibility for
unanticipated growth 2 .8 1.6 .6 1.2 1.00 2.0

TOTALS 100 90.7 73.0 89.1

IRelative ranking within each concern,
-Weighted ranking, the product of relative ranking and concern weight.
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TABLE 8

RANKING OF GROUP 1 CONCERNS
FOR SUBALTERNATIVES FOR UPGRADE OF PLAN A
MODERATELY WEIGHTED TO WATER QUALITY

Weighted Ranking of Candidate Plans

D F-i J
CONCERN WEIGHT Rel Wtd'1. Rel Wtd Rel Wtd

la. Has lowest total cost for
the planning period 30 1.00 30.0 .71 21.0. .82 24.5

2d. Causes minimum loss of tax
revenue 6 .7 4.2 .2 1.2 1.00 6.0

5b. Causes least disruption to
community living patterns 5 .7 3.5 .3 1.5 1.00 5.0

7a. Provides maximum protection
of groundwater quality 20 .7 14.0 .95 19.0 1.00 20.0

8a. Provides maximum protection
of surface water quality 20 1.00 20.0 1.00 20.0 .90 18.0

lld. Has lowest net energy
requirement 7 1.00 7.0 .70 4.9 .91 6.4

12a. Provides best technical
performance of wastewater
renovation 7 .75 5.3 1.00 7.0 .95 6.7

13a. Has maximum flexibility
for unanticipated growth 5 .8 4.0 .6 3.0 1.0 5.0

TOTALS 100 88.0 77.6 91.6

Relative ranking within each concern.
Weighted ranking, the product of relative ranking and concern weight.
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APPENDIX I

Preliminary Geological Report
on Storage Reservoir Sites

PRUFER SITE (28/41-30)

1. GENERAL

The Prufer site is located ina northeast trending, broad, flat-bottomed

valley nearly surrounded by pre-Tertiary granitic highlands. The valley bottom

is filled with Quaternary glacial lake sediments consisting of interlayered sand

and clay deposits. Sketchy records of wells in the valley indicate the inter-

layering is irregular and discontinuous. The thickest clay layer specifically

recorded is 3 ft. The surface soils within the valley probably consist of silt

and sand.

The granite abutment areas have been surficially weathered to unknown

depths, but in nearby outcrops the weathering is less than 10 ft. deep. The

typical granite in this area is massive to moderately jointed.

2. RESERVOIR PERMEABILITY

Reservoir bottom permeability would probably be moderate to high,

depending upon the horizontal continuity and thickness of the clay layers.

In our opinion, only minimal leakage would occur from the rock enclosed basin.

However, leakage into the area groundwater system could occur northward

beneath or around the dam, and could join the groundwater systems beneath

the Mud Creek and Dragoon Creek drainages. Local groundwater depths .n

the area are relatively shallow, being generally less than 15 ft. within the

proposed reservoir. Granitic outcrops near the site indicate the possibility

of subsurface groundwater barriers that may influence the extent of groundwater

movement.

3. FOUNDATION CONSIDERATIONS

The depth, extent and physical characteristics of interlayered clays

may influence foundation design, although the in situ glacial lake sand should

be adequate to support an earth or rock fill dam.

No organic or highly compressible soils appear to be present beneath

the dam site, based upon available ddta. Surface stripping for the main embank-

ment (other than cutoff) should be minimal.

Control of seepage beneath the dam may reqtime a positive cutoff,



PRUFER SITE (28/41-30) Cont'd.

partial cutoff, or upstream blanketing, depending in part on overburden depths.

4. EMBANKMENT MATERIALS

Adequate quaxitities of pervious lacustrine sands appear to be present

within the central portion of the reservoir area. Impervious deposits of silt

and clay occur near the edge of the granlte highlands to the south of the reservoir.

The suitability, quantity or depth of these materials is unknown. Relatively

impervious clayey sands from residual and slopewash deposits occur on the

lower slopes of the surrounding highlands and, although depths are relatively

shallow (estimate - less than 15 ft.), total quantities adjacent to the reservoir

may be adequate.

Both basalt and granitic rock materials are locally available (within

2 miles), but surficlally weathered materials would need to be excavated before

hard, fresh rock could be quarried. The granites are relatively massive and

would require extensive shooting in our opinion.

5. EMBANKMENT SLOPES

The type of materials that appear to be available near the Prufer site

indicate that either an earthfill dam (zoned or homogeneous) or a modified,

zoned rock fill dam could be constructed. For an earthfill structure, we recommend

that, for pieliminary evaluation, you assume that embankment slopes will be

In the order of 3:1 (3 horizontal to 1 vertical) upstream and 2.5:1 downstream.

Embankment slopes for a modified rock fill dam (possibly impervious upstream

shell) would be in the order of 2.5:1 upstream, with the downstream slope

near 1. 4:1.
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Preliminary Damsite Review
Spokane River Basin

OLD TRAILS SITE (25/42-5)

1. GENERAL

The site is located in a northward trendi j, reentrant canyon which

is tributary to the Spokane River Gorge. The canyon cuts into the uppermost

flows of the Columbia Plateau basalt that rim the gorge in this area. Before

a recent line relocation, the Burlington Northern Railroad routed their main

line through the Old Trails Canyon.

The upper abutment areas of the proposed damwill be on or near the

basalt flow rock. However, the sides and bottom of the canyon may, in our

opinion, have overburden deposits of unconsolidated silt, sand, gravel and

talus. Depths of the overburden are unknown, but probably extend several

tens of feet. From available information at nearby Deep Creek and Indian

Canyons, the overburden probably consists of unconsol.dated, clean to silty

glacial outwash gravels; stratified sands; accumulations of angular basalt

talus and "haystack" blocks, possibly resting on hard silt and clay of the

Latah formation; and silty colluvial mixtures of these materials.

2. RESERVOIR PERMEABILITY

The unconsolidated overburden soils, in our opinion, have moderate

to very rapid permeability. Therefore, a cutoff or upstream blanket would

probably be necessary to minimize seepage from the reservoir. Typically, the

basalt which appears to underlie the unconsolidated overburden and which

would probably form the dam abutments is moderately to highly jointed. The

jointing is genelally Jiscontinuous and often relatively tight, so that only

minimal leakage through the rock would be expected. However, some jointing and

flow contact zones in basalt have been known to permit passage of large quantities

of water. The presence of such features should be determined by direct obser-

vation and exploration.

Controlled seepage from the reservoir would probably surface in the

canyon downstream of the dam, run down the stream bed, and disappear into

river terrace gravels which underlie the Camp Seven Mile military reservation.

The water would probably eventually find its way into the Spokane River. No

known important groundwater aquifers would be involved, in our opinion.
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comparative evaluatie" with other alternatives. For the pur'ose of

this level of evaluatii, it is judged that preempting of any large

scale area for irrigation with reclaimed waatewater constitutes a nega-

tive impact with respect to dislocation of people and disruption of

accustomed patterns. Specific sites differ in the degree of potential

dislocation due to the differing densities of present occupation. Rel-

atively large ownerships, averaging 160 acres or more predominate in

all three areas.

Due to the lower existing intensity of agriculture in the

Airways Heights area, disrupt-ve potential is evaluated lowest of the

three sites. Williams Valley is ranked second lowest due to the fact

that the use under irrigated conditions is practically the same as at

present. The Peone Prairie is ranked as having the highest disruptive

potential due to the change in crops.

The eastern part of the Spokane Valley is not used as an irri-

gation site in any of the developed plan alternatives for reasons dis-

cussed elsewhere. It should be noted, however, that another reason for

not using the Spokane Valley as a disposal site is its potential for a

very high degree of disruption due to land ownership in relatively small

holdings of diverse use.

Cost effectiveness analysis does not include a cost item for

relocation, only the land value is charged. Experience in one site

where a large scale land acquisition was made for wastewater irrigation

(Muskegon %ounty, Michigan) indicated that relocation costs added 20

percent to land costs.
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-OLD- TRAILS -SITE (25/42 '-51 "Cont'd.•

3. FOUNDATION CONSIDERATIONS

Little is known about the type of materials which underlie the damsite,

and it is difficult to determine a foundation suitability at this time. However,

in general, if foundation preparation extends to either in-place basalt or silt-

stone of the Latah Formation, the bearing strength of these materials should

be satisfactory. Undisturbed glacial outwash deposits of sand or gravel should

also have sufficient strength to support the proposed dam, but would be highly

permeable.

Colluvial slopewash, talus or blocky basalt "haystack" accumulations

which mantle the abutments are so variable in physical characteristics that,

until investigations are made, they should be considered unsuitable for dam

foundations.

4. EMBANKMENT MATERIALS

In our opinion, there are sufficient suitable materials for the con-

struction 'of the dam within the reservoir and nearby areas. The materials exposed

at the ground surface appear to be relatively well-graded, silty sands and

gravels, and are semipervious when compacted. These soils are generally

shallow ( 4 10 ft.) but appear to cover a wide area. Sands, gravels and talus

could also probably be utilized in various portions of a zoned dam. Other than

basalt talus and "haystacks" which are present in unknown quantities, there

are also several basalt outcrops nearby which could be quarried to obain

suitable basalt rock for rip-rap or for a rock fill structure. Cost factors of

obtaining construction materials would probably dictate the type of dam to

be built.

5. EMBANKMENT SLOPES

Provided a positive cutoff can be established, it is our opinion that

either a homogenous or zoned earthfill dam or a rockfill dam could be built with

available materials. If upstream blanketing proves necessary, the earth dam

may be the only practical alternative. Embankment slopes for an earthfill

structure would probably be in the order of 2.5:1 upstream, and perhaps 2:1

downstream. These values may be used for preliminary analyses. An internally

zoned rockfill dam would have slopes on the order of 1.5:1 on both upstream and

downstream faces.
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Preliminary Damsite Review
Spokane River Basin

CANYON' SITE (26/44-18)

1. GENERAL

The Bruce Canyon site is in a northwest trending reentrant, carved

into a silt covered remnant basalt flow that has been separated from the Columbia

Plateau flows by Spokane River erosion. Bruce Canyon and a similar reentrant,

Pleasant Prairie Canyon, to the south, have cut into this upland plateau and

divide it into two relatively flat areas known as Orchard Prairie (to the west)

and Pleasant Prairie (to the east).

In general, the basalt cap rock appears to be thin (less than 75 ft.)

and overlies hard silt (siltstone) of the Latah Formation. The Latah beds appear

to pinch out south of the reservoir site, where well logs report basalt directly

overlies granite.

Abutment slopes apparently begin below the basalt cap rock and

appear to be mantled with basalt talus and "haystack" blocks mixed with

reworked silt and colluvium from the upland areas. The depth of this mantle

is unknown, but may extend to several tens of feet locally. Moderately deep

deposits of alluvial and lacustrine sand and silt occur near the bottom of the

canyon. In addition, a narrow strip of silty clay with a reported high water

table appears to follow an intermittant stream course in the lower portions of

the canyon bottom.

2. RESERVOIR PERMEABILITY

If the dam can be founded on the hard siltstone of the Latah Formation,

reservoir seepage should be mini-ial. Siting on recent alluvial deposits or on

unconsolidated talus/colluvium is not recommended. Seepage from the reservoir

could find its way to the surface and flow into Deadman Creek or possibly find

its way into the groundwater system beneath Peone Prairie. The groundwater

system here is in highly irregular glacial lakebed deposits. Thick beds of
"blue" clay and discontinuous lenses of fine sand chaiacterize the groundwater

basin, although buried sand or gravel beds could possibly channel groundwater

westward to the more pervious sand and gravel groundwater basin of the Hill-

yard trough.
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BRUCE CANYON SITE (26/44-18) Cont'd.

3. FOUNDATION CONSIDERATIONS

In our opinion, Latah siltstone beds underlie the unconsolidated

mantle at the dam site and reservoir area, although depth is unknown. The

Latah would form a satisfactory foundation for the dam if present at reasonable

depth. Subsurface investigations would be necessary to establish the depth

and character of the alluvial overburden, as the presence of clay beds similar

to those to the north may make dam construction at this site impracticable.

4. EMBANKMENT MATERIALS

In our opinion, sufficient quantities of relatively impervious silt

and/or clay could be obtained from reworked loess or glacial lake depsoits within

2 miles of the dam site (from unfarmed areas of Pleasant, Orchard and Peone

Prairies). Colluvial and talus materials from abutment stripping may also be

suitable for certain portions of the dam. Pervious sand and gravel is available

within 5 miles of the site in the Mead area.

Rock, other than talus, may be available by quarrying the basalt cap

rock where it outcrops above the reservoir. Best outcrops appear to be near

the right abutment of the dam.

5. EMBANKMENT SLOPES

A silt/clay homogenous dam structure would require embankment

slopes in the order of 3:1 on the upstream face and 2.5:1 on the downstream

face.

A zoned rock fill dam (impervious core) would require slopes on the

order of 1.5:1 both upstream and downstream.
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Preliminary Damsite Review
Spokane River Basin

MOFFAT ROAD SITE (2 6/44-16)

1. GENERAL

The Moffat Road site is a northwest trending reentrant canyon which

dissects a portion of a silt mantled remnant basalt plateau known as Pleasant

Prairie. Basalt cap rock is at or near the surface at the upper elevations of

the abutments. These upper slopes are mantled with silty talus and colluvium.

Midslopes are characterized by a mantle containing silty glacial-fluvial gravels

mixed with reworked loess (silt). Occasional large basalt blocks, "haystacks",

are also found on the midslope sections. Lower slopes are mantled with silty,

glacial lake sediments. A narrow strip of recent alluvial silt and clay follows

the intermittent stream channel ir. the bottom of the canyon. It appears that

Latah siltstone underlies the basalt cap rock and the unconsolidated materials

mantling the abutments, and extends below the canyon bottom. Depths of the

abutment mantles and the glacial lake and alluvial deposits in the canyon

bottom are unknown.

2. RESERVOIR PERMEABILITY

In our opinion, most of the reservoir area is underlain by hard,

relatively impervious siltstone of the Latah Formation, and seepage through

these materials, in our opinion, would be minimal. This would be true also

at the damsites if it proves practicable to remove the unconsolidated abutment

mantle. Controlled seepage that did occur would probably find its way into

the Peone Creek and Decdman Creek drainages or into the layered clay-sand

iake deposits that undurlie Peone 11.airie. This is not considered a major

groundwater aquifer, although the presence of an underground channel (we

know of none at present) could direct seepage to the more important aquifer

which underlies the Hillyard trough to the west.

3. FOUNDATION CONSIDERATIONS

If stripping to competent siltstone proves practicable, no major

foundation problems are anticipated. The quantity of unsuitable materials

which would have to be stripped from the dam abutments and valley bottom

is unknown at present.
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Preliminary Damsite Review
Spokane River Basin

MOFFAT ROAD SITE (26/44-16) Cont'd.

4. EMBANKMENT MATERIALS

Embankment construction materials, available from nearby sources,
appear to consist of silt/clay, reworked loess, or glacial lake materials from

Pleasant or Peone Prairies. In addition, some quantities of weathered decom-

posed granite soil may be available from foothill slopes 3 to 4 miles east of

the damsite. Pervious sands and gravels may be available within 7 to 10

miles of the damsite near Mead.

Suitable quantities of quality rock for rip-rap or rock fill structures

could probably be obtained by quarrying nearby basalt outcrops on the plateau.

5. EMBANKMENT SLOPES

Embankment slopes required for a homogeneous earth dam should

not be less than 3:1 on the upstream face and 2.5:1 on the downstream face.

A zoned rock fill structure with an impervious core would require

slopes on the order of 1.5:1 on both upstream and downstream faces.
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Preliminary Damsite Review
Spokane River Basin

CANFIELD GULCH (26/45-28-29)

1. GENERAL

Canfield Gulch is a south trending canyon that is tributary to the

Spokane River valley. This canyon and many similar ones on both the north
and south sides of the Spokane valley are filled with Quaternary lake and/or

kame deposits of fine to coarse sand. The mouths of these canyons were also

filled with significant depths of glacial outwash and flood gravels. Metamorphic

rock ridges at each side of the mouth of Canfield Gulch form the abutments for

a dam at this site. The rock typically varies from highly jointed to massive.

Condition of the rock at the abutments is unknown.

2. RESERVOIR PERMEABILITY

The materials which form the lower abutment slopes and dam base
area at the Canfield Gulch site are, in our opinion, relatively clean, fine to

coarse, sands or gravels. The reservoir is within a enclosed rock basin and,

in our opinion, seepage should be minimal. However, significant depths of

pervious materials are at the dam site and cutoff excavations to impervious

materials could pose major construction problems.

Leakage from the reservoir or around and under the dam would flow
rapidly into the Spokane Valley aquifer.

3. FOUNDATION CONSIDERATIONS

Glacial flood gravels, such as found at the mouth of Canfield Gulch,

generaiiy have sufficient strength to support loads in excess of those required
for the proposed dam. However, the pervious nature of these foundation soils

would probably require a deep cutoff or extensive upstream blanketing to main-
tain seepage beneath the dam at acceptable levels. Thus, sealing of the dam

foundation would be a major construction cost at this site, in our opinion.

4. EMBANKMENT MATERIALS

Adequate supplies of sand and gravel appear to be available at the

site for embankment construction. Rock could also be quarried nearby. Relatively
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CANFIELD GULCH (26/45-28-29) Cont'd.

impervious soils may be obtained from shallow weathered rock deposits that

overlie the adjacent mountain ridges. Recent and Quaternary alluvial deposits

near the head of Canfield Gulch may also be a source for relatively impervious

material.

5. EMBANKMENT SLOPES

A zoned dam embankment at the Canfield Gulch site, with pervious

upstream and downstream shells and an impervious core would require embank-

ment slopes in the order of 2.5:1 upstream and downstream. A homogeneous

dam would require slopes in the order of 3:1 upstream and 2.5:1 downstream.

A zoned rock fill dam embankment would have slopes in the order

of 1.5:1 on both upstream and downstream faces.
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Preliminary Damsite Review
Spokane River Basin

GREEN BLUFF SITE (27/44-30)

1i. GENERAL

The Green Bluff site is in a southwest trending reentrant canyon

that dissects a remnant basalt capped plateau. The plateau (Green Bluff)

is covered with a mantle of reworked gravelly loessial silt we judge to be

in the order of 20 ft. thick. Basalt cap rock, generally less than 30 ft. thick

and thinning to the north and east, underlies the silt. In our opinion, basalt

lies directly on granite north of the reservoir area, but overhes siltstone of

the Latah Formation in most of the reservoir area and at the dam site. The dam

abutments appear to be primarily mantled with basalt and silt colluvium which

contains areas of talus and "haystacks". Thickness of these unconsolidated

materials is unknown, but probably extends to several tens of feet. Recent

alluvial deposits of silt and clay appear to be present in the bottom of the

canyon at the damsite. Depth of the alluvium is unknown, but probably does

not exceed a few feet. Clay and sand glacial lake sediments and/or granite

probably underlie the alluvial sediments.

2. RESERVOIR PERMEABILITY

Seepage from the reservoir basin is expected to be minimal due to

the siltstone or rock that, in our opinion, underlies most of the basin. Seepage

through the unconsolidated materials at the damsite could be significant unless

cutoff trenches to underlying relatively impervious materials are constructed.

Seepage from the reservoir or around or beneath the dam, in our opinion, would

either surface into a tributary to Deadman Creek or infiltrate the glacial lake

sediments that fill the valley of Peone Prairie, south of Green Bluff. The

glacial lake sediments are interlayered clays and sands with unknown aquifer

characteristics. The Peone Prairie aquifer is not considered a major source

of groundwater due to the discontinuity of pervious beds.

4 3. FOUNDATION CONSIDERATIONS

The depth and characteristics of alluvium and underlying glacial

lake sediments, if present, will probably determine site feasibility at this
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GREEN BLUFF SITE (27/44-30) Cont'd.

location. Significant depths of compressible and/or permeable soils may make

dam construction impracticable. The presence of slltstone at shallow depth,

on the othe-ihand, would 2rovide a competent impervious foundation for the dam

structure.

4. EMBANKMENT MATERIALS

Relatively impervious, reworked, gravelly loessial silt from upland
deposits within the reservoir area could probably be used in the construction

of a homogeneous dam embankment. It is our opinion that sufficient quantities

of suitable materials are located near the site. Rock materials would be

quarried from basalt outcrop quarries near the abutments or from granite out-

crops which occur within 1 mile of each abutment. Thin overburden deposits
of weathered granite soils which would be stripped before quarry operations

could begin could probably be utilized within the dam embankment.

Pervious sand or gravel deposits occur within 5 miles of the site

within glacial outwash deposits of the Hlillyard trough.

5. EMBANKMENT SLOPES

An homogeneous earthfill dam at the Green Bluff site would require

embankment slopes in the order of 3:1 on the upstream slope and 2.5:1 on the

downstream slope.

A zoned rock fill structure would require slopes on the order of 1.5:1
on both upstream and downstream faces.

7
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APPENDIX II

NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "A"

PLAN ELEMENTS: (C+NS)-sw; SV-sw

DESCRIPTION: City and North Spokane combined to surface water disposal;

Spokane Valley separately to surface water disposal.

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth, mil-

lions of dollars.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 42.0

2) Capital costs only, including land 14.7

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 27.3

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal

annual cost, dollars per year.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 4.0

2) Capital costs only, including land 1.4

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 2.6

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 0 million dollars more
than the most cost effective project.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan alter-
native have on the total supply and availability of capital funds
to meet other community needs?

Has lowest capital fund requirements.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance
costs of this plan alternative on utility rates and/or tax rates?

Ranks 5th from lowast requirement for mean annual operation and
maintenance funds. There is actually little significant dif-
ference in rank between Plans A, B, C, D and H with ranks 4

through 8.
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c. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on employment and community real income?

Ranks with Plans D and H as having lowest impact on employment
and community income since there are no significant displace-

ments in this plan.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on tax income of the community?

Lands with pproximate market value of $26,000 are taken from
the tax rolls for implementation. Ranks 2nd from lowest in
minimizing loss of tax revenue.

3. INDIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
desirability of this area as a place to operate a business which
will be reflected in the rate of economic development of the area?
What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
level of economic activity of the area which will be reflected in
property values and tax income of the community?

Plans A, B, C, D, G and H are judged to have comparable attrac-
tiveness to business and increased economic development. They

offer comparable community attractIveness benefits and have

comparable effect on the general level of taxes and utility
rates. These plans are ranked together as having the most
favorable impact on economic development.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What will be the relative impact of project construction on local
employment during the construction period based on this plan al-
ternative?

Local potential for increased employment during construction
ranks 7th due to relatively small amounts of construction re-
quired, particularly in conveyance facilities.

1,. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative

have on local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Potential for sale of local materials and products rank 7th
due to relatively small amounts of construction required, par-
ticularly in conveyance facilities.

c. What relative impact w11l the construction of this plan alternative
have on temporary disri, ticons of circulation and/or business acti-

vity that will result in redticed employment or other economic loss?

Ranks 2nd from lowest in disruption potential with approximately
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2 miles of conveyance in moderately built up area and 4 miles ofconveyance along traveled ways outside built up areas.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE COMMUNITY

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the health,
welfare and safety of the community?

All candidate plans are formulated to have a strong positive
impact on health, welfare and safety. The screening of poten-
tial negative impacts indicates that this plan has exposures
associated with surface water and raw sewage pumping and has
no exposures associated with groundwater and irrigation. This
plan is ranked 2nd in lowest risk along with Plan B.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disruptions
of existing co-munity living patterns such as location, quality and
character of residential communities, locations and kinds of em-
ployment and general cultural activities?

This plan, along with Plans C and 11 will have negligible dis-
ruptive impact of the community.

c. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the
recreation patterns of the community?

Provides high absolute improvement of surface water above pre-
sent conditions but ranks below plans which completely elimi-
nate surface water disposal. Does not divert any land areas to
disposal use. Relative rank is next to lowest for potential
for improved recreational opportunities.

d. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on land use
and land use planning?

All plans, except the no action plan, by solving area-wide
wastewater management problems remove one of the constraints to
development thereby making land use planning an essential for
controlled development. This plan does not preempt any exten-
sive lands and thus ranks lowest in physical constraints on
land use alon, -10i Plans C and ;1.

6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause dislocations
which will effect the place of residence, employment, mobility and
general cultural activity of a significant number of individuals?

This plan, along with Plans C and H will cause negligible dis-
ruption of individuals.

b. To what extent will the implementation of this plan impact indi-
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vidual life style?

All plans have negligible impact on general life style.

7. CONCERN FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-
water quality?

The surface water disposal at the City STP for the NS and C
service areas has almost zero potentil for groundwater impact
since, on the average, the groundwater exchange is into the
river downstream from the City STP except in the immediate
vicinity of Nine Mile Dam. The surface water disposal for SV
service area at approximate RM 79 is selected to be downstream
from the main City wells at Parkwater but is upstream from a
reach that, on the average, discharges from the river into
groundwater. Primarily because of the effluent location at
RM 79, this plan is ranked to have a higher potential impact
on an important groundwater body than Plan C which has a dis-
charge only at the City STP. Due to the greater importance of
the Spokane Valley aquifer, the significance of this potential
impact is ranked higher than those due to possible percolation
from irrigation in Plans E, F and G.

Plan H has a comparable potential and is ranked with Plan A as
having the 4th lowest impact.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on surface
water quality?

The two surface water disposals to 1983 standards proposed in
this plan shculd meet without reservation all requirements for
Class A in the receiving waters. The presence of a discharge
at RM 79 and at the City STP means that the reach from RM 79
downriver into Long Lake is less than natural conditions at
all times and in the case of a malfunction could fall to less
than Class A standards. Considering these expo&ares, the rela-
tive impact on surface water quality for all concerns is ranked
2nd highest along with Plan B which has the same two discharge
sites.

9. CONCERNS YOR LAND USE

What are the land use requirements for this candidate plan?

This plan has no significant impacts on land use. Except for the
requirement for a treatment plant site, about 12 acres, in the
vicinity of Felts Field, this plan will not take any land not
already dedicated to wastewater management. Plan is ranked as
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follows for the three areas of concern.

a. What relative impact will this plan have on the quantity or quality
of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegetation and open
space?

Ranks 2nd in preservation.

Sb. What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality

of the landscape?

Ranks 2nd in preservation.

c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses of
" land?

Ranks 2nd in minimizing constraints.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY

a. What effect will the implementation of this plan alternative have
on the public health aspects of air quality?

No negative impact. Ranks with Plans C, D and H which also
have no negative impact on health aspects of air quality.

b. What effect will the implementation of this plan alternative have
en the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

Small potential for negative impact from treatment plants.
Having two plants rather than one like Plan C, ranks 2nd
lowest in odor potential.

11. CONCERNS FOR ENERGY AND RESOURCES

a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with
respect to the need for:

1) Electrical energy input?

1! ; lowest energy cequiremeut (007.2 x 106 kwh) because
there is only one conveyance lift for North Spokane service
area. The larger flows for City and Spokane Valley are
not involved in service conveyance or disposal pumping
lifts.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives with
respect to need For consumption of chemicals or other consumable
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resources which may be in short supply?

Ranks 4th with Plans C and H which have identical alum usages
required for phosphorus removal to surface waters for all
three service areas.

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with respect
to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

The entire flow of all three service areas is discharged to the
Spokane River and become available for power production in WWP
dams and downriver Columbia installations. There is no recovery
of nutrient chemicals. The direct hydro energy recovery poten-
tial of this plan and Plans B, C, and H is approximately equal
to the energy equivalent of recovered nitrogen fertilizer of
Plan F giving Plans A, B, C, F and H equal rank. (125 to 135
x 106 kwh.)

d. How does this plan compare with other plan alternatives in net
energy requirements after considering credits for resource recovery
potential.

Ranks lowest in net energy requirement due to lowest basic in-
put requirement and recovery potential equal to the highest
ranked recovery. (272 x 106 kwh net.)

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical
performance toward releasing to the environment the highest quality
renovated wastewater?

Plan A has two surface water discharges from activated sludge
secondary treatment plants and is rated 7th in renovated
quality.

b. How dces this plan alternative compare with others in reliability
of technical performance?

Lack of storage between treatment and ultimate discharge to
the environment causes this plan to be ranked 7th in reliabi-
lity.

13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of growth?

The primary unfavorable element is the conveyance from NS to
the City STP. The City STP site has capacity for expansion
well beyond the forecast needs of NS and C combined. The only
conveyance for SV is the 2.8 mile effluent sewer, the minimum
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for any Plan. Expansion at SV treatment site should be feasi-
ble. Plan A is ranked 3rd from most flexible.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in adapting
to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?

For changes in surface water criteria, this plan is faced with
L making changes at two plants. Alternatives open are going to

higher level treatment, to percolation or irrigation. Cost
effectiveness analysis indicates that for extreme requirements,
land percolation would be least costly, that is going to Plan
D. This plan is ranked 6th.

c. How does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being able
to utilize future changes in technology of wastewater treatment?

The plan, along with Plan D, both of which have two concentra-
ted site ?lants, is ranked 3rd for flexibility.
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NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "B"

PLAN ELEMENTS: C-sw; NS-li; SV-sw

DESCRIPTION: City separately to surface water; North Spokane separately
to land irrigation; Spokane Valley separately to surface
water.

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth, mil-

lions of dollars.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 51.3

2) Capital costs only, including land 24.5

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 26.8

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal

annual cost, dollars per year.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 4.8

2) Capital costs only, including land 2.3

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 2.5

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 9.3 million dollars more than

the most cost effective project.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan alter-

native have on the total supply and availability of capital funds
to meet other community needs?

Ranks 3rd from lowest in capital fund requirements.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance costs
of this plan alternative on utility rates and/or tax rates?

Ranks 4th from lowest requirement for mean annual operating
funds. There is actually little significant difference in rank
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between Plans A, B, C, D and H which include ranks 4 through 8.

c. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on employment and community real income?

Ranks 3rd from lowest three plans in displacement potential

due to requirements for in excess of 2000 acres in Peone
Prairie for lagoons, storage and irrigation.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on tax income of the community?

Lands with approximate market value $1,300,000 are taken from
the tax rolls for implementation. Ranks 5th from lowest in
minimizing loss of tax revenue.

3. INDIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
desirability of this area as a place to operate a business which
will be reflected in the rate of economic development of the area?
What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
level of economic activity of the area which will be reflected in
property values and tax income of the community?

Plans A, B, C, D, G and H are judged to have comparable attrac-
tiveness to business and increased economic development. They
offer comparable community attractiveness benefits and have

comparable effect on the general level of taxes and utility
rates. These plans are ranked together as having the most

favorable impact on economnic development.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What will be the relative impact of project construction on local
employment during the construction period based on this plan alter-
native?

Local potential for increased employment during construction
ranks 5th due to relatively low expenditures for both treatment,
conveyance and earthwork facilities.

b. What impact will the construction of this plan alternative have on
local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Potential for sale of local materials and products ranks 6th
due to relatively low expenditures for treatment and conveyance
facilities.

c. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative
have on temporary disruptions of circulation and/or business acti-

vity that will result in reduced employment or other economic loss?
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Ranks 3rd from lowest disruption potential with approximately
2 miles of conveyance construction in moderately built up areas
and approximately 7 miles parallel to traveled ways in lightly

built-up and rural areas.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE COMMUNITY

a. What relative impact will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the health, welfare and safety of the community?

All candidate plans are formulated to have a strong positive
impact on health, welfare and safety. The screening of poten-
tial negative impacts indicates that this plan has exposures
associated with surface water, irrigation and raw sewage
pumping and has no exposures associated with groundwater.
This plan is ranked second lowest in risk along with Plan A.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disruptions
of existing community living patterns such as location, quality and
character of residential communities, locations and kinds of em-
ployment and general cultural activities?

There will be community disruption caused by preempting approx-
imately 2400 acres for lagoons, storage and irrigation. This
plan is ranked 3rd from lowest in disruptive potential.

What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the recre-
ation patterns of the community?

Provides high absolute improvement of surface waters above
present conditions but ranks below plans which completely
eliminate surface disposal. Ranks with Plans A and H for sur-
face water impact. Diversion of land to wastewater use for NS
irrigation is a negative impact on recreational opportunity.
Relative rank is 6th from highest potential for improved recre-
ation opportunities.

d. What impact will the implementation of this plan alternative have
on land use and land use planning?

All plans, except the no action plan, by solving area-wide
wastewater management problems, remove one of the constraints
to development thereby making land use planning an essential
for controlled development. This plan physically constrains
land use and land use planning in the 2400 acre area taken for
wastewater management. Plan is ranked 3rd from lowest in
physical impact on land use.

6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause dislocations
which will effect the place of residence, employment, mobility and
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general cultural activity of a significant number of individuals?

This plan has dislocation impact in the 2400 acres taken for
wastewater management. Rank 3rd from lowest in dislocation
Impacts.

b. To what extent will the implementation of this plan impact indi-
vidual life style?

All plans have negligible impact on general life style.

7. CONCERN FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-

water quality?

Plan B has surface water discharges at the City STP and at
RM 79 as do Plans A and H. Therefore, the potential impact on
groundwater due LO these two discharges alone is the same as A
and H. In addition, Plan B has an irrigation disposal to the
surface of Peone Prairie from which there Is a potential perco-

lation to groundwater. The additional exposure due to irriga-
tion percolation is evaluated as relatively small but signi-
ficant enough to rank Plan B with greater impact potential
than Plans A and H. Therefore, Plan B is ranked 5th lowest in
potential groundwater impact.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on surface
water quality?

The two surface water disposal to 1983 standards proposed in
this plan should meet without reservation all requirements for
Class A in the receiving waters. The presence of a discharge
at RM 79 and at the City STP means that the reach from RM 79
downriver into Long Lake is less than natural conditions at all
times and in the case of a malfunction could fall to less than
Class A standards. Considering these exposures, the relative
impact on surface water quality for all concerns is ranked
2nd highest along with Plan A which has the same two dis-
charge sites. The lesser flow to the City STP caused by NS
area diversion to irrigation is judged to be insignificant in
comparing Plans A and B.

9. CONCERNS FOR LAND USE

What are the land use requirements of this candidate plan?

This plan requires approximately 2400 acres of rural land in Peone
Prairie area for lagoons, storage and irrigation and approximately

12 acres near Felts Field for a treatment site. Much of the rural
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area taken is dry farmed land at present but some of the land in

the storage site is in natural woods. Plan is ranked as follows
for the three areas of concern:

a. What relative impact will this plon have on the quantity or quali-

ty of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegetation and

open space?

Ranks 4th in preservation.

b. What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality
of the landscape?

Ranks 4th in preservation.

c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses of
land?

Ranks 4th in minimizing constraints.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY

a. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-

tive have on the public health aspects of air quality?

There is potential for aerosol contamination of air from irri-
gation of approximately 2000 acres. Ranks 2nd lowest in

exposure potential to the no impacc plans.

b. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-

tive have on the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

Therq is a small potential for odor problems in connection with

irrigation from septicity in distribution mains and a small

potential from storage reservoirs due to septic conditions from

algae. Ranks 4th lowest in exposure potential.

11. CONCERNS FOR ENERGY AND RESOURCES

a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with

respect to the need for:

1) Electrical energy input?

Has second lowest energy use (437.7 x 106 kwh). Has higher

use than Plan A because separate treatment for NS requires

more than when combined with City plus greater conveyance
pumping to irrigation.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans.
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b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives
with respect to need for consumption of chemicals or other con-
sumable resources which may be in short supply?

Ranks 3, requiring slightly less alum for phosphate removal
since it is not required for the North Spokane portion disposal
to irrigation.

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with respect
to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

The flow of the two largest service areas is discharged to the
Spokane River and becomes available for hydro power production
in WWP plants. There is nutrient recovery potential for North
Spokane service area flows directed to irrigation. The sum of
the hydro energy potential and equivalent energy as nutrient
recovery is approximately equal to the hydro power potential
of Plans A, C and H and the nutrient equivalent of Plan F.
Thus Plans A, B, C, F and H are ranked together (125 - 135 x
106 kwh).

d. How does this plan compare with other plan alternatives in net
energy requirements after considering credits for resource recovery
potential?

Ranks 2nd along with Plan H due to having second lowest energy
input needs and having recovery credit ranked with highest
(307 x 106 kwh net).

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical
performance toward releasing to the environment the highest quality
renovated wastewater?

The NS service area has irrigation disposal but the City and SV
service areas are separate surface water disposals from acti-
vated sludge secondary plants. Plan B is ranked 6th in overall
performance.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with others in reliability
of technical performance?

The combination of lagoon treatment and irrigation disposal
provide high reliability for the NS service area but the City
and SV service areas discharge directly from activated sludge
treatment to surface waters. Plan B is ranked 6th in relia-
bility.

13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
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adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of growth?

Three separate treatment facilities for the three service areas
favor flexibility. The City plant has extra capacity without

construction and requires no conveyance. The SV site is
favorable for expansion and has the minimum conveyance for this

service area. The only inflexible elements are the NS convey-
ance to the lagoon treatment site and the storage reservoir.

The lagoon system lends itself to stage expansion as does the
irrigation system. This plan is ranked 2nd most flexible
after Plan H.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in adapting
to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?

Two separate plants have surface water disposal and would face
the same alternatives as Plan A. Since NS service area is
already proposed to irrigation under this plan, it is likely
that irrigation would be more favored than percolation as an
alternative for SV service area. The problems confronting
this plan are judged equal to those facing Plans A and D,
ranked 3rd.

c. How does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being able
to utilize future changes in technology of wastewater treatment?

This plan with two concentrated site plants and one lagoon
treatment facility is ranked 4th in flexibility.
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Ii NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "C"

PLAN ELEMENTS: (C+NS+SV)sw

DESCRIPTION: City, North Spokane and Spokane Valley combined to surface

water disposal.

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth, mil-
lions of dollars

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 53.8

2) Capital costs only, including land 26.5

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 27.3

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal
annual cost, dollars per year.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 5.1

2) Capital costs only, including land 2.5

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 2.6

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 11.8 million dollars more than
the most cost effective project.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan alterna-
tive have on the total supply and availability of capital funds to
meet other community needs.

Ranks 4th from lowest in capital fund requirements.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance costs
of this plan alternative on utility rates and/or tax rates?

Ranks 6th from lowest requirement for mean annual operating
and ipaintenance funds. There is actually little difference in

rank between Plans A, B, (, D and H which include ranks 4
through 8.
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c. What r lative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
altern tive have on employment and community real income?

Ranks with Plans A and H as having lowest impact on employ-
ment and community income sinze there are no significant dis-
placements in this plan.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on tax income of the community?

Land with approximate market value of $3,500 are taken from
the tax rolls for implementation. Ranks 1st in minimizing
loss of tax revenue.

3. INDIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
desirability of this area as a place to operate a business which

will be reflected in the rate of economic development of the area?
What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
level of economic activity of the area which will be reflected in
property values and tax income of the community?

Plans A, B, C, D, G and H are judged to have comparable attrac-
tiveness to business and increased economic development. They
offer comparable community attractiveness benefits and have
comparable effect on the general level of taxes and utility
rates. These plans are ranked together as having the most
favorable impact on economic development.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What will be the relative impact of project construction on local
employment during the construction period based on this plan alter-
native?

Local potential for increased employment during construction
ranks 6th having relatively large treatment plant expenditures
but only moderate conveyance facilities expenditures.

b. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative

have on local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Potential for increased sales of local materials and products
during construction ranks 5th due to combination of relatively
large treatment expenditures with moderate conveyance expendi-

tures.

c. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative
have on temporary disruptions of circulation and/or business acti-
vity that will result in reduced employment or other economic loss?
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This plan has the highest potential for disruption due to the
construction of Spokane Valley service conveyance for approxi-
mately 9 miles through built up areas and particularly along
important circulation streets in the City of Spokane.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE COMMUNITY

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the health,

welfare and safety of the community?

All candidate plans are formulated to have a strong positive
impact on health, welfare and safety. The screening of poten-
tial negative impacts indicates that this plan has exposures
associated with surface water, and raw sewage pumping and has
no exposures associated with groundwater and irrigation. This

plan is ranked 3rd lowest in risk along with Plans E, G, and H.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disruptions
of existing community living patterns such as location, quality and
character of residential communities, locations and kinds of employ-
ment and genera] cultural activities?

This plan, along with Plans A and H will have negligible long
term disruptive impact on the community.

c. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the recrea-
tion patterns of the community?

Provides high absolute improvement of surface waters above
present condition. Ranks below those that completely eliminate
surface water disposal but above Plans A, B and H in that there
is no surface water disposal upstream from the City STP. Diverts
no land. Ranks 5th from highest potential for improved recrea-
tion opportunities.

d. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on land use
and land use planning?

All plans, except the no action plan, by solving area wide
wastewater management problems, remove one of the constraints
to lem7lopmen, thereby making land use planning an essential
for controlled development. This plan does not preempt any
extensive lands and thus ranks lowest in physical constraints
on land use along with Plans A and 11,

6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR ThE INDIVIDUAL

a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause dislocations
which will effect the place of residen.e, employment, mobility and
general cultural activity of a signilicant number of individuals?
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I
This plan, along with Plans A and H will cause negligible
disruption of individuals.

b. To v lt extent will the implementation of this plan impact indivi-
dual .ife style?

All plans have negligible impact on general life style.

7. CONCERN FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-
water quality?

Plan C is all surface water disposal at one location, the City
STP. Since the potential for river exchange to groundwater is
minimal downstream from the City STP this plan has low poten-
tial for groundwater impact. This plan is ranked as having the
lowest potential groundwater quality impact.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on surface
water quality?

The single surface water disposal to 1983 standards proposed in
this plan should meet, without reservation, all requirements
for Class A in the receiving waters. The only discharge being

at the City STP means that exposure to less than natural con-
ditions and vulnerability to a malfunction is restricted to

downstream from that point. This exposure ranks Plan C at
5th from lowest in potential impact on surface water quality.

9. CONCERNS FOR LAND USE

What are the land use requirements of this candidate plan?

This plan requires no land not already dedicated to wastewater
management use other than pump station sites. This plan is ranked

highest in preservation of land for habitat and aesthetics and
lowest in interference with other uses.

a. What relative impact will this plan have on the quantity or quality
of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegetation and
open space?

Ranks Ist in preservation.

b, What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality
of the landscape?

Ranks 1st in preservation.
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c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses
of land?

Ranks 1st in minimizing constraints.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY

a. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alter-
native have on the public health aspects of air quality?

No negative impact. Ranks with Plans A, D and H which also
have no negative impact on health aspects of air quality.

b. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

Small potential for negative impact from the treatment plant
itself. Ranks lowest in potential odor problems since there
is only one treatment plant and no potential from irrigation,
storage or percolation.

11. CONCERNS FOR ENERGY AND RESOURCES

a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with
respect to the need for:

1) Electrical energy input?

Has 4th lowest energy requiremen (488.7 x 106 kwh)
because the service conveyance pumping for Spokane
Valley more than offsets the advantages to all treatment
combined to one facility.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives with
respect to need for consumption of chemicals or other consumable
resources which may be in short supply?

Ranks 4th with P]ans A, and H which have identical alum

usages required for phosphorus removal to surface water
disposal for all service areas.

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with respect
to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

The entire flow of all three service areas is discharged to the
Spokane River and becomes available for power production in
WWP dams and downriver Columbia installations. There is no
recovery of nutrient chemicals. The direct hydro energy
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recovery potential of this plan and Plans A, B, and H is
approximately equal to the energy equivalent of recovered
nitrogen gertilizer of Plan F giving Plans A, B, C, F and H
equal rank. (125 to 135 x 106 kwh.)

d. How does this plan compare with other plan alternatives in net
energy requirements after considering credits for resource recovery
potential?

Ranks 3rd lowest in net energy requirement due to having
4th lowest basic input requirement and recovery potential
ranked with the highest. (354 x 106 kwh net.)

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical per-
formance toward releasing to the environment the highest quality
renovated wastewater?

One large single plant favors quality performance over smaller
plants but renovative quality from secondary treatment alone
must be ranked below other plans with land application
polishing. Plan is ranked 5th in quality.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with others in reliability
of technical performance?

One large plant also favors reliability over two or three small
plants but direct discharge to environment without storage to
buffer malfunction disfavors reliability. Plan is ranked 5th
in reliability.

13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of growth?

This plan contains three unfavorable elements. The least
difficult is the NS to City STP conveyance, in common with
Plans A, D, E and F. The next most critical is that the fore-
cast flows for the three service areas approaches the capacity
of the City STP site. Any expansion of flow beyond 60 mgd

would be extremely costly at the existing site or would require
a supplementary separate site. The most critical item is the
SV conveyance through the City of Spokane. This construction
would be expensive and disruptive in the first place--to come
back lacer with a parallel line to increase capacity would be
even more so. For all these reasons, this plan is ranked
least flexible.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in adapting
to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?
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One treatment facility favors the ability to make all changes
at one place. The lack of space for expansion at the City
STP site, however, detracts from this favorable situation.
The off-site percolation alternative is available. The net
ranking of this plan is 5th from most favorable.

c. How does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being able
to utilize future changes in technology of wastewater treatment?

This plan with only one concentrated site plant is ranked 5th
in flexibility due to the limited space at the existing City
STP site which flows from all service areas are to be pro-
cessed.
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NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "D"

PLAN ELEMENTS: (C+NS)-sw/lp; SV-sw/lp

DESCRIPTION: City and North Spokane combined to surface water disposal to
1990 then to land percolation; Spokane Valley separately to
surface water disposal to 1990 then to land percolation.

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth, mil-
lions of dollars.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 58.0

2) Capital costs only, including land 29.3

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 28.7

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal
annual cost, dollars per year.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 5.5

2) Capital costs only, including land 2.8

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 2.7

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 16.0 million dollars more than
the most cost effective project.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan alterna-
tive have on the total supply and availability of capital funds to
meet other community needs?

Ranks 5th from lowest in capital fund requirements.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance costs
of this plan alternative on utility rates and/or tax rates?

Ranks 7th from lowest in requirements for mean annual operation
and maintenance funds. There is actually little significant
difference in rank between plans A, B, C, D and H which include
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ranks 4 through 8.

c. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on employment and community real income?

Ranks 2nd from lowest three plans in displacement potential.
There is a very small displacement potential for the 144 acre
site required near Mead. The 528 acre site near Long Lake is
essentially unoccupied at present.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan

alternative have on tax income of the community?

Lands with estimated market value of $1,200,000 are taken from
the tax rolls. Plan ranks 4th in minimizing loss of tax
revenue.

3. INDIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
desirability of this area as a place to operate a business which
will be reflected in the rate of economic development of the area?
What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
level of economic activity of the area which will be reflected in
property values and tax income of the community?

Plans A, B, C, D, G and 1 are judged to have comparable attrac-
tiveness to business and increased economic development. They
offer comparable community attractiveness benefits and have
comparable effect on the general level of taxes and utility
rates. These plans are ranked together as having the most
favorable impact on economic development.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a.What will be the relatic impact of proect construct-on on local
employment during the construction period based on this plan alter-
native?

Local potential for increased employment during construction
ranks 4th due to molera'e levels of expenditure in treatment
and conveyance area, .

b. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative
have on local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Potential for increased sales of local materials and products
during construction ranks 4th due to moderate levels of expen-
diture for conveyance facil ities.

c. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative

have on temporary disruptions of circulation and/or business
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activity that will result in reduced employment or other economic
loss?

This plan along with Plans E, F and G ranks 4th from lowest in
disruption potential. All have approximately 7 miles of dispo-
sal conveyance for Spokane Valley through moderately built-up
area and from 4 to 7 miles of service conveyance parallel to
traveled roads for North Spokane. There are differing amounts
of rural road conveyance for Plans D, E, F and G which are

judged to not significantly affect ranking.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE COMMUNITY

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the health,
welfare and safety of the community?

All candidate plans are formulated to have a strong positive
impact on health, welfare and safety. The screening of poten-
tial negative impacts indicates that this plan has exposures
associated with surface water up to 1990 and with groundwater
from 1990 on. There is a raw sewage pumping exposure for North
Spokane only. There are no exposures associated with irrigation.
This plan is ranked lowest in risk along with Plan F.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disruptions
of existing community living patterns such as location, quality and
character of residential communities, locations and kinds of employ-
ment and general cultural activities?

There will be a minor dislocation only at the site for percola-
tion in the vicinity of Mead. Plan ranks 2nd in minimizing

disruptions.

c. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the recrea-
tion patterns of the community?

From 1980 to 1990, surface water disposal to 1983 standards
provides greatly improved recreation availability of the Spo-
kane River and Long Lake, but not without some reservation.
After 1990 there would be complete elimination of surface water
discharge which would remove all reservation. There are some
land diversions to wastewater management that could negatively
impact recreation opportunities, particularly the attractive
area on Long Lake taken for percolation. Plan ranks 3rd from

highest for improvement of recreational opportunities.

d. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on land use
and land use planning?

The required sites for percolation will eliminate potential
residential use at the Downriver site and industrial use at
the Mead site. Improvement of the recreation potential on Long
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Lake will increase pressures for development in that area and
require planning controls. Plan ranks 2nd in minimizing

constraints to land use and planning after Plans A, C and H
which have essentially no constraints.

6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause dislocations
which will effect the place of residence, employment, mobility and
general cultural activity of a significant number of individuals?

The lands taken for wastewater management have relatively few
persons at this time so that the potential for individual dis-
locations is small, second only to Plans A, C and H.

b. To what extent will the implementation of this plan impact indivi-
dual life style?

All plans have negligible impact on general life style.

7. CONCERN FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-
water quality?

Plan D is identical with Plan A to 1990, that is, with surface
water discharges at the City STP and RM 79. Therefore, to 1990
Plan D ranks with Plan A and H at 5th lowest impact potential.
due primarily to the exposure from the discharge at RM 79.
After 1990, the surface water discharges are eliminated in favor
of percolation disposal with strong potential for groundwater
quality tmpact. The location selected for the C and NS disposal
adjoininE Long Lake impacts a relatively small groundwater body
before emergence to surface water so that its impact on utili-
zation of important groundwater bodies is small. The location
chosen for SV disposal in the Mead area is also chosen to
minimize the effect on the important groundwater body but does
nevertheless impart a significant usable segment before the
groundwater emerges as surface water. This plan is ranked as
having the highest relative groundwater impact.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUA!rY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on surface
water quality?

Plan D has two surface water discharges to 1990 as does Plan
A and for that period has the same potential for impact on
surface water quality. From 1990 all surface water discharges
are elirinated in favor of percolation disposal. One percola-
tion disposal parallel to Long Lake has a relatively short
groundwater return path to the Lake through which the surface
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rwater could possibly be impacted. Considering these expo-
sures, this plan is ranked 3rd from lowest in surface water
impact potential.

9. CONCERNS FOR LAND USE

What are the land use requirements of this candidate plan?

This plan is identical with Plan A to 1990 and to that date re-
quires only an additional 12 acres site for treatment plant. After
1990 two percolation sites are required, one of approximately 500
acres of natural wooded lands on the north bank of Long Lake and
the other of approximately 144 acres of rural land in vicinity of
Mead. There would be significant negative impacts resulting pri-
marily from the Long Lake site on habitat and aesthetic values.
The Long Lake site also has potential for other uses ranging from
open space to residential and recreation. The Mead site interferes
with industrial and residential uses.

a. What relative impact will this plan have on the quantity or quali-
ty of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegetation and
open space?

Ranks 7th in preservation.

b. What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality
of the landscape?

Ranks 7th in preservation.

c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses of
land?

Ranks 8th in minimizing constraints.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY

a. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alter-
native have on the public health aspects of air quality?

No negative impact. Ranks with Plans A, C and H which also
have no negative impact.

b. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

The percolation lagoons have a small potential for odor pro-
duction if surface layers become clogged. Ranks as 5th from
lowest in odor potential.

11. CONCERNS FOR ENERGY AND RESOURCES
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a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with
respect to the need for:

1) Electrical energy input?

Has 5th lowest energy-requirement (556.1 x 106 kwh). The
increase over Plan A is due entirely to the disposal convey-

ance pumping to percolation disposal after 1990.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives with
respect to need for consumption of chemcials or other consumable
resources which may be in short supply?

Ranks 5th lowest in chemical requirements. Although alum usage
for phosphorus removal is cut by switch to percolation disposal
in 1990, there is significant requirement for methanol for
denitrification of SV flows after 1990.

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with respect
to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

Up until 1990, the entire flow from the three service areas is
discharged to the Spokane River and becomes available for hydro
power production. After 1990 there is no direct discharge to
river but C+NS are expected to percolate to Long Lake and be
available for hydro power from Long Lake down. There is no re-
covery of nutrient chemicals. Ranks lowest in potential
resource recovery along with Plans E and G.

d. How does this plan compare with other plan alternatives in net
energy requirements after considering credits for resource recovery
potential?

Ranks 4th lowest in net energy requirement as a result of com-
bining 5th ranked input needs lower ranked recovery potential.
(493 x 106 kwh net.)

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical
performance toward releasing to the environment the highest quality
renovated wastewater?

The surface water discharges to 1990 are ranked identical with
Plan A, but addition of land percolation treatment after 1990
increase net r taking to 3d in i ali _y

J
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b. How does this plan alternative compare with others in reliability
of technical performance?

Low reliability prior to 1990 is corrected by the inherent
storage capability of land percolation after 1990 raising ranks
to 3rd for reliability.

13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of growth?

This plan is identical to Plan A to 1990 and has the same flexi-
bility characteristics to that date. This delay in going to
more refined treatment is in itself an advantage to flexibility.
Beyond 1990, there are major conveyance structures for both the
C and NS flows and the SV flows which would introduce inflexi-
bility. The percolation treatment, however, can be expanded
in stages. Due primarily to the long conveyance lines after
1990, this plan is ranked 4th in flexibility.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in adapting
to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?

This plan with two elements to surface water but with planned
conversion to percolation disposal is ranked 3rd highest in
flexibility to meet changing criteria. The possible increases
in groundwater criteria concurrent with surface wtaer criteria
is the consideration that ranks this plan lower than the plans
which utilize irrigation.

c. How does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being able
to utilize future changes in technology of wastewater treatment?

This plan and Plan A with two concentrated site plants is ranked
3rd in flexibility.
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NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "E"

PLAN ELEMENTS: (C+NS)-sw-li; SV-li

DESCRIPTION: City and North Spokane combined to summer season land irri-
gation and winter season surface water; Spokane Valley
separately to land irrigation.

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth, mil-
lions of dollars.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 95.1

2) Capital costs only, including land 77.5

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 17.6

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal
annual cost, dollars per year.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 9.0

2) Capital costs only, including land 7.3

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 1.7

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 53.1 million dollars more than
the most cost effective project.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan alterna-
tive have on the tot I supply and availability of capital funds to
meet other community needs?

Ranks 7th from lowest in capital fund requirements. Plans E
and F are significantly higher than all other candidates.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance costs

of this plan alternative on utility rates and on tax rates?

Ranks 2nd from lowest in requirements for operation and mainte-
nance costs due to the offsetting income from crop income.
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Plan F is lower because unit crop income is higher in Little
Spokane Valley than in Airways Heights area.

c. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on employment and community real income?

Ranks 5th from lowest three plans in displacement potential due
to requirements for in excess of 15,000 acres in Peone Prairie
and Airways Heights areas.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on tax income of the community?

Lands with approximate market value $5,000,000 are taken from
the tax rolls for implementation. Ranks 7th from lowest in
minimizing loss of tax revenue.

3. INDIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
desirability of this area as a place to operate a business which
will be reflected in the rate of economic development of the area?
What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
level of economic activity of the area which will be reflected in
property values and tax income of the community?

Although this plan is judged to have comparable attractiveness
to business and increased economic development as others, the
negative impacts of cost on tax and utility rates for this plan
make it rank lower than Plans A, B, C, D, G and H but higher
than Plan F.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What will be the relative impact of project construction on local
employment during the construction period based on this plan alter-
native?

Local potential for increased employment during construction
ranks 2nd due to large expenditures for conveyance and earth-
work structures.

b. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative
have on local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Potential for increased sale of local materials and products
during construction ranks 2nd due to the large volume of pipe
in irrigation work.

c. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative
have on temporary disruptions of circulation and/or business acti-
vity that will result in reduced employment or other economic loss?
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This plan along with Plans D, F and G ranks 4th from lowest in

disruption potential. All have approximately 7 miles of dis-

posal conveyance for Spokane Valley through moderately built-up
area and from 4 to 7 miles of service conveyance parallel to
traveled roads for North Spokane. There are differing amounts
of rural road conveyance for Plans D, E, F and G which are

judged to not significantly affect ranking.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE CONMUNITY

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the health,

welfare and safety of the community?

All candidate plans are formulated to have a strong positive
impact on health, welfare and safety. The screening of poten-
tial negative impacts indicates that this plan has exposures

associated with surface water limited to winter season, irriga-
tion and raw sewage pumping and has limited exposures associated
with groundwater from irrigation percolation. This plan is

ranked 3rd in risk along with Plans C, G and H.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disruptions
of existing community living patterns such as location, quality and

character of residential communities, loc.ations and kinds of employ-
ment and general cultural activities?

This plan will hive major disruptive impact potential on signi-
ficant rural areas totaling approximatciy 15,000 acres. This
plan is ranked next highest in disruptive impact to Plan F.

c. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the recrea-

tion patterns of the community?

All surface water disposal is eliminated except during the win-
ter season providing unrestricted recreation use in summer.

There are significant land diversions to wastewater management
use that could negatively impact recreation opportunities.
Relative ranking is 2nd from highest for potential improvement
of recreational opportunities.

d. What relative impact" will this plan alternative have on land use
and land u.;! planning:

All plans, exc,'pt Lhe no acLion p- n, by solving area wide
wastewater management problems, remove one of the constraints

on development thereby making land planning an essential for
controlled development. This plan preempts approximately
15,000 acres for wastewater management and thus ranks 2nd
highest in plhvsical constraints on land use.

6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE INDiVl)UA',
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a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause dislocations
which will effect the place of residence, employment, mobility
and general cultural activity of a significant number of indivi-
duals?

This plan ranks 5th from lowest in potential for individual
locations due to the large areas taken for wastewater manage-
ment.

b. To what extent will the implementation of this plan impact indivi-
dual life style?

All plans have negligible impact on general life style.

7. CONCERN FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-
water quality?

Plan E has surface water discharge at one location, the City
STP, and in the winter season only. From the standpoint of
surface water discharges, this pJans ranks with Plan C as having
low groundwater exposure potential. The storage and irrigation
on the surface of the basalt nquifer create a relatively strong
potential for percolation to groundwater due to the unique
geological conditions. The relatively thin overburden of
coarse materials and the jointing of the basalt provide path-
ways for the percolate to reach the basalt aquifer. The
coarse materials and the basalt joints are paths that have low
capability for wastewater renovation. There is also an irri-
gation disposal to Peone Prairie as in Plans B and G with
relatively low groundwater impact potentidl due to fine over-
burden materials and discontinuous aquifer. Due primarily to
the exposure from irrigation and storage on the surface of the
basalt aquifer this plan is ranked 6th from lowest in ground-
water impact potential.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on surface
water quality?

Plan E has a single surface water discharge at the City STP
which operates during the winter season only. The winter sea-
son exposure not only reduces the time during which downstream
quality would be less than natural but greatly reduces both the
opportunity for and impact of a malfunction. The lessening
of impact in winter is due to higher dilution, and lower tem-

peaatuces. In the case of recreation concerns, the impact is
minimal due to the decreased need. For these reasons, this
plan is ranked 2nd from lowest in surface water impact poten-
tial.
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9. CONCERNS FOR LAND USE

What are the land use requirements of this candidate plan?

This plan requires two major land acquisitions, one of approxi-
mately 11,000 acres in the Airways Heights area and one of approx-
imately 4,500 acres in the Peone Prairie area. The Airways Heights
area is mostly dry farmed but not as intensively as Peone Prairie.
Although the area required in Airways Heights is larger, the
significance of the area as habitat, natural cover and aesthetic
value is rated lower than the Peone Prairie. As noted under Plan
B, there are significant negative habitat and aesthetic impacts
involved in utilization of Peone Prairie lands. On the other

hand, the proximity of the Airways Heights area to the City points
to its possible long term alternative demands for its use for

industrial or other urban purposes. This plan is ranked as follows.

a. What relative impact will this plan have on the quantity or quality
of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegetation and
open space?

Ranks 4th in preservation.

b. What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality
of the landscape?

Ranks 5th in preservation.

c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses of
land?

Ranks 6th in minimizing constraints.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY

a. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the public health aspects of air quality?

There is potential for aerosol contamination of the air from
the approximately 14,000 acres total of irrigation at two
separate locations. Ranks as having the highest exposure to
air contamination alotig with P1 -n F, due not orly to area but
the two locations and the nearness to population centers.

b. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

Small odor potential exists at both irrigation areas and both

storage areas. As for health considerations, the multiple
sites r I nearwss to polil atior -2' :co cause thiu plan to
rank highest in potential fol odor problems.
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11. CONCERNS FOR ENERGY AND RESOURCES

a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with

respect to the need for:

1) Electrical energy input?

Has next to highest energy requirement (921.4 x 106 kwh),
approximately twice the level of all surface water dispo-
sal. High energy use caused by disposal conveyance to
irrigation, part year for C+NS and all year for SV.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives with
respect to need for consumption of chemicals or other consumable
resources which may be in short supply?

Ranks lowest in chemical requirements :ogether with Plan F

since neither phosphorus* removal nor denitrification are

required. (*Assuming that only seasonal phosphorus removal
is required.)

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with respect
to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

Although the C+NS flow discharges to the Spolane R.%)cr for the
entire winter season, the hydro power pot,?xktial is negligible since
natural flows exceed installed plant capacity much of the win-

ter. There is nutrient recovery for the summer C+NS flows and
year around for SV. Ranks lowest in resource recovery poten-
tial along with Plans D and G.

d. How does this plan compare with other plan altrnatives in net
energy requirements after considering credits for resource recov-
ery potential?

Ranks next to highest in net energy requirement due to combi-
nation of high input and low recovery. (860 x 106 kwh net.)

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical

performance toward releasing to the environment the highest quality

renovated wastewater?

Full time irrigation treatment for SV service area and summer

season irrigation treatment for C and NS service areas com-

bined provide high quality ranking but winter surface water

discharge fcr the latter detracts from ranking. Plan is
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ranked 4th for quality.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with others in reliability
of technical performance?

Irrigation treatments and associated storage provide high
reliability. The feature which detracts from reliability is

the winter surface discharge. Plan is ranked 4th for relia-
bility.

13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of growth?

This plan has major conveyance systems associated with both
plan elements. The one associated with the SV service area
to the irrigation site is common to Plan F. The conveyance
from the City STP to Airways Height area is relatively short
but involves a river crossing and high head pumping. Both
plan elements involve the inflexible concerns of storage reser-
voirs. This plan is ranked 6th in flexibility above Plan F

which has much longer conveyance and Plan C which has major
conveyance through the City.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in adapting
to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?

Irrigation disposal is used for both elements in this plan,
but for one element surface water disposal is required for the
winter season. This latter feature makes this plan relatively
inflexible since the irrigation site utilized is not large
enough to permit ceasing the winter disposal to surface water
and other alternatives would have to be explored. This plan
is ranked 4th in flexibility.

c. E . does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being able
o utilize future changes in technology of wastewater treatment?

This plan and Plan F with one concentrated site plant at the
City STP site and one lagoon facility is ranked 2nd in flexi-
biliy. Ranking is below Plan G because more of the City site
capability is used by including the NS service area.
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NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "F"

PLAN ELEMENTS: (C+NS)-li; SV-li

DESCRIPTION: City and North Spokane combined to land irrigation, Spokane

Valley separately to land irrigation.

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth, mil-
lions of dollars.

1) Total, including capital 0 and M 132.2

2) Capital costs only, including land 118.1

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 14.1

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal
annual cost, dollars per year.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 12.5

2) Capital costs only, including land 11.2

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 1.3

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 90.2 million dollars more than
the most cost effective project.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan alterna-
tive have on the total supply and availability of capital funds to
meet other community needs?

Ranks highest in capital fund requirements by a large margin.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance costs
of this plan alternative on utility rates and/or tax rates?

Ranks lowest in requirements for mean annual operation and
maintenance costs due to the offsetting credit for crop
revenue.
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c. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on employment and community real income?

Ranks highest in displacement potential due to requirements
for in excess of 18,000 acres for treatment lagoon, storage
reservoirs and irrigation lands.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on tax income of the community?

Lands with approximate market value $12,000,000 are taken from
the tax rolls for implementation. Ranks highest in displace-
ment of lands from tax rolls, more than twice the 7th ranked
plan.

3. INDIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
desirability of this area as a pldce to operate a business which
will be reflected in the rate of economic development of the area?
What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
level of economic activity of the area which will be reflected in
property values and tax income of the community?

Although this plan is judged to have comparable attractiveness
to business and increased economic development as others, the
negative impacts of costs on taxes and utility rates are
highest of any plan. Therefore, this plan is ranked lowest in
net attractiveness to business and economic growth.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What will be the relative impact of project construction on local
employment during the construction period based on this plan alter-
native?

Local potential for increased employment during construction
ranks first due to the very large expenditures for conveyance,
irrigation and earthwork facilities.

b. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative
have on local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Potential for increased sales of local materials and products
during construction is highest of all plans due to very large
volume of pipeline and irrigation facilities.

c. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative
have on temporary disruptions of circulation and/or business acti-
vity that will result in reduced employment or other economic loss?

This plan along with Plans D, E and G ranks 4th from lowest
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in disruption potential. All have approximately 7 miles of
disposal conveyance for Spokane Valley through moderately
built-up area and from 4 to 7 miles of service conveyance
parallel to traveled roads for North Spokane. There are dif-
fering amounts of rural road conveyance for Plans D, E, F,
and G which are judged to not significantly affect ranking.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE COMMUNITY

a. What relative impact will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the health, welfare and safety of the community?

All candidate plans are formulated to have a strong positive
impact on health, welfare and safety. The screening of poten-
tial negative impacts indicates that this plan has exposures
associated with irrigation and raw sewage pumping and has no
exposures associated with surface water, and limited ground-
water exposure associated with percolation from irrigation.
This plan is ranked lowest in overall risk along with Plan D.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disruptions
of existing community living patterns such as location, quality and
character of residential communities, locations and kinds of employ-
ment and general cultural activities?

This plan will have a major disruptive impact potential on
significant rural areas of approximately 18,900 acres taken for
wastewater management. This plan is ranked highest in disrup-
tive impact.

c. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the recrea-
tion patterns of the community?

This plan provides for complete elimination of surface water
disposal and thus maximizes the opportunity for use of the
Spokane River for recreation. The large land area taken for
irrigation in the Williams Valley diminishes the recreational
opportunities in that area for hunting and similar part-time

use of agricultural areas. Plan ranks 1st in increased oppor-
tunities for recreation.

d. What relative jwpect w., 11 this plan alternative have on land use
and land use planning?

All plans, except the no action plan, by solving area-wide
wastewater management problems, removes one of the constraints
to development thereby making land use planning essential for
controlled development. This plan preempts more land for
wastewater management than any other and thus has highest im-
pact on land use.

6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR TIE INDIVIDUAL
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a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause dislocations
which will effect the place of residence, employment, mobility and
general cultural activity of a significant number of individuals?

This plan in taking the largest area for wastewater management
has the highest potential for individual dislocation.

b. To what extent will the implementation of this plan impact indivi-
dual life style?

All plans have negligible impact on general life style.

7. CONCERN FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-
water quality?

Plan F relies entirely on irrigation disposal. The greatest
potential for impact on groundwater exists in that part of the
plan that proposes irrigation of approximately 12,100 acres in
the Williams Valley. This area is underlain with lesser but
significant groundwater body. The soils are fine but well
drained and the depth to groundwater and bedrock is not great,
hence, there is an expectation of some impact on groundwater
quality from percolation. The irrigation site in Peone Prairie
for SV flows is less permeable and the groundwater body less
extensive so that the potential for impact is lower at this
site. Due primarily to the exposure in the Williams Valley,
this plan is rated as having the 2nd lowest groundwater impact
potential.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on surface
water quality?

Plan F provides for elimination of surface water discharges
and therefore, neglecting malfunction of pumping and conveyance
facilities, should provide the maximum protection of surface
waters for all beneficial uses. This plan is ranked as having
the lowest potential impact on surface water quality. Although
this plan is rated as lowest in potential impact, it does not
rate as no potential impact. The Williams Valley irrigated
area is traversed by many streams tributary to the Little
Spokane River. The change in land use to concentrated irri-
gation will undoubtedly impact these streams. Overierigation
and runoff could likewise impact these streams. These same
concerns are true but to a much smaller extent in the Peone
Prairie irrigation area.

9. CONCERNS FOR LAND USE
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What are the land use requirements of this candidate plan?

This plan requires the largest land acquisition of any, approxi-
mately 14,800 acres in the Williams Valley area and approximately
4,500 acres in the Peone Prairie area. The Peone Prairie require-
ment is the same as for Plan E and similar to that for Plan B and
G. The Williams Valley area is farmed largely as dry or irrigated

pasture but the area is interspersed with wood lots. Due both to
the size and the character of lands involved at both sites, this

plan is judged to have strong negative impact on habitat and
aesthetic values. Alternative uses for the land are primarily in
kind of agriculture, hence, the negative impact in this category
are lower than the size of the areas alone would indicate. This

plan is rates as follows:

a. What relative impact will this plan have on the quantity or quality
of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegetation and open
space?

Ranks 6th in preservation.

b. What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality
of the landscape?

Ranks 6th in preservation.

c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses of
land?

Ranks 5th in minimizing constraints.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY

a. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alter-
native have on the public health aspects of air quality?

There is potential for aerosol contamination from 17,500 acres
of total irrigation at two sites. Although the total area in
Plan F is greater than in Plan E, the exposure potential is
judged to be not significantly different, since one of the
areas in Plan F is more remotely located. Ranks with Plan E
as having highest exposure potential.

b. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

There is small odor production potential from both irrigation
and both storage areas. Ranks at 6th lowest as an odor poten-

tial problem due to remote location of one area and one storage
reservoir.

11. CONCERNS FOR ENERGY AND RESOURCES
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a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with
respect to the need for:

1) Electrical energy input?

Has highest energy requirement (1281.3 x 106 kwh) due to
high disposal pumping heads for entire year flows to irri-
gation for all 3 service areas. Requirement is more than
3 times the requirement for surface water disposal.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives with
respect to need for consumption of chemicals or other consumable
resources which may be in short supply?

Ranks lowest in chemical requirements with Plan E since all
flows are to irrigation disposal and neither phosphorus removal
or denitrification are required.

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with respect
to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

Provides nc potential for hydro power energy recovery. Nutri-
ents are recovered for entire service area by all flows to
irrigation. The energy equivalent of the nitrogen ertilizer
recovery is approximately equal to the hydro power ptential
of Plans A, B, C and H so that this plan ranks with these plans
in recovery potential.

d. How does this plan compare with other plan alternatives in net
energy requirements after considering credits for resource recovery
potential?

Ranks highest in net energy requirement due to highest input
requirement by such a large margin that high ranked recovery
potential does not significantly reduce net (1157 x 106 kwh
net).

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical

performance toward releasing to the environment the highest quality
renovated wastewater?

Full time land treatment by irrigation for all flows give thib
plan 1st rank for quality.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with others in reliability
of technical performance?
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Storage provided for land treatment for all flows gives this
plan 1st rank for reliability.

13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of growth?

Plan F, like Plan E, has major conveyance facilities and
storage reservoirs associated with both plan elements. The
SV service area element is identified with Plan E. The con-
veyance from City STP to Williams Valley is the longest of any
plan and would constitute a-major problem for enlargement to
meet unforeseen growth. This plan is ranked as being least
flexible.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in adapting
to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?

Complete disposal by irrigation for both elements makes this
plan free of surface water criteria changes and relatively free
of groundwater criteria changes. This plan is ranked as being
most independent of possible criteria changes which is con-
strued as being "flexible" to meet possible changes.

c. How does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being able
to utilize future changes in technology of wastewater treatment?

This plan and Plan E with one concentrated site plant at the
City STP site and one lagoon facility is ranked 2nd in flexi-
bility.
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NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "G"

PLAN ELEMENTS: (NS+SV)-li; C-sw/lp

DESCRIPTION: North Spokane and Spokane Valley combined to land irrigation;
City separately to surface water until 1990 then to land
percolation.

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis
Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth, mil-

lions of dollars.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 70.4

2) Capital costs only, including land 49.5

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 20.9

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal
annual cost, dollars per year.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 6.6

2) Capital costs only, including land 4.6

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 2.0

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 28.4 million dollars more than
the most cost effective project.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan alterna-
tive have on the total supply and availability of capital funds to
meet other community needs?

Ranks 6th from lowest in capital fund requirements.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance costs
of this plan alternative on utility rates and/or tax rates?

Ranks 3rd from lowest in requirements for mean annual operation
and maintenance funds. Rank is closer to Plans A, B, C, D and
H since the offsetting crop revenue applies to only part of the
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entire system.

c. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan

alternative have on employment and community real income?

Ranks 4th from lowest three plans in displacement potential

due to requirements for in excess of 6,000 acres in Peone
Prairie for lagoons, storage and irrigation.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on tax income of the community?

Lands with approximate market value $4,200,000 are taken from
the tax rolls for implementation. Raiiks 6th from lowest in

minimizing loss of tax revenue.

3. INDIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general

desirability of this area as a place to operate a business which
will be reflected in the rate of economic development of the area?

What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
level of economic activity of the area which will be reflected in
property values and tax income of the community?

Plans A, B, C, D, G and H are judged to have comparable attrac-

tiveness to business and increased economic development. They
offer comparable community attractiveness benefits and compara-

ble effect on the general level of taxes and utility rates.
These plans are ranked together as having the most favorable
impact on economic development.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What will be the relative impact of project construction on local

employment during the construction period based on this plan
alternative?

Local potential for increased employment during construction
ranks 3rd due to moderately large expenditures for conveyance,
irrigation and earthwork facilities.

b. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative

] have on local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Potential for increased sales of local materials and products
during construction ranks 3rd due to moderate volumes of pipe
and irrigation facilities.

c. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alterna-
tive have on temporary disruptions of circulation and/or business

activity that will result in reduced employment or other economic
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loss?

This plan along with Plans D, E and F ranks 4th from lowest
in disruption potential. All have approximately 7 miles of
disposal conveyance for Spokane Valley through moderately
built-up area and from 4 to 7 miles service conveyance parallel
to traveled road for North Spokane. There are differing amounts of
rural road conveyance for Plans D, E, F and G which are judged
to not significantly affect ranking.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE COMMUNITY

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the health,

welfare and safety of the community?

All candidate plans are formulated to have a strong positive
impact on health, welfare and safety. The screening of poten-
tial negative impacts indi-ates that this plan has exposures
associated with surface wa.er for only half the planning
period, irrigation and raw sewage pumping and has limited expo-
sures associatel with groundwater, only the percolation from
irrigation. This plan is ranked 3rd from lowest risk along with
Plans C, E and H.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disruptions
of existing community living patterns such as location, quality
and character of residential communities, locations and kinds of
employment and general cultural activities?

There will be community disruption caused by preempting approxi-
mately 6700 acres for lagoons, storage and irrigation. This
plan is ranked 4th from lowest in disruptive impact.

c. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the recrea-
tion patterns of the community?

From 1980 to 1990, surface water disposal to 1983 standards
provides greatly improved recre,4tion availability of the Spo-
kane River and Long Lake, but not without some reservation.
Unlike plans A, B, and C, there is no surface water discharge
above the City STP. After 1990 there would be complete elimi-
nation of surface water discharge which would remove all
reservation. There are some land diversions to wastewater
management that could negatively impact recreation opportuni-
ties, particularly the attractive area on Long Lake taken for
percolation. Plan ranks 4th from highest for improvement of
recreational opportunities.

d. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on land use
and land use planning?
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All plans, except the no action plan, by solving area-wide

wastewater management problems, remove one of the constraints
to development thereby making land use planning an essential
for controlled development. This plan physically constrains

land use and land use planning in the 6700 acre area taken for
wastewater management. Plan is ranked 4th from lowest in phy-
sical impact on land use.

6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause dislocations
which will effect the place of residence, employment, mobility and
general cultural activity of a significant number of individuals?

This plan has dislocation impact in the 6700 acres taken for
wastewater management. Ranks 4th from lowest in dislocation
impacts.

b. To what extent will the implementation of this plan impact indivi-

dual life style?

All plans have negligible impact on general life style.

7. CONCERN FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-

water quality?

This plan like Plan C has only one surface water disposal point
at the City STP and considering that portion of the plan has
low potential for groundwater impact. The other element of the
plan is irrigation disposal to the Peone Prairie which also
forms an element of Plans B, E a. t F. .4- ,oted under these
plans, this element also has low potential for significant
groundwater impact. Therefore, Plan G is ranked 3rd to lowest
in impact potential.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on surface

water quality?

Plan G has a single surface water disposal at the City STP
that serves the City service area. The potential impact of
this plan is less than Plan C which has a similar single dispo-
sal in that Plan G flows are significantly smaller. Therefore
Plan G is ranked 4th in potential impact above Plan C.

9. CONCERNS FOR LAND USE

What are the land use requirements of this candidate plan?
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This plan has one major land requirement from the inception of
the project for approximately 6,300 acres in the Peone Prairie
area and another beginning in 1990 for approximately 434 acres

for a percolation site on the north shore of Long Lake. The im-
pacts of these two acquisitions is similar to Plans B, E and F

relative to the Peone Prairie land and to Plan D for the Long Lake
site. Both areas involve significant negative impacts to all three
concerns, a combination that gives this plan as a whole a strong
negative impact.

a. What relative impact will this plan have on the quantity or quality
of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegetation and open
space?

Ranks last in preservation.

b. What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality
of the landscape?

Ranks last in preservation.

c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses of

land?

Ranks 7th in minimizing constraints.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY

a. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the public health aspects of air quality?

There is potential for aerosol contamination of air from irri-
gation of approximately 5500 acres at one location. Exposure
potential is ranked as 3rd lowest, having one location and
less area than Plans E and F but having more area than Plan B.

b. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

There is odor potential from both the irrigation and storage
areas and the percolation pond constructed after 1990. Plan
is ranked 7th from lowest in odor potential.

11. CONCERNS FOR 7NERGY AND RESOUCES

a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with
respect to the need for:

1) Electrical energy input?

Has 6th lowest energy requirement (620.4 x 106 kwh).

The lower energy requirement for lagoon treatment of
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NS+SV flows is more than offset by service and disposal
conveyance pumping. There is also added lift after 1990

for City to percolation disposal.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives with
respect to need for consumption of chemicals or other consumable
resources which may be in short supply?

Ranks 2nd lowest after Plans E and F. Alum for phosphorus
removal is required only to 1990 for only the City portion of
flow.

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with respect
to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

The City flow to 1990 is the only flow disposal to the river
for availability to hydro power production. Nutrients are

recovered only for the NS+SV portion of flow to irrigation.

Thus, total recovery potential is low, ranking with Plans D
and E.

d. How does this plan compare with other plan alternatives in net

energy requirements after considering credits for resource recovery
potential?

Ranks 5th from lowest due to having 6th lowest input re-

quirement and low recovery. (554 x 106 kwh net.)

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical
performance toward releasing to the environment the highest quality
renovated wastewater?

Land treatment by irrigation for the NS and SV service areas

combined provide high quality rating. The City service area
with surface water disposal to 1990 is phased into land treat-
ment by percolation to give a good quality rating overall.

Plan is ranked 2nd in quality.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with others in reliability

of technical performance?

The irrigation and land percolation systems provide for high

reliability but the overall plan is ranked 2nd in reliability

in recognition of the early period of surface water disposal

for the City service arep.
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13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of growth?

Plan G has major conveyance facilities as part of both plan
elements but those associated with the City service area are
not to be constructed until 1990. The postponement of con-
struction removes significant risk of unanticipated growth
rates. Therefore, this plan is ranked 5th as more flexible
than Plans C, E and F.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in adapting
to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?

This plan has irrigation disposal for service areas NS and SV
and surface water separately for the City, changing to perco-
lation at 1990. Until 1990, the system is only partially
independent of changes in surface water criteria, but there
is a planned change for the surface water disposal which could,
be advanced in time if neccssary. Plan is rated 2nd most
flexible.

c. How does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being able
to utilize future changes in technology of wastewater treatment?

This plan with only one concentrated site plant, City service
area alone to City STP, and one lagoon type facility to serve
NS+SV service areas is ranked ist in flexibility.
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NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "H"

PLAN ELEMENTS: C-sw; NS-sw; SV-sw

DESCRIPTION: City, North Spokane and Spokane Valley each separately to
surface water

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth, mil-
lions of dollars.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 47.3

2) Capital costs only, including land 17.6

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 29.7

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal
annual cost, dollars per year.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 4.5

2) Capital costs only, including land 1.7

3) Operation and maintenance costs only 2.8

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 5.3 million dollars more than
the most cost effective project.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan alterna-
tive have on the total supply and availability of capital funds
to meet other community needs?

Ranks 2nd from lowest in capital cost requirements.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance costs
of this plan alternative on utility rates and/or tax rates?

Ranks highest in requirements for mean annual operating funds
due to having three completely separate plants to operate.
There is, however, little significant difference in rank
between plans A, B, C, D and H which includes ranks 4 through 8.
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c. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on employment and community real income?

Ranks with Plans A and D as having lowest impact on employ-
ment and community income since there are no significant dis-
placements in this plan.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on tax income of the community?

Lands with approximate market value of $62,500 are taken from
the tax rolls for implementation. Ranks 3rd in minimizing loss
of tax revenue.

3. INDIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general
desirability of this area as a place to operate a business which
will be reflected in the rate of economic development of the area?
What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the general

level of economic activity of the area which will be reflected in
property values and tax income of the community?

Plans A, B, C, D, G and H are judged to have comparable attrac-

tiveness to business and increased economic development. They
offer comparable community attractiveness benefits and have
comparable effect on the general level of taxes and utility
rates. These plans are ranked together as having the most
favorable impact on economic development.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What will be the relative impact of project construction on local
employment during the construction period based on this plan alter-
native?

Local potential for increased employment during construction
is lowest. Moderate treatment plant expenditures are offset
by the very small amount of conveyance work.

b. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alternative
have on local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Potential for increased sales of local materials and products
during construction is lowest due to the relatively small per-

cent of local items in treatment plant construction which

makes up most of the construction volume.

c. Will the construction of this plan alternative cause temporary dis-

ruptions of circulation and/or business activity that will result

in reduced employment or other economic loss?
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Ranks lowest in disruption potential since all service areas
are separately treated and all are disposed to surface water
thus minimizing both service and disposal conveyance.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE COMMUNITY

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the health,
welfare and safety of the community?

All candidate plans are formulated to have a strong positive
impact on health, welfare and safety. The screening of poten-

tial negative impacts indicates that this plan has surface
water exposure, no raw sewage pumping exposure and involves no
risks to groundwater or through irrigation. Plan is ranked 3rd
lowest risk along with Plans C, E and G.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disruptions
of existing community living patterns such as location, quality and
character of residential communities, locations and kinds of em-
ployment and general cultural activities?

This plan, along with Plans A and C will have negligible dis-
ruptive impact on the community.

c. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the recrea-
tion patterns of the community?

Provides high absolute improvement of surface water above pre-
sent conditions but ranks below plans which completely elimi-
nate surface water disposal. This plan provides three points
of surface disposal which cause it to rank after other plans
with two or one point. Does not divert any land to disposal
use. Ranks lowest in potential for improved recreation oppor-
tunities.

d. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on land use
and land use planning?

All plans, except the no action plan, by solving area-wide
wastewater management problems remove one of the constraints
to development thereby making land use planning an essential
for controlled development. This plan does not preempt any

extensive lands and thus ranks lowest in physical constraints
on land use along with Plans A and C.

6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause dislocations

which will effect the place of residence, employment, mobility

and general cultural activity of a significant number of indivi-
duals?
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This plan, along with Plans A and C will cause negligible
disruption of individuals.

~b. To what extent will the implementation of this plan impact indi-
vidual life style?

All plans have negligible impact on general life style.

7. CONCERN FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-
water quality?

Plan H has three points of surface water disposal, two of which
are as cited for Plan A. The third point for NS service area
is at the Spokane River and Little Spokane River confluence and
is judged to have no significant potential for groundwater
impact. Therefore, Plan H is ranked with Plan A at 4th lowest
in impact potential.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on surface
water quality?

The three separate surface water disposals to 1983 standards
proposed in this plan should, as stated for Plan A, meet all
requirements to maintain Class A conditions in the receiving
waters. Discharges at RM 79, the City STP and the Little
Spokane confluence increase the area of influence and the
opportunities for malfunction. Therefore, this plan is ranked
as having the highest potential for impact on surface water
quality.

9. CONCERNS FOR LAND USE

What are the land use requirements of this candidate plan?

This plan requires only two small treatment sites in addition to
the land already committed to wastewater management, one of approxi-
mately 12 acres near Felts Field, the same as for Plan B, and one
of approximately 9 acres in the vicinity of the Fish Hatchery or,
alternatively in the vicinity of the Little Spokane River conflu-

ence. These small sites, with the exception of the subalternative
confluence site, are judged to have small impact. The subalterna-
tive confluence site is judged to have significant negative habitat
and aesthetic impact due to the nature of the area. The ranking

below is for the basic alternative at the Fish Hatchery site, which

has some negative habitat and aesthetic impact.

a. What relative impact will this plan have on the quantity or quality

of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegetation and
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open space?

Ranks 3rd in preservation.

b. What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality
of the landscape?

Ranks 3rd in preservation.

c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses of
land?

Ranks 3rd in minimizing constraints.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY

a. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the public health aspects of air quality?

No negative impact. Ranks with plans A, C and D which also
have no negative impact.

b. What relative effect will the implementation of this plan alterna-
tive have on the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

Odor problems are unlikely from well operated plants, but this
plan with three plants increases exposure potential over those
with only one or two. Ranks 3rd from lowest In odor poten-
tial.

11. CONCERNS FOR ENERGY AND RESOURCES

a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with
respect to the need for:

1) Electrical energy input?

Has 3rd lowest energy requirement (440.7 x 106 kwh).
Requires slightly more energy than Plan A since the advan-
tages of combined treatment slightly outweigh the elimina-
tion of the NS service conveyance pumping.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives with
respect to need for consumption of chemicals or other consumable

resources which may be in short supply?

Ranks 4th with Plans A and C which have identical alum usages

for phosphorus removal to surface waters for all three service
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areas.

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with respect
to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

The entire flow of all three service areas is discharged to the
Spokane River and become available for power production in
WWP dams and downriver Columbia installations. There is no
recovery of nutrient chemicals. The direct hydro energy re-
covery potential of this plan and plans A, B, and C is approxi-
mately equal to the energy equivalent of recovered nitrogen
fertilizer of Plan F giving Plans A, B, C, F and H equal rank.
(125 to 135 x 106 kwh.)

d. How does this plan compare with other plan alternatives in net
energy requirements after considering credits for resource recovery
potential?

Ranks 2nd lowest in net energy requirement along with Plan B
due to having the 3rd lowest basic input requirement and re-
covery potential equal to the highest ranked recovery. (309
x 106 kwh net.)

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical per-
formance toward releasing to the environment the highest quality

renovated wastewater?

Three separate surface water disposals from activated sludge
plants give this plan the lowest quality rating.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with others in reliability
of technical performance?

Three separate plants without storage to buffer malfunctions
give this plan lowest reliability rating.

13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of growth?

Three separate plants, one for each major service area, and no
major conveyance facilities combine to make the plan rank as
most flexible to unanticipated growth.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in adapting
to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?

Three separate plants with surface water disposal make this
this plan least flexible to changes in surface water criteria.
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c. How does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being able
to utilize future changes in technology of wastewater treatment?

The need for three separate concentrated site plants ranks
this plan lowest in flexibility.
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NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "I"

DESCRIPTION: NO ACTION. City to continue disposal to surface
water of secondary effluent with phosphorus removal;
North Spokane to continue partial service by interim
facilities and remainder by on-site disposal; Spokane
Valley to continue on-site disposal.

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth,
millions of dollars.

1) Total Cost, capital plus operation and maintenance 23.4*
2) Capital costs only, including land NONE
3) Operation and maintenance costs only 23.4*

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal
annual cost, dollars per year.

1) Total including capital and 0 and M 2.2*
2) Capital costs only, including land NONE t
3) Operation and maintenance costs only 2.2*

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 18.6 million dollars less

than the most cost effective action plan.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan alter-
native have on the total supply and availability of capital
funds to meet other comunity needs?

The no-action plan has no public funding requirements for capi-
tal. Private individuals would continue to have capital costs
for new on-site disposal facilitiest

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance

*For maintenance and operation of City STP, only with full time P removal.
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costs of this plan alternative on utility rates and/or tax rates?

The operation and maintenance costs of the City STP serving the
City alone is 23.4 million dollars and serving the City plus
North Spokane under Plan A is 24.8 million dollars. As regards
C+NS the no action plan does not offer large savings. Spokane
Valley has no public O&M cost under no-action but would cost 7.3
million dollars for SV under Plan A.**

c. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on employment and community real income?

The no action plan would cause no displacement of persons already
in residence or already employed. Since some areas may be
unbuildable and some employment opportunities may not be built
for lack of sewerage service, there is in effect a future poten-
tial loss of employment and community income.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on tax income of the community?

As indicated under c above, impact will be in loss of future tax
income from residences and commercial construction that will not
take place for lack of sewerage service in some areas.

3. INDIRECf ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the
general desirability of this area as a place to operate a busi-
ness which will be reflected in the rate of economic development
of the area? What relative Impact will this plan alternative
have on the general level of economic activity of the area which
will be reflected in property values and tax income of the
community?

The restrictions on development in areas without sewerage service
or acceptable on-site disposal will make the area as a whole
less attractive and will tend to slow economic development.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What will be the relative impact of project construction on
local employment during the construction period based on this
plan alternative?

**All costs are in terms of present worth for 20 year planning period

with full time P removal.
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Not applicable.

b. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alterna-
tive have on local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Not applicable.

c. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alterna-
tive have on temporary disruptions of circulation and/or business
activity that will result in reduced employment or other
economic loss?

Not applicable.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE COM!UNITY

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the
health, welfare and safety of the community?

1) The City area impact will be same as Plan A.

2) In the North Spokane area where there are significant areas
of unsatisfactory performance of on-site disposal there will
continue to be the threat from these conditions.

3) In the Spokane Valley where on-site performance is generally
satisfactory regarding surface condition there will continue
to be the as yet unevaluated threat to groundwater supplies
due to percolation.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disrup-

tions of existing community living patterns such as location,
quality and character of residential communities, locations
and kinds of employment and general cultural activities?

The no action plan could eventually cause deterioration of the
quality of some North Spokane areas. The no action plan's
primary impact is on the future disruptions caused by lack of

satisfactory sewerage service to all areas.

c. What rela"4e impact will this plan alternative have on the
recreation patterns of the community?

No significant impact.

d. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on land use

and land planning?

The no action nlan could place heavy constraints on land use
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eianning in North Spokane and Spokane Valley. In NS areas not
suitable for on site disposal must remain undeveloped. In SV,
depending upon interpretations of regulatory agencies, restric-
tions could range all the way from density to location to no
further development at all.

6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disloca-
tions which will effect the place of residence, employment,

business mobility and general cultural activity of a significant
number of individuals?

The impacts upon the individual are essentially the same as
described for the community as a whole under 5 above.

b. To what extent will the implementation of this plan impact indi-
vidual life style?

Net applicable.

7. CONCERNS FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-
woater quality?

The continuation of on site disposal in North Spokane has posed
significant surface problems to the extent that there has been
little concern for groundwater which is at much greater depth
through finer materials than in Spokane Valley.

in Spokane Valley the primary concern of continuation of on site
disposal is the potential threat to groundwater. Refer to Task
Report Section 608. Regulatory bodies have not evaluated this
threat in terms of public health. The exact nature of the pre-
sent and future impact on groundwater has not at this time been
satisfactorily evaluated. There is no doubt that the unevaluated
threat of no-action is a widespread concern.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on surface
water quality?

The impact of the no-action plan is not significantly different
than action plans which provide surface water disposal from the
City STP with secondary treatment. There being no surface water
discharge for Spokane Valley, the no-action plan has less impact
on the upper part of the Spokane RJver than action plans which
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utilize a local surface water disposal to Spokane Valley.

i 9. CONCERNS FOR LAND USE

What are the land use requirements of this candidate plan?

Not applicable.

a. What relative impact will this plan have on the quantity or
quality of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegeta-
tion and open space?

The no-action plan has no impact on current land availability.
The fact that the no action plan may prevent development of
certain areas will tend to preserve some existing open space.

b. What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality

of the landscape?

No change over present conditions.

c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses
of land?

This plan will not preempt land.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY AND NOISE

a. What effect will the implementation of this plan alternative
have on the public health aspects of air quality?

No effect except that areas with poorly performing on-site dis-
posal may provide the environment to encourage insect disease
vectors.

b. What effect will the implementation of this plan alternative
have on the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

Areas where there is poorly performing on-site disposal are
subject to odor nuisance.

c. What will be the relative impact of this plan alternative with

respect to noise.

Not applicable.

11. CONCERNS FOR ENERGY AND RESOURCES

a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with
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respect to the need for:

1) Electrical energy input?

The only significant energy requirement is for the City STP.
The no-action plan avoids the energy for conveyance of North
Spokane flows and the energy for conveyance and/or treatment
of Spokane Valley flows.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans including no-action.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives
with respect to need for consumption of chemicals or other
consumable resources which may be in short supply?

The consumption of chemicals for phosphorus removal for the City

flow is same as action plans with surface water disposal.

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with re-
spect to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

Provides no salvage of chemical resources. The water going to
on-site disposal is largely lost to energy production in

passing down the Spokane River

d. How does this plan compare with other plan alternatives in net

energy requirements after considering credits for resource
recovery potential?

The net energy requirement is lower than any action plan.

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical
performance toward releasing to the environment the highest
quality renovated wastewater?

The City c rmonenl is equal to action plans with secondary
treatment to &urface water disposal. All on-site disposal
releases a Low quality effluent to the environment.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with others in relia-
bility of technicat performance?

The City ST11 compenent is as reliable as action plans. On-site

disposal is reliabLe when maintained but has the weakness of
presently being lCft to each individual.
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13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of growth?

Has highest flexibility in the sense that this plan leaves the
City STP with large reserve capacity and that on-site disposal
is completely flexible in its one to one response to need. The
on-site disposal is not flexible to location and may prevent
growth in certain areas.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in
adapting to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?

On-site disposal component has low flexibility to adapt to a
change in requirements since it involves a large number of units
with essentially fixed quality.

c. How does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being able
to utilize future changes in technology of wastewater treatment?

On-site disposal ias low flexibility to adopt technological
change since it would require large numbers of individuals to
make capital expenditures. The potential for technological
improvements that can be used on an individual basis is also a
constraint.
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NARRATIVE EVALUATION

ALTERNATIVE PLAN: "J"

PLAN ELEMENTS: (C+NS)-sw/swt; SV-sw/swt

DESCRIPTION: City and North Spokane combined to surface water
disposal; Spokane Valley separately to surface water
disposal. Both upgraded to 1985 standards in 1990
by addition of tertiary treatment elements.

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

a. Capitalized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as present worth,
millions of dollars.

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 70.9
2) Capital costs only, including land 32.0
3) Operation and maintenance costs only 38.9

b. Annualized Cost Basis

Planning period facilities cost expressed as equivalent equal
annual cost, dollars per year.,

1) Total, including capital and 0 and M 6.7
2) Capital costs only, including land 3.0
3) Operation and maintenance costs only 3.7

c. Capitalized cost of this project is 12.9 million dollars more

than the most cost effective project (Plan D) providing 1985 standards.

2. DIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will the capital funding of this plan
alternative have on the total supply and availability of capital
funds to meet other community needs?

Has lowest capital fund requirements initially in 1980, being

the same as Plan A. The increment in 1990 is higher than Plan D.

b. What will be the relative impact of operation and maintenance
costs of this plan alternative on utility rates and/or tax
rates?

To 1990 this plan has the same costs as Plan A which ranks 5th
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from lowest requirement for mean annual operation and mainte-
nance funds. After 1990 its costs would be the highest of all
alternatives.

c. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan
alternative have on employment and community real income?

Ranks with Plans A, D and H as having lowest impact on employ-
ment and community income since there are no significant dis-
placements in this plan.

d. What relative impact will any displacements caused by this plan

alternative have on tax income of the community?

Up until 1990, this plan ranks 2nd from lowest in land require-
ments with Plan A. After 1990 the main impact is additional

land to expand City STP site. Despite high unit cost, the value
of land taken would be lower than Plans D or F.

3. INDIRECT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the
general desirability of this area as a place to operate a busi-
ness which will be reflected in the rate of economic development
of the area? What relative impact will this plan alternative
have on the general level of economic activity of the area which
will be reflected in property values and tax income of the
community?

Due to the higher operating costs after 1990, this plan is
ranked below Plans A, B, C, D, G and H which are judged to have
comparable attractiveness to business and increased economic
development.

4. TRANSIENT ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a. What will be the relative impact of project construction on
local employment during the construction period based on this
plan alternative?

Ranks with Plan A to 1990, but due to less requirement for local
type labor at 1990 than Plan D, ranks below Plan D. The high
capital costs in 1990 are associated with equipment.

b. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alter-native have on local manufacturing and materials supply business?

Potential for sale of local materials and products ranks lower
than Plan D due to relatively small amounts of construction
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required in conveyance facilities and the large amounts in
imported special equipment.

c. What relative impact will the construction of this plan alterna-

tive have on temporary disruptions of circulation and/or
business activity that will result in reduced employment or other
economic loss?

Ranks with Plan A at 2nd from lowest in disruption potential.

5. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE COMMUNITY

a. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the
health, welfare and safety of the community?

All candidate plans are formulated to have a strong positive
impact on health, welfare and safety. The screening of poten-
tial negative impacts indicates that this plan has exposures
associated with surface water and raw sewage pumping and has no
exposures associated with groundwater and irrigation. This
plan is ranked 2nd in lowest risk along with Plans A and B.

b. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disrup-
tions of existing community living patterns such as location,
quality and character of residential communities, locations and
kinds of employment and general cultural activities?

This plan, along with Plans A, C and H will have negligible
disruptive impact on the community.

c. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on the
recreation patterns of the community?

Provides high absolute improvement of surface water above pre-
sent conditions but ranks below plans which completely eliminate
surface water disposal. Does not divert any land areas to

disposal use. Relative rank is highest of-any alternative that
utilizes surface water due to the very high quality effluent but
is ranked lower for concerns described in paragraph 9 below.

d. What relative impact will this plan alternative have on land use
and land use planning?

All plans, except the no action plan, by solving area-wide
wastewater management problems remove one of the constraints to
development thereby making land use planning an essential for
controlled development. This plan does not preempt any extensive
lands and thus ranks lowest in physical constraints on land use
along with Plans A, C and H.
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6. SOCIAL CONCERNS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

a. Will the implementation of this plan alternative cause disloca-
tions which will effect the place of residence, employment,
mobility and general cultural activity of a significant number
of individuals?

This plan, along with Plans A, C and H, will cause negligible
disruption of individuals.

b. To what extent will the implementation of this plan impact
individual life style?

All plans have negligible impact on general life style.

7. CONCERN FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on ground-
water quality?

The surface water disposal at the City STP for the NS and C
service areas has almost zero potential for groundwater impact
since, on the average, the groundwater exchange is into the

river downstream from the City STP except in the immediate
vicinity of Nine Mile Dam. The surface water disposal for SV
service area at approximate R.M. 79 is selected to be downstream
from the main City wells at Parkwater but is upstream from a
reach that, on the average, discharges from the river into
groundwater. Primarily because of the effluent location at

R.M. 79, this plan is ranked to have a higher potential impact
on an important groundwater body than Plan C which has a dis-
charge only at the City STP. Due to the greater importance of
the Spokane Valley aquifer, the significance of this potential
impact is ranked higher than those due to possible percolation
from irrigation in Plans E, F and G. Plan J is ranked with
Plans A and H but with some recognition of the higher quality
effluent.

8. CONCERN FOR SURFACE WATER QUALITY

a. What is the relative potential of this plan for impact on sur-
face water quality?

To 1990 the impact on surface water quality is equal to Plan A.
The very high quality effluent after 1990 raises its level of
protection almost to that of land application like Plan D. Due
to the always remaining potential for a malfunction, Plan J is
ranked below Plan D.
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9. CONCERNS FOR LAND USE

This plan does not have any large scale impacts on land use. A site
is required for the Spokane Valley treatment plant in the vicinity
of Felts Field and the area will be slightly larger than for Plan A
due to the need for the tertiary units. The more significant impact
is relative to the City STP. The existing site is not large enough
to accommodate the tertiary units and there is no contiguous topo-
graphically suited land for expansion. The expansion will have to
take place at a non-contiguous site which may involve lands pre-
sently dedicated to park or other public use. Although the area
required is small compared with land application, its specific loca-
tion requirements could create a public acceptance problem.

a. What relative impact will this plan have on the quantity or
quality of land available for wildlife habitat, natural vegeta-
tion and open space?

Potential loss at site required for City STP expansion is a
moderate negative impact.

b. What relative impact will this plan have on the aesthetic quality
of the landscape?

Again, the specific locational needs of the site for City STP
expansion could have a moderate impact on a scenic part of the
river.

c. What constraints will this plan place on other beneficial uses
of land?

Does not introduce any large scale constraints. The two sites
at Felts Field and at the City STP are the only constraints.

10. CONCERNS FOR AIR QUALITY

a. What effect will the implementation of this plan alternative have
on the public health aspects of air quality?

No negative impact. Ranks with Plans A, C, D and H which also
have no negative impact on health aspects of air quality.

b. What effect will the implementation of this plan alternative
have on the aesthetic aspects of air quality?

There is a moderate potential for negative impact from treatment
plants. Two treatment sites, both with solids handling and with
carbon regeneration increase the odor potential over one site
plan.
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11. CONCERNS FOR ENERGY AND RESOURCES

a. How does this project compare with other plan alternatives with

respect to the need for:

1) Electrical Energy Input?

To 1990 the energy rate is same as Plan A and lowest of all
alternatives. After 1990 the greatly increased requirements
for advanced treatment elements, particularly nitrification
and ozone disinfection, bring energy requirements higher 6
than all plans except E and F. Requirement is 674.8 x 10
kwh.

2) Thermal energy input?

Negligible for all plans.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with other alternatives
with respect to need for consumption of chemicals or other con-
sumable resources which may be in short supply?

Ranks with Plans A, C and H which have identical alum usages
required for phosphorus removal to surface waters for all three
service areas, but in addition requires significant quantities
of methanol for denitrification after 1990.

c. What positive aspects does this plan alternative have with
respect to salvage of energy or reusable chemical resources?

The entire flow of all three service areas is discharged to the
Spokane River and become available for power production in WWP
dams and downriver Columbia installations. There is no recovery
of nutrient chemicals. The direct hydro energy recovery poten-
tial of this plan and Plans A, B, C and H is approximately equal
to the energy equivalent of recovered nitrogen fertilizer of
Plan F at 125 to 135 x 106 kwh.

d. How does this plan compare with other plan alternatives in net
energy requirements after considering credits for resource
recovery potential?

Net energy requirement at 540 x 106 kwh ranks this Plan between
Plans D and G; higher than D but lower than G.

12. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. How does this plan alternative compare with others in technical
performance toward releasing to the environment the highest
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f
quality renovated wastewater?

To 1990 this plan ranks with Plan A in having two secondary
treated effluent discharges to surface water. After 1990 the
quality released is raised to a very high level so that the
impact is limited to TDS and possibly some exotic compounds
that might pass carbon adsorption. Net rank with Plan D.

b. How does this plan alternative compare with others in relia-
bility of technical performance?

Lack of storage between treatment and ultimate discharge to the

environment causes this plan to be ranked lower in reliability
than all land application types.

i 13. FLEXIBILITY

a. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in being
adaptable to unanticipated changes in rate and location of
growth?

The complex treatment facility after 1990 makes expansion of
capacity more difficult than Plan A but not as difficult as
major transmission expansion required for land application.

b. How does this plan alternative rate for its flexibility in
adapting to possible changes in water quality criteria and goals?

The very high level of treatment provided in the proposed up-
grade make this plan capable of meeting any reasonable increase
in disposal criteria or goals. Ranked highest with Plan F.

c. How does this plan alternative rate for flexibility in being
able to utilize future changes in technology of wastewater
treatment?

Since this plan is locked into a very large cost investment for

site intensive treatment it is not as flexible as less elaborate
systems. If breakthroughs take place before the proposed im-
plementation date of 1990, this system is in a better position
than plans which are fully committed from the start. Ranked
between Plans D and F.
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